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PREFACE

0.1 The case for contrastive gramniars

The case for contrastive grammars based on sound descrip-

tive analyses of the two languages in question has been succint-

ly and effectively stated by Charles A. Ferguson (Stockwell et

al. 1965:v.): " . one of the major problems in the learning

of a second language is the interference caused by the structur-

al differences between the native language of the learner and

the second language, a careful contrastive analysis of the

two languages offers an excellent basis for the preparation of

instructional materials, the planning of courses, and the devel-

opment of actual classroom techniques,"

In addition to the above uses, such a contrastive grammar

can prove useful in itself for advanced students of either lan-

guage who could improve their control of the second language by

getting rid of subconscious "foreignisms" more rapidly and ef-

fectively, having had their attention directed to these struc-

tural faults. A contrastive grammar may also be of interest to

linguists, who may find it convenient to have juxtaposed analy-

ses of the given languages, for example, in the search for lin-

guistic universals. Finally, I might state my agreement with

the opinion that contrastive studiesisare viable objectives for

their own sake." (Stockwell 1968:25.)

0.2 Purpose and scope of this study

The purpose of this study is to contrast from the structur-

al linguistic point of view those areas of English and Hungarian

grammar which in my view are most likely to cause the greatest



interference for the native English speaker learning Hungarian.

Since the development of contrastive grammars as such is in its

infancy, there are as yet no quantitative measures that can be

applied to the grammars of two given languages to determine

those differences of structure in which the greatest likelihood

of interference would arise. The choice of topics here has, ac-

cordingly, been based, for the most part, on personal observa-

tion, both of English speakers learning Hungarian and of Hungar-

ian native speakers speaking English, and on a study of grammars

of various kinds, both in English and Hungarian. Since a ncom-

pleten grammar of any language would be virtually impossible--

from the practical--and, possibly, even the linguistic--point

of view, this study will be limited in scope, treating selected

areas, primarily of syntax, and secondarily of morphology, (For

a contrastive study of English and Hungarian phonology see Nem-

ser and Juhasz 1964.)

0.3 The approach taken in this study

The approach taken in this stud,/ is essentially taxonomic.

However, there are also several statements of the transforma-

tional-generative type made here, but only of the most informal

variety. Strict limitations on space precluded the insertion

of more formal generative statements, and also the inclusion of

a greater number of "intermediate" stages of some of the struc-

tures discussed here. The examples for both of the languages

treated are given in the traditional orthographies, However,

since this work is not intended for use by beginning students

of either English or Hungarian, the number of examples is kept

at the minimum necessary for the proper illustration of ;he

11



given principle being analyzed. Moreover, spacial limitations

also preclude giving overt "hints to the teacher" or a morpheme-

by-morpheme gloss of each example, although such devices would

undoubtedly be of practical value for some readers. It is as-

sumed, however, that the examples as given, translated, and dis-

cussed here will serve their intended purpose of illustration.

0.4 Acknowledgements

The English corpus represents, first of all, my own speech,

a spoken variety of standard "mid-Western American," supplement-

ed by the opinions of other native speakers of more or less the

same variety of American English. Unfortunately, no native

speaker of British English was available to me at the most cruc-

ial stages of the preparation of this study; consequently, in-

teresting aspects of that variety of English had to be left out

of consideration. Published studies were also used as sources

for some of the English material used. Direct quotations from

these works are indicated in the footnotes, and my gratitude to

these authors, ii not noted elsewhere, is hereby acknowledged,

as is my gratitude to those native speakers of American English,

too numerous to list, who have at one time or other been kind

enough to answer questions relating to usage. Special thanks

are due Kathleen Fenton and Cathy Orosz for graciously taking

time out from busy schedules to answer some of my queries. I

have also profited from several linguistic discussions held

with Rex Moser and with Craig Goodrich.

The uncited Hungarian material used for this study was col-

lected partly during the course of a three-year program oi Hun-

garian studies at Indiana University made possible through NDEA
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r
Foreign Language Fellowships, partly during a six-month stay in

Hungary which was financed by a grant from the Inter-University

Committee on Travel Grants, and partly during the period of this

contract with the United States Office of Education. I wish to

thank all of the organizations involved as well as Professor

Thomas A. Sebeok, who very kindly made available to me the faci-

lities of the Indiana University Research Center for the Language

Sciences.

For assistance in certain matters pertaining to usage in

Hungarian I am indebted to Professor Gustav Bayerle and Dr. An-

drew Vazsonyi of Indiana University, and to my regular native

informant here in the U.S., Mr. Laszl6 Kovacs. For help during

my stay in Hungary I am especially indebted to Dr. Janos Zsilka,

Dr. JOzsef ErdSdi, lir. Gabor Vlgh, and other individuals who of-

fered advice--often unsolicited--in matters pertaining to the

Hungarian language.

Professors Alo Raun and Fred Householder of Indiana Univer-

sity offered valuable suggestions in regard to some of the mater-

ial presented in this study, in particular Part II, which was

submitted as a doctoral dissertation to the faculty of the Grad-

uate School of Indiana University and accepted in partial ful-

fillment for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Depart-

ment of Linguistics.

Many useful suggestions were also offered by Professor

Carleton Hodge, to whom I owe an especial debt of gratitude,

for without his kind efforts this project would not have been

initiated,

Needless to say: any deficiencies in this work are my sole

responsibility.
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PART ONE: ARTICLE USAGE

In foreign-language textbooks written in English it seems

traditional to begin the section on "grammar" with the presenta-

tion of the equivalents of the English definite article, if such

exists in the language studied. This practice is pedagogically

understandable when one considers the high frequency of the ar-

ticles in a running text of English. One would, accordingly,

expect an English-speaking student ox a foreign language to

feel an immediate need to know what the translation equivalents

of the articles are in the language being studied, inasmuch as

he is immediately called on to produce the equivalent of "I am

a student," or "Miss Smith is the teacher," and the like.

There is a correspondingly strong motivation for beginning

a contrastive grammar such as this with a detailed discussion of

the different articles and their uses, especially when one of

the languages being analyzed is Hungarian, a language in which

the articles play just as important a role as the articles in

English. In Hungarian, moreover, article selection is not only

syntactically important in itself, as in English, but also has

a diredt bearing on the selection of either of two main conju-

gation types.

Structurally speaking, there are three articles (with sev-

eral allomorphic variants) in Hungarian, and three--possibly

four--in English, also with several variants each. The articles

in English are the, Wan, (and possibly no); for Hungarian

a/az, slea. In this work English the and Hungarian az will re-

present all forms of the "definite article," and English a and

Hungarian egy all forms of the respective "indefinite article,"

-6-



regardless of the particular variant present in the given ex-

amples. The third article to be discussed extensively in this

section is g!, which, since it has no phonemic value nor graphe-

mic representation, is generally ignored in traditional grammars

of either language. In modern linguistic literature g is called

the "zero determiner" or simple "zero." In this study "zero

article" will be used as a parallel term to "definite" and "in-

definite articles," and in free variation with the preceding

labels.

-7;
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CHAPTER I

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

The uses of the definite article in English and Hungarian

seem at first glance to be so similar that it may be safe to as-

sume that interferente can be caused by this very fact alone.

The principle of least effort could understandably lead a begin-

ning English-speaking student to use the Hungarian articles

everywhere in the same fashion as the English ones as soon as

he discovers that their basic"meanings" are quite similar.

Any significant divergence in usage may escape his notice until

special effort is made on his part to scrutinize the differ-

ences whenever they occur in the structures being studied. A

survey such as the following might result from such a scrutiny.

1.1 The definite article to indicate "previous mention"

Perhaps the principal use of the definite article in both

languages is to mark a noun as having been previously identi-

fied. This identification may stem from previous mention in

the discourse or from the situation in which the discourse is

taking place. Thus, the definite article signals the fact that

the noun it appears with is the "same" noun that was just men-

tioned in prior discourse:

a, 1. I met an interesting man yesterday. The man
2, at erdekes ferfit ismertem meg tegnap.

A ferfi

In these typical discourse situations we have an example of the

indefinite article in each language being used to mark the intro-
(

duction of a noun into a discourse, and the subsequent use of

the definite article to mark the noun as having been previously
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identified, In fact, it could by convention be considered "un-

grammaticaln to continue the discourse in either language using

the indefinite article in the second sentence if the speaker ex-

pects the hearer to understand that the identical man is meant

in both occurrences of the noun.

1.1.1 Partial subsequent reference. If a noun introduced

into a discourse by an indefinite determiner has a plural or

collective referent, the subsequent occurrence of the definite

noun may vary in patterning in either language, depending on

whether all or part of the entities underlying the antecedent

are subsequently being referred to. This factor, namely total

vs, partial reference, has extensive structural ramifications

in several areas of syntax in both Hungarian and English--and

will be treated in detail in Part II of this study. In this

section we will deal with the effect this factor has on the

use of the articles. It is well known that a singular noun

phrase, once having been mentioned, may be marked by the defi-

nite article in English and also by the fact that such a defi-

nite noun phrase may be followed by non-restrictive modifica-

tion only, such as a clause, as in the following example:

a. 1. I met an interesting man yesterday. 1

2 The man, who was very intelligent, told me
many interesting things.

3. *The man who was very intelligent told me many
interesting things.

Since there is only one entity underlying the antecedent of the

man in a.2, the reference here must necessarily be total. If,

on the other hand, there is a plural or collective antecedent

involved, the subsequent reference may be total or partial. If

total in reference, the definite noun phrase may be followed by
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non-restrictive modification; if partial, then a new noun phrase

must be formed by adding the necessary restrictive modification

to the definite noun:

(all)

(some)

b, 1. I met a group of men yesterday.
2. The men, who were intelligent, were very

interesting.
3. The men who were intelligent were very

interesting.

ln Hungarian there seems to be no regular phonemic difference

between restrictive clause types. Accordingly, the above sort

of distinction must be made elsewhere in the sentence. This is

usually done by the employment of a different determiner, as is

shown in the following translations of the sentences in b.

c. 1. Egy,csoport ferfit ismertem meg tegnap.,
(all) 2, A ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak, erdekesek

is voltak,
(some) 3, Azok a ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak,

eidekesek is voltah.

It goes without saying that other types of restrictive modifi-

cation may also be employed when only part of the original group

is being referred to subsequently, for example, stressed pre-

posed adjectives:

d. 1. The intelligent men were interesting.
2. Az intelligens ferfiak erdekesek is voltak.

Except for the fact that predicate adjectives are declined for

number in Hungarian, the various modifications possible as al-

ternates for those shown in b. and c. above match quite closely

from one language to the next.

1.2 The definite article to indicate "situational identifica-

tion"

It will be readily understood that often the identifica-

tion needed for definitizing a noun may actually come through

. 19
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tacit agreement rather than overt discourse, for in countless

instances in human affairs the situation itself in which the

discourse is taking place provides sufficient identification

for both the speaker and hearer to understand what the oreal

world" referent of the particular noun is. Thus we can say:

a. 1. Please close the window.
2. Tessék az ablakot becsukni.

b. 1. Please close the door.
2. Zarja be az ajtot, kerem,

without having to say overtly something to the effect that there

is an open window near the hearer, or that the door to the room

is open. As these examples show, this applies to the Hungarian

situation as well as to the English. The situation in which a

noun may thus be tacitly identified may range from rather narrow

confines, as, for example, the room in which the discourse is

taking place--as in the examples in the preceding paragraph--to

the whole world of human comprehension.

1.2.1 Contrasts in situational identification. While the

two languages being discussed here generally agree in the use of

the definite article with situationally-identified common nouns,

there are naturally areas of contrast in this broad area. One

such point of contrast lies in the interpretation of the status

of the names of the days of the week and of the months. These

of course are treated as proper nouns in English, both as to or-

thography and syntax, but as common nouns in Hungarian with the

definite article being optional:

a. 1. Tuesday isn't suitable for me.
2. (A) kedd nem alkalmas nekem.

b. 1. Where did March go?
2. Hove ment (a) mircius?



When modified, such names in English are reduced to ordinary

common nouns capable of collocating with either definite or in-

definite determiners: on a beautiful Sunday, on the following

Tuesday, which parallels on a cold Lai and on the followingaly.

1.2.2 Proximity. The above-mentioned notion of "situation-

al identification" has in it some notion of "proximity," primar-

ily spacial in English, both spacial or temporal in Hungarian.

Thus, while the definite article in both languages is used to

indicate "the near you," e.g., "window" and "door' in 1.2

above, the same article in Hungarian may indicate some "time

near us," for example, az aste 'last night', a liken 'this week,'

a napokban, lit. 'in the days' = 'recently,' etc. English fol-

lows this usage somewhat inconsistently, unless one can say that

the Rat, the present, and the future are equally "proximate"

in the minds of mortal English speakers. With the names of the

seasons, however, the definite article does seem to convey the

idea of proximity in English for some speakers. The contrast

between a.1 and a.2 below is one of differentiating between

"every spring" in a.1 and "the coming spring" in the other sen-

tence:

a. 1. In spring we move to Missesota.
2. In the spring we move to Minnesota.

The Hungarian equivalents can make the same type of semantic

distinction by the use of different auxiliary verbs;

b. 1. Tavasszal MinnisotAba szoktunk
(i.e. "usually')

2, Tavasszal Minnisotaha fogunk

1.2.3 Concurrent identification. We may finish this sec-

tion of our discussion on the uses of the definite article by



mentioning an obvious, but important fact: "previous mention"

is very often actually "concurrent mention," that is, the iden-

tification of the noun phrase may occur in the same sentence as

the noun phrase in question:

a, 1, The story I am about to tell
2. A tOrtenet, amelyet most elmeselek

More will be said of this phenomenon in the discussion of defi-

niteness in Chapter IV.

1.3 The definite article as a "generic article"

The definite article in both languages can be used with a

noun taken in the generic sense. This may be considered to be

a type of "situational identification." When the generic noun

is a count-noun and is employed in a definitional sentence, the

generic article usage is the same:

a, 1. The whale is, a mammal.
2. A balna emlosallat.

However, if the nouns in question are non-count nouns, zero is

used in English, while the Hungarian article is the same:

b. 1. Sugar is a popular flavoring.
2. A cukor nepszerS IzesIto.

c. 1. Gold is a precious metal.
2. Az arany nemesfem.

d. 1. Patience is a virtue.
2, nuilmesseg ereny.

The noun man used generically also appears with zero in English,

while its Hungarian equivalent has the expected definite article:

e. 1. Man is also a mammal.
2. 1Eember is emlOsallat.

1.3.1 Other generic articles in English. The is not the

only article which is used with generic count-nouns in English

definitional sentences. The indefinite article, as well as
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zero with plural nouns may be so used, while Hungarian uses only

az Thus, the three English sentences below are all generic

statements and have only one acceptable Hungarian equivalent:

a. 1. The whale is a mammal.
2. A whale is a mammal.
3. Whales are mammals.

b. 1. A bitIna emlts6.119.t.
2, *Eay bálna emlBsallat.
3. *BalnAk em1SsAllatok.

1.3,2 Generics in non-definitional sentences. When a ge-

nerically used noun occurs in a non-definitional sentence, ar-

ticle usage may vary from that above. In a sentence such as

a.1 below, for example, the + noun cannot be used to convey the

same general non-contrastive meaning, while in Hungarian the

generic noun may occur in the plural, but again with the definite

article:

or:

a. 1. I don't like cats. cat(s))
.2. Nem szeretem a macs*. sgl
3. Nem szeretem a macskakat. pl.

The generic pattern of the English noun phrase in a.1 coincides

with the pattern of non-count nouns occurring either in a gener-

ic or partitive sense. In Hungarian these uses are kept sepa-

rate, the definite article occurring in the first instance, zero

in the second:

b, 1. I like coffee. (generic)
2. Szeretem a ktivet.

c. 1. I'd like coffee. (nonegeneric)
2. lavet szeretnek.

The contrasting uses of the different sets of conjugational end-

ings in Hungarian will be discussed in Part II of this study.
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1.4 The definite article in possessive constructions

The use of the definite article in possessive constructions

in both languages shows several structural parallelisms, but

many divergencies as wel1.2 When the possessor noun, for ex-

ample, appears as an overt part of the possessive construction,

the possibilities in both languages are varied. Both Hungarian

and English may have two, one, or no occurrences of the definite

article, there being, of course, no one-to-one correspondence

between the uses of articles and all other structural factors

involved in the possessive construction.

1.4.1 Definite common noun as possessor. When the posses-

sor is a common noun made definite through previous mention or

through situational identification, both languages agree in the

use of the definite article before the possessor if the posses-

sor is animate, the possessed being obligatorily preceded by g

in English, while the corresponding Hungarian may have g or az:

a. 1. a fill kOnyve
2, the boyts book

If the possessor is inanimate, the Hungarian construction re-

mains the same, while the English one generally varies:

b. 1. a hAz teteje
2. the roof of the house (*the house's roof)

The definite article in Hungarian is required between the pos-

sessor noun and the possessed if the former has the genitive

suffix -nak: 3

C. 1. a fillnak a kOnyve
2. the boy'sbook

d. 1. a htiznak a teteje
2, the roof of the house



While the two variants of the possessive construction in Hungari-

an are optional, showing only a slight difference in emphasis in

the latter form, the distinction in English between animate and

inanimate possessive patterns is fairly strictly upheld except

for a number of temporal nouns: e.g.; a week's wages, and a

limited number of common nouns sometimes felt to have proper

noun status: the earth's rotation, the sun's yays (also: the

rotation of the earth, the rays of the sun,) etc,

1.4.2 Proper noun as possessor. When the possessor is a

proper noun, both languages may have the zero article before the

possessor and before the possessed:

a. 1. JAnos kOnyve
2. John's book (*the book of John)

However, with the possibility of using the definite article be-

fore a proper noun in colloquial Hungarian, two more construc-

tions are possible:

b. 1. 11.3 Jinos kOnyve.
2, b Jitnosnak a konyve

All four variants have the same English equivalents in written

form, stress placement being used to make any necessary distinc-

tions of emphasis in speech,

1.4,3 Possessive constructions without a noun. When no

noun is overtly present in the possessive construction, English

uses the so-called genitive articles (possessive adjectives) to

show the possessor-possessed relationship while Hungarian still

employs possessive suffixes, but now with the addition of the

definite article before the noun so marked:

a. 1, a kalapom
2, my hat
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b. 1. a kalapod, etc.
2. your hat, etc.

In fact the use of the article in this type of structure is more

or less obligatory in spoken Hungarian, although it is optional

in written styles, especially in sentence-initial position.

1.4.4 Emphatic possessive constructions without a noun.

If the possessor is emphasized in a Hungarian construction in

which the possessor noun is not overtly present, then the per-

sonal pronoun together with the definite article is employed be-

fore the possessed, while the emphasis in the corresponding En-

glish construction is usually achieved by stress placement alone:

a. 1. az en kalapom, a te kalapod, etc.
2. my hat, your hat, etc.

The definite article is likewise used before the possessive pro-

noun in Hungarian:

b. 1. az en kalapom, nem a tied
2. E2: let, not yours

1.4.5 Definite article as a"possessive" in Enmilh. Irs

addition to the article usage mentioned above, English uses the

definite article instead of the genitive article in certain con-

structions of a limited type, while the Hungarian equivalent

generally retains the basic possessive pattern (particularly if

the thing "possessed" is emphasized) with the definite article

most often present. The latter construction in English may, I

believe, also be analyzed as a (restricted) subcategory of the

use of the definite article with a situationally identified

noun, for in such sentences as the following the possessor of

the body part is clearly understood from the immediate context:

26
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a. 1. He has a pain in the stomach. (also: His stoat-
ach hurts.)

2. Fáj a gyomra.

b. 1. He was foaming at the mouth.
2. Habzott a szája.

That this is a structurally limited use of the English article

is clear, but it is, nonetheless, an important aspect of accept-

ed usage at all levels. While the equivalent construction in

Hungarian calls for the use of the possessive noun in most cases--

with or without the definite article--the use of the English

"possessive" pattern being discussed here seems to rely on the

fulfillment of two conditions: 1) the possessor of the body

part (or article of clothing) is overtly expressed in the sen-

tence, and 2) the possessed part or object is generally the ob-

ject of a preposition. Therefore we can have:

a. 1. John scratched himself on the arm.
but not: 2, *John scratched himself onEis arm.

b. 1. The apple hit him on the head.
but not: 2. *The apple hit him on his head.

We must also have:

c, 1. John raised his arm.
and not: 2, *John raisedMe arm.

also: d. 1. The apple fel]. on his head.
and not: 2. *The apple fell oritHe head.

if we mean that these particular body parts are on John and not

detached. In short, then, if either of the above conditions has

not been met, then the definite article is usually not used in

this fashion. However, there is an exceptional pattern here

which indicates "the part of a part" as in "the hair of his

head," "the nail of/on his big toe," etc. Here only condition

1) is met.
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1.5 The definite article with proper names

Although much more will be said in subsequent chapters on

the use of various articles with proper nouns, it may be useful

at this point to point out that the definite article in both

English and Hungarian may collocate with proper nouns in at

least two circumstances: 1) as an integral part of the name, or

2) as a non-contrastive (often optional) marker of a qualified

proper noun. In addition, Hungarian personal names, both first

names and full names, can be preceded by an optional definite

article. We shall discuss circumstance 1) here, and defer the

.discussion of 2) until Chapter VII.

1.5.1 The article as a regular part of the name. English

and Hungarian generally agree on the use of the definite article

in names for geographical entities except that Hungarian is con-

sistent in using the articles for all bodies of water, names of

mountains, and heavenly bodies, while English makes an exception

for the names of lakes, individual peaks, and the names of the

planets. Thus we have, for example:

az Atlanti-Ocegn
a Duna

but: a Balaton

the Atlantic (Ocean)
171 Danube (River)
IERe Balaton

It can be seen from-the first two English examples above that

the definite article with the name of the ocean or river name

is usually sufficient as an unambiguous designation of the body

of water in question. In such cases the may contrast directly

with zero:

a. 1. I don't like the Mississippi.
2, I don't like Mississippi. (the state)

We also have:
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az Alpok
but: a Gellert Hegy

and a FOld (also a fend)

but: a Venus, a Mars, etc.

the Alps
Gellert Hill (but: the Matterhorn)

the Earth (also Earth and the
earth)

Venus, Mars, etc,

1.5.2 Interlingual contrasts in article usage with proper

nouns. Interlingual contrasts in article usage may be slightly

more haphazard than the types listed in the preceding section,

for discrepancies in the matching of articles can occur through

intra-lingual optional usage or through competing forms. Thus

in addition to the first two "lexical mismatches" given below,

there are optional variants in one language not matched by paral-

lel variants in the other language:

a Nagy-Britannia Great Britain
Riga the Hague (also The Hague)
Argentina Argentina/the Argentine
az Egyesult Allamok the United-Mates (United States,

these United Statii)

The definite article may optionally occur before unqualified

personal names in colloquial Hungarian:

Jenos John
a Kovacs Pieta Steve Smith
a Zsuzsi Susie

while qualified personal names are regularily preceded by the

definite article, optionally in English:

a kis Zsuzsi little Susie
a hallgatag Kovacs Pieta (the) silent Steve Smith

More on the modification of proper names will be found in Chap-

ter VII.

1.6 Other uses of the definite article

There are other marginal (or miscellaneous) uses of the

definite article in either language which have no counterparts

in the other language. Some of these constructions may be

-20-
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classified as unanalyzable idioms, while others are productive,

though statistically minor, constructions.

1,6,1 The definite article in English as part of a cor-

relative conjunction. In English the definite article may occur

in pairs with the comparative to form a correlative conjunction

connecting the condition and result of an action. This is a

type of "if then" relationship:

a. 1. theitaller the better
2, minel magas-in, anneil jobb

b. 1. The,more he talked, the stupider he sounded.
2. Minel tobbet beszelt, annal butAbbnak hallatszott.

1,6,2, The article with cited forms. Words cited as lin-

guistic units must have the article in Hungarian, often in con-

junction with the word sz6 'word' or a compound of it, In En-

glish, on the other hand, the word may readily appear isolated:

a, 1. ailhogy" kiitZsz6
2, the conjunction "hogy" (or, with different junc-

ture: "hogy" is a con-
junction)

b. 1. a sz6 "hogy" ka6sz6
2, "hogy".ie a conjunction (or the word "hogy" is

a conjunction)

c. 1. a "who" kerdS nevmge
2, the interrogative pronoun "who" (or "who" is an

interrosative
pronoun)

1.6.3 The definite article as part of an idiom. There are

in English and Hungarian many expressions, acting as one lexical

unit--though composed of more than one word--which, as such, are

not analyzable into smaller meaningful units, but must be treat-

ed as wholes. As these idioms must necessarily be translated by

similar or parallel whole semantic items, there may or may not
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be agreement as to occurrence of any given type of constituent,

including, of course, the definite article. The following is a

sample list of English idiomatic expressions in which the defi-

nite article is found. A possible Hungarian equivalent is given,

the presence or absence of the definite article being governed

by pure chance. The list could quite easily be expanded to mono-

graph proportions:5

a. 1. at the time
2. akkor (also: abban az idnen)

b. 1. in the know
2. j61eTtesiilt

c. 1. in the open
2. a sie.Ead eg alatt

d. 1. gild the lily
2. a szeWE szebbé tenni

e. 1. kick the bucket
2. beadja a kulcsot

f. 1. be all the rage
2. ez a legujabb divat
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4

NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1, The convention of setting off non-restrictive clauses
by commas to reflect the phonemic open juncture of speech will
be followed here, as will the practice of marking unacceptable
constructions with an asterisk (*)

2. See footnote 1.of Chapter IX for the structural defi-
nition of possessive construction as used here,

3. For the sake of simplicity I have chosen to give the
back vowel variant of those suffixes which have vowel harmonic
variants. Statements regarding the uses of a suffix, therefore,
are to be understood to include all allomorphs, unless stated
otherwise.

4. There are, however, several fixed expressions involv-
ing the designation of some part of the body which do not employ
the possessive suffixes in Hungarian, and which usually occur
without the definite article before the noun involved: ,fejbe
vAgni/kOlint 'hit (someone) in the face,' arcon/poloy vagni
'slap (iOigine) in the face,' fling 'up to the ear s nyakig
lup to the neck,' etc. These Hungarian expressions, like their
English counterparts, are quite frequent.

5. In addition to the many idioms found throughout the
Orszagh dictionaries listed in the bibliography, there are sev-
eral longer lists of English idioms with Hungarian equivalents
available in print. See, for example, Kundt 1957 and Magay and
Lukicene 1966 and the bibliography given in the latter (p.5).
These are miscellaneous lists of idioms, but it is remarkable
how many of the idioms listed in the two named works contain at
least one occurrence of the definite article in English at least.

Conuhts
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CHAPTER II

TFX INDEFINITE ARTICLE

2,0 Introduction

After the above rather lengthy discussion on the uses of

the definite article in English and Hungarian, an analysis of

the constructions with the indefinite article could almost be

conducted by the process of elimination were it not for the ex-

istence of the zero article and of several co-occurrence restric-

tions to be explicated below. Therefore, the temptation to

oversimplify by Wiling to a strict dichotomy of definite-indefi-

nite, that is, math.aining that whatever structure is not defi-

nite is then indefinite, must be overcome, and each structure

must be viewed in its own context, It is only then that the

full relationships between different structures can be noted.

With these admonitions in mind, we may now proceed to a fuller

examination of various occurrences of g in Chapter III, although

no matter which article is being discussed at one given time,

each article must in effect be compared or contrasted to each

of the others at more than one place.

2,1 The introductory use of the indefinite article

ln both languages the indefinite article is employed to

introduce a singular, countable noun phrase which has not been

previously mentioned in the prior discourse or which is not situ-

ationally identifiable:

a. 1. Egy kocsi elakadt.
2. A car broke down.

b. 1. A padon alszik al ember,
2. A man is sleeping on the bench.
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As is well known, and as was indicated in 1.1 above, the indefi-

nite article is, in a manner of speaking, ephemeral with a given

noun phrase in a discourse, for, once having been used to intro-

duce that noun phrase, it is subsequently replaced by the defi-

nite article or another definite determiner when further refer-

ence is made to the identical noun phrase in the same discourse.

2.1.1 Alternates for introductory indefinite article.

While the introductory use of the indefinite article in both

languages seems to follow the very same pattern, it is not sur-

prising to find that structural differences begin to emerge af-

ter only a minimum of further analysis. One area of difference

lies in the type of determiner capable of replacing or alternat-

ing with the introductory indefinite article while preserving

a maximum of the semantic features of the latter. If we consid-

er the general "meaning" ofithe indefinite articles a and egy

to be "unidentified individual" (of a certain class), then we

can obviously postulate at least the minimum of two semantic

features, namely "indefiniteness" and "singularity" and use

these as a frame for testing the substitutability of other de-

terminers.

2.1.1.1 indefinite determiners. To preserve or emphasize

the feature of indefiniteness, both languages have recourse to

a limited number of "indefinite" determiners which may be used

in introductory situations in a discourse, These indefinite de-

terminers may be categorized in close parallel to the two prin-

cipal uses of the common indefinite articles a and ay, that is,

the designation by the article may be of 1) a particular, but

"'41
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unidentified, member of a class, or 2) any member of that class.

Examples of sentences containing an indefinite article of type

1) are:

a. 1. A man was sitting on the bench.
2. -gez ember ült a padon.

b. 1. A teacher told me where totgo.
2. La tanar adta meg az airanyt.

These articles may be replaced, for example, by:

c. 1. Some man was sitting
2, valamilyen ember ult

or reinforced, for example, by:

d, 1. A certain teacher
2. R2Hpizonyos tanar

More will be said about usage 2) in 2,1.2 below. Accordingly,

it need only be mentioned at this point that this English a

may be replaced by ay, while in Hungarian the definite article

may play an important role in such a construction which may be

construed as generic:

e. 1. A teacher shouldn't say such a thing. (i.e., any;
*the)

2, _.gy tantir nem mondhat ilyeemit.
or 3. Irtanar nem mondhat ilyesmit.

also: f. 1. Teachers shouldn't say such a thing.
2. 17TiEria nem mondhatnak ilyesmit.

The noun phrases a teacher and the teachers are quite obviously

generic in some sense since they represent the whole class of

teachers; consequently the Hungarian equivalents may contain the

more common generic article az, as shown in e.3 and f.2, and as

will be discussed in the following section.

2,1,2 indefinite article with nouns used generically.

ir Both a in English and ea in Hungarian may be employed as "gener-

ic" articles in certain instances. The English indefinite

'3r
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article, however, is employed much more extensively in such con-

structions than is ea, which is limited to optional use in "situ-

ational generic" uses as indicated below.

2.1.2,1 "Situational seneric" usage. English a and Hun-

garian az are employed in"situational generic" cases where the

noun phrase in question is indeed generic, that is, it represents

the whole of its class, but reference is made to it in a specif-

ic situation. In terms of semantic features one may say that

only some of the features of the noun phrase are considered per-

tinent to the given discourse situation. This is in contrast to

"definitional generic" uses where all of the semantic features

are being taken into consideration. The following examples are

typical:

a. 1. Szegény volt mint eiby koldus.
2. He was poor as a beggar.

b. 1. Ogy gal a helyen, mint esy (or a) szikla.
2. He's standing in his place like a rock.

c. 1. Egy (or a) tangs nem mondhat ilyet.
2. A teacher shouldn't say such a thing.

As mentioned above, Hungarian may optionally use the definite

article in such instances since the noun is taken in its generic

sense. English, on the other hand, does not employ generic the

in these cases, although, as we have seen, a and the may alter-

nate in other generic uses, i.e., the definitional uses.

2,1.2.2 Definitional generic usage. ln contrast to the

situational generic use outlined above, there is another use of

the English indefinite article which may be labelled here the

"definitional generic" usage in which the definite generic ar-

ticle may also occur as an alternate. In such cases the
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Hungarian uses only the definite article. An example of such a

generic use of the indefinite article was given above in sec-

tion 1.3.1:

a. 1. A whale is a mammal.

which was shown to have two alternates in English, but only one

acceptable equivalent in Hungarian:

b. 1. The whale is a mammal.
2. Whales are mammals.
3. A bane emlOs(611at).

To complete this discussion of generic articles, it may be of

interest to point out that while a covers all situational gener-

ic uses and only part of the definitional generic uses of the

articles in English, there are also instances where a does not

occur as a generic article if the noun in question is being

stressed in its totality. This may be illustrated in the fol-

lowing sentences:

c. 1. Who invented the telephone? (*a)
2. Modern man exterminated the dodo. (*Tt)

The Hungarian equivalent, of course, would contain the usual

definite article as the generic article.

2,2 Other uses of the indefinite article with common nouns

The above discussion on the uses of the indefinite article

in English and Hungarian covers the majority of cases where the

two languages exploit the articles most fully, and where, coin-

cidentally, the two languages most agree. There remain for dis-

cussion usages which may be called "minor," or types of usage in

which the two languages diverge in structure to such an extent

that the term "idiom" is appropriate. We will begin this part

of our discussion with perhaps the most outstanding example of

interlingual divergence in indefinite article usage, namely that
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of identification of class-membership in equational sentences.

2,2,1 Indefinite article to mark class-membership. As is

well known, English, unlike many Indo-European languages, uses

the indefinite article to identify the class to which a given

entity belongs. In English this use of the article is obliga-

tory whether or not the predicate noun in such an equational

sentence is restricted or modified in any way. Standard Hungar-

ian, on the other hand, follows the more prevalent Indo-European

usage in leaving the predicate noun unmarked, or marked with

zero in our discussion here, unless the noun is modified. The

following examples may serve to illustrate this type of construc-

tion:

a. 1. The (A) sparrow is a bird.
2. A vergb madar.

b. 1. My son is a doctor.
2. A fiam orvos.

c. 1. John is a Catholic.
2. Janos katolikus.

d. 1. That's a lie.
2. Az hazugsgg,

e. 1. His friend is an American.
2, A baratja ameiikai.

in more informal Hungarian, however, one can find La being used

in much the same way as a of the English examples, this usage

being labelled ufOlOslegesen használvan ('redundantl) in the

Ertelmezg SzOtAr (Vol. II, p.38a.). The following sentences,

then, are possible variants for the Hungarian examples immedi-

ately above:

f. 1. A vergb egy madgr.
2. Miam sig orvos.
3. Janos egy katolikus,
4. Az ezi hazugsgg.
5. A baratja egy amerikai,
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2.2.1.1 Indefinite article with qualified predicate nouns.

When the predicate.noun in an equational sentence is qualified,

both languages agree in the use of the indefinite article. in

this case, however, Hungarian has an optional construction with

zero. So while Hungarian has zero as the rule before unmodified

predicate nouns, as outlined in 2.2.1 above, and 2.14 as an op-

tion, here em is the general rule and zero the option:

a. 1. A vereb (egy) kis max.
2. The sparrow is a small bird.

b. 1. A fiam (IEK) hires orvos.
2. My son is a famous doctor.

2.2.1.2 Emphatic qualified nouns with the indefinite ar-

ticle. If a qualified noun with the indefinite article in Hun-

garian becomes a constituent of an emphatic sentence, then the

qualifier may stand before the article. The corresponding En-

glish construction usually contains an intensifier before the

article, which still precedes the original qualifier:

a. 1. Derek em ember ez a Piste:
2. This Steve is such a nice person.

(What a nice person this Steve isJ)

b. 1. Ostoba egy gyerek!
2. Such a stupid child!

2.2.2 indefinite article with expressions of time. Time

expressions, which, as is well known, usually border on idiom,

often contain occurrences of the indefinite in either language.

Rather than present an exhaustive list of time expressions here,

I believe it will serve a useful purpose merely to outline the

types of construction in which the indefinite article may be em-

ployed in at least one of the languages being analyzed here. A

more detailed discussion of time and tense will be presented in

Chapter XVI.
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2.2.2.1 The indefinite article with general expressions of

time. In time expressions dealing with general designations of

duration, as contrasted with countable units of time, both lan-

guages agree in the basic use of the indefinite article:

egy ideig for a time
egy darabig for a while

2,2.2.2 The Hungarian article with other time units. In

cases where time expressions contain a measurable or countable

unit, Hungarian may still employ the indefinite article before

the time-designating element. Alternate usage (in addition to

the best translation in English, as given here) seems to indi-

cate that the article used in the Hungarian expressions displays

the feature of singularity in this instance over the feature of

indefiniteness. Thus the examples:

egy délytetn one afternoon
elm vasarnap one Sunday

may be replaced by

egyik delutAn one afternoon
egyik vasarnap one Sunday

particularly when the total number of such time units (out of

which the particular entity has been selected for discussion) is

known or understood in the discourse. The following example is

illustrative (Ertelmezt SzOtitr II:50b4:

a. 1. Kest hetig nyaraltam a Balatonon: egyik delutin
nagy vihar volt.

2. I spent two weeks on vacation on Lake Balaton.
One afternoon there was a big storm.

2.3 The indefinite article used with a proper noun

We have seen in paragraph 1.5.2 that proper nouns in En-

glish may, under certain conditions, take a definite article

which is not a permanent part of the name. This fact already
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shows that a characterization of proper nouns such as that given

4 by Bloomfield: "Names (proper nouns) occur only in the singular

number, take no determiner, and are always definite: John, Chi-

cago!' is inadequate on at least one account, namely that of non-

occurrence with a determiner. In this section we shall see that

the indefinite article may also occur with proper names, there-

by invalidating the last portion of the above statement by Bloom-

field. Although in Chapter VI we will discuss in detail the

status of proper nouns in the category of definiteness, it may

prove useful, by way of introduction, to discuss at least the

following in regard to proper nouns and indefinite determiners.

To begin our discussion, it is necessary to state, however, as

Bloomfield himself does, that what seem to be proper nouns may,

in effect, be reduced to common nouns in certain instances, and

consequently may be employed with a preceding determiner, defi-

nite or indefinite. This point of view must be taken when one

examines the various semantic differences between a proper noun

with zero and one preceded by an indefinite article. This we

shall do at the end of the following brief survey of some pos-

sible types of indefinite article and proper noun constructions.

2.3.1 Proper noun as "person named X." The indefinite ar-

ticle may precede a proper noun which has more or less the mean-

ing "a person named 3" diverting attention from the individu-

al to the name as such. In such cases the proper name can no

longer be called "definite." There are, in fact, several degrees

of "semantic" indefiniteness which can be achieved by the employ-

ment of various devices in both languages. As can be seen from

the following, however, only English usage allows the employment
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of the unaccompanied indefinite article before a proper name.

2.3.1.1 Unaccompanied indefinite article before name. In

English the proper noun may be preceded by the indefinite article

with no other reinforcing element needed. In Hungarian, on the

other hand, the use of the indefinite article is optional, but

if present, it must be accompanied by an adjective preceding the

name or nevil (or nevezetti) 'named,' after the noun:

a, 1. a Mr. Kis
2, egy bizonyo2 Kis ir
3. egy Kis nevu/nevezetu ur

2.3,1.2 Emphasis on indefiniteness of name. When a great-

er degree of indefiniteness is sought with regard to the name

of the person being mentioned, both English and Hungarian have

recourse to other indefinite determiners or adjectives for use

before the name. The most common of these are one, a certain,

and some , or other in English, and bizonyos, valami or vala-

mifele in Hungarian:

a. 1. one Mr. Smith
valami Smith ir

b, 1. a certain Mr. Smith
2. bizonyos Smith nevu ur

c, 1. some Colonel Brown or other
2, valamifele Brown ezredes

The examples above are not meant to show a one-to-one correspond-

ence between the English and Hungarian forms, but are meant to

be illustrative. Furthermore, the English forms given above are

used in fairly formal types of conversational style. In more

informal styles constructions such as a person named , a man

named - lala named , etc., are commonly employed. The

Hungarian equivalents follow much the same pattern type, although
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with different word order:

d. 1. a man named S9ith
2. egy Smith nevu/nevezetti ember

e. 1, a boy,named John
2, egy Janos nevu/nevezetti rid

2,3.2 Proper name meaning "having the qualities of X." A

proper name in either language may be converted to a common noun

with the approximate meaning "a person (or place) having the per-

tinent qualities of the well-known individual (or place) who

(which) originally bore the name." Thus we can have sentences

of the type:

a. 1, A Shakespeare isn't born in eyery century.
2, ay Shakespeare nem minden szazadban szuletik.

As with other common nouns in Hungarian, this type of common-

noun-from-proper-noun may also occur with instead of the in-

definite article 20:, the English equivalent being best rendered

by the indefinite article:

b. 1. Adyt liitnak benne. (Tompa 1964:158)
2. They see an Ady in him.

ln one instance the original English article is fused with the

following determiner while the Hungarian equivalent retains the

regular features of a qualified indefinite noun-phrase construc-

tion:

c, 1. another Byron
2. egy masodik/uj Byron

2.3,3 Optional use of article with modified proper noun.

In English one can find the indefinite article optionally used

before a proper noun which is modified by a restrictive clause

or other modifiers. The construction with the indefinite article

may be labelled "marginal" or perhaps "formal," inasmuch as the
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less formal conversational styles usually employ the construe-

, tion with zero. In Hungarian zero is the rule except in com-

parisons:

a. 1. (A) Paris without the Eiffel tower would seem
,incomplete.

2. Parizs az Eiffel-torony nelkül befejezetlennek
latszana.

but: b. 1. Egy PArizs nem hasonlithat6 X-városhoz.
2. A Paris cannot be compared to X.

2.3.4 Summary of indefinite article usage with "proper

nouns." In view of the discussion of the occurrence of the

indefinite article with what seem to be proper nouns, it seems

appropriate to enclose the term "proper noun" in quotation marks

in the heading of this paragraph, for it is quite obvious that

except for the "marginal" English example in 2.3.3, all of the

other "proper nouns" treated here have gone over to the common

noun category, both syntactically and semantically in both lan-

guages. Such a noun cooccurring with an indefinite article los-

es its status as a proper noun as such, since it is no longer

the individual entity, but the characteristics of the entity

which are brought to the fore in the discourse. Speaking in

generative terms, we can say that it is the semantic features,

rather than the referent underlying the lexical item carrying

the semantic features, which are being referred to in the dis-

course. This differs substantially with the construction type

mentioned in 1.5.2, in which the definite article appears be-

fore a proper noun. In the sentences below, for example, it

can readily be seen that in a.1 a specific television personali-

ty is meant, while in ae2 my individual with the qualities of

the famous personality is needed:
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a. I. Substituting for the vacationing Johnny Carson
is

2. What this show needs is a Johnny Carson.

See Part II for further discussion on the definite-indefinite

status of proper nouns.
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CHAPTER III

THE ZERO ARTICLE

3.0 Introduction

Inasmuch as the zero article is not composed of any phonic

substance or graphemic form, its existence is totally ignored

in traditional grammars of either language under study here.

However, postulating its existence for the purposes of linguist-

ic analysis often produces a smoother description, providing

that care is taken not to abuse its use. Zero must clearly be

distinguished from nothing, that is, there must be sufficient

structural or paradigmatic justification for positing a syntac-

tic element with no positive phonic value. This justification,

I believe, is to be found, for example, in a syntactic paradigm

such as:

a table
the table
0 tables

egy asztal (or asztal)
az asztal
0 as-tnlok

It can be seen here that in English zero contrasts with a and

the (and other determiners), while in Hungarian zero contrasts

correspondingly with egy and az (and other determiners). On

the other hand, beautiful and szep alternate with nothing, that

is, with their absence--and not with zero--in such construc-

tions as:

a beautiful table egy szep asztal
a table egy asztal

Nothing could occur between any two separable elements in a dis-

course while the presence of a postulated zero is strictly lim-

ited structurally.
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ln view of the foregoing brief introduction to the zero

article, it becomes apparent that we have already had many en-

counters with it in this work, for in a full discussion of both

the definite and indefinite articles in either language: it be-

comes necessary, for the sake of immediate completeness, to con-

trast their uses with their closest possible structural alter-

nates. It remains for us here, accordingly, to recapitulate the

statements already made in regard to the use of zero and to add

other statements on usage not specifically treated above.

3.1 The zero article with common nouns

Both languages under study here employ the zero article be-

fore common nouns used in varying ways. Some of these types of

usage have already been indicated in various paragraphs above

and will be summarized here, with added detail where necessary.

3.1.1 Non-count nouns. As indicated above in paragraph

1.3.3, the zero article in English may occur before unmodified

common nouns of the types that are traditionally called "mass

nouns" and "abstract nouns." I feel that there is no real struc-

tural motivation for treating these two noun types separately

in either English or Hungarian since in the given langwo they

have the same syntactic characteristics, ln this study the gen-

eral terms non-count noun or uncountable will be employed as

cover terms to include both mass nouns and abstract nouns.
1

3.1.1.1 Generic non-count nouns. Unmodified non-count

nouns used generically in English are generally preceded by

the zero article. In Hungarian, on the other hand, all generics

collocate with the definite article, even if they are unqualified:
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a, 1. Poverty is no disgrace,
2. A szegenység nem sz4gyen.

b. 1. Steel,is a very useful metal.
2. Az acel (egy) nagyon hasznos fem.

c. 1, I dontt like coffee.
2. Nem szeretem a kg.vet.

With restrictive modifiers, of course, uncountables lose their

generic value and appear with the definite article in English

also:

d. 1. The poverty he experienced in his youth
2. The steel they ordered last week

3.1.1.2 Non-count nouns as partitives. When a non-count

noun is used in a partitive (or unspecified) sense, the zero

article prevails in Hungarian as well as in English, although

some is a frequent alternate in the case.of English Partitives,

and egy kis, and other determiners in the case of Hungarian:

a. 1. coffee,2
2. Kavet kerek.

b. 1. Is there sugar on the table?
2, Van cukor az asztalon?

3.1.2 Count-nouns. Count-nouns also behave differently

with respect to the use of zero in the two languages beirs

studied here. While English count-nouns as a rule must a

determiner other than zero--one notable exception beins tue

noun man used generically--Hungarian may have count-nouns, with

or without modifiers, with the zero article,

3.1.2.1 "Classifying" nouns as predicates. As indicated

in 2.2.1 above, the "classifying" predicate nominative in Hun-

garian (as in most languages of Europe) is preceded by the zero

article. By"classifying predicate nominative" is meant that
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noun which names the class to which the subject noun belongs.

Some typical examples are:

a. 1. A fiam orvos.
2. My son is a doctor.

b. 1. A bargtom j6 tangr.
2. Ny friend is a good teacher.

c. 1. A bargtaim tangrok.
2. My friends are teachers.

An examination of the last three examples given above shows

enough consistence in the use of the zero article in Hungarian

that an analytic segmentation of structures as given above would

have been unnecessary were it not for the fact that in English

the article usage varies with the number of the predicate noun.

Moreover, this use of the zero article with singular or plural,

modified or unmodified predicate nouns in Hungarian is only one

aspect of what we may now label zero as the mark of unspecified

noun in Hungarian. The zero article, then, marks an unspecified

noun in Hungarian, regardless of the number of syntactic posi-

tion or function of the noun in the sentence. For example, a

stressed unspecified noun with the zero article can appear in

the singular and as the subject of the sentence:

d, 1. Fill van a kertben.
2. Alm is in the garden.

Countless other examples are to be found in which singular or

plural stressed or unstressed nouns in object position occur with

the zero article to indicate their unspecified nature:

e. 1. Fillt lgttam a kertben.
2. flaw a lau in the garden.

f. 1. Ujsggot olvasok.
2. Iim reading a newspaper,

g. 1. Ujsagokat olvasok,
2. I'm reading newspapers.
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3.1.3 Unspecified possessive, Also included in the un-

specified category of common nouns with the zero article in Hun-

garian is what I would call the "introductory possessive con-

struction," We have seen in 1,4,3 above that the definite ar-

ticle usually occurs with a possessed noun in Hungarian when the

possessor noun is deleted. This is true, however, only when the

possession has been previously mentioned or is situationally

understood. Therefore, if the fact of possession is just being

established in the discourse, then the zero article is used, not

the definite. This is, of course, parallel to the change from

the (introductory) definite article to the definite article with

common nouns in non-possessive constructions in both English and

Hungarian, In the case of "introductory" vs, "definite" posses-

sive constructions in English, the article usage changes from

the indefinite to the genitive article, as can be seen in the

following examples:

a, 1. Kalapom van,
2. I have a hat,

which in subsequent discourse may become, for example,

b, 1. A kalapom az asztalon van.
2. ity hat is on the table.

This, of course, is a matter which will receive further treat-

ment in the subsequent discussion on definiteness.

3.2 The zero article with proper nouns

As an introduction to our discussion on the use of the zero

article with proper nouns, it seems appropriate to restate and

to emphasize what had been briefly mentioned in 1.2 above, name-

ly, that there often is no clear-cut boundary between the cate-

gories "common" and "proper" when referring to, for example,
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situationally identified nouns in one given language, and that,

furthermore, the equivalent of what may be treated as a 'clear-

cutu proper noun in one language may not be so treated in another

language. Moreover, as shown in 2.3, a noun treated as flproper"

in one context may be converted to a "common noun" in another

syntactic environment, depending on the definitional criteria

one uses. With these admonitions in mind, and using the stand-

ard dictionary definition of proper noun3 as a working hypothe-

sis, we may now venture to proceed with our contrastive analysis.

3,2,1 Zero with an unqualified proper noun. The dictionary

definition of proper noun quoted in footnote 3 notwithstanding,

the lack of a "limiting modifier" can hardly be considered a ne-

cessary criterion for classifying lexical items as "proper nounsu

in English. We have already seen that the definite article must

be considered to be part of the name--of the "proper noun"--in

such unqualified items as: the Hague, the Mississippi (River),

the Azores, and countless others, not to mention such names as

the United States, the Milky way, the Northstar, etc., which

also have a "qualifierfl as an integral part of the name. The

emphatic modal must was used in the preceding sentence for we

clearly have:

a. 1. Have you ever seen the/The Hague?
and 2. Have you ever seen Paris?
but not 3. *Have you ever seen Hague?

also b. 1. Can you see the Northstar tonight?
and 2. Can you see Venus tonight?
but not 3. *Can you see Northstar tonight?

However, the occurrence of the definite article as a part of a

name is not the statistical rule in either language being dis-

cussed here. This statement applies primarily to personal names
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where zero is the rule, although we have already mentioned the

fact that personal names in Hungarian often occur with the defi-

nite article, as do some nicknames in English: a Jinos 'John,'

a Kovics Pista, etc. 'Steve Smith,' etc.; the Toe, the Body, and

the like.

3.2.1.1 Family_ name as collective. Zero also occurs in

Hungarian constructions in which a family name is used in refer-

ence not to a single individual but to the whole identified fami-

ly bearing the name, although here, too, one may find instances

of the.definite article as an optional element in the construc-

tion:

a. 1. Talglkoztam (a) Kovgcsekkal tegnap.
2. I met the Smghs last night.

In historical contexts the article is required in Hungarian

also: the Habsburgs, a Habburgok, paralleling the usage re-

quired before the names of nationality groups used as collec-

tives: the Romans, a rOmaiak; the Hungarians, a magyarok, etc.

3.2.2 Post-posed qualifiers in English personal names.

There is, however, a series of personal names in which both the

definite article and the qualifier of permanent characteristics

are present--in post-posed position--in English, while the Hun-.

garian equivalent has the zero article with the pre-posed modi-

fier. Regardless of how one wants to interpret the English con-

struction synchronically, whether as a reduced appositive or

simply as a calque patterned after the French, the Hungarian

equivalent displays the regular pattern of zero article plus

qualifier plus noun that we have seen used with common nouns:

Charles the Bold Merész,Károly
Charles TEg Fair Szep Karoly
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Frederick the Great
Richard the Second
Henry the First

Nagy Frigyes
Masodik Richard
E1s6 Henrik

As a curiosity may be mentioned the fact that with at least one

name of a royal ruler the French form has been preferred over

the two other competing constructions:

Charlemagne Nagy Kiroly
also Charles the Great
and Charles the First

ln this particular instance the English name also contains zero

in the first variant and is subject to modification as are other

names with zero, e.g., the great Charlemagne. This is, of

course, the same pattern as in, for example, the great Napoleon,

where the qualification may even be considered to be a regular

part of the name, depending on how strongly one is historically

oriented.

3.2.3 Place names with various qualifiers. When place

names have post-posed restrictive modifiers of various kinds,

both English and Hungarian article usage alternates between

zero and the definite article. With the zero article we could

have:

a. 1. Paris in the 18th century
2, Parizs a 18. szizadban

With optional variation in English:

b. 1. (the) Paris of the 18th century
2, a 18. szazadi Parizs

and normally with zero in English; the definite article in Hun-

garian:

c. 1. 18th century Paris
2, a 18. szazadi Parizs 040

A post-posed restrictive-clause modifier with a place name has

the same effect as with a personal name, as can be seen in the
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following:

d. 1. The Paris that we love. (Book by Maurois,
Cousteau, et al.)

2, A P6rizs, amelyet szeretunk. or
3. A mi szeretett Parizsunkd

It may be incidentally remarked here that a place name which

already has an article as a constituent appears with only one

article in English: 4

and not

or:

e. 1. The Hague that I love
2, *The the Hague that I love ...
3. A Haga, amelyet sieretek
4. Az en szeretett Hagam.

Under conditions of emphasis, however, English may substitute

the stressed allomorph of the /4i:4, while the Hungarian equiv-

alent under the same conditions displays a replacement of the

definite article by the demonstrative, which on the surface

seems to be composed of two juxtaposed definite articles, but

which must be interpreted differently because of stress place-

ment:

f. 1. This isn't the United States (that) I used to
know.

2. Ez nem az az EgyesUlt illamok, amelyet en
(valaha) ismertem.

As these types of constructions will be discussed further in

subsequent chapters, we shall accordingly end this section of

our analysis with the foregoing brief remark.
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.4.

NOTES TO CHAPTER III

1. It goes without saying that nouns which are otherwise
usemantic equivalents" in English and Hungarian do not neces-
sarily agree in membership in the categories of "countable" and
"uncountable" nouns. In this section only those "equivalents"
mhich agree in the latter respect also will be discussed here.
See Chapter XVI for a fuller analysis of number as it applies
to the grammars of English and Hungarian.

2. Of course, like other non-count nouns, coffee and its
Hungarian counterpart kave may be converted to count-nouns with the
meaning "serving or portion of coffee," as in the informal re-
quest "TMo coffees, please." Hungarian-has "Kest kAvet kerer as
an equivalent, and may go even further in reduction with "Ket
feketet, (kerek)," "Two blacks (please)."

3. For example, the definition found in Webster's Third-
New International Dictionary, page 1818a: "A WOUR-irlit desig-
nates a particular being or thing, does not take a limiting
modifier, and is usu. capitalized in English." The second part
of this definition, strictly speaking, would eliminate such prop-
er names as the Hague, the Atlantic (Ocean), the United States,
etc., from the category "proper nouncalFE to mention all others
used in varying ways discussed in this work--inasmuch as the
definition of "limiting" given elsewhere in the same dictionary
(page 1313a) must include the definite article: "of a modifying
word: serving to limit the application of the modified noun .

without reference to quality, kind, or condition (as this in
this book, which in which 'motor to express the absence of
13117t1E115nliCiany in any MITE --distinguished from descriptive."
As the term "proper nail-Orerg widespread equivalent of "proper
noun," it will also be used in this work as a full synonym of
the latter.

4. The decision as to which article is deleted from the
underlying structure here seems to be completely arbitrary.
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PART TWO

THE CATEGORY OF DEFINITENESS
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INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO

With the completion of the above survey of article usage

in English and Hungarian, we may now turn our attention to

another important aspect of grammatical structure, namely the

category of definiteness in English and Hungarian. This gram-

matical and syntactic category not only has close structural

connections with article selection in the two languages being

contrasted here, but with other types of syntactic relation-

ships as well. Unfortunately, spacial limitations will prevent

us from examining all linguistically important aspects of this

problem,
1 Because of the wide range of categories to be covered

in this contrastive work, we can give only the most salient con-

trastive features of this particular category at this time. A

conscious knowledge of these salient features, however, is ab-

solutely essential for a proper command of both the articles

and the conjugational system of Hungarian. Consequently, at

least the following minimal information relating to definite-

ness should be noted by the speaker of English attempting to ac-

quire a workable command of Hungarian.

The all-pervading nature of the grammatical category of

definiteness in English has been recognized in linguistic liter-

ature for quite some time, but attempts to define it formally

have not met with great success. For Bloomfield (1933:204), for

example, this category remained a hazy notion, and he was forced

to rely heavily on semantic criteria--which he otherwise es-

chewed--rather than structural criteria for his incipient formu-

lations
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The definite and indefinite cate-
gories may be said, in fact, to em-
brace the entire class of English
noun expressions, because even those
types of noun expressions which do
not always take a determiner, can
be classed as definite or indefinite:
John, for instance, as definite,
kindness as indefinite,

Why John is more "definite" than kindness is not further ex-

plained, not even on semantic grounds, by Bloomfield. One can

certainly find no structural basis for considering either noun

in isolation as definite, for both collocate with the same de-

terminer, zero. When either is modified, the same determiner is

used in the ensuing structures. It is only in a discourse con-

text that we can speak of any noun phrase as being "definite,"

and it is only then that the nature of the noun phrase deter-

mines which particular determiner will be manifested in the

given syntactic structure, The "nature" of the noun phrase,

then, clearly includes both semantic and syntactic criteria,

for restrictions placed on the occurrence of any noun in a given

environment depend, first of all, on the semantic properties of

the noun, then on its syntactic properties. These semantic and

syntactic features are difficult to separate, inasmuch as the

"total meaning" of any lexical item includes the whole range of

environments in which the item can occur. A purely structural

definition of the grammatical category of definiteness is, con-

sequently, doomed to failure. Hence, we can understand Bloom-

field's hesitancy, as a structural linguist, to launch into a

fuller analysis of the phenomenon.

More recently, Carlotta Smith (1964:37), working within

the framework of transformational-generative grammar, has at-

tempted to give a structural definition of the category of
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definiteness, although, like Bloomfield, she begins her inquiry

within a semantic-notional framework:

Speakers make distinctions of defi-
niteness and indefiniteness for all
noun phrases, not just those with
the determiners the or a. For in-
stance, John is Tad by many speak-
ers to be more definite than the
man, which is in turn more derlate
-576n any man; Lay book is more defi-
nite than the book.

Smith (1964:38) then attempts to give a structural formulation

to these intuitive statements, and, on the basis of ability to

"accept" restrictive or non-restrictive clauses, goes on to

postulate the existence not of a dichotomy of "definite' and

"indefinite determiners," but rather a scale of definiteness

as it relates to determiners. The highest degree of definite-

ness, which Smith labels "unique," is characteristic of g with

a proper noun, which accepts appositive (non-restrictive) re-

latives only. On the other extreme of the scale i$ the 'un-

specified" degree, which is characteristic of such determiners

as _my or all, which accept restrictive clauses only. In the

middle is the "specified" degree, characteristic of 2, the, or

2f, which accept either restrictive or non-restrictive clauses.

In this study I will attempt to show that such a tripartite

division of definiteness is indeed necessary, but that Smith's

formulation is deficient on several grounds. It is readily ap-

parent, for example, that g appears in two categories, unique

and specified, and that its presence in the unique class is

bound up with its co-occurrence with a proper noun. Several

questions immediately arise: 1) If the definiteness of g is

dependent on patterning with different noun phrase types, how

is g any "more definite' than the which, among other things,
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can also precede a proper noun? and 2) Under what conditions do

proper nouns occur with determiners other than g, and what is

the status of definiteness of such proper nouns? These and sim-

ilar questions may well be asked here because in her formulation

Smith proceeds from type of determiner, "developed by expansion

rules at the phrase structure level of the grammar," (1964:38)

to co-occurrence restrictions: "The determiner of the noun

phrase is the decisive element in the acceptance of relative

clauses.11 (p.37) What w:11 be attempted in this part of this

study is an analysis of the conditions which determine the selec-

tion of a particular determiner in the first place.

While there are to my knowledge no full-length descriptive

analyses dealing primarily with the category of definiteness in

Hungarian, there are many shorter statements dealing with it to

be found in traditional and structural grammars of Hungarian.

Since it has an immediate effect on the selection of verb conju-

gation, definiteness is nearly always mentioned secondarily in

connection with verb forms, not as a grammatical category in it-

self (e.g., Tompa 1962:158-60), As is well known, Hungarian has

two contrasting sets of verbal personal suffixes used on transi-

tive verbs, depending on the nature of the direct object noun

phrase, If the object noun phrase is considered to be "definite,"

then the personal endings of the 'definite conjugation" are em-

ployed; if, on the other hand, the object noun phrase is not con-

sidered to be "definite' (or if the given verb is intransitive

as such or is used without an object), then the endings of the

"indefinite conjugation' are called for.2

The criteria for determining when a given noun phrase is to

be considered "definite" in Hungarian are partly structional and
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partly notional, as in English, and in part so closely resemble

the traditional criteria given for the parallel category in En-

glish that they seem to be paraphrases of them. A typical series

of statements of this sort is given by Bluihidi, JOkay, and Szab6

(1965:112-13):

The object is considered definite:--

(a) if the object is preceded by the definite article
a, az o.,

if the object is a proper noun
c if the object is the 3rd person pronoun: 3t, Oket,

or a demonstrative pronoun ...

pe
1if the object is expressed by an object clause
if the object is a noun to which a possessive suffix
has been added

Criteria (b), (c), and (e) above are remarkably similar to those

indicated, for example, in the following quotation from an ar-

ticle written by a transformationist (Fillmore 1964:967): "...

restrictive relative clauses are not attached to definite nouns

like MY Lush, definite pronouns, and proper names." Furthermore,

criterion (d), object classes, is the main topic of discussion

of the article by Fillmore from which the above quotation was

taken.

Now in regard to the list of driteria for determining defi-

niteness of noun phrases in Hungarian, one can immediately think

of a considerable number of obvious questions which must be an-

swered if one is to arrive at an adequate statement as to when a

given noun phrase is actually definite. In giving answers to

these questions on noun phrases in Hungarian, one simultaneously

gives answers to similar questions relating to noun phrases in

English as well, for, as we shall soon see, we are dealing with

phenomena which are at least bilingually "universal." The fol-

lowing may be included in questions of this type:



(a) 1, Just when is the definite article used in Hungarian
and English?

2. Does a noun phrase with the definite article always
behave the same way structurally with regard to the
category of definiteness?

(b) 1. What is a proper noun anyway?
2. Are "proper nouns" always "proper nouns"?

(c) 1. Are all 3rd person pronouns definite?
2. Are any pronouns of the other persons definite?

(d) 1. Are all object clauses definite?
2, What verbs govern object clauses of other types?

(e) 1. Are all possessive forms definite?
2. How are possessives otherwise marked for definiteness?

Our aim in Part II of this study, then, is to investigte such

questions relating to the category of definiteness in both En-

glish and Hungarian, and, for the purposes of easier explication,

we shall divide our discussion into chapters according to the

five main criteria given above, with the exception that defini+c:

and indefinite pronouns are afforded separate chapters because

of their great number and complexity.

(%C)ts.c.
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NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION TO PART II

1. For more detail regarding definiteness and indefinite-
ness in English and Hungarian, see Orosz 1969, which is an ex-
panded version of Part II.

2. The indefinite and definite conjugations are also called
"subjective" and "objective" (Hungarian alanyt and t4r as) re-
4pectively. However, I agree with John Lotz 1962: 20 0 w o

calls this termin9logy "misleading." ln sentences as, for ex-
amplel,"Janos tijssgot paves," 'John is reading a newspaper,'
and "Janos az ujsagot olvassa0" 'John is reading the newspaper,"
the.traditional terms and their Hungarian counterparts do abso-
lutely nothing to specify under what conditions the indefinite
conjugation is employed, as in the first example, nor why the
definite is employed in a sentence as the second. In the same
article cited above Lotz introduces the terms "non-determinate"
and "determinate" for indefinite and definite xespectively. I
am retaining the latter set of terms here, however, as they have
Flightly more mnemonic value,



CHAPTER IV

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE AS A MARKER OF DEFINITENESS

4.o Introduction

For the purpose of initiating our discussion of definite-

ness we may repeat a statement made earlier: "The principal

use of the definite article in both languages is to mark a nomi-

nal as having been previously identified. This identification

may stem from previous mention in the discourse or from the situ-

ation in which the discourse is taking place." This statement

is obviously an oversimplification, and what is needed now is a

discussion of: a) what actually constitutes "previous mention"

which is adequate for making a noun (phrase) definite, and b) to

what extent does the discourse usituation" provide sufficient

mutual knowledge for given entities to be considered "definite"

without having been overtly mentioned in the prior discourse.

The following discussion of these and related issues will be

conducted primarily from the point of view of the English lan-

guage, but will be applicable--unless otherwise stated--to the

corresponding situations in Hungarian as well, as the transla-

tions of the English sample sentences will testify.

4.3. Previous mention in discourse

Mhile it is generally well known that the use of the defi-

nite article is sometimes obligatory with a noun phrase that has

been previously introduced into a discourse, the total picture

of this aspect of article usage is by no means clear as yet. The

reason for the lingering uncertainty in this area of linguistic

analysis perhaps lies in the fact that the area includes both
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aspects of "meaning," which has been shunned for so long by

structuralists, and also "extra-linguistic" factors, which is a

catch-all phrase often used by transformationalists as a substi-

tute for "extrasentential," their formal analysis not extending

beyond the (single) sentence. Definiteness must be viewed in

light of the whole discourse, 1 and upon closer inspection of such

discourse situations, it becomes quite apparent that "previous

mention', of a noun may be so varied that subsequent use of the

definite article with the previously mentioned noun may be either

obligatory, optional, or totally excluded.

4,1,1 Obligatory use of the definite article after previous

mention. The obligatory use of the definite article with nouns

that (or the referents of which) have been previously mentioned

in the discourse may be illustrated in the following sample sen-

tences:

a, 1. I saw a pretty woman with a small girl yester-
day. The woman said .

2, atttam tegnap egy csinos net egy kis lAnnyal.
egyUtt. A n6 azt mondta-...

Here, and in similar discourse situations, two factors are oper-
moIM

ating simultaneously to call for the obligatory use of the defi-

nite article in the second sentence of each pair: 1) The intro-

duction of a woman in the first sentence, which as declarative

and non-negative, is sufficient for definitization, while 2) the

fact that there are two female referents in the introductory sen-

tence militates against the use of the ("definite") personal pro-

noun she, which would otherwise be preferred in ordinary conver-

sational situations. The equivalent situation in Hungarian is

similar except that the gender distinction of the 3rd person

personal pronoun is lacking. The use of the article together
185
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with the noun in Hungarian is likewise mandatory, however, since

there are two 3rd person referents present in the first sentence,

precluding the unambiguous use of the singular 3rd person per-

sonal pronoun O (or zero) before the verb. After the introduc-

tory sentence, such as in a.1, the use of a woman (Hungarian sa
nO) in referring to the same woman further in the discourse

could be considered ungrammatical; the use of she (Hungarian

or zero) would be considered ambiguous, and would require fur-

ther identification. Hence the use of the term "obligatory!' in

this section. The use of the definite article to mark the noun

as having been previously mentioned is obligatory, then, for

normal, effective communication in both languages being analyzed

here,

4.1,2 Optional use of the definite article after previous

mention. We have just alluded above to an obvious situation in

which the use of the definite article could be considered option-

al in either language. Whenever a discourse phase begins with a

sentence which has but one new referent introduced into the dis-

course, the subsequent occurrences of the previously-mentioned

noun with the definite article may be replaced by a personal

pronoun (by definition, in the third person) in English, and by

a third-person personal pronoun or zero -a Hungarian. This is

perhaps the most common process of definitization in the spoken

standards, although the use of the subsequent noun phrase with

the definite article can hardly be labelled oungrammatical,fi

Everyday discourse situations are replete with examples of this

type of 'definite" pronoun usage. We shall, however, give but

one sample sentence here for the sake of brevity:
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a. 1. I talked to a pretty woman yesterday. The woman
said

or 2. I talked to a pretty woman yesterday. She said

b, 1. Egy csinos navel beszeltem tegnap. A ng azt
mondta

or 2, Egy csinos nErvel beszeltem tegnap. 0 azt
mondta

or 3. Egy csinos nErvel beszeltem tegnap. Azt mondta

It can also be seen from the second sentence in b.3 that, be-

cause of the verbal suffixes being unambiguously marked for per-

son and number, Hungarian has an additional optional replacement

possibility for the previously-mentioned noun phrase, namely zero.

This replacement is "optional," of course, only to the extent

that the unambiguous, unemphatic discourse situation allows the

process to take place. Ambiguous contexts, emphasis, or con-

trast would naturally block its occurrence. The whole phenome-

non of the replacement of the definite article + noun phrase is

complex enough to warrant further discussion, as is the whole

process of pronominalization in general; consequently we must

defer further analysis of it until the following chapter,

4.1,3 Excluded use of the definite article after "previous

mention." No discussion of the use of the definite article to

mark a previously-mentioned noun would be complete without a

statement of recognition of the fact that "previous mention"

actually does not always establish a discourse referent capable

of allowing an acceptable definitization of the noun phrase to

take place in subsequent discourse.2 For example, although a

car is "mentioned" in the first clause of the sentence in eel

below, it would be at least semantically anomalous to continue

with the car in the second clause, since the actual existence



of the car has just been denied. There is no actual discourse

I/ referent present:

a, 1, *I don't have a car, but the car is black.
2. *Nincs-kocsim, de a kocsi fekete.

Here again, a fuller discussion of these matters would lead us

too far into the field of philosophy; consequently, we shall al-

low these brief observations to stand as they are at this point.

4,1.4 Synonyms in previous mention. Another aspect of def-

initization through previous mention is likewise difficult to

characterize analytically, but is nonetheless quite frequent at

all levels of usage and warrants mention at this point in our

study. This phenomenon is the use of different morphological

forms to refer to the same entity in different parts of the dis-

course, a topic which has received considerable attention in re-

cent linguistic literature, particularly literature dealing with

the development of the theory of transformational-generative

grammar. 3 These alternate forms of the noun phrase may range

from recognized (or approximate synonyms of the previously-

mentioned noun) to mere subjective characterization of the re-

ferent in question ("pronominal epithets"). Thus in the follow-

ing sentences we can have definite noun phrases following previ-

ously-mentioned ones even though the subsequently occurring noun

phrases have nothing in common morphologically with the latter:

a, 1. I met a wise man yesterday, and the sage told me
many interesting things.

2. I came across a street urchin yesterday and
caught the little tyke trying to pick my pocket.

3. I met a fast-talking salesman yesterday, and the
robber tried to sell me a radio at double the
regular price.

This is perhaps a form of 'situational identifitation" for al-

though the definite nouns in the second parts of the above
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sentences have not been mentioned, strictly speaking, in the pre-

ceding part of the sentence, the native hearer knows that the two

noun phrases in each .sentence refer to the same individual in

each case. The mere juxtaposition of the two noun phrases in

each sentence is sufficient for this mutual understanding. To

what extent such (obviously optional) switching takes place at

various levels of usage is more a stylistic, rather than a lin-

guistic matter, but it must be recognized that it is by no means

a rare phenomenon in either language. Possible Hungarian equiv.-

alents of the above sentences are the following:

b. 1. Egy.okos eTbert ipertem meg tegnap, es a
bblcs(elo) sok erdekes dolgot mondott nekem.

2, Egy utcagyerek kerat az utamba tegnap, es
rajtakaptam a kis homiszt, amint ki akart
zsebelni,

3. Egy fontoskod4 UgynOlskel talelkoztam tegnap, es

a csirkefogo egy radiot akart nekem eladni
dupla &rm.

4.1.5 Definite noun phrases as part of previously-mentioned

noun. Another subtype of definitization through previous mention

which more or less merges with situational identification occurs

with the employment of a definite noun phrase which represents

only 22.1.1 of the previously mentioned (collective) noun, or

which names the individual members of which the group is com-

posed or which are naturally or culturally associated with the

entity in question. There may or may not be any overt morphemic

connection between the two given noun phrases, but inasmuch as

the speaker assumes his hearer possesses the body of knowledge

necessary to make the proper connection between the two nouns

without further elaboration, the second noun phrase may be an

unqualified definite noun phrase in the same manner as an "iden-

tical" noun can, or any of the "synonyms" mentioned in the
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previous paragraph. Several examples of this type of definiti-

zation are as follows:

a. 1. I saw a parade yesterday.
2. The marchers all wore old-fashioned costumes.

b. 1. There was a big traffic jam downtown yesterday.
2. The cars were jammed bumper-to-bumper for ten
Mocks.

c. 1. I observed a very interesting class yesterday.
2. The students were very intelligent.

Vhen the relationship between the two given noun phrases is not

that of a part to the whole but rather one of conventional as-

sociation, then distinction between the two types of definitiza-

tion being discussed here is indeed hazy, as in: "A firetruck

The firemen ... "4

4.2 Situational identification of noun phrases

Besides being previously mentioned, another way in which a

given noun phrase may be considered eligible for collocation with

the definite article is through what I have broadly labelled

"situational identification." This term is simply a catch-all

expression to indicate merely that, in a particular discourse

situation, both speaker and hearer are presumed to know what the

referent of a given noun phrase is without its having been men-

tioned in prior discourse. The term situation is to be taken in

its broadest sense here--from one's immediate environment to the

whole of the knowable universe. This proposition may be resting

on shaky philosophical grounds, but it is, I believe, a simple

and practical analytical solution to an involved problem which

otherwise requires extensive explication. ln paragraph 1.2

above we gave examples of typical situationally-identified noun

phrases in English and Hungarian. These examples should suffice
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to illustrate the principle involved here, although their number

could have easily been extended into the thousands.

4,3 Structural correlates of definitization as marked by definite

article

To turn the notion of definiteness into a grammatical cate-

gory one needs, of course, to find structural relationships be-

tween the definitized noun phrase in question and other elements

in the discourse. This is, naturally, a relatively simple matter

when it comes to article usage. We have seen that the use of the

definite article may be even required before a noun phrase which

has been definitized by previous mention in the discourse, and,

in addition to this, that the definite article may be used before

other nouns, the referents of which, in the given discourse situ-

ations, are mutually known (or can be pointed to) and therefore

may be considered definite without having been mentioned in

prior discourse. Now what remains here for us is to determine

what other structural significance may be attached to the fact

that a given noun--in either language--is considered to be defi-

nite. In addition to the obvious patterning with the definite

article the following structural relationships may be considered

as being necessary correlates to the definitization of noun

phrases. Me shall start first with the pertinent structural pat-

tern of English.

4,3,1 Occurrence with non-restrictive clauses. The unquali-

fied statement has often been made in recent linguistic litera-

ture that restrictive relative clauses are not attached to defi-

nite nouns (e,ge, Fillmore 1964:96), An obvious corollary to

this statement would be the supposition that definite noun phrases
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collocate only with non-restrictive clauses. Both of these as-

sertions are false, as can be readily determined from an exami-

nation of the syntactic behavior of definitized noun phrases with

the as their determiner. We have already indicated in the Intro-

duction to Part II that, as Carlotta Smith (1964:38) pointed out,

if patterning with relative clauses is to be taken as the chief

criterion for determining definiteness, then there seems to be

justification for postulating not two, but three degrees of def-

initeness. This seems reasonable inasmuch as a noun phrase with

the may pattern with either type of relative clause, depending

on other factors in the discourse, while the remaining noun types

tend to pattern either with restrictive clauses solely, or only

with non-restrictive ones. Accordingly, it does seem to be true

at first glance that the man for example, can be followed only

by non-restrictive clauses, unless the clause which follows is

a repetition (or paraphrase) of the prior mention itself which

formed the basis of the definitization process in the first

place:5

a, 1. I met an interesting man yesterday.
2. *The man who was very intelligent told me many

interesting things.
3. The man (whom) I met (yesterday) was very

intelligent.

Now except for such a repetitive clause as in a.3, it is indeed

quite difficult to construct a restrictive clause that would

readily be acceptable with a definitized (and singular) noun

phrase such as the man. However, when one considers plural

noun phrases, then the feature of "totality" vs. "partiality"

must be taken into consideration. This we shall do in the fol-

lowing paragraph. However, for the moment it seems necessary

that we view the obverse of the coin in regard to the
1st,' rI
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co-occurrence of noun phrases with restrictive clauses. As in-

dicated above, a definite noun phrase, such as the man in a.2,

cannot be modified by'a non-restrictive relative clause if the

noun phrase refers to all of the previously-mentioned refer*.

ent(s), which, indeed, singular noun phrases do. When it comes

to indefinite noun phrases, on the other hand, we can show that

these can be followed by restrictive clauses only, and not by

non-restrictive ones. The following examples illustrate this

feature of indefinite noun phrases:

b. 1. Yesterday I met a man who is very interesting.
2, *Yesterday I met a man, who is very interesting.g
3. We are looking for a speaker who is interesting.`"
4. *We are looking for a speaker, who is interesting.

and also: c. 1. Any book which is about sex is interesting.
2, *Any book, which is about sex, is interesting.

In summary, then, we may state that some definite noun phrases

(i.e., those with the syntactic feature of totality) can collo-

cate only with non-restrictive relative clauses (appostive

clauses), other definites (i,e., those with the feature of par-

tiality) pattern with restrictive clauses, while indefinite

noun phrases can pattern with restrictive relative clauses only,

4,3,2 Partiality indicated ky a non-restrictive clause.

When a definite noun phrase is in the plural, there can be a

contrast in relative clause type (with a corresponding contrast

in meaning) following the noun, which is not possible with sin-

gular definite noun phrases. The following sentences were given

previously to illustrate this:

a. 1. I met a group of (or some, etc.) men yesterday.-
2, The men, who were intelligent, were very inter-

esting.
3. The men who were intelligent were very interest-

ing.
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Sentence b.2 has the obvious meaning that all of the men were

both intelligent and interesting; b.3, on the other hand, im-

plies that only some of the men were intelligent and that only

these were interesting. Consequently, while there can be no

doubt that the men in b.2 and b.3 are noun phrases made definite

through previous mention in b.1, it is primarily the presence or

absence of the additional syntactic feature of totality which

determines the type of relative clause admissible after the

given noun phrase. (In generative terms, there is a difference

in deep structures.) Now it must be recognized that totality

is a feature of the discourse in the same way that definiteness

is, for totality is considered in relation to the (plural or

collective) noun phrase previously mentioned in the discourse.

Therefore, the men in b.2 represent all of the men previously

mentioned in b.1 while in b.3 the men represent a totality

only in relation to those meeting the requirements of intelli-

gence, and not in relation to the previously-mentioned persons

as a whole group.

4.4 Structural correlates of definiteness in Hungarian

We have already shown in the first chapter that the use of

the definite article in Hungarian parallels the use of the defi-

nite article in English in many instances. Both processes of

definitization which were discussed mainly in regard to the noun

phrase in English, i.e., previous mention and situational identi-

fication, apply to Hungarian noun phrases as well, as we have

seen from the examples in sections 4.1 and 4.2. In addition to

this, rules governing the replacement of definite noun phrases

preceded by the definite article, or rules applying restrictions
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on the employment of definite noun phrases are also much the same

in the two languages being analyzed here. It remains for us now

1) to test whether co-occurrence restrictions apply to definite

noun phrases and relative clauses in Hungarian also, and 2) to

determine what other structural manifestations are inherent in

the category of definiteness in Hungarian.

4,4,1 Co-occurrence of definite noun phrases with relative

clauses. In paragraph 4.3.2 we have tried to indicate that it

is the presence or absence of the syntactic feature of totality

which is the crucial factor in determining whether a non-restric-

tive or restrictive clause is to follow a definite noun phrase

in English. 7 From the Hungarian equivalents for the English ex-

amples from this same paragraph which we now give below, it can

be seen that, while the same semantic distinctions regarding to-

tality and partiality can be and are made in the definitization

process in both languages, the structural patterns employed to

signal these distinctions do vary from one language to the next.

Compare the English sentences discussed above with their equiv-

alents:

a, 1. I met a group of men yesterday,
2. The men, who were intelligent, were very

interesting.
3. The men who were intelligent were very

interesting,

b. 1. Egy,csoport ferfit ismertem meg tegnap,,
2. A ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak, erdekesek

is voltak.
3. Azgk a ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak,

erdekesek is voltaic...

Since there is-apparently no regular phonemic (nor, as we can

see, graphemic) distinction between a restrictive and a non-

restrictive relative clause in such instances in Hungarian, the
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distinction here between total and partial subsequent reference

must be made elsewhere.in the sentence, Thus, while English

singles out part of the group of men mentioned in a.1 by adding

an Indispensable qualification to the subsequently definite noun

in a.3, Hungarian achieves the same type of focus by the addition-

al employment of the stressed demonstrative pronoun (b.3), inas-

much as the definite article alone cannot bear full stress here.

The combination of demonstrative plus definite article corre-

sponds to the demonstrative adjective this/that, these/those in

English, but because of morphological considerations to be dis-

cussed further below, it should be analyzed, nonetheless, as

being composed of two separate elements.

4,4,1.1 Different clause types as marked 12: pronouns in

Hungarian. Although in the examples given immediately above,

only plural relative pronouns could be used to refer to the plu-

ral subjects, there are instances where a contrast of totality

vs, partiality may be achieved by the use of a singular vs. a

plural relative pronoun. This seems to be limited to instances

where the antecedent of the pronoun in question is semantically

plural but grammatically singular, (See Chapter XIX for further

illustrations of this.) The English glosses show that the ob-

ject in a.1 is only a part of the whole, while in b.1 it is the

totality of poems mentioned:

a, 1, Hgrom PetOfi verset olvastam, ami erdekes volt.
2. I read three Petofi poems which were interesting.

b. 1. Hgrom PetOfi verset olvastam, amik érdekes voltak.
2. I read three Petofi poems, all of which were

interesting.

This pattern, however, seems to be quite restricted, and not at

all as consistent as the one illustrated previously.
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4.4.2 Definite conjugation with definite noun phrase ob-

jects. Perhaps the most widely discussed aspect of the cate-

gory of definiteness in Hungarian is the fact that there are two

contrasting sets of personal transitive-verb endings, the selec-

tion of which depends on the degree of definiteness of the direct

object of the verb in question. These conjugation types have

varying names, but, as indicated above, the pedagogically useful

designations definite conjugation and indefinite conjugation will

be used in this work. Many pedagogical grammars of Hungarian

state simply that the definite conjugation is employed when the

direct object, if any, is consideredlIdefinite;" otherwise the

endings of the indefinite conjugation are used. The first "cri-

terion', of definiteness which is usually given, then, is the

presence of the definite article before the object noun. This

practice was followed in the list of criteria given in the Intro-

duction to Part II of this study. This structural relationship,

definite conjugation with definite noun object marked by the def-

inite article, seems to hold true in all cases, for in the data

used in this study there are no instances of the definite conju-

gation not being used when the direct object is a definitized

noun phrase with az. At the same time, many, if not all, of the

remaining criteria usually given for definiteness are either sub-

ject to qualification of some sort, or are structurally depen-

dant on the unmistakable definiteness of noun phrases which are

preceded by az,

4.4,3 Contrasts in verb endings with definite and indefi-

nite noun ob ects, We have shown above that, while the same

type of definitization process takes place in both languages
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under study here, the surface manifestations of the definite ar-

ticle before situationally identified nouns of various types do

not always coincide. Consequently, conjugation selection may

look erratic from the English point of view simply because En-

glish article usage is often "erratic," that is to say, has ex-

ceptions within even one noun type. We have shown, for example,

that in Hungarian the use of the definite article with nouns

used generically--here re-interpreted as "situationally identi-

fied"--is consistent while the English varies. Conjugation type

usage in Hungarian, accordingly, will vary with the generic or

non-generic employment of the noun, i.e., with the presence or

absence of the definite article, while the English forms give

no hint of variation in article (or, of course, verb) usage.

The following examples of this phenomenon are given:8

a. 1. I like coffee,, (generic)
2, Szeretem a kg.vet.

b. 1. I'd like coffee, (non-generic)
2, Kivet szeretnek.

c. 1. I don't like cats. (generic)
2, Nem szeretem a macskeskat.

It goes without saying that it is not only generic constructions

which conceal their (situationally identified) definite features

by the lack of the definite article in English. Singular count-

nouns in English may be qualified in such a manner that the def-

inite article is not manifested, while the Hungarian equivalent

retains the expected definite article, and, as a consequence, em-

ploys the definite conjugation if such a noun is the direct ob-

ject of. the verb. Typical examples of this type of definite con-

struction in English are those which have a "genitive construc-

tion" in place of the definite article, which may or may not have
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a possessive construction in the Hungarian equivalent, as illus-

trated in the following example:

d. 1. I'm reading today'es newspaper.9
2. Olvasom a mai ujsagot.

This definite usage is in contrast with the non-specified use of

the noun, requiring the use of an indefinite determiner in the

singular in English, but with optional zero--and the indefinite

conjugation--with both singular or plural count-nouns so employed

in Hungarian:

e. 1. Ilm,reading a newspaper.
2. Ujsagot olvasok,

f. 1. I'm reading (some) old newspapers.
2. Regi ujsegokat olvasok.

4.4.4 The effect of word order on the use of the definite

conjugation in Hungarian. While it is certainly true that a

single definite noun phrase used as a direct object in Hungarian

entails the use of the definite conjugation, it is not necessar-

ily true that this same definite noun phrase object would govern

the use of the definite conjugation if there is also an indefi-

nite noun phrase present as an object of the same verb in the

same clause. 10 Here it is a matter of the placement of empha-

sis through word order, for if the definite noun phrase occurs

directly before the verb, in the position of maximum emphasis,

or immediately after the verb and before the indefinite object,

then the definite conjugation is used. Otherwise the indefi-

nite noun phrase is in an emphatic position and consequently

blocks the use of the definite conjugation. The following ex-

amples will illustrate this:

a. 1. A tar* Slats_ fict es egy lext.
2. A taner egy lanyt es a fiut
3. A tanar a fiut latja es egy lanyt.
4. The teacher sees thi boy and a girl.
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b. 1. A tarr ldt egyelAnyt es a fi4t.
2. A tanar a fiut es eqy ;anyt
3. A tangr egy lgnyt lat es a fiut."
4. The teacher sees a girl and the boy.

ln sentence M., the definite noun phrase a fia is in the "nor-

mal" (i.e., non-emphatic) object position after the verb and gov-

erns the definite conjugation because of proximity. In a.2 and

a.3, on the other hand, the definite noun phrase is in the em-

phatic position immediately preceding the verb, which, as a con-

sequence, must have the ending of the definite conjugation re-

gardless of where the indefinite noun phrase is located in the

sentence. These sentences may be contrasted to those in b.,

where the indefinite noun phrase object now intrudes between the

verb and the definite noun phrase and in this way prevents the

employment of the definite conjugation. Occurrence in the posi-

tion of emphasis immediately before the verb not only governs

the use of the conjugation types in Hungarian, but has a great

deal of other syntactic significance as well, as will be shown

in Part III.

4,5 Summary of structural correlates of definitization

In this chapter, after having established that only previous

mention and situational identification make a noun phrase defi-

nite in either English or Hungarian, we have shown that, in ad-

dition to the ability to pattern with the definite article,

there are other structural manifestations in both languages re-

lating to the definitization of a noun phrase, In English,

first of all, we have seen that a definite noun phrase can be

followed by a non-restrictive relative clause (when the addition-

al feature of totality--in relation to the previously-mentioned

referent--is present in the definite noun phrase). Otherwise
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a restrictive clause is possible after the noun phrase, In Hun-

garian, on the other hand, while there seems to be no regular

phonemic or graphemic distinction between the two types of rela-

tive clause, the definite noun phrase denoting only part of the

referent (previously mentioned or not) is marked by the employ-

ment of the demonstrative pronoun before the definite article.

In addition to this, Hungarian also shows agreement in definite-

ness between the transitive verb and its direct object, a "defi-

nite" noun (phrase) object requiring the use of the definite con-

jugation, the indefinite conjugation being used otherwise. The

feature of totality was shown to have an important bearing struc-

turally in the aspects of definiteness discussed so far in this

study. Consequently, it may be more accurate to reword the above

statement and say that a definite and total noun phrase object

requires the use of the definite conjugation, This latter state-

ment now remains to be tested in the remaining chapters of Part
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV

1. If definiteness is not viewed in light of the whole dis-
course, then such circular (pedagogically motivated?) explana-
tions as the following can intrude in the place of scientific
analysis: "Nouns can also be definite ((+definite)) or
((-definite) ). .. in order to tell whether the common noun
"table" is (+definite) or <rdefinite) we have to look at the ar-
ticle.q Roderick A. Jacobs and Peter S. Rosenbaum (1967b:45). ---=
"Since the noun is definite (edefinite,), there is a tranSforma-
*ion called the article transformation which inserts "the" into
the deep structure ... The article transformation depends upon
features of the noun, for example, definiteness ((+definite> or
(rdefinite)) " Idem., page 46.

2. I owe a great deal of the analysis in this section to
Lauri Karttunen (1968b:6-9).

3. For example, see Karttunen (1968a) for a recent discus-
sion of these matters and for a list of works (mostly unpublished)
which are pertinent to the discussion here.

4. This type of "previous mention" is listed as category
(iii) in Karttunenls list of discourse situations in which defi-
nitization may take place without overt prior mention (1968a:13).
Since this type of definitization does occur in a "linguistic
context," that is, a referent for the definite noun phrase is
overtly mentioned in some manner in the discourse, I am includ-
ing it under "previous mention," although it may require a great
deal of philosophizing to draw any sort of dividing line between
previous mention and situational identification in such cases.

5. Non-restrictive clauses are characterized by open Juno-
ture, which sets them apart from the rest of the utterance in
speech. Traditional orthography reflects this fairly consistent-
ly by setting off such clauses by the use of commas. This prac-
tice, of course, will be followed here. Restrictive clauses are
characterized by closed juncture in speech and the lack of commas
in writing.

6. The distinction between an "introductory" indefinite
noun phrase, e.g., a man of 141 (i.es, a certain man) and an
"unspecified" indefirilfi noun phrase, e.g., a speaker (i.e.,
say speaker of the stated qualifications), dithough vital struc-
turally in both English and Hungarian, will be ignored here for
the time being. We have already shown above why, in fact, a re-
strictive clause cannot modify a speaker here, for the same sew
mantic or logical considerations which militate against defini-
tizing a noun phrase for which no discourse referent has actually
been established, also militate against the use of an appositive
clause with a noun phrase which is not a proper discourse refer-
ent.

7. While up to this point in our exposition of definite-
ness, we have dealt primarily with noun phrases which have the
definite article as their determiner, this statement holds true
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
(CONTINUED)

for all definite noun phrases of whatever construction type,
2,3 we have already alluded to the way this aspect of definite-
ness affects the behavior of proper nouns, and in the following
chapters all of the other types of noun phrases considered "defi-
nite" in either language will be dealt with.

8. For the reader who is not familiar with the indefinite
and definite conjugational endings in Hungarian, the following
(back-vowel) paradigm (present indicative) is given:

Indefinit9 conjugation Definite conjugation
1, lgtok latunk 'I see,' etc, lgtom lgtjuk see
2, lasz lgttok lgtod lgtjittok (it),1
3. lgt lgtnak lgtja látjgek etc.

Other phonologically or morphologically based variations are
possible, but they need not concern us at the moment,

9. The (overtly definite) construction the newspaper of
today is also a possible (formal?) alternate here; but, inasmuch
as It is construed as generic, it does not readily pattern with
the present continuous tense, nor, in fact, does it readily occur
as a direct object. The preferred position of generics of this
type in English seems to be the subject position, "The newspaper
of today is larger and more informative than the newspaper of 30
years ago," seems to be quite acceptable, while "People aren't
reading the newspaper of today as much as they did the newspaper
of 30 years ago," seems less acceptable. Stylistics may play a
role here too, of course, but any further analysis along these
lines would lead us too far afield,

10. The examples used in this paragraph are taken from, or
based on sentences found in Koutsoudas (1968a:4),

11, Since there are four readily movable syntactic elements
in these sentences, namely, three noun phrases and a verb, there
are naturally other combinations possible in addition to the six
given here. These other possible constructions reflect differ-
ences in emphasis and add no more essential information to the
matter at hand than the-above examples. However, since a knowl-
edge of stress and word-order phenomena are crucial for a fuller
understanding of Hungarian, such variations will be discussed
quite extensively in Chapter XVIII,



CHAPTER V

ANAPHORIC DEFINITE PERSONAL PRONOUNS

5.0 Introduction

The place of pronouns within the category of definiteness

has never been clearly defined, to my knowledge, for either En-

glish or Hungarian. For the most part the connections made be-

tween pronoun usage and definitization have been only marginal.1

We have previously cited a statement (Fillmore 1964:96) to the

effect that ndefinite pronounsn are not attached to restrictive

clauses in English. However, the question as to what pronouns

are ndefiniten is not answered, this being beside the main point

being discussed in the article cited. Nor, of course, are the

corollary questions that follow answered: 1) What pronouns are

indefinite? 2) What is the structural significance of such a

categorization of the pronouns? and 3) What, in short, is the

place of pronouns in the broad category of definiteness? These

questions will be dealt with from the point of view of English

first of all, then from the Hungarian standpoint by way of con-

trast. Accordingly, we will attempt to answer the latter all-

embracing question by drawing together relevant items of infor-

mation relating to English pronominalization and definitization,

by expanding on them wherever necessary, then relating these

findings to the parallel situations in Hungarian. A useful pro-

cedure here, I believe, would be to view pronominal forms of all

kinds in the light of what we have already said is the fundamen-

tal basis of the broad structural category of definiteness, and

thus to determine the definite or indefinite status of each pro-

noun type. We shall proceed by determining, if we can, what
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makes definite pronouns definite and conclude by outlining the

structural consequences of such definitization. Now that we

have determined what the essential elements relating to the pro-

cess of the definitization of a noun phrase are, it would seem

to be a relatively simple matter to apply this yardstick in in-

vestigating the definitization of pronouns, inasmuch as the stand-

ard definition of pronoun includes the fact that this form class

"is used as a substitute for a noun or noun equivalent."2 By us-

ing, then, the criterion that a noun phrase is made definite

through mention in prior discourse or through the broad "context,"

i.e., the entire situation in which the discourse is taking place,

we may now test various types of pronouns to determine their re-

lationship to definiteness and their concomitant patterning with

other elements in the discourse.

5.1 Anaphoric pronouns

In paragraph 4.1,2 what we had labelled "the optional use

of the definite article after previous mention" is actually the

anaphoric use of a pronoun, that is, the (optional) replacement

of an entire noun phrase by a single form traditionally called

a npronoun," a "definite pronoun" in this case, inasmuch as the

definite noun phrase or its replacement represents the totality

of the referent. We said further that, if there is no ambiguity

in the discourse context, that is, if there is only one referent

in the prior discourse to which an anaphoric pronoun may "logi-

cally' or grammatically refer, then the pronominalization is more

or less obligatory in the spoken standard in English, while in

parallel constructions in Hungarian the total noun phrase dele-

tion coupled with the absence of the pronoun is the rule in
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non-contrastive, non-emphatic sentences. Consider again the ex-

amples given in the paragraph cited above:

a. 1. I talked to a pretty woman yesterday. The woman
told me a sad story.

2. I talked to a pretty woman yesterday. She told
me a sad story.

b. 1. Egy csinos nOvel beszeltem tegnap. A n6 elmon-
dott egy sisomoru tortenetet.

2. Egy csinos novel beszeltem tegnap. 0 elmondott
egy szomoru tOrtene-5et.

3. Egy csinos novel beszeltem tegnap. Elmondott
egy szomoru tortenetet.

There can be little doubt that she (together with its Hungarian

equivalent) is a ndefinite (and total) pronoun,13 since it direct-

ly replaces a clearly definite noun phrase. 4 Native speakers ap-

prehend that she is as definite as the woman in such a discourse

situation. However, to test the definiteness of such a pronoun

as she by other means is rather difficult. Applying, for ex-

ample, the structural criterion of collocatability with restric-

tive or non-restrictive relative clauses leads us no further in

this test since pronouns of the total-anaphoric type do not seem

to pattern with either type of relative clause, not even a re-

petitive one which reiterates the identifying context of the

prior discourse.5

5.1.1 Hungarian anaphoric, pronouns or their substitutes as

subjects. In 4,1.2 above we gave several examples which indi-

cate that in many respects the employment of an anaphoric pronoun

in Hungarian--in subject position at least--is quite similar to

the corresponding process in English, with the additional factor

that Hungarian has the option of deleting the pronoun in non-

aMbiguous, non-emphatic contexts. Accordingly, the English sen-

tence a.1 has two common equivalents in Hungarian:
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a, 1, Zee (or he) told me a sad story:.
2, 0 elmondott nekem egy szomoruntortenetet.
3. Elmondott nekem egy szomoru tortenetet.

Similarly: b. 1. Xhey were yery interesting, (i.e., the men)
2. Ok nagyon erdekesek voltak. (also azok)
3. Nagyon erdekesek voltak.

and with "neuter," i.e., non-personal reference:

c. 1. It vas new. (i.e., the table)
2. 4z uj volt.
3. Uj volt.

d. 1. They are quite new. (e.g., the tables)
2. Azok eleg ujak.
3. ?Eleg djak,

The last Hungarian sentence is marked "questionable." Since

equational sentences already call for a deletion, namely, the

copula, when the subject is in the third person, deleting the

subject in addition, as in this example, is felt to be too much

truncation. However, apart from the fact, then, that Hungarian

grammar (inconsistently) distinguishes only personal vs. non-

personal gender in the third person singular and plural, while

English has a three-way gender distinction in the singular but

none in the plural, the main point of difference in anaphoric

sub ect pronouns in the two languages is the fact that the pro-

noun in Hungarian is largely optional since--as in Spanish and

many other languages--the verb is unambiguously conjugated for

person and number. Therefore, the structural possibilities for

testing the status of definiteness of a Hungarian subject pronoun

are considerably reduced. We have already seen that in Hungarian

"definite" noun phrases cannot be tested for scale of definiteness

by the touchstone of collocatability with relative clauses since

there is no apparent distinction between restrictive and non-re-

strictive clauses, total or partial reference in that language

being signaled by the determiner before the definitized noun
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phrase. Accordingly, one would expect at least a change in pro-

noun form to signal, when necessary, the difference between to-

tal definite and partial definite pronouns. Such is the case.

First of all, this "difference in form" may be zero, that is,

the very absence of a possible anaphoric pronoun in Eungarian

is a signal that (unemphatic) total reference is meant. 6 This

is necessarily so with singular reference, of course, and is,

by convention, true for the plural also:

e, 1. He was very intelligent.
2. Nagyon intelligens volt.

f. 1. They are very intelligent and interesting.
2, Nagyon intelligensek es erdekesek.

By convention, then, the anaphoric pronouns are not deleted un-

less unemphatic total-definite reference is intended. Speaker

and hearer know exactly who or what is being referred to, once

the introductory statement has been made, Emphatic (or con-

trastive) total reference, however, must be signaled by the em-

ployment of the overt anaphoric pronoun id in the singular or by

various emphatic total forms in the plural:

g. 1. ait is very intelligent.
2, 0 nagyon intelligens.

he 1, They awe all very Interesting.
2, Mindnyajan nagyon erdekesek.

Partial reference, on the other hand, as in English must be shown

by a change in form other than zero:

i. 1. Those who were intelligent were interesting.
2. Azok, akik intelligensek voltak, erdekesek (is)

voltak.

Other construction types are possible, of course, which convey

the same indications of partial reference in addition to the

"principal" lexical information of the sentence:
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j. 1, Some (of them) were intelligent and interesting.
2, Valamelyikiik intelligensek es erdekesek voltak.

We can see from the sentences in e, and f. that while patterning

with relative clauses is not possible with the total-anaphoric

pronouns in either language under discussion here, it is possible

with partial-anaphoric (npartial-definite") pronouns in either

language. This does require a change in pronoun form, however,

in addition to the ability to pattern in this way. We can see

that the same Hungarian form, azok, is a marker of partial defi-

niteness in both noun phrase and pronoun constructions, while in

English those may be employed in parallel constructions. Up to

this point, then, the structural test for definiteness of Hun-

garian anaphoric pronouns used as subjects is, in a sense, nega-

tive, i.e., the pronouns may be deleted if they represent the

totality of the referent, or they may be replaced by other con-

ventional forms, if they do not. Hungarian, however, has still

another structural correlate which indicates clearly the definite

status of anaphoric pronouns which are used as direct objects,

namely the patterning with the definite conjugation. We shall

now proceed to examine this grammatical occurrence more closely.

5.1.2 Hungarian total anaphoric pronouns or substitutes as

direct ob ects, As we have previously mentioned, definite noun

phrases used as direct objects in Hungarian require the use of

the definite conjugation. It follows then that total anaphoric

pronouns which replace definite noun phrases also govern the def-

inite conjugation. However, just as in the case of the subject

pronouns, the use of the total-definite object pronouns in Hun-

garian is confined largely to emphatic or contrastive utterances

since the verb form is now unambiguously marked for definiteness
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of object. Also as in the case of the Hungarian subject pronouns

which we have dealt with above, we may go directly from an indef-

inite noun phrase referent to zero as object, or from a definite

one, or one could conceivably observe a discourse situation in

which the definitization proceeds from an indefinite noun phrase

through all the intermediate stages of definitization, pronomi-

nalization, and reduction:

a. 1. S eiker A) Lgtok egy embert. I see a man.

1

2. B gn is lgtom az embert,

sem ismerem,
1 d:g'thletnigrhtf.
I donit know him

3. A t nem ismerem,
4. B En

either.

Other dialogs of this type may be "more natural" with either one

of the intermediate steps illustrated in a,2 and a.3 omitted.

However, the above sentences illustrate fairly accurately the

maximum number of steps which may be taken in this process. A

"more natural" sequence of definitization shows a direct tran-

sition from an indefinite or definite noun phrase to a deleted

total "pronoun" object:

b. 1. Lgtok egy embert, de nem ismerem.
2. I see a man, but / don't know him,

c. 1. Mgr megk6stoltad a kgvgt?
2. Igen, de nem szeretem.
3. Did you taste the coffee yet?
4. yes, but I don't like it.

Further reductions are also possible in a more explicit or basic

type of discourse, in which case English may also delete the ob-

ject pronoun, but only if accompanied by the main verb:

d. 1. Szereted a kgvgt?
2, (Igen), szeretem.
3. Do you like the coffee? (or: Do you like coffee?)
4. Yes, I do (like it),

These and similar reductions are extensive enough to warrant a

fuller discussion which will have to be deferred at this time.
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5.2 Contrasts in anaphoric pronoun usage

Having once formulated the hypothesis that there is a syn-

tactic feature of totality that pervades the whole category of

definitehess in both English and Hungarian, we may now test this

hypothesis with anaphoric pronouns in order to determine what

syntactic or formal correlates, if any, are associated with tot-

ality of referent in contrast to partial reference. We have in-

dicated in several places above that if an indefinite noun phrase

has a singular referent, then the definite pronoun "replacingn

it must, of necessity, be "total-anaphoric." When, on the other

hand, there is a discourse referent which includes more than one

item, then the possible contrast between totality and partiality

is, in turn, an all-pervading and indispensable factor in the

category of definiteness, Accordingly, the following sentences,

which contain plural or collective referents, may serve to il-

lustrate the role of totality as concerns anaphoric object pro-

nouns in both of the languages being discussed here:

a, 1. There are (some) cups on the kitchen table.
2. Please bring them to me,
3. Cseszdk vannak a konyhaasztalon. (ori NehAny

csesze van ...)
4. Kerlek hozd ide nekem (azokat),

b, 1. Please bring me one (of them). (or: one of
them to ME)

2. Kerlek hozz ide egyet beltile/belEIUR:

c. 1. Please bring some (of them) to me. (or: ye. me
some.)

2. Kerlek hozz néhitnyat

In the above examples we see illustrated an important feature of

anaphoric pronoun usage in Hungarian, namely, that the deletion

of the definite pronoun in Hungarian is the rule When all of the

referent is being referred to in subsequent discourse, the defi-

niteness of the object being clearly marked by the definite
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conjugation endings. When part of the referent is being re-

ferred to, then a partial-anaphoric pronoun, for example, ega or

valamennyi, is employed in conjunction with the indefinite con-

jugation. ln addition to the foregoing specific observation,

the sample sentences above offer an illustration of the general

ability of the difference in the sets of conjugational endings

alone to furnish the contrast necessary in Hungarian for differ-

entiating between totality and partiality of reference. This

contrastive ability is clearly exemplified in the use of the

anaphoric pronoun valamennyi, which is ambiguous, its full mean-

ing being dependent on the conjugation type with which it occurs.

As an object of a verb in the indefinite conjugation, as in 2.c

above, valamennyi is a partial-anaphoric (or, traditionally,

"indefinite") pronoun; as an object of a verb with definite end-

ings, it is a total-anaphoric (or "definite") pronoun. Thus, a

contrast in meaning shown by conjugational endings alone is quite

simple to illustrate with this anaphoric pronoun:

d. 1. Hozd ide valamennyit (nekem).
2. Bring them (all) to me.

e. 1. Hozz61 ide valamennyit (nekem).
2. Bring some (of them) to me.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V

1, The only exception to this statement that I know of is-
Postal (1966), where it is argued that definite pronouns are ac-
tually definite articles.

2, Webster's Third New International Dictionary, page 1816
b-c. Whether the structurally ambiguous part of this definition
is to be read as 4... or for a noun equivalent" or

ore.anoun equivalent" makes little difference in our an:4r.sis he

3. In our discussion here of previous mention or previous-
mention "replacement" we are, of course, not ruling out the fact
that such pronouns as. she may be also situationally identified.
It is not difficult tO7Eink of a situation, for example, where
she is actually deictic, that is to say, replaces a demonstrative
in such a sentence as "That woman dances well," spoken by a per-
son pointing to an individual on a dance floorr "She dances well"
would be equally well understood in such a situation, even without
prior discourse of any kind. The same applies to the form she
which is employed to designate a non-human object to which a per-
sonal attachment may be felt. For example, "She's a good ship"
and "How's she ruaning?" uttered in the presence-of a ship and
an automobile, respectively, are perfectly acceptable introduc-
tory sentences in a discourse. The she of "There she goes:" may
be multiply ambiguous, the discourseiituation clearly indicat-
ing whether someone or something is passing by, or whether a
house is collapsing or what not. Except for this brief mention,
such "marginal" forms as the above will have to be left out of-
consideration here, Although only nominative forms of the pro--
nouns will be given here in these examples, what is said in re-
gard to definiteness of pronouns applies, of course, to all case
forms of the pronoun in question.

4. I use the traditional term replaces in spite of Postal's
flippant comment (1966:198-9): "The idea that a form like she
in sentences such as she dances yell is a 'replacement or Tia-
stitute, for some other noun, sarigi 'discourse contexts' or the
like, seems to me completely without basis. Such an assumption
explains nothing for the quite simple reason that there is nothing
to explain. It is quite sufficient to indicate precisely that
such forms refer to object-types whose particular referents are
assumed by the speaker to be known to the person spoken to," The
latter sentence of this quotation sounds like my own definition
of situational identification. However, when in a particular ut-
terance the form a woman, for example, is introduced into the
discourse, and this is followed by occurrences of she, understood
by speaker and hearer to refer to the same individal, then it
seems this relationship should be stated by the linguist.

5. There is no doubt that in some literary styles he and
the other "definite" pronouns of the third person can indeed pat-
tern with relative clauses. This is particularly true in regard
to older translations of the Bible, but this phenomenon is common
in other types of writing as well. Typical biblical quotations
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V
(CONTINUED)

are: "And he who saw it has borne witness, and his witness is
true" 4John-19735)* and "... and he whom thou now hest is not
thy husband" (John24,18), An example from expository prose is
'Talking is -often just a game, but a game is only worthwhile if
he who plays the game sticks to the rules" (Martinet 1962:139).
Me last occurrence of he here is, strictly speaking, an example
of 'indefinite" he who, which is the equivalent of whoever or
anyone who. The-first two instances, on the other EREUTire
partial anaphoric and equivalent to the one who.

6. "Impersonal" verbs in Hungarian as, for example, esik,
'it's raining,' dor% 'it's thundering,' etc., also have a zero
subject, of course.- These-verbs, however, may be analyzed as
"indefinite" for semantic reasons, if for no other reason.
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CHAPTER VI

NON-ANAPHORIC DEFINITE PERSONAL PRONOUNS

6,0 Introduction

As discussed above, anaphoric pronouns are, by definition,

of the third person, inasmuch as they replace a previously-men-

tioned noun phrase. It was also stated that if such a pronoun

represents the totality of the referent, then the anaphoric pro-

noun is "definite;" if, on the other hand, it represents only

part of the entities included in the antecedent, then it is a

"partial-definite" pronoun, which traditionally has been lumped

together with "indefinite" pronouns. It follows then that the

pronouns of the first and second persons are not anaphoric since

they obviously do not replace any previously-mentioned noun

phrase. Consequently, neither the traditional label "pronoun',

nor the structural label "substitution type" is appropriate,

strictly speaking. However, if we leave terminological questions

aside and continue to use the traditional terms, it still remains

to be examined how these pronouns come to be definite, if indeed

they are definite in English or Hungarian.

6,1 English pronouns of the first and second person

As we examine the English forms, it would be very tempting,

indeed, to label the non-anaphoric pronouns I we and nu "proper

nounsu since they--within a given utterance, of course--fit the

dictionary definition of this noun type: "A noun that designates

a particular being or thing, does not take a limiting modifier

and is usu. capitalized in Englishu (Webster's Third New Interna,

tional Dictionary:1818). The pronoun I, of course, fits this

c
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definition on all three accounts, but when one applies the struc-

tural test of collocatability with restrictive clauses, it be-

comes quite apparent that the first person singular pronoun does

not (?) pattern with either a restrictive or a non-restrictive

clause, which is not true of traditional proper nouns, or of in-

definite pronouns, for that matter. Thus while a.1 below is pos-

sible, a.2 is unacceptable, while a.3 is doubtful:

a. 1. Mary Smith, who is a friend of mine, will be there.
2, *1, who am her friend, will be there.
3. ?I who am her friend will be there.

If one finds a.3 unacceptable--as I do--then one can conclude

that I is definite, as definite, structurally speaking, as the

traditionally recognized definite pronouns of the third person,

even though it cannot be a substitute for a previously-mentioned

noun phrase. If a.3 is acceptable, then I is as indefinite struc-

turally as someone, something and other independent indefinite

pronouns. This leaves us with an anomaly, of course, for there

is hardly any other linguistic form which could be considered to

be ',more definite', through situational identification, even

though one recognizes the fact that this pronoun can have an un-

stable referent from one sentence to the next. However, for each

sentence uttered, speaker and hearer obviously know what indivi-

dual is the referent for each given occurrence of the pronoun.

Since I is singular, it is necessarily mtotal;" consequently, no

question of partiality vs. totality can arise. However, in the

case of we and nu, there is, of course, room for ambiguity in

this regard. For one thing, patterning with non-restrictive or

restrictive clauses seems to be possible in standard English.

Patterning with restrictive clauses, of course, implies a con-

trast with other persons not included in the qualification. This



is the partitive relation once again, as can be seen from the

following:

b. 1. You, who are my friends, will understand this.
2. You who are my friends understand me.

There are, of course, numerous instances where speakers do not

employ differences in clause type to show contrast or unambiguity

in number reference, and it is interesting to observe what de-

vices are employed in English to resolve or prevent such ambigu-

ity, which, as is well known, does not arise in many languages,

because of the greater variety of pronominal forms. It is, for

example, a well-known fact that, while English and Hungarian pos-

sess only one first plural subject pronoun form, other languages

may employ an "exclusive" or "inclusive" form, or a dual or trial

number, etc concepts which may easily be paraphrased in English

or Hungarian when speakers feel such a distinction is necessary.

The "inclusive" first person plural, for example, may be merely

replaced in English by zou and I (both), while we both, we two,

we threes the two of us, etc., may be less ambiguous in a given

discourse situation than the unsupported pronoun. Other types

of reinforcement (or qualification) are possible, of course. A

very frequent type is we + noun, usually in overt contradistinc-

tion to zat + noun, we Americans vs. au Frenchmen, for example,

(but not ',they Germans, and the like). ftwever, it seems that

no matter how the first person plural pronoun form is reinforced

(or qualified), it still patterns as either definite or indefi-

nite by the structural measures employed here, for example:

c. 1. We, (who are) the best chess players in the USA,
should be able to beat this boy.

2. We who have tickets are lucky.
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The latter sentence is also an example of partial reference from

a stated or tacitly understood totality. It is further quite

evident that many native speakers of English are conscientiously

aware of the number ambiguity of the second person pronouns,

which, of course, does not arise in many other languages, because

of available plural forms. This is clearly evidenced by the

widespread use of such forms as zu all (fall), zat folks, nu

people, etc., employed as unambiguous plural forms. Likewise,

attitudes of endearment and the like, on the one hand, and scorn

and the like on the other, both of which are possible to express

in other languages through the selection of "familiar" forms of

address in contrast to "formal" types, may be expressed by rein-

forcing elements in English, if the need is felt: al dear, au

genius, etc., on the one hand, vs. au fool, z2u 106 etc., on

the other. However, just as was the case with 211, this type of

modification of the second person pronoun in English does not

seem to affect the structural status of the pronoun, which must,

accordingly, be considered to be "total definite," through situ-

ational identification if there is no qualification present to

imply partial reference. It will be noted that this is the same

syntactic behavior exhibited by common nouns in this regard. How-

ever, this parallelism cannot be carried too far.

6,2 First and "second" dpersoq pronouns in Hungarian

The situation with regard to the first and "second" person

pronoun forms in Hungarian is even more complicated, for there

is not only differentiation in number or social status, and the

like, but also anomalies in grammatical person, and in definite-

ness as well. These are in addition to the fact discussed above
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that Hungarian pronominal forms--both subject and object forms--

tend to be deleted in unambiguous, non-emphatic utterances.

6,2,1 Familiar forms, The semantic (or social) implications

of the second person "familiar" forms in Hungarian need not con-

cern us here at the moment, since the various "meanings" of these

forms do not seem to affect their structural status, which is

what we shall now proceed to examine. Although they are non-ana-

phoric, the subject forms, te and ti, seem to have the same syn-

tactic properties as the definite pronouns which we have previ-

ously examined; that is, they show the same behavior with re-

spect to occurrence with restrictive clauses and to possibilities

for deletion. The object forms of these second person pronouns--

as well as those of the first person--on the other hand, behave

differently from the third person forms in regard to their status

in the category of definiteness. The object forms of the first

and second persons, engem(et), minket/benUnket, and tggeget),

titeket/benneteket, respectively, govern the indefinite, not the

definite conjugation, as indicated in the following paradigm:

a. Pista 14tala tt. Steve sees him.
but: b. Piste lat engem. Steve sees me.
and c. Piste lgt teged. steve sees you.
just as d. Piste lgt valakit, Steve sees someone.

Since the plural forms of these pronouns behave in the same fash-
0.

ion aa their respective singulars, the paradigm need not be ex-

tended to include them. The question remains, however, as to how

one is to explain this divergent behavior of the first and second

person pronouns, Some of the analytic difficulty may be resolved

by simply stating that these pronouns are indefinite in their

subject forms as well as in their object forms, although this

would be difficult to demonstrate by our structural tests. The
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other discrepancy, that of the indefiniteness of the first and
4,

second person forms vs. the definiteness of the third, is also

difficult to account for synchronically, but may be analyzed

transformationally by the simple statement embodied in an order-

ing rule valid for object pronouns, at least: Definitization

precedes pronominalization. Therefore, a sequence such as in e.

is required (at least hypothetically):

e. 1. Egy ember megy. A man is going.
2, Piste lata tz embert. Steve sees the man.
3. Piste littla at. Steve sees him.

or: 4. Piste látja. Steve sees him.

This sequence can apply, of course, only to third person forms,

since the first and second persons, by definition, have no noun

phrase referents in prior discourse which can be made definite

or pronominalized. Postulating a sequence such as the above,

however, does not explain why the subject forms of the first and

second persons seem to behave the same way structurally as the

third person forms, unless, of course, one were to regard the

occurrence before various verb forms appended with different

(i.e., non-third person) personal suffixes as sufficient motiva-

tion for stating that all of the subject personal pronouns be-

have differently from each other syntactically--even in regard to

the category of definiteness. However, there is much to be said

for treating the first and second person pronouns together as be-

longing to a syntactic category different from that of the third

person pronouns. ln other words, the syntactic opposition is be-

tween the singular first or second person pronoun--patterning with

various personal verbal suffixes--on the one hand, and the third

11 person--with zero in the indefinite conjugation, at least--on the

other, the situation in the plural being considered an analogical
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extension of this phenomenon. Zero verbal suffix and zero pro-

noun subject are possible, then, only in those situations where

the subjects are anaphoric (or, of course, clearly deictic). In

other situations the suffixes of the first or second persons will

perforce be employed,1 The same sort of rule prevails, then,

with the object pronouns of the first and second person singular,

engem(et) and tegeget); in this case, however, the endings of

the different conjugation types mark the anaphoric or non-ana-

phoric nature of the deleted pronoun object. Thus, the definite

object + zero object can be employed anaphorically only,2 that

is, with a third-person referent already having been mentioned,

Conversely, the indefinite conjugation + zero object marks the

deletion of first or second person pronoun forms, the discourse

situation clearly indicating which person is meant (otherwise

the unambiguous object pronoun forms are necessarily used). In

this manner, then, a whole array of unambiguous subject and ob-

ject pronoun deletions are possible, depending on the discourse

situation, in which the anaphoric or non-anaphoric nature of the

deleted forms is known. A paradigm illustrating this will be

given after the following discussion of the "implicative" forms,

6,2,1,1 Forms denoting III subject! - zou object," A much-

discussed non-anaphoric deletion of both subject pronoun and ob-

ject pronoun is found in the use of the "implicativea (7111/-lek)

forms, This portmanteau suffix Indicates a first person singu-

lar subject and a second person "familiaro object, either singu-

lar or plural. The singular object is marked in this particular

case by this unique suffix plus zero, the plural by the same suf-

fix plus the second person plural object pronoun. The use of
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this incorporating suffix is another example of unambiguous ob-

ject deletion or the use of zero in non-emphatic or non-contras-

tive utterances, since in situations requiring emphasis of some

kind, the proper object (or even subject) pronoun may be used

as an intensifier. Thus, a discourse may be unambiguously ini-

tiated with, for example, this non-anaphoric form: Szeretlek

'I love you.' Furthermore, since, as we have seen, the use of

the indefinite conjugational endings with zero object clearly

indicates the deletion of a non-third person object form, the

obverse subject-object relation may be unambiguously expressed

by the verb alone with both subject and object pronouns deleted.

Thus, a discourse may be initiated with simply a verb form such

as Szeretsz? 1Do you love me?' since the second-person subject

verbal suffix is unambiguous, and the use of the indefinite con-

jugation + zero clearly indicates that a non-third person (non-

reflexive) object form has been deleted. In fact, as previously

indicated, the overt use of a personal pronoun in such unambigu-

ous instances does imply emphasis, deletion being more common in

non-emphatic discourse, for example:0

a, 1. Szeretsz? Do you love me?
2. Igen, szeretlek. Yes, I do.

A great deal has been written in regard to the actual place of

the -11....k/-lek suffix in the Hungarian conjugational system, and

although there is at least one pedagogical grammar of Hungarian

which takes no stand on the issue, 4 the usual grammar labels

-121/-lek as a special suffix of the definite conjugation. With-

out getting too involved in this (mainly terminological) question

here, it might be mentioned that both from the morphological as

well as from the syntactic point of view it is difficult to
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understand the motivation behind the notion that this suffix be-

4
longs in the definite conjugation. The contrary view has been,

in my opinion, definitively presented in at least two formal ar-

ticles (Lotz 1962 and Keresztes 1965) which require no further

elaboration here. It should be pointed out here, however, that

just as the definite conjugation does not occur with a second-

person object, neither does the regular indefinite conjugational

form of the first person singular occur with a second person form

as sole object either:

b. 1. *Janos tegedSet) John sees you.
2. *En teged(et latom. I see you.

c, L. *En teged(et) latok. I see you,
-lc *En titeket latokT I see you (p1,),

6,2.1,2 Possible deletions of first and second person ob-

ject pronouns. We briefly indicated above that the contrast in

Hungarian conjugational endings alone is exploited to indicate

the person of the object in perhaps most utterances in connected

discourse, The skeletal dialog given above: uSzeretsz? Szeret-

lek," is but the briefest example of an almost endless variety of

possible discourse situations in which the situation itself

clearly indicates whether the speaker or hearer is meant as the

object of the transitive verb with indefinite endings but with

no overt object. This includes, of course, verbs with either

second or third person endings in the case of the first person

object, and first person (plural) and third person endings in

the case of the second.5 Thus, narrative sentences such as:

a, 1. Pieta nyitott ajtert, es FrOmmel udviizOlt.
2. Steve opened the door and greeted (me) happily.

can °logically" have only a first person object, the prior con-

text supplying the information necessary for precluding the
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interpretation of a second person object. Similarly, the common

formula "Hogy hivnak?" may, of course, have either a first or

second person as object of the verb. However, the discourse

situation in which the formula occurs clearly indicates whether

or not the remote possibility of a first person object is intend-

ed. An unambiguous deletion of the first person object pronoun

engem may'naturally follow a previous occurrence of the pronoun,

as in the line from a Hungarian folksong:

b. 1. öleljen meg engem, aki szeret. (Benhidi et al.
1965:199)

2. Hug me, whoever loves (me).

Finally, it must be mentioned that such deletions may be perfect-

ly clear as to person, but may be ambiguous as to number. This

ambiguity may be resolved by the use of the appropriate object

pronoun, of course, but need not be, as in certain instances the

notion of number is unimportant:

c. 1. Holnap megletogathatnel. (gti and Veges
1966:251)

2. You might come to visit me/us tomorrow.

6.2.2 "Formal" forms of address. The discussion above re-

lating to the "second person" pronouns had to do with clear-cut

cases of "semantic" as well as "grammatical" second person, i.e.,

with both distinctive pronoun forms as well as verbal suffixes

employed when addressing one's "familiar" hearer(s). What was

not included in the discussion was the phenomenon of "polite"

or "formal" forms of address in Hungarian, which for a variety

of structural reasons must be analyzed as third person, even

though one traditionally tends to label as "second person" those

pronominal forms associated with the person(s) addressed regard-

less of the structural implications involved in such
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classification. Thus, maga and On, and their plural forms,

maguk and OnOk show third-person characteristics when considered

from at least the following points of view.

6.2.2.1 Morphological considerations. The first obvious

point in the consideration of the place of maga and On in the

grammatical system of Hungarian is the fact that these forms

morphologically behave as nouns, mega having the characteristics

of a noun in the possessive, On those of a common noun stem.

Therefore, while thettfamiliarn second person nominative and ac-

cusative pronouns (as well as the first person forms) synchroni-

cally form their plurals by suppletion: 12/ti, téged/titeket or

benneteket (also An/Ego engem/minket or benniinket), the formal

forms--as well as the third person pronoun 6--undergo pluraliza-

tion by regular substantival suffixation: maga/maguk 6 On/OnOk.

Furthermore, as is well known, these latter forms as subjects

take the same personal verbal suffixes as other nouns, common or

proper:

just as:

a. 1, Maga (or tin) elmegy holnap. You are leaving
tomorrow,

2. Pista elmegy holnap. Steve is leaving
tomorrow.

3. A liny elmegy holnap. The girl is leaving
tomorrow,

Other (syntactically-motivated) morphological considerations re-

lating to the upolite" forms will be discussed below in the sec-

tion on reflexives.

6.2,2,2 syntactic considerations. One important syntactic

consideration relating to the formal forms which must be consid-

ered is the fact that, unlike the familiar form te, isaga. and On

are, in some measure, anaphoric as they can replace formal address
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forms consisting of, for example, occupational titles: in addition

to other social forms, such as tangr dr (lit.) 'Mr. Teacher,'

igazgatd dr 'Mr. Director' and the like. These forms, of course,

require third-person subject-object agreement, just as any other

third-person form, and govern the definite conjugation when used

as the direct object. Accordingly, we may have a three-way

choice of polite forms of address ranging from noun phrase to pro-

noun to zero, just as in the case of pronominalization occurring

with any other noun phrase:

a, 1. Tangr dr le tetszik Ulni? Would you care to
sit down, profes-
sor?

Would you care to
sit down?

Would you care to
sit down?

The same range of choices is open, of course, in instances where

the polite forms are direct objects:

b, 1. Tangr urat hallom. I hear you, professor.
2. Ont hallom. I hear you (sir).
3. Hallom. I hear you,

2, dhnek le tetszik ani?

3. Le tetszik ani?

6.2.2.3 Sociological considerations for deletions. Be-

cause of the fact that the proper selection of an appropriate

form of address often poses an unsolvable social dilemma in some

instances in Hungarian, a common practice in more formal conver-

sational situations is to avoid, as much as possible, the use of

a pronoun altogether. This can be readily achieved by the use

of the third person verbal suffixes with zero in the case of

Hformalli subject, and the definite conjugation with zero in

cases where the formal form is the object. It is obvious, theni

that in the use of the definite conjugation with zero object,

the ambiguity which results is between the formal forms and a
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definite object of the traditional third person. This is in

contrast to the ambiguity in the use of the indefinite conjuga-

tion and zero, the ambiguity arising in this instance between

the first and second person objects. For example, while we have

seen that the formula "logy hivnak" may possibly have either a

first or second person object, the definite form of the same for-

mula limits the number of possible objects to either "third per-

son" or "formal." Thus, nHogy hivjea" translates into nWhat is

your name?" or any other third person possibility: nWhat is

his/her/their name(s)?" However, since, as we have seen, such a

deletion of the third person object generally takes place only

when the object is total anaphoric, that is, only when there is

a previously-mentioned referent in mind, there is in actual prac-

tice comparatively little ambiguity occurring in regular dis-

course. Extensive conversations are carried out quite successful-

ly with the use of the non-committal "zero form of address" in

the place of an overt, possibly awkward form of address.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI

1. The impersonal verbs alluded to in footnote six of the
previous chapter again form an exception to this statement.

2. Actually, the pronouns maga and On may be "understood"
in certain instances. These pronouns and7Their plural forms will
be discussed below, and will be treated as third-person forms,
since, among other things, they can be anaphoric in a sense, and
also govern third-person verbal forms, and not the second-person
ones.

3. This term was coined by Lotz (1962),

4. Binhidi et al. (1965:194) simply call this suffix "a
special verb form,"

5. Third-person objects may be deleted after verbs in the
indefinite conjugation also, but these are partial-anaphoric,
i.e., partitives, and will be discussed further below in 6.2,2,2,

6. Taguk of course, is marked for plural possessor, and
not plura possessed.

12E8
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CHAPTER VII

REFLEXIVE AND DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

7.0 Introduction

The reflexive pronouns in both of the languages being ana-

lyzed here pose a special problem in that they have the charac-

teristics of nouns and anaphoric pronouns at the same time. In

addition, they pattern as clear-cut definite pronouns in all per-

sons, even though, as was shown above, the first and second per-

son object pronouns at least are considered indefinite in Hungar-

ian by the structural test of government of the definite conju-

gation just as do indefinite noun phrases or indefinite pronouns.

The demonstrative pronouns, on the other hand, pose problems be-

cause of the varying patterning in Hungarian, and because of the

extensive uses of the English forms. We shall examine each type

separately here.

7.1 Reflexive pronouns

Upon examining the morphological structure of the reflexive

pronouns in both English and Hungarian, one is struck by the fact

that these lipronounsn are actually nouns, possessive nouns in

fact, which are used in special ways. The English forms, for

example, form a fairly complete possessive paradigm in most stand-

ard forms: myself, yourself, herself, ourselves, and yourselves.

Itself is undoubtedly a reduction of its + self,, while the sub-

standard analogical formations hisself and theirselves clearly

indicate that the formal correlation between the reflexive and

possessive forms is strongly felt by many native speakers of Eng-

lish. Furthermore, as Postal pointed out (1966:182), the form
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self can occur both free or as a stem with noun suffixes, e.g.,
w.

-less and -ish, The Hungarian reflexive forms likewise exhibit

noun endings, the endings of its paradigm being almost isomorphic

with the possessive endings on back-vowel nouns, hgz 'house,' for

example:

reflexive possessive

1. magam 'myself, etc. hgzam 'my house,' etc.
2, magad hgzad
3. maga hgza

1. magunk hgzunk
2. magatok hgzotok
3. maguk hgzuk

Since the reflexive pronouns in Hungarian are, morphologically

speaking, possessive nouns, their definiteness may be explained

in the same manner that the definiteness of possessive nouns in

general is analyzed (see Chapter XI). However, there is natural-

ly more to reflexive pronouns than just their noun nature in

either English or Hungarian. This is their status as anaphoric

pronouns, which we shall now proceed to discuss.

7.1.1 Anaphoric, nature of reflexives. Although we have

seen that personal pronouns can be anaphoric, i.e., can replace

a previously-mentioned noun phrase, only in the third person by

definition, the reflexive pronouns are anaphoric in all persons

by definition. In fact, they are obligatory replacements of ob-

ject forms whenever the referents of the subject and of the ob-

ject are identical. Thus, a.1 and 1%1 are possible only if there

are two identically-named individuals in question, and a.2 and

b.2 are possible only if there are two different (male) beings in

question, while a.3 and b.3 are obligatory if one and the same

individual is meant as subject and object:1
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a. 1. John sees John in the mirror.
2. John sees him in the mirror.
3. John sees himself in the mirror.

b. 1. 'Linos Onost leitlanautUkOrben.
2. Jainos ot latia a tukorben.
3. Janos magat latla a tukorben.

By convention, then, the first two sentences in each group are

"ungrammatical" if the same individual is meant as both subject

and object. This phenomenon parallels the obligatory definiti-

zation in subsequent discourse of a noun phrase which has been

previously mentioned or is otherwise identified in the discourse

situation. ln both instances "ungrammaticality" is measured by

the effectiveness of communication, that is, by the success of

the speaker in making the proper connection between a previously-

mentioned noun phrase and forms used subsequently to refer to it.

It is in a sense "discourse ungrammaticality" that is being dis-

cussed here, since, taken in isolation, all of the sentences in

a. and b., for example, are grammatical structurally. However,

in respect to "reflexivity," i.e., the identity relation between

the subject and object, only the last sentence in each group con-

veys the proper information and is therefore grammatical in the

sense taken here.

7.1.2 The definite nature of reflexive pronouns. The defi-

niteness of the English reflexive pronouns seems to follow quite

naturally from the definiteness of the pronouns or noun phrases

they replace. The Hungarian reflexive pronouns, on the other

hand, contrast with their non-reflexive counterparts in that

they all govern the use of the definite conjugation, while, as

we have seen, only the third person personal pronouns--including,

of course, the formal forms of address--do so. In regard to the
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definiteness of the Hungarian reflexives, there seem to be three
0.

factors working together simultaneously, none of which is suffi-

cient in itself to assure structural definiteness, namely, 1)

previous mention, 2) totality (or videntityn) and 3) possessive-

ness. The last-named factor will be discussed more fully in

Chapter XI of this work. However, it may be mentioned here that,

like previous mention, it requires the reinforcement of the ad-

ditional factor of totality before definiteness is assured. Tot-

ality, of course, is a feature which also requires an additional

feature for definiteness to take place, as with the first and

second person pronouns in Hungarian or any number of indefinite

pronouns in either language, everyone Imindenki,, for example.

As for the first and second person pronouns in Hungarian, these

pronouns collocate with the indefinite conjugation because the

definite conjugation is restricted to third-person objects, as we

have seen. When one considers the reflexive pronouns, however,

it becomes quite apparent that, starting from a basic pattern of

subject-verb-object, or equally, subject-object-verb, the occur-

rence of the object form is a type of previous mention if both

the subject and the object are identical. This would lead to

definiteness through previous mention plus the feature of totali-

ty. Thus, while both object pronouns in a. and b. are total,

only magadat is both total and anaphoric, hence definite:

a. 1. Jgnos téged
2. John sees you.

b. 1. Te magadat lgtod.
2. You see yourself.

The same holds true, of course, for all reflexives of the first

and second persons, singular and plural.
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7,2 Reflexive vs. reciprocal pronouns

It seems that the definiteness of the reciprocal pronouns

in both English and Hungarian may be explained by a simple ex-

tension of the analysis given above, showing the anaphoric nature

of the reflexives. In both languages the reciprocal forms are

compounds of elements which are widely-used indefinite pronouns

(or determiners). Now it must be admitted that it is often a

futile exercise to attempt to decompose compounds in a semanti-

cally relevant way, but it is nonetheless quite tempting to as-

sume that the combining of indefinite pronoun with indefinite

pronoun to form a definite pronoun is not just an arbitrary jux-

taposition of forms. It is a phenomenon made possible by the

anaphoric nature of the form resulting from this fusion, chemical

analogies with the compounds H20 and NaC1 notwithstanding. There-

fore, egymis and its English equivalents one another or each

other pattern in their respective languages with the other defi-

nite pronouns discussed above because as object forms they refer

back to the subject, individually, rather than as a group, as is

the case with the other reflexives. While other languages often

use the same pronominal form to express both the reflexive and

the reciprocal relationships, e.g., German sich and Spanish

Hungarian and English keep these relationships separate by dis-

tinctive pronouns:

a. 1: A fiatalok szeretik magukat. (also Onmagukat)
2. The young people love themselves.

b. 1. A fiatalok szeretik egymeist.
2. The young people love each other (one another).

It is apparent that the anaphoric relationship plus the feature

of totality are sufficient for definitization in the case of both

types of pronouns discussed here. . 113



7.3 Demonstrative pronouns

Each of the so-called "demonstrative" pronouns in both Eng-

lish and Hungarian, this/that and eilaz and their respective in-

flected forms, is found to have at least two principal uses,

deictic and anaphoric, which have a direct bearing on the status

of these pronouns in the category of definiteness. We shall dis-

cuss these primary uses before proceeding to secondary ones, con-

centrating our attention on the anaphoric use inasmuch as this

has greater ramifications than the first-named use.

7.3.1 The deictic use. The first use of the demonstrative

pronouns may be called the "real" demonstrative use, the deictic

use, in which the concrete, real-world object being referred to

is in sight of the speaker and hearer, and may be singled out by

being pointed at, touched, lifted, etc. A demonstrative pronoun

used in this way illustrates a case of situational identification

2as excellence, and, if total, must certainly be analyzed as defi-

nite. Several examples of this use will be given here, where the

proximity contrasts between ez and az and this and that will be

ignored for the time being:2

a 1. What is that? That's an apple tree.
2. Mi az? liilmafa.

b, 1. I like that.
2. Azt szeretem.

c 1. That's a pretty picture.
2. Az egy szep kep.

in addition to having the feature of totality in regard to re-

ference, these deictic pronouns when unsupported by other pro-

( nominal forms do not seem to pattern with relative clauses in

English (but see 7.4.3 below), while their Hungarian counterparts
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govern the definite conjugation when used as direct objects, as

in sentence b.2 above. One aspect of the "deictic" use of the

demonstratives which shows important contrasting characteristics

between English and Hungarian syntactic possibilities is the fact

that, once the identification of the real-world object has been

made in the discourse, this and that cannot be used alone as

nominals without the support of the pronoun one, while the Hun-

garian counterpart can freely occur alone, which is, in fact,

true of all nominals in Hungarian. The plural forms in English,

on the other hand, do follow the Hungarian pattern without a

supporting nominal:

d. 1. This one is bigger than that one. (i.e., this
chair, etc.)

2, Ez nagyobb mint az.

e. 1. I don't like that one at all.
2. Ezt egyeiltalinTem szeretem.

f. 1. These are bigger than those.
2. Ezek nagyobbak mint azok,

g. 1. ?I don't like this at all. (i.e., this chair)
2, ?These-ones are quite large.

Strictly speaking, we have here a case of overlapping deictic

and anaphoric usage, to which we may give the obvious descrip-

tive label deictic-anaphoric since it is clearly a case of pre-

vious mention, while, at the same time, the real-world object

is still in sight and is, in fact, usually being pointed to

during the discourse. This situation is in obvious contrast on

the other end of the scale with pure anaphoric uaage--to be dis-

cussed more fully below--in which unsupported this and that have

only linguistic referents, e.g. "This is what I would say if I

were you ..." and "Who said that?"
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7.3.2 Anaphoric use. The second use of the pronouns under

discussion can hardly be said to be "demonstrative!' in its strict

sense, since in most instances the referent of the pronoun in

question is not a concrete object visibly present in the real

world, but is linguistic, that is, some type of noun phrase pre-

viously mentioned in the discourse. We will continue to use the

term fidemonstrativefl however, since it is a well-established

and convenient cover term for this/that and 2A/az in their vari-

ous uses. As was the case with other examples of previous men-

tion, anaphoric demonstratives may be either total or partial

in reference, their status of definiteness depending, as usual,

on this important consideration.

7.3.2.1 Total anaphoric demonstratives. Demonstrative

pronouns used anaphorically with total reference carry a measure

of emphasis in contrast to the other total anaphoric pronouns

discussed so far. ln such usage English tends to favor that

over this (sometimes with it as an alternate), while Hungarian

uses az primarily and ez secondarily, both of which pattern with

the definite conjugation when used as direct objects in such

cases:

a. 1. John wanted to finish the job before noon, but
that was impossibl3.

2. Janos a munket delig be akarta fejezni, de az
lehetetlen volt.

b. 1. John says Steve is stupid, but I don't believe
that.

2. Jarazt mondja, hogy Piste ostoba, de en azt
nem hiszem el.

It can be seen that the pronoun that as used in a.1 and b.1 is

little more than an emphatic substitute for it, which as a total

anaphoric pronoun refers to a noun phrase which may even be an
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entire clause. The Hungarian equivalent retains the same form

az, the usual anaphoric substitute for such noun phrases which

is somewhat emphatic by nature, as we have already seen in its

use with restrictive clauses. However, one alternate to az

which is possible in many instances of total-anaphoric usage is

ez, used in particular when linguistic entities as such (or

their total content) are being referred to. The usual unear-far-

(ther)o contrast between ez and az seems--from the English point

of view--to be overridden, while the corresponding opposition in

English seems to be one of (immediate) future vs. just uttered

statement, i.e., ',what is going to be saidfl this; 'what has

just been said11 that. In the following examples only uses of

that will be illustrated:

c. 1. That is my opinion.
2. Ez a vglemdnyem,

d. 1. That is what he told me.
2, litMondta nekem. (or: Ez az, emit nekem

mondott.)

e. 1. What do you mean by that?
2. Mit akar ezzel mondani?

As can be seen from the use of the definite conjugation in de2,

ez as a total anaphoric substitute is also treated as definite.

7.3.2.1.1 Emphatic agreement with soaker. The emphatic

anaphoric demonstrative that is also used to indicate strong

agreement with an opinion uttered by a speaker. In many cases

the Hungarian equivalents have az which actually has a much

broader range of usage as a signal of assent. In each of the

examples that follow it is assumed that the first utterance is

spoken by one speaker, the second utterance by another:
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a. 1. It was an awfuleplace.
2, (Az egy) szOrnyu hely

volt,

b. 1. They are nice fellows.

2, Remek fiatal emberek;

That it was;
ritemeghiszem;

That they aret

Azt meghiszem.

(They are
that!)
(=ban
azokJ)

c. 1. Will you help me? That I will.
2. Segitenél nekem? Azt mar igen;

As was hinted above, the Hungarian form az covers most of the

range of anaphoric reference of both it and its stressed counter-

part that. As a relatively unstressed form, az may simply be

used as the affirmative answer to a yes-no question relating

directly to a noun phrase. This gives somewhat greater emphasis

than that achieved by the use of igen, which is otherwise used

as a general equivalent of 22R:

d. 1. Ki zongorgzik--Feri? Az
2, Who's playing the piano--Frank? Yes, (it's him).

or: e. 1. Feri az, aki zongorizik? Az..
2, Is Frank the one who's pliTrIng the piano?

Yes, (he is).

f. 1. Mi Ott be a konyhába--a kutya? Az,
2. What came into the kitchen--the dog? Yes.

or: g. 1. A kutya az, ami a konyhdba Ott? Az.
2, was it the dog that came into the Tatchen?

Yes, (it was).

In addition to the above instances, az may also be the affirma-

tive response to a question relating to a predicate adjective,

which is considered a nominal in Hungarian, as in h.1 below;

when, however, a predicate adjective appears together with its

subject noun phrase, az must be supported by sentence-modifying

isen in order to resolve the referential ambiguity, as in i.1:

h. 1. Beteg vagy? Az vagyok.
2. Are you sick? les I am. (That I am.)

i. 1. Erdekes az a kOnyv? Igen, az,
2. Is that book interesting? Yes, it is.
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It is quite apparent that anaphoric az as shown in the above

examples and that, where applicable, are both total in reference

as they each refer back to a previously-mentioned nominal of

some sort which may range from a single form to an entire clause.

They may accordingly be analyzed as definite. ln the case of

Hungarian, the definiteness of az in such instances is clearly

indicated by the use of the definite conjugation whenever the

demonstrative is the direct object.

7.3,2,2 Demonstrative as partial-anaphoric pronoun. In

direct contrast to the use of the demonstratives in Hungarian as

total anaphoric forms, there are instances where az and its Eng-

lish equivalents (or substitutes where necessary) are used as

partitives, representing either a sub-total amount of some un-

countable item or one of a given class of countable objects:

a. 1. Pista tejet kap, neked is az ke11?3
2. Steve is getting milk. Do you want some, too?

b. 1. Jancsinak biciklit veszek. in is azt kerek,
2. I'm buying Johnny a bicycle. That's what I want,

too.
or: I want one, too.

As can be seen from the English pronominal equivalents, az used

as a partitive falls into the general category of indefinite and,

when used as a direct object, governs the indefinite conjugation,

as seen from the form kérek in example b.1 atove. As we have

discovered in many instances previously, there is otherwise no

structural difference between partial-anaphoric pronouns and in-

definite pronouns, that is, those pronouns which may be used in-

dependently without prior reference or those which have no easily

circumscribed noun phrase as referents. The Hungarian ',demon-

strative,' az may also be used with indefinite reference, and,
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of course, requires the use of the indefinite conjugation when

used as an object of the verb:

c. 1. Azt csineilok, amit akarok. 4

2. Iran whatever I want.

d. 1, Azt gondolok, ami nekem tetszik.
2. I think whatever I please.

e. 1. Szeretsz olvasni? Azt szeretek.
2. Do you like to read? Yes, I do.

f. 1. Azt nem igerek.
2. I'm not promising anything of that sort.

Examples c.1 and d.1 contain a form of az used as a type of an-

ticipatory pronoun which is in direct contrast--as concerns defi-

niteness--with the anticipatory pronouns usually associated

with clause objects in Hungarian. Inasmuch as clause objects

merit a full discussion of their own, any further treatment of

this matter will be postponed until Chapter XII, where a more

complete treatment of these types of objects and their related

pronouns will be given.

7.3.3 Demonstrative with restrictive modifiers. The de-

monstrative in both English and Hungarian frequently occurs with

restrictive clauses, which indicates, from what we have discov-

ered previously, that they are often less than definite. We

have already seen in various sections of this work that az for

example, is used in instances where its English equivalent is

a partial-anaphoric pronoun in that only some of the entities

included in the (previously-mentioned or situationally-understood)

referent are being dealt with subsequently. Other examples were

given in which the restricted demonstrative in Hungarian occurred

with rather indefinite reference. (See, for example, c.1 and d.1

of 7.3.2.2 Immediately above.) These examples were given without
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elaborating on the bilingual parallelism in patterns relating to

these types of usage of these pronouns. It remains for us now to

elaborate on such uses of the demonstratives in both languages in

order to show once again the typical converging of the definite

and indefinite categories with one and the same basic form used

in partitive or independent constructions.

7.3.3.1 Restrictive demonstratives as partitives. The de-

monstrative pronouns in the plural are especially capable of col-

locating with restrictive modifiers to indicate partiality of

reference. We previously indicated this possibility with the

following example in which the Hungarian construction closely

parallels the English:

a. 1. Those who were intelligent were interesting.
2. Azok, akik intelligensek voltak, érdekesek voltak,

The partiality of reference in such instances may be clearly in-

dicated by the use of the of-plus-noun-phrase pattern which iden-

tifies the total referent underlying the partitive pronoun:

b. 1, Those of you who are tired may beaseated,
2. Kozuletek azok, akik faradtak, leulhetnek,

While we had indicated above that deictic-anaphoric usage calls

for that one in English, purely anaphoric partiality cannot be

rendered at all, apparently, by the use of that, or even that one.

The Hungarian versatile form az, however, can occur in the lat-

ter type of usage also:

c. 1, Az, aki firadt,
2. The one who is tired may be seated.
3. Tffiar(one) who is tired may be seated,

d. 1. Adja azt, amely nekem legjobban megfelel.
2. Give me the one which suits me the best.
3. *Give me that which suits me best. (i.e., the

suit)
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These forms, as we have seen in many places, pattern as indefi-

nites when used in partial reference, even though there is an

obvious relationship between such pronouns and a previously-men-

tioned noun phrase.

7.3.3.2 Restrictive demonstratives as independent indefi-

nites. There is one area of usage of the restrictive demonstra-

tive in English which may be labelled a uclear-cut" case of in-

definiteness in that the pronominal form is used without a prior

referent and with limiting modifier in a construction that is

very closely parallel to those of forms which can occur only as

indefinites. Such indefinites, which can, of course, occur in-

dependently as discourse initiators without prior referents, may

often be substituted for the so-called demonstrative used in

such a way, often without any change of meaning or emphasis what-

ever:

a. 1. There are those who feel that the war is unjust.
2 Vannak olyanak, akik dgy éreznek, hogy a hdboru

igazsagtalan.

or
equally: b. 1. There are (some) people who feel that the war is

unjust.
2. Vannak (olyan) emberek, akik dgy éreznek, hogy a

hAboru igazságtalan.

c. 1. That which was true then is true now,
2. Az, ami igaz volt akkor, most is igaz.

or: d, 1. Whatever was true then is true now.
2. Birmi volt igaz akkor, most is igaz.

As expected, uses of restrictive that with such indefinite re-

ference as illustrated above merge structurally--and perhaps

even semantically--with partial-anaphoric usage (actually in

either language) as discussed above,

4
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7.3.3.3 Demonstratives as possessive. In contrast to the
4,

foregoing partially comparable uses of the demonstrative pronouns

in English and Hungarian, there is a use of the English modified

demonstrative which does not have a demonstrative counterpart in

Hungarian. This is the total-anaphoric use of the demonstrative

that in what amounts to possessive constructions marked by of-

phrases. While in other types of total-anaphoric usage one would

expect to find it employed as the replacement for a non-personal

noun phrase, in the pattern type in question, that is regularly

used instead of the unstressable it because of the emphatic na-

ture of the construction--usually some type of comparison. The

Hungarian equivalent usually has a pronominalizing possessive

marker to indicate the deletion of the identical noun phrase:

a. 1. Adyls.poetry is more abstract than that of Pet&i.
2. Ady koltószete elvontabb, mint Petg=

b. 1. The foreign trade of the Soviet Union is less
extensive than that of the United States.

2, A Szovietunid kiilkereiRidelme kisebb méretil;
mint az Egyesillt Allamoke.

c. 1. The fa9ade of the Cathedral of Notre Dame is more
ornate than that of the Rheims Cathedral.

2. A Notre Dame ialaigtis homlokzata diszesebb,
mint a rheimsi katedrglisé.

It is quite apparent that in at least two of the instances given

above the English possessive construction with Is may be used as

an alternate for that of. In fact, there seems to be a scale of

probability--or acceptability--relating to the use of the inflec-

ted genitive in English as illustrated here, while, at the same

time, the Hungarian consistently uses the -6 suffix. Consequent-

ly, we may profitably label the English Is construction "prefer-

able" in a.1 (Pet6fils) "possible" in b.1 (the Soviet Union's

or the USSR's, but perhaps not the Union of Soviet Socialist
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Republics°, and "impossible" in c.1 (*the Rheims Cathedral's).

There are many more ramifications to the determination of the

status of definiteness of various types of possessive construc-

tions and the substitutes for them. However, suffice it to say

at this point that the particular types discussed here are "defi-

nite" in both English and Hungarian because of their total-ana-

phoric nature. It is quite evident that these anaphoric forms

represent all except the possessive of the previously-mentioned

(identical) noun phrases they replace in the second part of their

respective sentences. We shall defer until Chapter XI any ex-

tended discussion of possessive constructions in general.

7.3.4 Miscellaneous uses of the demonstrative forms. ln

addition to the above cases of demonstrative use in English and

Hungarian, there are other fairly common occurrences in which

the pronoun in question functions in a way that is best described

as idiomatic. No attempt can be made here to analyze all pos-

sible constructions of this catch-all category. However, several
of them are worth mentioning for comparative purposes, if for

no other reason.

7.3.4.1 Demonstrative as derogatoryjpersonalmami. ln

both languages being analyzed here the demonstrative--that is,

the low- (or back-) vowel variety, which seems to be the pre-

ferred form when there is point-of-view contrast intendedais

used with derogatory effect in the place of the usual definite

anaphoric personal pronoun. This usage cannot be called deictic

inasmuch as the individual being referred to need not be in

sight but only properly identified for both speaker and hearer:
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a. 1. Did you really have a date with that?
2, Igazin volt talalkid azzal?

The form that in a.1 above meets the same test for definiteness

as the more usual pronoun it in that it refers to all of the pre-

viously-mentioned noun phrase underlying it in prior discourse.

We might say that that here is definitely definite, and the same

holds for its Hungarian equivalent in a.2.

7.3.4.2 Other occurrences of English demonstratives. There

are other combinations in English in which the form that occurs

as a constituent. These are best left unanalyzed and need not

concern us here greatly. It may be of interest, however, to

show that these combinations may occur as various parts of speech,

including "indefinite pronouns. The following examples may be

noted together with a possible Hungarian equivalent: all that

(everything of that sort) n ilyesmi, (to such a degree) annyira,

for all that m mégis, at that riadisul and the like. Here

again ne status of definiteness of these forms is in doubt be-

cause of the lack of a specifiable referent and the difficulty

of applying any structural test to these forms in their set en-

vironments.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VII

1. It goes without saying that practically any grammatical
rule such as the one just formulated may be violated for various
reasons, one of which is comic effect. For example, a cartoon
caption in Punch capitalizes on the surprise effect achieved by
the use of non-reflexive forms in the place of the expected re-
flexives: "We have an ideal marriage--I love me and he loves
him." (Reproduced in the nTelegraphic Section" of the Painesville
(0,) Telegraph, Nov. 2, 1968, p.6.)

2. It should be briefly noted here that whenever identifi-
cation is requested with the use of a demonstrative pronoun in
English, the answer may contain the form it instead of the demon-
strative: "It's an apple tree." This is, of course, only one
aspect of the total range of the anaphoric pronoun it.

3. Examples a.1 and b.1 are taken from the trtelmez6 Szótir
I, p. 368b,

4. Examples c.11 d.1, and e.1 are taken from Binhidi-Jcikay
(1960:408); f.1 and f.2 are from Hall (1944:77),
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CHAPTER VIII

THE -IK PRONOUNS AND THEIR ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS

8.o Introduction

The Hungarian pronouns in -ik are invariably included in the

traditional list of the object types which require the use of the

definite conjugation as given in grammars of Hungarian, e.g.

Tompa (1962:159). The definite status of these pronouns is some-

times explained diachronically, for example: "The ending -ik is

philologically identical with the -uk, -Uk possessive suffix of

the 3rd. Person Plural The pronouns ending in -21, since

this ending has been a possessive suffix, require the definite

conjugation," (Binhidi et al. 1965:158). There are, however, at

least two synchronic considerations militating against accepting

this analysis as descriptively adequate, namely, 1) these pro-

nouns themselves may now occur with possessive suffixes in the

same fashion as nouns, and 2) being provided with possessive

suffixes is not in itself a sufficient condition for definite

status for a noun phrase, as will be shown in Chapter V. The

obvious syntactic characteristic of the -ik pronouns pertinent

for us here is their almost exclusive anaphoric nature. They

may be analyzed as definite on the basis of previous mention

(or, of course, situational identification) plus the feature of

totality. If these criteria are lacking, even an -ik pronoun

may be indefinite. Compare, for example, (ea) misik 'another'

with a misik 'the other (one),1 Since the referents underlying

the -ik pronouns are clearly circumscribed in prior discourse,
4

the definiteness of such pronouns may even override the effect

of an otherwise indefinitizing prefix such as akir-:
liZ77
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a. 1. Akirmelyiket elfogadta volna. (Tompa 1962:159)
2, He would have accepted any one of them.

which could be a natural response to a question such as:

b. 1. Melyiket kiveinla?1
2. Which one does he want?

It ought to be mentioned here that, even without the reinforcing

pronoun one, the English equivalent which (with of them always

deleted) is considered by at least two other linguists to be a

definite form on the basis of the strongly anaphoric nature of

the pronoun. 2 There are cases, however, where the all-pervasive

definiteness of the Hungarian -ik pronouns is not indicated in

the most acceptable English equivalent, Consider the invariable

definiteness of egyik (as opposed to mdsik), for example, which

holds even in those negative sentences where logically all of the

definite set of entities referred to are excluded as a discourse

referent:

c. 1. Egyiket sem kivdnom. (also: semelyiket ...)
2, I want none (of them). (Lit., 'Not even one do

I wants.°

The most frequent employment of the -ik pronouns, however, does

occur with the definite article as the marker of their definite

nature, as in the following generic statement:

d. 1, Az egyik baj eltemeti a misikat,
2. One misfortune buries the other (next).

The overwhelmingly definite-anaphoric nature of the -ik pronomi-

nals is also indicated in the use of the definite articles with

ordinal numbers and also by the fact that this suffix may be ad-

ded optionally to adjectives in the comparative or superlative

(theilatter--as in English--generally occurring with the definite

article in any case), if these forms are used anaphorically, We

shall examine these two patterns separately.
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8.1 Ordinal pronominals

Both languages agree in the status of definiteness of ordi-

nals used pronominally since, by convention, such pronominaliza-

tions generally occur only after previous mention (or, as usual,

situational identification) allows the unambiguous deletion of

the noun being delimited by the ordinal. After previous mention

a discourse may be continued, for example, by a sentence as the

following:

a. 1. A hatodik a legjobb.
2, '-h-es-nxt one is the best.

The same theoretical and philosophic problems which we have en-

countered previously with regard to discourse referents and the

like for any definite noun phrase also hold for the notion of

"previous mention" relating to -ik nominals of the sort mentioned

immediately above, since the identifying context does not neces-

sarily have to precede the definitized noun phrase. The follow-

ing example, for instance, illustrates a case where previous

mention and situational identification merge inasmuch as the

identifying situation is linguistically supplied:

b. 1. En voltam a sorban az OtOdik.
2. I was the fifth in line.-

Ordinals are also used in stating dates in either language, but

there is a contrast in form in that the Hungarian ordinal always

appears marked with a possessive suffix, while the English equi-

valent may occur with the of-phrase deleted:

c. 1. Hatodilan utazott el.
2, He left on the sixth,

d. 1. f. hci hatodikin
2, on the sixth of this month

The possessive pattern is also employed in Hungarian when re-

questing the date, while the equivalent genitive phrase in English
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is usually deleted:

e. 1. Hányadika van ma?
2. What day is today? (or: What day of the month

is it today?)

8,2 Comparatives and superlatives in -ik

As mentioned above, anaphoric comparative and superlative

adjectives pattern with the definite article in Hungarian, and

both may occur optionally with the pronominalizing suffix -ik.

The English equivalents, on the other hand, generally require

the use of the pronominalizer one:

a. 1. A kisebb(ik) is jci lesz.3
2. The smaller one will be all right too.

b. 1. A nagyobb(ik)ra ri se nezett.
2. He didn't even look at the larger one.

ow.

c. 1. A legszebb(ik)et veilasztotta.
2. She chose the prettiest one.

This pattern may be compared to that in which the comparative is

employed as a predicate in an equational (i.e., identifying) sen-

tence. Here the article is optional in Hungarian with -ik ex-

cluded, while the English equivalent has either an unsupported

adjective form, or a pronominalized one with both the definite

article and one:

d. 1. Azt gondolom, hogy ez (a) szebb.
2. I believe this is (the) prettier (one).

As a final remark it might be stated that in both languages the

notion of dual choice is strongly present in the use of the com-

parative, and this may be overtly indicated by the inclusion of

the exact dual referent underlying the pronominalized form:

e. 1. A kettekOzUl melyik (a) kUlOnb?
2. Of the two which one is the better?

(or: . which is the better one?)
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There is no doubt, of course, that in both languages one can find

that the strict number relationship traditionally associated with

the comparative is not always adhered to. One does find the su-

perlative employed in place of the expected comparative, but

whichever is used, they both seem to behave the same in regard

to their place in the definite category.

8.3 Possessive quantitative pronouns in Hungarian

The last type of Hungarian pronoun which we will discuss as

being definite belongs to a mixed category, both morphologically

and syntactically. These pronouns are, first of all, quantity

pronominals appended with possessive suffixes, for example,

kette !the two of them! (cf. ketter !two!), hirmink 1(the)

three of us! (cf. hirom !three!), tabilnk !several of us! (cf.

tObb !more/several°, etc. Now some of these forms are quite

rare and all are of limited syntactic range. However, there is

an interesting feature of at least one of these pronouns which

is worth including in a discussion on the category of definite-

ness in Hungarian. This feature is their ambivalence, which

manifests itself in two ways. First of all, some of these pos-

sessive numerical pronouns, according to one analysis (Dinhidi

and Jcikay 1960:406) display the same characteristics of definite-

ness, when used as objects, as all of the other "definite" noun

phrase types discussed in this work. That is, as indefinite par-

titives they pattern with the indefinite conjugation; otherwise

they are definite. Observe the following contrastive examples:

a, 1. Hgrminkat kivglasztott, (also: hirmunkat)
2. He chose three of us,

be 1. Kivilasztotta hdrmonkat.
2. He chose the three of us.
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Secondly, another series of pronouns of this type is exceptional

in that it seems to vary in structural definiteness with a change

in the person of the subject just as much as with a change in

person of the object, as otherwise may be the case with object

pronouns. The pronouns in question are plural possessives built

on the base mind 'all' and occur only in non-subject functions:

mindnyijunkat 'all of us (acc.),1 mindnyijatokat 'all of you

(pl. acc.),' and mindnyijukat 'all of them (acc.). '4 While the

third person form mindnyijukat patterns, as expected, with the

definite conjugation, the other two pronouns ur ser discussion

pattern varyingly, depending on the person of the subject. If

the subject is the first person, then the first person object

pronoun patterns with the definite; if the subject is the second

person, then the second person object pronoun takes the definite

conjugation; if, however, the subject is in the third person,

then either conjugation is possible:

c. 1. L4tom mindnyijunkat. I see all of us.
2. LatThok mindnyijatokat, You see all of

you(rselves).

d. 1. Lit mindnyijunkat. He sees all of us.
but also: 2. Litaa mindnyijunkat. He sees all of us,

e. 1. Hiv mindnyijatokat. He's calling all of you,
but also: 2. Hivia mindnyijatokat. Hes calling all of you.

In those instances where the first or second person is the sub-

ject, c.1 and c.2 above, one may call the object pronouns a type

of reflexive, which, as we have seen, is always considered a de-

finite object in Hungarian. In the case of the third person

subject, on the other hand, the variation in conjugational selec-

tion seems to be unmotivated since the Hungarian informant con-

sulted could determine no difference in meaning between the two

patterns as employed here.
.11
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII

1. Example b.1 is adapted from, and c.1 is quoted from
Banhidi et al. (1965:150).

2. See, for example, Lees and Klima (1963) and the refer-
ences given there.

3. The Hungarian examples used in this section are taken
from the trtelmea szdtir 1:5.

4. The examples and the analysis here are from Tompa (1962:
159).



CHAPTER IX

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

9,0 Introduction

"Indefinite" pronouns have been discussed quite extensively

but secondarily, in many of the sections of previous chapters.

Here will be brought together the most essential points of what,

for comparative purposes, has been previously said in regard to

the broad spectrum of indefiniteness as it applies to pronouns.

Then this chapter will conclude with a discussion of an important

category of pronominal (and structurally ambivalent) forms, name-

ly, the substantival interrogatives and the relative pronouns de-

rived from them.

9.1 Independent indefinite pronouns

There are indefinite pronouns in both English and Hungarian

which may be used without prior reference in the discourse, that

is, without any previously-mentioned or implied noun phrase re-

ferents underlying them, and which may therefore be called "in-

dependent indefinite pronouns." These pronouns, in obvious

contrast to anaphoric pronouns, may be used to initiate a dis-

course, needing no particular referent to "replace" or "stand

for." As indicated previously, some of these pronouns are overt-

ly marked for indefiniteness by formative elements such as some-

and vala- in, for example, somebody, something, etc., valaki,

valami, etc., or by -ever, which has two possible equivalents,

akir- and bar-, as in whatever, whoever, etc., akarmi and akirki

(or barmi and barki), etc. In addition to these morphological

parallelisms, one finds that these pronouns consistently pattern
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as indefinites in either language. The English pronouns, for

example, seem to be incompatible with non-restrictive clauses:

a, 1. Everyone (whom) I know hates him,
but not: 2, *Everyone, whom I know, hates him,

b. 1. Somebody (who was) wearing a mask robbed the bank,
but not: 2. *Somebody, who was wearing a mask, robbed the bank.

The equivalent pronouns in Hungarian are similarly indefinite and

collocate with the indefinite conjugation when used as objects:

c. 1. Mindenkit advOzlOtt. (indef.)
2. He greeted everyone.

d. 1. Keresel valakit? (indef.)
2, Are you looking for someone?

e, 1. 61( mindent tudnak. (indef.)
2, They know everything,

9.1.1 Independent indefiniteness vs, totality. We have

frequently encountered the phenomenon in both languages being

studied here that partiality of reference almost always oven-

rides any other criterion for definiteness throughout the whole

syntactic category. We have concluded that syntactic totality

must be a concurrent feature of a nominal in addition to other

criteria before full definiteness can be achieved. Now we can

observe that there is a corollary to this phenomenon, namely,

that semantic totality as such is not a sufficient condition to

assure definitization, for, although such pronouns as everyone/

everybodx, everything, Hungarian: mindenki, minden are semanti-

cally all-inclusive, they nonetheless pattern syntactically like

any other indefinite pronoun. Here the complete lack of refer-

ent militates against definitization, that is to say, the totali-

ty involved here is not one of identity to any previously-men-

tioned or identified noun phrase. This fact can be used as a

criterion for separating the independent indefinites from the
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partitive pronouns, both of which are generally lumped together

under the traditional label indefinite pronouns.0

9.1.2 Independent indefinites vs. partitives. Although, as

previously mentioned, there is very little intra-sentential struc-

tural difference between independent indefinite pronouns and par-

titives, there certainly is enough inter-sentential significance

in this categorization to warrant a few remarks concerning it in

a contrastive analysis such as the present work. In the first

place, the independent indefinite vs. partitive distinction must

be noted in English to account for the obvious fact that many sen-

tences are licomplete" in themselves as discourse initiators while

others require previous mention or other identification for full

comprehension. In Hungarian, on the other hand, this same dis-

tinction accounts for the fact that the indefinite conjugation

may be used alone--that is, with the object deleted--to indicate

partitiveness, while independent indefiniteness must be indicated

by the use of an appropriate indefinite pronoun. Compare the use

of the indefinite in a.1 with the use of a partitive in b.1:

a. 1. Akarsz valamit?
2. Do you want something?

b. 1, Akarsz belgle?
2. Do you want (some) of it?

The consequences of this particular dichotomy, however, are not

as striking as the definite vs. partitive contrast, in which par-

tiality moves otherwise definite noun phrases into the structur-

ally indefinite category.

9,2 Interrogative and relative pronouns

Leaving aside all polemics concerning the best theoretical

method of deriving the relative pronouns in English from
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interrogative pronouns2 we consider it obvious that these two

pronoun types have some sort of relationship to each othermor-

phological, if no otherand may be profitably discussed togeth-

er. The same can be said for the corresponding forms in Hungari-

an, the relative pronouns of which seem to be a composite of the

definite article a +the interrogative pronoun:

interrogative relative

ki? who? aki .emely) who, that
mi? what? ami amely) which, what, that
melyik? which (one)? amelyik which, that

Since we are primarily concerned here with the status of inter-

rogatives and relatives in the category of definiteness, which

is a feature of noun phrases, we will use the subbtantive forms

given above as the basis for ouridiscussion, We will according-

ly exclude adverbial interrogatikres of all sorts such as where?,

when?, how?, etc and their Hungarian equivalents, as important

as they might be in a fuller discussion of pronominal forms.

For our purposes here these adverbial interrogatives, as well as

all possible adjectival or other non-substantival interrogative

forms have less direct connection with the category of definite-

ness.

9.2.1 independent, interrogatives. The three substantival

interrogatives listed above must in tura be divided into two

groups: "independent" (or "general") interrogatives, who? and

what? (ki? and mi?), and the "anaphoric interrogative" which?

(melyik?). The latter pronouns, as we have seen, may be classi-

fied as characteristically definite because of their deictic-

anaphoric nature. The other two interrogatives, who? (ki?) and

what? (mi?), on the other hand, may be categorized as indefinite
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since they independently request the very type of information

necessary for definitization. The definiteness of the English

forms is otherwise difficult to test structurally because of

their limited syntactic range. As interrogatives these forms

can coiroccur with, for example, relative clauses only in a very

limited way, thereby separating themselves from independent in-

definite pronouns on the one hand, and "personal pronouns" in

more formal styles on the other. This is to say that while we

may have, for example, something which and zal, who , or
even, he who we cannot readily have *what? which..., or

*who? who However, some dialects accept who? that and

what? that which are acceptable to me only if discontinuous:

"Who was there that we know?" or "What do you want that you don't

have?" These clauses, of course, are restrictive. The equiva-

lent interrogative pronouns in Hungarian, on the other hand, show

the usual patterning with the indefinite conjugation when used as

objects, in addition to their inability to collocate with rela-

tive clauses:

a. 1. Mit leitsz?
2, What do you see?

b. 1. Kit litsz?
2, Who(m) do you see?

As we have seen, the indefiniteness of these pronouns in Hungari-

an is in direct contrast to the permanent definiteness of melyik?:

c. 1. Mayiket litod?
2. Which (one) do you see?

since the latter form obviously refers to one entity out of a

previously-mentioned group. The same holds true for the.posses7

sive form whose?, which may be pronominalized, that is, the noun

associated with it may be deleted, after previous mention has
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established the identity of its referent. The Hungarian equiva-

lent has a special pronominalizing possessive suffix which unam-

biguously marks the noun as definite. In fact, which and whose

as pronouns may be interchangeable in some contexts since they

both refer to items singled out from a previously-mentioned group.

The Hungarian equivalents behave in the same manner. In both

cases it is apparent that we are dealing with definites, as can

be tested structurally: inability to pattern with relative

clauses in the case of the English forms, and government of the

definite conjugation in the case of the Hungarian. We may juxta-

pose these two definite pronounein one sample sentence for each

language:

d. 1. Which/Whose did you find? (i.e., book)
2. Melyiket/Kiet taliltad meg?

9.2.2 Interrogative-relative pronouns. Intermediate be-

tween the two categories of usage, interrogative pronoun and re-

lative pronoun, is the syntactic category which may conveniently

be labelled "interrogative-relative." This is the occurrence of

the original interrogative in indirect speech, in which case the

pronoun retains its interrogative function while also serving to

introduce the object clause. This distinction has considerable

structural significance, including the fact that a change in word

order is involved in English, while the clause-introducing func-

tion of the equivalent in Hungarian may be taken over by the

subordinating conjunction hogy, the object clause otherwise re-

taining the original interrogative word order. In the following

examples the sentences marked 2, are to be taken as responses to

the respective questions preceding them:
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a. 1. What is that?
2. I don't know what

that is.

b. 1. Who is that man
(there)?

2, I don't know who
that man is.

but: c. 1. Who's sitting
there now?

2, I don't know who's
sitting there now.

d. 1. Who did he see
there?

2. I don't know who
he saw there.

Mi az?
Nem tudom, (hogy) mi az.

Ki az a fern (ott)?

Nem tudom, (hogy) ki az
a fern.

Ki Ul most ott?

Nem tudom, (hogy) ki Ul
most ott.

Kit litott ott?

Nem tudom, (hogy) kit
latott ott.

Except for the difference in word order, e.g., in a.2 and b.2,

as opposed to that in c.2 and d.2, the fundamental syntactic

properties of the English interrogatives within these dependent

clauses do not seem to be significantly different from their

properties as pure indefinite interrogatives. We shall accord-

ingly interpret the former pronouns as indefinite also, although,

admittedly, other structural tests are impossible to make here.

In the Hungarian equivalent of d.2, on the other hand, the verb

in the object clause clearly marks the relative pronoun as in-

definite. The contrasting usc of the definite conjugation with

the main verb in the same sentence, however, entails a discussion

which will be postponed until Chapter XII, where the status of

the whole (dependent) noun clause itself within the category of

definiteness will be discussed at length.

9.2.3 Relative pronouns. Establishing the place of the

English and Hungarian relative pronouns within the category of

definiteness poses an interesting problem, both from the mono-

lingual, as well as from the contrastive point of view. The

pronouns we will be primarily dealing with here are who and its
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objective form who(m), zero, and thitywhich, and their Hungarian

equivalents. We shall start this phase of our discussion with

a treatment of the pronouns of personal reference.

9.2.3.1 Personal reference with relative pronouns. In

dealing with relative pronouns in English, we must proceed from

the fact we have already established, namely, that they may in-

troduce either restrictive or non-restrictive clauses. As we

have already indicated, junctural phenomena keep these two clause

types apart in speech, while commas are traditionally used to

set off non-restrictive (nappositiven) clauses in writing. In

our examples here we will continue to follow this practice.

1 Relative pronouns in non-restrictive clauses. We

have shown above that a non-restrictive clause modifying a noun

phrase in English indicates that this noun phrase is definite

and total, that is, it is already identified without the infor-

mation given in the relative clause. It remains for us here to

test whether the pronoun which joins a non-restrictive clause to

such a noun phrase is also definite. We may begin here by re-

viewing two observations we have made in regard to definite noun

phrases: 1) A singular definite noun phrase relating totally

or identically to a non-collective antecedent is generally fol-

lowed by a non-restrictive clause only (or, of course, by a re-

petitive restrictive one) and 2) A noun phrase which has a plu-

ral or collective referent in prior discourse is followed by a

non-restrictive clause if the relative clause applies to all of

the entities underlying the antecedent. These statements may be

illustrated as follows:
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a, 1. I saw a man slip on the sidewalk this morning.
2. The man, who was around 6o, was slightly hurt,

b. 1. I saw a group of men enter the school.
2. The men, who were quite young, were foreign

visitors.

Sentences a.2 and b.2 both reflect properly the totality of re-

ference, and with this fact in mind, we can assert that who in

the relative clause of sentence a.2 is a likely replacement for

a deleted noun phrase, the man: "The man (previously mentioned)--

the man was around 60--was slightly hurt." In a similar fashion

the clause "who were quite young" in b.2 represents a reduced

sentence, "The men were (all) quite young." Accordingly, we may

classify the relative pronouns in a,2 and b.2 as "total definite."

This is in contrast to the relatives in restrictive clauses,

which we have judged to be unacceptable to convey the idea of

totality of reference to a previously-identified antecedent. Ve

note, for example, that that does not seem to be an acceptable

replacement in standard English for who in a non-restrictive

clause as those above:

c. 1. *The man, that was around 60, was slightly hurt.
2, *The men, that were quite young, were foreign

visitors.

In a subtotal sense, of course, the latter sentences would be

acceptable if the clauses they contain were changed into restric-

tive ones. These cases will be discussed separately.

9.2.3.1.2 Relatives in restrictive clauses. If we modify

sentence eel above, we can provide a suitable discourse in which

a following restrictive clause is perfectly acceptable, and, if

we are not referring to the whole group of men mentioned in b.1,

then b.2 below is similarly acceptable:
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a. 1. I saw two men slip on the sidewalk.
2. The man who/that was around 6o was slightly hurt.

b. 1. I saw a group of men enter the school.
2. The men who/that were quite young were foreign

visitors.

We note that that is substitutable here for who in the restric-

tive clauses, and if we now examine the status of the relative

pronouns in these two sentences with partitive meaning, we can

see that the underlying forms are partitives, but are still de-

finite: "One man (of a previously-mentioned group)--the man was

around 60--was hurt." ° "The man who was around 6o was slightly

hurt." The underlying forme of the two sentences combined to

form b.2 may be given as follows: "Some men (of a previously-

mentioned group)--these men were quite young--were foreign visi-

tors," which reduces to: "The men who were quite young were

foreign visitors." Although the man of a.2 and the men of b,2

may be labelled "partial definite" because of the concurrent oc-

currence of the definite article and the restrictive relative

clause with the nouns, it would be difficult to go beyond the

dichotomy of definite vs. indefinite in the case of the relative

pronouns, inasmuch as further structural tests fail to make a

finer distinction. The relative pronouns here--as partitives--

might be simply labelled "partial-definite" by analogy to the

noun phrases which underlie them. However, when we go beyond

the mere relative pronoun and consider the entire noun phrase of

a complex sentence such as a,2 and b,2 above, that is, when de-

terminer plus noun plus the relative clause are considered to-

gether, much more can be said with regard to degrees of definite-

ness. The following section will treat of this matter, and we

will attempt to draw conclusions from these patterns which will
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be valid for the whole category of definiteness in both languages,

9.2.3.1.3 Hungarian personal relatives vs. determiner 12:17

terns. In order to discuss Hungarian relative pronouns in the

most meaningful way, one must recall what has been already men-

tioned in regard to these pronouns and the types of clause they

can occur in, namely that Hungarian grammar does not make a clear

distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive clauses.

Neither juncture nor orthography consistently distinguishes the

two clause types. Accordingly, the task of distinguishing the

status of definiteness of a noun phrase in Hungarian rests not

with the relative clause or its introductory pronoun, but prima-

rily with the various determiners of the given noun phrases.

This was already shown, for example, in the discussion of total

vs, partial reference where two different definite determiners

in Hungarian carried the contrast while the relative clauses re-

mained the same:

a, 1. A ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak, ISO
2, The men, who were intelligent,

vs, b. 1. Azok a ferfiak, akik intelligensek voltak,
2. The men who were intelligent

Since the relative clause patterns do not dontrast here, one can

assume that the status of definiteness of the relative pronouns

would be the same also. This proves to be the case. However,

while the Hungarian subject noun phrases in a.1 and b.1 are con-

sidered definite, the relative pronouns pattern as indefinites--

as do almost all relative pronouns in Hungarian, regardless of

the status of the nouns they relate to. Let us now focus our

attention on this aspect of the grammar of Hungarian.
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9.2.3.1. 4 Status of definiteness of Hungarian relative

pronouns. Although for the purpose of easier explication, from

the point of view of English grammar, we are purposely discussing

only relative pronouns of upersonal reference,' at this point in

our study, there is in a stricter sense little motivation for

separating personal from non-personal relative pronoun types in

Hungarian since there is a great deal of overlapping to be ob-

served. Furthermore, what is said in regard to the definiteness

of one of these types of relative pronouns holds for the other

also. Variation in definiteness of Hungarian relative pronouns

occurs only in the area of floverlap," that is, with the employ-

ment of the definite form melyik, which may have either a person-

al or non-personal referent. The generally-used relative pro-

noun of personal reference, aki, on the other hand, not only

shows a uniformity of form and patterning, regardless of the

definite status of the noun phrase it relates to, but also gov-

erns the use of the indefinite conjugation when used as an ob-

ject in its clause, again regardless of the status of its ante-

cedent. Several sample sentences showing this characteristic

should suffice for the present:

a. 1. A tanir, akit mindenki kedvel, rOvidesen
nyugdijba megy.

2. The teacher, whom everyone likes, is to retire
soon,

b. 1. Az a tangr, akit mindenki kedvel, rOvidesen
nyugdijba megy.

2. The teacher whom everyone likes is going to
retire soon.

co 1. Egy tangs, akit mindenki kedvel, rOvidesen
nyugdijba megy.

2. A teacher whom everyone likes is going to retire
soon.

d. 1. Egy olyan tamer, akit mindenki kedvel, egy igazi
kincs.

2. A teacher whom everyone likes is a real treasure.
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The indefiniteness of aki may be accounted for by the fact that

there is such a close synchronic connection between this rela-

tive pronoun and the indefinite interrogative pronoun ki that

it is difficult to draw a precise boundary between them. In the

first place, the relative pronoun of personal reference (along

with the other relatives) may occur without the prefix a- in

some styles of speech and writing:

es 1. Jinos, (a) kit mindenki kedvel, adta ide nekem,
2. John, who(m) everyone likes, gave it to me.

In the second place, aki may be used as an independent "relative"

pronoun without any particular noun phrase to which it can be re-

lated, in which case the modern English equivalent generally has

the indefinite suffix -ever, or is composed of some other combi-

nation of pronoun plus indefinite marker:

f. 1. Akit szeretett, elhagyta, akit gyta101ts jOt
tett vele.i

2. Who(m)(ever) he loved, he left; who(m)(ever) he
hated, he was good to.

g. 1. Van, aki szereti a sgrgarepdt.
2. There are those who like carrots.

(lit.: "is someone who")

h. 1. Akik elmultak 10 évesek, illjanak ide,
2. rfErie who are over 10 years old should line up

here.

i. 1. Nincs, aki megmondja neki az igazat.
2. There is no one who dares tell him the truth.

In proverbs and other older styles of English who may also occur

as an independent relative, giving a pattern closely parallel to

the Hungarian, e.g., "Who steals my purse steals trash " In

any case, the status of indefiniteness of the underlined forms

is, I believe, quite apparent in all of the examples, It might

10 be noted that in addition to the marked indefiniteness of akit

in 2.1, the examples given in h.1 and i.1 show another common
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4.
pattern in which indefinites often occur. This is the pattern

in which van uthere isil (or its negative nincs) is used to state

(or deny) the existence of an entity as yet unspecified. ln

addition to the fact that aki is indefinite within its own clause,

the relative clause itself thereby seems to be indefinite here.

This is in contrast to the usual definiteness of noun clauses--

in either language--especially those derived from direct ques-

tions, which are most often treated as definites, as we shall

see in Mapter XII.

9.2.3.1.5 The definite relative amelyik. The relative

pronoun amelyik deserves special treatment here for several ream

sons. First of all, it is the only relative pronoun in Hungarian

which as a direct object patterns with the definite conjugation.

In the second place, it can occur with either personal or non-

personal reference, Finally, it shows a consistency in usage

not matched in any one counterpart in English. Now we have pre-

viously seen that the interrogative counterpart of emelyik

melyik, and its English equivalent which are the only interroga-

tive pronouns in the languages being studied here which are con-

sidered to be as definite as the possessive pronouns kie and

whose. These interrogatives show, accordingly, many close struc-

tural parallelisms. The relative pronouns emelyik and which, on

the other hand, show many fewer structural correspondences,

mainly because of the divergent patterns of the English forms,

which need to be displayed in a contrastive work such as this.

While the interrogative melyik and its English counterpart which

request a selection from a previously-identified group of enti-

ties, only the relative amelyik consistently continues to have
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this function, with either personal or non-personal reference.

The relative which, on the other hand, is used primarily in re-

ference to non-personal antecedents, either definite concrete

objects--not necessarily from a previouslyamentioned group--or

ideas contained in statements of various kinds just given by the

speaker. Several examples will be given in which amelyik per-

forms its usual function, here with personal reference. From

the English translations it can be seen that which is rarely em-

ployed with personal reference:

a. 1. Hivd meg, amelyiket akarod,
2. Invite the one you want, (or whichever one you

prefer
b. 1. Hirom fia volt, s azt szerette legjobban,

amelyik leginkibb hasonlitott hozzi. (also aki)
2. He had three sons, and he loved best of all

the one who/that resembled him the most.

The cases where unsupported which does have a personal reference

seem to be those in which the pronoun is in an indirect question

and appears only as an interrogative-relative or non-relative

pronoun. For example:

c. 1. He has two songs, Joe and Pete, but I don't know
which is which.

2. KeTTETE xannOika es Piste, de en nem tudom
malyikuk melyik. 'which of them'

Here it can be assumed that which is definite for the same rea-

sons we gave for the definiteness of the corresponding direct

use of the interrogative. Amelyik, on the other hand, always

requires the use of the definite conjugation and is best rendered

into English as the one a/that to convey the idea of definite-

ness. The use of that, incidentally, for personal as well as

non-personal reference shows a close parallelism with the pronoun

amelyik in at least one regard, but, of course, this fact has

little bearing on the definite status of the English forms,
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Another well-known sidelight to the issue of overlapping refer

ence of person is the fact that the relative pronouns in English

may be deleted when they occur as the objects in their clauses,

Relative pronoun deletion in Hungarian does not seem to occur at

any level of usage, regardless of reference, definiteness, or

function within the clause,

9.2.3.2 Concrete non-personal reference with relative pro-

nouns. It was indicated above that the range of reference of

amelyik extends over both personal and non-personal antecedents

in Hungarian, while that serves a similar function in English,

In addition to these two pronouns, the languages being studied

here each have a relative pronoun generally used in non-personal

reference, namely amely and which, From the examples below it

can be seen that, unlike amelyik, the pronoun amely as object

patterns with the indefinite conjugation, regardless of the

status of definiteness of its antecedent: 4

a, 1, Ez az a 16, amelyet apdm vett,
2, This is the horse (which/that) my father bought.

b. 1, Vettem egy kOnyvet melyet jutalmul a fiamnak
adok

2, I bought a book which I'm going to give to my
son as a prize:--(Ur that)

c. 1. Az olyan sere.g, amelyet vezere elhagy, felbomlik.
2. An army which/that its commander abandons dis-

integrates. (-67 which is abandoned by its
commander)

In regard to the choice of the non-personal relative pronouns in

the English sentences above, the native informants questioned

were evenly divided in their preference for that in the place of

which. As for the status of definiteness of these forms, there

seems to be little motivation for considering either one more
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definite than the other in such sentences as those above where

the pronouns are interchangeable. Once the definite status of

one alternate has been ascertained, the status of the other

should be considered the same. I would classify the relative

pronouns in these three English sentences primarily on the basis

of the underlying form of the sentence from which the relative

clause had been derived. Thus, the relative pronouns in b.2 and

c.2, for example, differ from each other since it is apparent

that in b.2 a definite noun phrase, the book (as previously men-

tioned or identified in the first part of the complex sentence)

or it, underlies the relative pronoun, while an introductory in-

definite, an army, underlies the relative in c.2. In the first

instance, the object is identified, after which additional infor-

mation is given in regard to the now-identified object. In c,2,

on the other hand, the relative clause is the identifying con-

text necessary for definitization so that, while the subject of

the main clause may be considered generic and therefore definite

in some sense or other, the relative pronoun in such sentences

lacks--for the moment--the conditions necessary for definitiza-

tion and should therefore be considered indefinite. It is pos-

sible, of course, that an English sentence such as a.2 above is

a direct answer to a question referring to a choice from among

a definite group, in which case, the relative pronoun could be

considered definite through previous identification, for example:

d. 1. Which horse did your father buy?
2. This is the horse which my father bought.

Again, however, if a.2 were considered as containing the intro-

ductory sentence itself embedded within it, then the relative

pronoun might be considered indefinite.
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9.3 Summary of the status of pronouns in the category of defi-

niteness

After such a long survey of the general usage of pronouns in

English and Hungarian and their status within the category of de-

finiteness, it may prove useful to summarize the main points

brought out in the various discussions. It was shown that the

rules for definitization of noun phrases in their basic forms

also apply to the definitization of pronouns as well. Previous

mention was seen to be the principal basis for considering an en-

tity definite, provided, of course, the reference to the pre-

viously-mentioned noun is total. Therefore a pronoun such as

he is as definite as the man in subsequent discourse after-a

suitable referent has been established. There are, in addition

to the "total-definite" pronouns, which result from the above-

mentioned situation, forms which may be labelled "partial-defi-

nite"since they refer to only part of the entities included in

a previously-mentioned group. Lastly, one can recognize at

least two levels ofiiindefiniteness" in pronouns also. One

level, "independent indefinite," is represented by such forms

as someone, something, who?, what?, etc., which require no pre-

vious mention for its employment. The other type of "indefinite"

is more properly called "partitive" or "partial-anaphoric," pos-

sible only after some referent has been established in prior dis-

course. The notion of previous mention (or situational identifi-

cation, of course), in conjunction with the feature of totality,

remains the keystone of definiteness in both languages, not only

in the case of the pronouns, but also in the case of virtually

all noun phrase types, such as possessives, proper nouns, and

noun clauses, all of which will be discussed in subsequent chap-
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NOTES TO CHAPTER DC

1. In transformational-generative terms one would (at
present) say that the pronouns under discussion here are
"generated in the base" rather than "derived transformationallyen

2. See, for example, Koutsoudas (1968a) and the references
given there.

,3. The following four Hungarian sentences are taken from
the ErtelmezO Szciter II p. 84.

4. Sentences a.l and col are from the grtelmez6 Szdtar 1,
p. 196, b.1 from Tompa (1962:330).

5. Or, in transformational terms, an "intermediate" (i.e.
"non-existent") nominalization of the verb phrase (V?) in the
preceding part of the sentence. This analysis has much that is
useful in it and will, accordingly, be given as an alternate sug-
gestion below.

6. It may be of interest to note that Webster's Third New
International Dictionary (p. 2603c) indicatel-TTaflome gram-
marians object to the use of which in such cases, while its Hun-
garian counterpart, ami, is labelled (irod. pro) 'literary'
and-ljournalistic, in the trtelmezd Slag; I p. 199b). The
non-literary example given for the latter form was accompanied
by a suggested correct form.
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CHAPTER X

PROPER NOUNS

10,0 Introduction

In the Introduction to this study we cited passages from

four different sources in which it was stated that proper nouns

are to be classified as definite. The authors of these state-

ments, one of which pertains to Hungarian and three to English,

give no further elaboration nor attempt to qualify or modify

their statements in any way, thus leaving a great deal of data

pertaining to proper nouns unaccounted for. It is an open ques-

tion whether one can speak of proper nouns as being definite per

se, or whether one must look for various criteria being met be-

fore any classification can be made in regard to the definiteness

of various occurrences of such nouns. This chapter, then, will

test the notion of definiteness of proper nouns by examining all

types of occurrences of such forms as they are traditionally

thought of. It is hoped that definitive statements can be for-

mulated in regard to the status of proper nouns in the category

of definiteness.

As a working definition we shall use the definition of

proper noun (or Hproper name") given in Webster's Third New In-

ternational Dictionary: 'IA noun that designates a particular

being or thing, does not take a limiting modifier, and is usu,

capitalized in English,u (page 1818a), An improvement on this

definition will be suggested at the end of this chapter.

1061 Determiners with "proper nouns"

In Chapter I of this study we discussed the use of the
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definite article to mark a common noun in both English and Hun-

garian that has been definitized through previous mention or is

considered definite through mutual knowledge or assumed identi-

fication by speaker and hearer in the situation in which dis-

course is taking place. In the light of the above definition of

proper nouns, on the other hand, use of the definite article, or

any other overt article, for that matter, would presumably have

the effect of reducing the proper noun to common, if one assumes

the definition quoted above is correct. In the event a proper

noun were reduced to a common, one could further presume that

definitization would not be automatic, but would have to proceed

in the same manner as in the case of "ordinary" common nouns.

To test these presumptions, one would have to answer three basic

questions: 1) Do "proper nouns" as such actually occur with de-

terminers (other than zero)? 2) Are "proper nouns" always defi-

nite? and 3) If not, under what conditions are such nouns less

than definite? Question 1 can be answered almost immediately

upon examination of just a minimal amount of data; questions

and 3 will bear more discussion, but can be answered simultane-

ously since they are inextricably related. Our answers to the

latter questions will contain generalizations valid for all types

of noun phrases which may be definitized in either English or

Hungarian.

10.1.1 The determiner as an of the name. The qualifi-

cation for proper noun status as quoted from Webster's Third New

International Dictionary that such a noun "does not take a limit-

ing modifier" leaves open the question whether to consider the

determiner in such names, for example, as the Hague, the Argentine,
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the Ukraine, the Mississippi, the United States, the Rocky Moun-

tains, etc as a "limiting modifier." Are these forms less

qualified as members of the proper noun class than, for example,

Paris, Argentina, Ukrania, and the like? The answer to this

question is obvious. Some proper nouns simply contain an ar-

ticle--the definite article, to be more exact--as an integral

part of the name. This is true for Hungarian also. Without at-

tempting to give an exhaustive list of such proper nouns for

each language being discussed here, 1 I shall present a brief

listing in the belief that a short comparative list of represen-

tative types may be of general interest, and that even a brief

list would suffice to illustrate the tendency under discussion.

For contrastive purposes, examples will also be given in which

differences in article usage occur:

Type of Entity English

Heavenly bodies the North Star
(the polestar)

the Earth (earth)
the Great Bear

also: the Big Dipper
but: Ursa Major

Mars, Venus, etc.

Topographical
names

the Atlantic (Ocean)
the Danube (River)
the Great Lakes

but: Lake Balaton
the Alps
the Caucasus

(Caucasia)
but: Gellert Hill

Geo-political the Argentine
divisions (Argentina)

but: the Ukraine
(Ukrania)

the United States

the Soviet Union
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Hungarian

a Sarkcsillag

a FOld (fad)
a Nagymedve

a Mars, a Venus,
etc.

az Atlanti-Ocein
a Duna
a Nagy Tavak
a Balaton
az Alpok
a Kaukezus

a Gellert Hegy

Argentina

Ukrajna

az,Egyesillt
Allamok

a Szovjetunici



Type of Entity
English

the Union of South

Africa
but: the Hague

the Hungarian
Peoples Republic

Cultural and/or
commercial
entities

the Academy
The Gellert (Hotel)

the New York Stock

Exchange
the Third Symphony

the Tragedy of Man

the Evening News

but: Credit

Kossuth Cigarettes
(Kossuths)

Hungarian

a Del-afrika
Unid

Higa
A Magyar Nep-

kozteirsasag

az Akademia
a Gelldrt
a new yorki

értéktSzsde
a III. szimftia
az ember tra-

gedigja
az Esti Hirlap
Hitel (book

title)

a Kossuth
(cigareta)

This list could be extended almost at will, both in regard to

illustrations of correspondences
in occurrence of the article,

and in contrasts. This would be especially true, of course, if

one were to list a greater number of local or culturally-bound

entities found in either language. In English, for example,

names such as the Toe, the Body, nicknames for a football player

and movie star respectively, abound at all levels of usage.

Upon surveying the above short list, however, one can make sev-

eral observations with regard to the more usual type of proper

noun in both English and Hungarian.
First of all, some categories

of names, such as those of mountain ranges, rivers, oceans, etc.,

regularly occur with the article as part of the name, while other

names, personal names in particular,
lack the determiner. Sec-

ondly, if the name contains a qualifier as a constituent, then

the definite article is almost invariably employed, for example,

the United States (also United States), az EgyesUlt Allamok.

Thirdly, the article, or lack of it, may have a contrastive

function, inasmuch as names of two separate entities may differ
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only in this respect, although in seemingly all cases a fuller

name stands at the speakerts disposal which may be additionally

employed to avoid ambiguity whenever necessary. Generally speak-

ing, one of the contrasting names may be that of a person, while

the other may be that of another entity named after the given

person. However, this need not always be the case, as the sec-

ond example here shows: Queen Elizabeth (the Second) vs. the

Queen Elizabeth (ship), Missouri (state) vs. the Missouri (River),

Conrad Hilton vs. the Conrad Hilton (Hotel), and so forth. A

Hungarian example was given in the comparative list above: Kos-

suth (statesman) vs, a Kossuth (cigareta), Finally, although it

certainly is more than coincidence that the definite article is

the one usually selected to form a constituent of a proper name,

the very presence or absence of the definite article with iso-

lated occurrences of proper names says nothing in regard to the

definiteness of the noun in question. To repeat an observation

made considerably earlier in this work, definiteness is a an-

tactic category. It applies to noun phrases, common or otherwise,

within the context of a discourse. Structurally speaking, a

"proper noun" such as Mary is no more definite in isolation than

a "common noun" such as mother. What is more, there are dis-

course situations in which both types of nouns may pattern iden-

tically, giving us justification for affording them the same

status in the category of definiteness. We shall now examine

"proper nouns," as defined above, to determine what variations

in patterning occur in various types of contexts.

10.1.2 Syntactically-determined use of determiners with

proper nouns. In addition to the fact that many proper nouns,
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both in English and Hungarian, occur with the definite article

as part of the name, it can be readily observed that there are

contextually- (or syntactically-) determined uses of the article

with proper nouns which ordinarily appear without an article in

citation form. As indicated above, qualifying a proper noun

generally entails the use of the definite article before the

qualifier.2 Since usage varies within one language in this re-

spect, the possibilities for contrasting structures to occur

when there are two languages involved are quite great. There-

fore, we feel that these pattern types will require some sort of

categorization for easier explication here. We shall start with

the patterns occurring when a proper personal name is qualified.

10.1.2.1 Personal names qualified. As a rule, unqualified

personal names do not occur with a definite determiner in Eng-

lish. In Hungarian, on the other hand, the definite article may--

after certain conditions have been met--optionally occur with

such names, even given names: (a) Janos 'John,' (a) Kovacs Piste

'Steve Smith' and the like. This phenomenon will be discussed

further below. What concerns us more immediately here is the

fact that in those cases where qualifiers are used with proper

nouns, the situation in respect to article usage changes some-

what. In Hungarian the definite article is now obligatory, while

in English the use of the article is optional in some instances.

It appears that if the qualifying attribute expresses a perma-

nent quality of the individual in question, then no article is

employed in English. Stress variation, in fact, indicates that

the qualifier is often felt to be an integral part of the name:

a kis Zsuzsi 'little (Little) Susie,' a hallgatag Kovacs Pista
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'silent (Silent) Steve Smith.' If, on the other hand, the quali-

fication indicates a temporary state, English may employ the ar-

ticle also: (the) vacationing Johnny Carson, (the) injured Bob

Smith, the Young Stalin (title of a book by Edward Ellis Smith),

etc, There exists even the possibility of employing the indefi-

nite article before such a qualifier indicating a temporary state:

a. 1. A serene and happy Mary accepted the invitation.
also: 2. Serene and happy, Mary accepted the invitation,
and 3. Mary, serene and happy, accepted the invitation.

The examples above illustrate what may be called a reflexive com-

parison, that is, a comparison of one phase of an individual's

total development with another phase. It is, I believe, reason-

able to label the nouns so qualified as proper nouns, although,

of course, their status as definites is open to discussion. A

similar type of qualification of such a proper name may not in-

dicate two chronologically viewed aspects of an individual's life

but rather a subjective view of the character of the individual

in question. Several examples from popular literature in English

are:

b, 1, The Other Dean Rusk (magazine article by Milton
Vrorst)

2, There are two Richard Nixons (article by Art
Buchwald)

Perhaps more often that not, the qualifier takes the form of a

relative clause which, of course, follows the noun in English,

the relative pronoun being optionally deleted when it occurs as

an object in its clause. As will be indicated in sentences g,2,

g.3, h,3, and h.4 in section 10.1.2,2 below, the Hungarian equi-

valent modifying structures may either precede or follow their

head nouns. The following book titles--with suggested Hungarian

equivalents--may serve to illustrate this tendency:
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c. 1. The Roosevelt I have known (by Frances Perkins)
2, A Roosevelt, akit en ismertem,

d. 1. The Bobby Kennedy Nobody Knows (by William Nicholas)
2, A Kennedy RObert, akit senki sem ismer.

After examining even the few examples given above, one must con-

clude that Fillmore's remark regarding the incompatibility of

restrictive relative clauses with proper names must be amended

in some way to account for the patterns illustrated in c.1 and

d.1, In addition, all of the examples given above contain a

proper noun which is preceded by a 'limiting modifier." The

presence of a limiting modifier therefore does not seem to be a

sufficient condition for treating the given modified noun as

common rather than proper. Since in actuality the very same in-

dividual is the referent for the name in each case, we cannot

do more than label the noun in question a proper noun, the re-

ferent of which is considered from two points of view. As for

the definiteness of such a proper noun, see 10.1.3 below, There

are other cases of modified "proper nouns" in which the nouns

involved are no longer to be considered legitimate proper nouns.

These will be discussed after the following brief discussion of

modified place names,

10.1,2.2 Place names qualified. From the Hungarian point

of view it would not have been particularly necessary to make a

separate category for modified place names, since these pattern,

for the most part, just like modified personal names. From the
11

point of view of English, however, several variations in pattern-

ing are to be observed with place names which do not generally

occur with personal names. In the first place, although only

modified personal names occur with an article as a rule, there
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are numbers of place names in English--whether qualified or not--

which do occur with a definite article. Those place names in
- -

English which do not regularly occur with the article when un-

qualified, moreover, still show variations in patterning when

they are modified, depending on the type of modification. Note

the difference in article usage when two different types of pre-

positional phrase modifiers are used, for example:

a, 1. Paris in the 19th century
2, The Paris of the 19th century

These examples have Hungarian equivalents which correspond fair-

ly closely to the structural patterns of the English construc-

tions, the adjectival modifier, however, most frequently occur-

ring preposed:

b, 1. Pirizs a 19, szazadban
2, A 19, szizadi Parizs

In fact, in almost all cases of modified place names, qualifiers

are preposed in Hungarian with the definite article employed,

while the English equivalents show varying patterns:

c, 1. az tij nagyarorszdg
2. new Hungary (the new Hungary)

de 1, a mai Magyarorszag
2, the Hungary of today (?todayts Hungary)

e, 1. a szabad Kina
2, free China

Restrictive modifiers such as those above usually have full stress

in either language, the whole pattern resembling an extended

proper name. There seems to be no reason here for not construing

the noun phrases here as proper nouns and as definite. However,

it may be mentioned at this point in our discussion that "indefi-

nite proper nouns" are also possible, as, for example, when a

hypothetical referent is mentioned. An optional indefinite
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article occurs in the English construction of this type, while

the zero determiner is preferred in Hungarian in some of these

"reflexive comparison" patterns:

f. 1, (A) Paris without the Eiffel Tower would seem
_incomplete.

2, Parizs az Eiffel-torony nelkul befejezetlennek
latszana.

When the entity in question is considered in relation, not to

itself, but to another entity, the indefinite article is pos-

sible in Hungarian also. Since the noun phrase involved under-

goes a change in meaning, it can no longer be called a proper

noun. Such nouns will be discussed in 10.2 below. Generally

speaking, however, qualified place names in either language re-

quire the use of the definite article. The following basic ex-

ample is illustrative of this tendency, and will form the core

of a discussion in the next section:
=m.11.

Ig. 1. The Paris that we love4 ktitle of a book by Hau-
rois, Cousteau et al.)

2, A Pgrizs, amelyet szerettink
or: 3. A mi szeretett Parizsunk-(lits: Our beloved

Paris)

It may be incidentally remarked here that a place name which al-

ready has an article as a constituent in English seems to appear

with only one article. Those in Hungarian which have an article

take the demonstrative under similar conditions, since there is

an implied contrast present, the demonstrative being the pre-

ferred determiner before a noun occurring with a restrictive

modifier:

or:

h. 1. the Hague that I love
2, ?the the Hague that I love (?the The Hague ...)
3. a Hgga, amelyet szeretek
4. az en szeretett Hagam se.

i. 1. This isn't the United States that I used to know.
2. Ez nem az az Egyesdit Allamok, amelyet en

(valaha) ismertem.
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Both the Hungarian and the English noun phrases here seem to

pattern like common nouns in their use of determiners and re-

strictive modifiers. How this fact affects their status as defi-

nites will now be discussed.

10.1.3 The status of definiteness of qualified proper nouns.

ln considering the definiteness of proper nouns which are quali-

fied as indicated above, one must return to the first part of

the "working definition" of proper noun which was quoted above:

"A noun that designates a particular being or thing ," Upon

examining the examples of modified proper nouns given in 10,1,2,2

above, it is reasonable to assert that, if the identity of "the

particular being or thing" designated by a proper noun has been

established in prior discourse, or is situationally (i.e., cul-

turally) identifiable, then one must consider such a proper noun

to be definite in the same way as a common noun. In all of the

examples above--except f.1 and f.2, which will be discussed in

10.2--the same "particular being or thing" is being referred to,

in the final analysis, as would be the case if the noun in ques-

tion were not modified. The modification, of course, does seem

to remove the proper noun from the total-definite category, but

it seems that a proper name modified as above is just as definite

as a common noun, for example, which is introduced together with

its identifying clause, making the noun in question eligible for

immediate definitization. Thus, the underlined (common) noun
..

phrase in a.1 is just as definite as that in a,2 and in a simi-

lar fashion the underlined (proper) noun phrase in bel is just

as definite as those in b,2:
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a. 1. The story I am about to tell is true.
2. I am about to tell a story, The !tory I am

about to tell is true.5

b. 1. The Paris that we love .
2. we 33576(a city named) Paris. The Paris that

we love

In other words, once the identity of the real-world referent for

the noun Paris is known in the discourse situation, the noun in

question (here with zero determiner) is to be considered defi-

nite when being subsequently referred to, even though it lacks

an unambiguous marker of definiteness. In sentences b.1 and b,2

above the same legitimate discourse referent is meant. Accord-

ingly, each occurrence of the noun is to be considered a proper

noun, and ought to be considered definite, even though this

would seemingly violate the rule that proper nouns do not co-

occur with restrictive clauses. However, this "violation"6

poses no problem at all, since we have already seen that other

definite noun phrases, those which are used as partitives, do

collocate with restrictive clauses. In fact, there seems to be

no reason for not considering any proper noun qualified as above

as "partial-definite" inasmuch as there always seems to be a

dichotomy, either expressed overtly or implicit, in such quali-

fication. Note, for example, the other Dean Rush. In the case

of any noun phrase with restrictive modification, there seems to

be a partial vs. total.contrast implied: "The X, as modified,

opposed to all other X. A previous sentence can furnish us

with a good example here: "The story I am about to tell" as

opposed to "all other possible stories." This total-vs.-partial

dichotomy is the key to our analysis of proper nouns and--as

mentioned repeatedly--of all noun phrases which can be made

definite, and will be an essential ingredient of our reworked
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definition of proper noun as given in 10.4 below. To arrive at

our new definition of the category "proper noun," we need to

discuss another use of so-called proper names which appear to be

proper nouns at first glance, but which upon closer inspection

are found to be no more than common nouns which have rather re-

stricted semantic domains.

10.2 °Proper names" as common nouns

When nouns such as John, Mary Jones, or Paris, traditionally

called °proper nouns" or "proper names," are used with no "par-

ticular being or thing" being referred to as such, then we have

a semantic and syntactic situation in which it is no longer valid

to label such nouns "proper nouns." They may be called °reduced

proper nouns" to distinguish them from "real" or °true" proper

nouns which have met certain conditions of definiteness to be

discussed below. Structurally speaking, reduced proper nouns

pattern exactly in the same fashion as ordinary common nouns and

may be, in fact, definite or indefinite, depending on the dis-

course situation. We shall explore the two main types of such

reduced proper nouns.

10.2.1 Reduced proper name meaning "person ora having

the name X." One obviously very common use of a "proper name"

reduced to common noun in English indicates that the speaker is

not referring to a particular person or thing as such, but is

referring to the name itself. Thus, we can say, for example:

a. 1. There were two Mary Smiths at the party lust
night.

2, ln fact, there were three Marys altogether.

That the name itself, and not any particular individual, is the

main topic of the sentence is evidenced further by the very
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common alternate pattern in which the unambiguous form named is

inserted in front of the reduced proper noun. Thus, the under-

lined noun phrases in the sentences in a. above could be unam-

biguously reworded as follows:

be le two persons named Mary Smith
2, three persons named Mary

In Hungarian reduced common nouns may also be employed, but in

structures parallel to those in b. and not in a. The tendency

in Hungarian to prepose qualifiers is followed in this instance

also:

c. le kit Mary Smithflheya lgny
2. hirom Mary nevu lany

Such common nouns based on proper names--as is the case with all

common nouns--may occur in the singular, of course, either as pan-

titives, Lee, as one of a previously-mentioned group, or as an

independent (i.e., "introductory") indefinite. As partitives

the reduced proper nouns are found in much the same contrasting

pattern types in English and Hungarian as given immediately

above:

d. le One Mary Smith was wearing a black dress.
2, Egy Mary Smith nevii lgny fekete ruhgt viselt.

As independent indefinites, on the other hand, the Hungarian re-

duced common nouns may occur in patterns which follow the Eng-

lish more closely:

e. 1, a (certain) Mr, Smith
2, egy bizonyos Smith nein' ur

From the contrastive point of view it should be mentioned that

while an 'indefinites adjective (or determiner) like certain

is optional in the English construction, bizonyos 'certain' or

some similar qualifier is required in the Hungarian indefinite

construction. Other independent indefinite determiners may be
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used in either language, of course, but the effect achieved is

the same: direct reference to a particular person is circum-

vented, that is to say, oproper noun status" is not afforded the

individual in question for various subjective reasons. The fol-

lowing examples, then, are also to be found:

f. 1. one Mr. Smith
2. bizonyos Smith neva tir

go 1. a certain Mr. Smith
2, valami Smith tir

h. 1, some Colonel Brown or other
2. valamiféle Brown ezredes

It is obvious from these examples that the reduced proper nouns

here all have the basic semantic import of ',person named X."

The examples above showed these proper-noun-based common nouns

in their indefinite forms only. It goes without saying that if

they are common nouns, then they may be definite also. This

fact will be discussed after another widely distributed use of

reduced common nouns is discussed.

10.2.2 Reduced proper name meaning "person or thing having

the qualities of X." Another type of reduced proper noun is to

be found in both English and Hungarian. This type is used to

indicate that the qualitielz of a famous person or place are be-

ing singled out, not the person or thing as an individual enti-

ty. Examples of this phenomenon are abundant at all levels of

usage in English and Hungarian. Although only literary examples

are given here, one need only substitute the name of a famous

movie star, athlete, scientist, or what have you, into the pat-

tern to make it applicable to practically any field of human en-

deavor:
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a, 1. A Shakespeare isn't born everx century.
2, Egy Shakespeare nem minden szazadban

b. 1. They say he's another Byron.
2, Azt mondjik, hogy a egy misik Byron.

For reasons of comparison it might be reiterated here that Hun-

garian often has zero instead of the indefinite article em when-

ever an unspecified, indefinite noun--non-count noun or other-

wise--occurs in any function in a sentence:

c. 1. Adyt litnak benne.7
2. They see an Ady in him.

It will be noted that the indefinite conjugation is used here,

while otherwise the definite conjugation would be expected to

occur with a true proper noun as the direct object. It goes

without saying that place names may also be used to indicate re-

ference to the quality of a particular entity rather than the

entity itself. Accordingly, the sentence immediately below

would be considered a banality if interpreted analytically,

that is, if Paris is interpreted as a areal" proper noun:

de 1. This city is not (a) Paris. (or: This city is
no Paris)

2. Ez a viros nem (egy) Pirizs.

However, when viewed synthetically, that is, when Paris is inter-

preted correctly as a reduced proper noun, then the sentence

adequately conveys the speaker's opinion in regard to the quali-

ties of the city under discussion. The following sentence

achieves the same effect:

e. 1. I wouldn't exchange my home town even for a Paris.
2, Egy Pirizsért sem cserelem az en szulthrdrosomat.

It is quite apparent that a Paris in the last two English sen-

tences is equivalent in meaning to the common noun phrase Ha

city of the qualities of Parissu and is to be regarded as in-

definite here in the same way as a city would be if it were
168
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inserted into the sentence in its place. The question as to

just when a proper noun is actually definite, then, still re-

mains to be answered, and will form the concluding part of the

discussions presented in this chapter.

10.3 The status of proper nouns in the category of definiteness

As can be seen from the above discussions, a proper noun in

the strictest sense, that is, a noun actually referring to "a

particular being or thing," is ambiguous with respect to defi-

niteness, occurring sometimes with a zero determiner and unre-

stricted, and, of course, sometimes with a determiner and a re-

strictive clause. Now we have already discussed in 10.1.3 the

fact that the latter type of (real) proper noun is to be consid-

ered as definite as a "definitized" common noun with a following

restrictive clause. Just as an ordinary common noun may be def-

inite (i.e., "partial-definite") when used as a partitive or

when accompanied by its identifying sentence embedded as a re-

lative clause--the latter type of construction also makes a con-

trast of partiality vs. totality--so also may a proper noun be

restricted when two aspects of the individual person or thing

are being considered. Now it will be shown that even a true

proper noun must fulfill the very same conditions for definite-

ness as ordinary common nouns.

10.3.1 ytoper nouns as definites. I believe it is clear

now that a "proper noun" in the traditonal sense, that is to

say, the category of nouns which include reduced proper nouns

and real proper nouns, may range in definiteness from independent

indefinite to definite. We may now eliminate from discussion

here those reduced proper nouns which we showed in paragraph
ACO



10.2.1 to pattern as indefinite common nouns. This leaves us

with reduced proper nouns which pattern as definites and real

proper nouns, which, as we shall see, may pattern as "total-

definites" and as "partial-definites" (see 10.1,2).

10.3.1.1 Proper nouns and previous mention. In order for

a (real or reduced) proper noun to be definite, its referent

must be previously identified. Just as in the case of common

nouns, this identification may stem from prior discourse, or may

be tacit mutual knowledge within the situation in which the dis-

course is taking place. Accordingly, the isolated form Joe, for

example, or even Henry Jones, has little more meaning than the

noun phrase a man or even a man named Henry Jones, unless the

particular individual referred to by such a name is mutually

known by the speaker and the hearer. Saying, for example, "Joels

coming over tonight" to an audience which is not acquainted

with the individual the speaker has in mind is exactly equivalent

to saying "The man is coming over tonight" without prior identi-

fication, although, of course, both sentences are grammatically

well formed and, from the speakerls point of view, definite.

However, just as the latter sentence would evoke from the lis-

teners requests for proper identification such as "What man?" or

"Who's that?" etc., so also would the first statement induce

questions such as "Who's Joe?" or "Joe mho?" In either case

the necessary identification would have to be given on the spot.

In the case of mutual acquaintances, on the other hand, no such

identification is necessary; otherwise the speaker must estab-

lish a referent in prior discourse before such a name is appre-

hended as a proper noun. This, of course, brings up the
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possibility of partiality of reference vs. totality of reference

in the case of previously-mentioned proper nouns. We shall now

discuss this possibility.

10.3.1.2 Proper nouns and totality. As a seemingly neces-

sary corollary to the process of proper identification of proper

nouns as well as common nouns is the fact that the feature of

totality must be present in the subsequent reference. For ex-

ample, if there are two persons of the same name, say Joe Smith,

within the circle of acquaintances of a given speaker and his

audience, then the sentence "Joe Smith is coming over tonight"

is obviously ambiguous. The referent underlying the proper noun

Joe Smith is actually only partially identified. The field of

possible referents is narrowed down to two choices. Definite-

ness being such an all-pervading feature of the grammar of Eng-

lish (and Hungarian), an ambiguous statement such as the one

above would undoubtedly stimulate information-seeking questions

such as "Which Joe Smith?". or "Which one?" The answer to such

a question would again be what one must label "partial-definite,"

at best: "The Joe Smith who lives down the street," or "The one

who lives down the street." Thus, a proper noun used as a par-

titive, that is, used to refer to only some of a number of pre-

viously-mentioned or situationally identified entities, is struc-

turally no more definite than any partial-definite common noun.

As we have seen, the same determiners and the same type of re-

strictive modification are used in either case. This holds, of

course, for reduced proper nouns also when they refer to part

of collective or multiple, previously-mentioned or situationally-

identified entities.
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10.3.1.3 Reduced proper nouns as definites. The pattern

exhibited by a partial-definite real proper noun, having the as

its determiner and a restrictive clause following the noun, is

almost indistinguishable from that of a reduced proper noun used

in a situation allowing definitization. While in 10,2,1 and

10.2,2 we discussed situations in which reduced common nous ap-

peared primarily as indefinites, there is always the possibility

for thse common nouns to be definitized just as ordinary common

nouns. Thus, the sentence given in the previous paragraph, "The

Joe Smith who lives down the street," could, in fact, be a con-

tinuation of a discourse in which Joe Smith occurred as a reduced

common noun in an introductory sentence sufficient for definiti-

zation, Thus, a discourse of the following type:

a, 1. There are three Joe Smiths living in this area,
One of them lives down the street.

2. The Joe Smith who lives down the street is a
doctor,

can be distinguished from one as outlined above only by the fact

that in the former instance the two individuals bearing the name

in question are mutually known to speaker and hearer, that is,

they have been previously identified, while the individuals as

such in the second instance are of lesser importance than the

name, although it may be argued that once the proper name as

name has been mentioned, the attention of speaker and hearer

turns to the individual bearing the name. This may be more a

philosophical problem than a linguistic one, but there are cer-

tainly examples to be found in which the distinction between re-

duced proper nouns and true proper nouns used as partitives is

clear.enough to warrant the subcategorization. Thus, in the fol-

lowing examples, the meaning 'person having the name or quality
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of the famous person named X" is present to varying degrees, as

the paraphrases in parentheses indicate, in the reduced proper

nouns, which in some instances are definite through prior iden-

tification in the discourse or are known in the situation in

which the discourse is taking place:

b. 1. There were three Marys at the party last night,
2. The Mary who was the prettiest was the most

popular.

This definite reduced proper noun is actually partial-definite,

of course, since it represents only a part of the multiple re-

ferent. Other examples could be given, however, in which the

reduced proper noun is unique, hence total, and, at the same

time, is so unambiguously identified in the discourse situation

as to be considered unambiguously definite:

c. 1. Paul is smarter than your Paul. (i.e., son
named Paul)

2. He was considered to be the Byron, of nis time.
(i,e. the poet who best exemplified the
qualities of the famous poet named Byron)

ln sentence c.1 we have an example of what is variously called

the "genitive article," "possessive adjective" or "possessive

determiner." Whichever term one uses, I believe it is reason-

able to assert that ay and your are a type of definite determiner

here. Since these possessive forms will be discussed at length

in the following chapter, we may exclude them from further dis-

cussion at this time in favor of a discussion of the as it ap-

pears in c.2. This stressed determiner requires a digressive

explanation here as it shows a special use of the definite ar-

ticle as an unsupported superlative which expresses the greatest

aggregation of the best qualities expected of the type of indi-

vidual mentioned. This particular use of the definite article

is to be found in Hungarian also, according to my informant,
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who furnished the following example:

de 1. A század elején Ady volt a magyar kOltEi.
2. At the beginning of the century Ady-was the

Hungarian poet.

The superlative meaning attached to the definite article in c,2

above, however, should not detract from the fact that the use of

the definite article here still implies a contrast with an in-

definite reduced common noun, a Byron, or another Byron, in such

sentences as:

e, 1, He is considered to be another Byron.
2, He has the romanticism creCByron.

It goes without saying that both definite and indefinite versions

of the reduced proper noun Byron in these examples show all of

the structural characteristics of any common noun. The only ap-

parent difference is graphemic, which may detract from the ob-

vious common-nounness of the noun in question. The above ex-

amples, however, have shown that there is a variety of determiner

choices in the case of reduced proper nouns, but only a binary

choice in the case of true proper nouns, as we shall now see,

10.3.2 Real proper nouns and determiners. We have seen

that reduced proper nouns may occur with a variety of 'limiting

modifiers" in English: a, the, my, another, a certain, etc.,

while true proper nouns may occur with the if the given noun is

qualified. Now aside from the fact that many place names have

a definite article as one of their regular constituents, and

that nicknames often have a determiner in them, it should be

borne in mind that the vast majority of proper namesoespecially

personal names--occur with zero when unqualified, in English at

any rate. A properly identified, unique or total proper noun in
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particular tends to have the zero determiner in English: Joe,

7 Joe Smith and the like, when the given individuals designated

by the names are known by speaker and hearer. It is interesting

to note that in Hungarian, on the other hand, a similarly-iden-

tified proper noun can occur with the definite article: a Jciska

'Joe,' a Kovács Pista 'Steve Smithll and the like. To sum up:

when the speaker and hearer know the identity of the individual

who is designated by a given proper name in a given discourse,

that proper name will generally occur with zero in English. The

corresponding noun phrase equivalent in Hungarian, however, could

have an optional definite article before the given proper name.

With these latter details in mind, we may now propose an improved

definition of oproper noun.**

10.4 Improved definition of proper noun

After this rather lengthy discussion of various uses of so-

called proper nouns, we are prepared to offer a definition of

proper noun which will hopefully eliminate narrowness as to oc-

currence with determiners, and at the same time exclude reduced

proper nouns.

10.4.1 The basic definition. A "real" proper noun is here-

by considered to be "a noun which designates, not a quality or

name as such, but a particular individual or thing which has been

previously identified or is situationally (or culturally) known

in the discourse context.**

10.492 Corollary one. A real proper noun which represents_

the totality of its underlying referent may be designated ',total-

definite,11 and may or may not have a determiner as a regular
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constituent of the name. On the other hand, a proper noun which

designates only part of a previously mentioned or understood

group of entities may be termed "partial-definite," and usually

occurs with the definite article in English in addition to the

restrictive element, which may be a relative clause.

l044,3 Corollary two. Other "proper nouns" which are de-

rived from names of individual persons or things are designated

"reduced proper nouns" and are considered to be no more than

common nouns, homophonous with real proper nouns, but having

functions as varied as any common noun. These reduced proper

nouns, of course, may be either definite or indefinite, again,

as may almost any other common noun.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER X

1, The entry under the in Webster's Third New international
Dictionary contains many RiEh examples scitTEFFCEEroughout. For
Hungarian, one can consult the Ertelmezi5 szcitir I, pages 5a and 6,
where the definite article and proper nouraainations are treat-
ed in a separate section. Most of the following Hungarian ex-
amples are taken from this work.

2. Except in the case of the name of a ruler, where the
qualifier is actually part of the name: Elizabeth the Second,
Charles the Fair, etc.

3. This example is from Hathaway (1967:106).

4. However, one can also find Unknown Oman by Wendell Phil-
lips, Unknown Hungary by V. Tissot, etc., along with The Real
Ireland by C.H. Bret erton,

5. It does seem to be the case that the only restrictive--
clause that may follow a total-definite noun phrase is a repeti-
tion of the identifying context, as in this example.

6. Another apparent "violation" of this rule is the pattern
(a type of "cleft-sentence pattern") shown, for example, in the
following sentence: "It is Paul who does the most work around
here." An equivalent form of this sentence is "Paul is the one
who does the most work around here," which more clearly shows
the partial-anaphoric nature of the reference, previous mention
having supplied the given multiple referent.

7. Example from Tompa (1962:158),
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CHAPTER XI

POSSESSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

11.0 Introduction

Possessive constructions 1 in both English and Hungarian are

considered to be definite by three of the authors quoted in the

Introduction to this study. Smith (1964:37) even attributes a

greater degree of definiteness to possessives than to non-pos-

sessive definite nouns: "Ey book is more definite than the

book." Fillmore (1964:96) chooses a possessive construction of

limited syntactic variability to prove a point: no.. restrictive

relative clauses are not attached to definite nouns like MY

WIFE ..." Finally, Binhidi, Jókay, and Szabó (1965:112-13)

simply give a falsifiable generalization regarding the definite-

ness of possessives in Hungarian: 2The object is considered
11.

definite if the object is a noun to which a possessive suf-

fix has been added ." It is almost a truism to say that in

linguistic analysis such unqualified generalizations as these

are bound to be falsified by almost inevitable counterexamples

of various sorts. In this chapter we will test these general

statements by examining various possessive constructions in Eng-

lish and Hungarian, and will conclude by offering for considera-

tion statements relating to the definiteness of possessives

which will account for the various counterexamples discussed

here.

Leaving aside the restricted use of possessive markers with

real or reduced proper nouns in English and Hungarian (see

10.3.1.3), for example, our beloved Paris, mi szeretett Párizsunk

we shall deal here primarily with possessive constructions
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composed of two common nouns which are in a certain syntactic

relation to each other. For the sake of convenience for the in-

terested reader, the following paradigm of Hungarian possessive

forms is given together with its nearest English equivalent:

autdm autdim my car my cars
autdd autdid your (sg.) car your cars
autája autdi his (etc.) car his cars

autcink autdink our car our cars
autOtok autditok your car your cars
autdjuk autdik their car their cars

It must be borne in mind, however, that the above example shows

one of the most basic possessive paradigms in Hungarian and that

the majority of such paradigms are much more complex morphologi-

cally. Moreover, since there is quite an extensive semantic po-

tential to the possessive constructions in either language being

studied here, it should not be surprising that interlingual pos-

sibilities for comparison and contrast are also quite numerous.

Accordingly, we will not attempt an exhaustive analysis of the

whole area of possessive constructions in either language. We

will ignore, in particular, the morphological complexity of the

various paradigms of the possessive in Hungarian12 and will

rather select from each language those possessive patterns which

we feel have the most direct bearing on the category of definite-

ness.

11.1 Situational identification of possessives

One of the most obvious syntactic features of the posses-

sive construction in both English and Hungarian is the fact that

they can be used to initiate an utterance and be fully compre-

hended, that is, they are situationally identifiable and do not

necessarily require previous mention. One certainly can say,
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a. 1, hz father is a millionaire.
or 2, Ey wife is a nurse.

without having to say, for example:

b. 1. I have a father.
2. I have a wife.

However, one feature of these particular noun phrases stands out

immediately when one is considering their relationship to the

category of definiteness, namely, they are singular, hence total,

by our cultural standards at any rate. Such noun phrases, of

course, must be considered to be total-definite through situa-

tional identification. If, on the other hand, we select a type

of noun which may readily have a plural or collective referent

underlying it, then we encounter the dichotomy which is almost

omnipresent in the category of definiteness: partiality vs.

totality of reference. From this point of view we shall now

examine several instances where less culturally-bound posses-

sives occur with the possibility of partial reference.

11.1.1 Totality vs. partiality of reference with posses-

sives. Although possessives such as Ez father or Ly wife cer-

tainly ought to be considered definite, there is no inherent

reason why all such possessives denoting kinship should be tot-

al-definite. It goes without saying that if an individual has

more than one brother, for example, he may refer to a particular

one in contradistinction to all of the others. As we have seen

previously, this total vs, partitive distinction can be expressed

in English by the use of non-restrictive clauses vs. restrictive

clauses, the other elements in the sentence being equal. Thus,

for example, an individual with only one brother might say:

a. 1. My brother, who lives in Chicago, is a doctor.
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while another individual who has more than one could say:

2, My brother who lives in Chicago is a doctor,

and imply, at the least, that he has a brother who does not live .

in Chicago and who may or may not be a doctor. Presumably the

latter is true. To return to one of the examples of (total-

definite) possessives quoted at the beginning of this chapter,

one could find cultural situations in which ma wife could also

readily occur as a partitive in the same way as By brother does

as given above. A polygamous Moslem, for example, certainly

could make a distinction between wives by the use of restrictive

modification, for example:

b. 1. My wife who comes from X
compared

to: 2. My wife who comes from Z

However, this is just an incidental cultural matter that should

not detract from the main point we are trying to make here,

namely, that, granted that some possessive constructions are to

be considered definite through situational identification, there

are nonetheless situations in which definite possessives in Eng-

lish are only partitives, in which case they may co-occur with

restrictive clauses, as do ordinary non-possessive noun phrases.

Hungarian also has contrasting structures in which possessives

show partial vs, total reference. However, as we have indicated

at several places in this study, the contrast between totality

and partiality is indicated, not by different clause types in

Hungarian, but rather by determiner and/or conjugation type.

The use of the definite conjugation indicates the presence of a

total-definite object, regardless of how the direct object is

otherwise marked. Conversely, the use of the indefinite conju-

gation with an object which would otherwise pattern as definite
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indicates a partiality of reference. In this way the use of the

indefinite conjugation in effect overrides all markers for the

total-definite category with the exception of the definite ar-

tidies Possessives, for example, may or may not be total-defi-

nite, but noun phrases marked with the definite article always

are. Possessives not marked with the definite article, then,

may contrast in definiteness, the endings of the conjugation

types carrying the necessary structural difference:

c. 1. Ret lovit eladta. (def.) (compare: Mindkét lovdt
eladta,

2. He sold his two horses. He sold both
his horses.)

d. 1. Rdt lovit eladott. (indef.)(compare: Ret lovdt
eladott.

2. He sold two of his horses, He soirtwo
horses.)

However, the total vs. partial contrast here could* be actually

marked by the use of the definite article, making the use of the

definite conjugation redundant, so to speak, rather than con-

trastive:

e. 1. A két lovdt eladta. (or: Mindkét lovit
2, He sold his two horses. both Sof) his

horses.

The absence of the definite article with the possessive in Hun-

garian is therefore not an infallible indication of the exact

level of definiteness of the noun phrase in question since not

only total-definite and partial-definite, but also (introductory)

indefinite possessives may appear with zero. (See 11.1.2). The

use of the total-definite possessive without the definite ar-

ticle seems to be much more prevalent in written styles, especi-

ally in sentence-initial position (Binhidi et al, 1965:149).

Colloquial styles almost invariably employ the definite article

before total-definite possessives, except in forms used in direct

address:
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f. 1. A fiam orvos.
2. My son is a doctor.

but: g. 1. Hova mégy, fiam?
2. Where are you going, (my) son/boy?

For contrastive purposes it might be incidentally noted here

that the use of possessive forms in direct address is more pre-

valent in Hungarian than in English, as gel and ge2 indicate.

Formal speeches in Hungarian, for example, often begin with the

possessive formula HOlgyeim és urain4 l(my) ladies and gentle-

menn, and gentlemen on the street may be addressed by stran-

gers with Uram: l(my) sirli Since these vocatives seem to be

total possessives in the discourse situation in which they are

employed, one must consider them to be total-definite, even

though such forms have a very limited syntactic range, making

it difficult to test their status of definiteness structurally.

11.1.2 Possessives marked with indefinite determiners.

It is quite obvious--as we have shown in previous chapters--that

partiality of reference may be indicated by means other than

restrictive modifiers in English, and the use of the indefinite

conjugation in Hungarian. One of the most notable is the use

of "indefinite° determiners. The use of such determiners with

possessives confuses the issue of establishing a structural dis-

tinction between partial-definite and indefinite, which we have

previously noted to be tenuous at best. This is particularly

true in English, where, because of the fact that possessives as

such are in a sense situationally identified at all times, par-

tiality, just as much as indefiniteness, seems to be a primary

consideration in the use of "indefinite!! determiners in such

cases. In Hungarian, on the other hand, partiality may be kept
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separate from indefiniteness in possessives by the use of con-

*if trasting determiners, as we shall see in 11.1,2,2,

11.1.2.1 Indefinite determiners with possessives in English.

There seems to be an inseparable mixture of indefiniteness and

partiality in the use of the preposition phrase of plus posses-

sive pronoun. There is certainly an Indication of partiality in

such phrases as, for example: a friend of mine, .some/several/

two (etc.) friends of mine, and the like. However, native Amer-

ican-English-speaking informants agree that this pattern does

not seem to be as explicitly partitive as, for examplel EE2/

some/several/two (etc.) of Ey friends, and the like, where the

Implication that the speaker has more friends than mentioned is

clearer. However, what concerns us most here is the fact that

both pattern types are equally indefinite structurally, and thus

are essentially indistinguishable--except for the type of deters

miner used--from the partitive pattern discussed above.

11.1.2.2 Hungarian "indefinite" possessive patterns. Hun-

garian has an interesting choice of determiners with possessive

constructions which allows not only an indefinite-partitive, but

also a type of definite-partitive which is quite different from

the usual patterning of partitives as indefinites. As an intro-

ductory indefinite, a possessive may be marked with the indefi-

nite article ezy, while as a partitive it may take theriposses-

sive form!' of the indefinite article, egyik. Egyik is like

melyik "which" in that it expressedly denotes a choice from

among a restricted or generally known number of entities, and

therefore patterns as a definite. Indeed, egyik most often oc-

curs with the definite article, as in b.1, for example:
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a. 1. Egy bardtom érkezik ma Londonból,
2, A friend of mine is arriving from London today.

Periry?FigaITT

b. 1. Az egyik bargtom erkezik ma Londonbcils
2, one of alerFIECTs is arrivirig-ME-Mindon today,

--(4THe one friend of mine)

The partitiveness of egyik may be more overtly shown when this

form itself bears a possessive suffix and follows the plural re-

ferent of which it represents a part:

c. 1. a bargtaim egyike.
2, one of my friends

Both (az) egyik and egyike require the use of the definite conju-

gation when used as the object of a transitive verb, while ezy

does not:

but:

and:

d. 1. Azutgn felhivom (az) egyik osztglytgrsamate
2. Azutgn felhivok e osztalytgrsamat,
3. Then Ilm going to call up one of my classmates.
4. Then Ilm going to call up a classmate of mine,

11.2 Previous mention with possessive constructions

Possessive constructions in either language may be used in

sentences which follow a prior mentioning of the referents un-

derlying the possessives. We have already seen that if the sub-

sequent reference is total, the possessive is usually marked by

the definite article in Hungarian, while the equivalent in Eng-

lish is generally marked by the use of the "possessive adjective"

("genitive article") in addition to the inability to collocate

with a restrictive clause (however, see 1.2.2 above.). Thus a

kalapom 'my hat, is total definite, by virtue of situational

identification if no previous mention has been made in regard

to the object in question. In cases where there is previous

mention, however, such previous mention takes on different formal

characteristics in the two languages being analyzed here and is
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worthy of special discussion at this point in our study.

11.2,1 English introductory possessive constructions.

Whenever it is felt necessary to introduce a possessive in Eng-

lish, speakers generally make use of the indefinite article with

the otherwise unmarked noun phrase. As indicated previously,

the semantic range of the possessive constructions is quite ex-

tensive so that not all possible situations can be covered by

example here. However, several examples should suffice to in-

dicate several possible introductory patterns of possessive con-

structions used in various ways. We will at the same time give

examples of subsequent reference where, it will be noted, the

definite article in the place of the genitive article is also

possible:

a. 1. I was wearing
2, myyThe hat is

b. 1, We're waiting
2. ORE/The train

hat when I came in.
dir-ic blue.

for a train.
is 2.6713117.1es late.

c. 1. We have just formed a new club.
2, ORE/The club is open to anyone.

It can be noted that the second sentence in each pair, in addi-

tion to having the possibility of using the to indicate the de-

finite noun phrase previously mentioned, may also serve more or

less as a discourse-initiating sentence by .2.tself if the posses-

sive determiner is selected. The latter possibility depends,

of course, on the given discourse situation.

11.2,2 Introductory possessive constructions in Hungarian.

ln contrast to English, the Hungarian language uses introductory

possessives which may already be marked as possessive:
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a, 1. Kalapom van, (or: Van kalapom.)
2. I have a hat.

b. 1. Autdm van, (or: Van autom.)
2. I have a car.

It goes without saying, however, that, of the variety of uses

to which possessive constructions are put in Hungarian, the

above instances represent only a small minority of the intro-

ductory possibilities. To even attempt to list all possible

underlying structures for possessive constructions used in vary-

ing ways would require securing examples from a vast number of

fields of human endeavor. This we cannot do in such a limited

study as this, but, be that as it may, the introductory patterns

observed generally have some sort of indefinite determiner, a

notable example being zero, as we have seen, in a,1 and a,2

above, in fact, it seems that the only indefinite determiners

which could readily substitute for zero would be the quantitap-

tive determiners such as ezz Ione,: két Itwool nehány 'several,:

etc. The above possessives, kalanom and autdm, are consequently

to be treated as indefinites since they.occur in a slot which

is generally filled by indefinites only. Therefore, stating

the existence of a possessed hat, for example, by the use of

this syntactic frame is parallel to stating the existence of

any non-possessed (indefinite) noun of similar syntactic few.

tures:

c. 1. Asztal van a szobiban.
2. There's a table in the room,

de 1. Vinéhany asztal van a szobiban.
2, ere are tEgiiiieral tables in the room.

Using, on the other hand, a noun phrase--whether a possessive

or non-possessive--which is overtly marked as definite in this

frame would result in a non-grammatical pattern:
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e. 1, *Az asztal van.
2, *The table is.

f 1. *A kalapom van.
2. *My hat is.

The closest acceptable pattern in which definites occur would

require the use of a prefix and would accordingly differ in

meaning:

g. 1. Az asztal megvan.
2. The table is (here/at hanWavailable/found, etc.).

h. 1. A kalapom megvan.
2. I have my hat.

It is obvious then that only indefinites fill the pattern shown

in a.1 and a,2. It is quite apparent also that indefinites--

either marked for possession or not--are the forms used to in-

troduce possessive constructions in quite a few other situations,

11.3 Possessive pronouns

The forms called possessive pronouns are undoubtedly the

clearest example of possessive forms used after previous mention.

Indeed, they are total-definite anaphoric pronouns which may be

used only after previous mention has established the identity of

the entities to which they refer. Disregarding morphological

peculiarities, the following list of Hungarian possessive pro-

nouns (singular possessed) is given for the convenience of the

reader who may wish to compare these with the possessive markers

used with noun phrases given in 5.0:

az enyém mine (also: kié? whose?
a tied yours Jdnose John's)
az dive his/herilits

a miónk ours
a tietek yours
az Uvék theirs
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Inasmuch as the use of the markers to indicate plural possession

in Hungarian does not seem to have any additional bearing on the

category of definiteness, they are left out of consideration here.

Nevertheless, even from the above minimum paradigm one can ob-

serve that the total-definiteness of the Hungarian possessive

pronouns is felt to such an extent that they are used only in

conjunction with the definite article. This is in contrast with

the optional use of the article with possessive noun phrases,

as we have seen. Moreover, the definite article occurs with the

possessive pronouns (except, of course, the interrogative kie?)

regardless of the function the pronoun has in the sentence. If

the possessive pronoun is the object of the verb, the use of the

definite conjugation is called for:

a. 1. A tied ez a kalap, vagy (a) Jdnose?
2, II7Eis hat yours or John's?

b. 1. Nem az enyém, hanem az Ove.
2. It's not mine, but his.

c. 1, Az ,enyém ott az asztalon van,
2. Mine is there on the table,

de 1. Nem ldtom a tied(et).
2. I don't see yours.

e. 1. Kiét tartja a kezében?
2. Whose is he holding?

To summarize the facts brought out here: the possessive pronouns

in either language are total-definite anaphoric pronouns plaI ex-

cellence. They may be used to state the fact of ownership of an

entity previously mentioned in the discourse, or obviously iden-

tified in the situation in which the discourse is taking place,

as in, for example, sentences eel and a,2, or they may be used

as total substitutes for a previously-identified noun phrase, as

in the sentences in d. and e. above. Whenever they can be
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tested structurally, they are found to pattern as total definites.

11,4 Other pronouns with possessive suffixes in Hungarian

There are other pronominal forms in Hungarian which may

take possessive suffixes--often affecting their status of defi-

niteness thereby--and which may Or may not have "possessive

equivalents in English. These forms in Hungarian come under the

general headings of quantitative pronouns and indefinite pro-

nouns. The former type has already been discussed fairly ex-

tensively above. Accordingly, we need only to summarize briefly

the pertinent points about these pronominal forms which have a

more or less direct bearing on the category of definiteness.

Then we shall conclude this chapter with a short discussion on

the use of the indefinite pronouns with possessive suffixes,

11,4.1 Quantitative pronouns with possessive suffixes.

As we have shown in 8.1.60 possessive suffixes may be added to

quantitative pronouns which are used in non-subject position.

The possessive pronouns thus formed, e.g., kettejUk 'two of

them,' subsequently behave in much the same manner as posses-

sive nouns in regard to definiteness, that is, total reference

is considered definite, while partial reference is indefinite.

Two examples which were already cited may illustrate this point:

a, 1, Hgrmcinkat kivglasztott, (also hgrmunkat)
2. He chose three of us,

b. 1. Kivglasztotta hirmónkat. (also hirmunkat)
2. He chose all three of us.

It can be seen here that hgrmcinkat in boll used in total refer-

ence, governs the use of the definite conjugation, while the
4

similar form in sell which is a partitive here, takes the in-

definite conjugation. The latter type fevernment, of course
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is the usual with all personal pronouns of the first and second

persons. Compare a.1 with the following sentence which also

shows indefinite patterning:

ce 1. Minket kivilasztott.
2. He chose us.

While a first person personal pronoun like minket is always in-

definite, and a possessive form like hirmOnkat is definite or

indefinite depending on the total or partitive relationship to

its referent, there are other first person pronominal forms

which are ambivalent in regard to definiteness depending on the

form of the subject of the transitive verb. The quantitative

pronouns built on the semantically utotalll stem mindnyij- 'all'

when affixed with the possessive suffixes of the first or sec-

ond persons may be either definite or indefinite--with no appar-

ent contrast in meaning--when a third person subject is present

(see del and d.2). On the other hand, when these object forms

are used with a verb which has first or second persons as the

subject, then the definite conjugation is used, thus signalling

the reflexive relationship:

d, 1. Lit mindnyijunkat. indef.)
or: 2. Litja mindnyájunkate kef.)

3. He sees all of use

but: e, 1. Litom mindnyijunkat, (def,)
2, I see all of us.

As is to be expected, the third person form mindnyijukat 'all

of them' patterns with the definite conjugation, regardless of

subject type. Partitives in the third person, on the other

hand, may be formed with other quantitative pronominal stems,

and show the usual partial-definite pattern that we have seen

repeatedly:
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f. 1. Kette Uket kivilasztott,
2. He chose two of them.

g. 1. KettelUket kivilasztotta. (def.) (also: Mind-
kettejtiket

.._ 2, He chose both of them.

The ambivalent anaphoric nature of ketteja, that is partial vs.

total, is in obvious contrast to the total-anaphoric nature of

mindnyájukat 'all of them,' although, as we have seen, an ana-

phoric form need not be absolutely specific in order to be con-

sidered (total) definite. We have already observed that melyiket,

for example, consistently patterns as a definite, as does its

English equivalent which (one), It goes without saying, then,

that we can expect a definite patterning when melyils itself is

appended with possessive suffixes of the third person:

h. 1. MelyikUket litod?
2. Which one of them do you see?

even if it is prefixed by the indefinite formative vale- 'some':

i, 1. ValamelyikUket litom, de nem tudom, hogy hogy
hivjak.

2. I see (some) one of the% but I don't know his
name,

In all of the cases in this section the English equivalents seem

to pattern as partial-definites, although other environments

would have to be created for them to test their compatibility

with restrictive clauses. However, the last three Hungarian

pronominal forms discussed here contrast, in their constant clef-
'

initeness, with the seemingly permanent indefinite pronouns,

which, even though they may have possessive suffixes attached

to them, always pattern as indefinites.

11.4.2 Indefinite pronouns with possessive suffixes. In-

definite pronouns in Hungarian may also take possessive suffixes

(of all three persons), but because of the non-anaphoric nature
1c
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of the resulting pronominal forms, they still seed to pattern as

indefinites. Sentence b.1 shows such an indefinite form as an

object of a verb in the indefinite conjugation, while sentences

c.1, d.11 e,11 and f.1 show forms of the same kind in the 'lin-

definiteu frame /An/nincs X 'there is/is not X 01 where X

can only be an indefinite noun phrase which usually has zero as

its determiner in Hungarian, regardless of whether the noun in

question is a mass-noun or not, The English equivalent, of

course, generally has the indefinite article before singular

count-nouns and zero before non-count nouns and also before

count-nouns in the plural whenever the Hungarian verbs or nouns

are marked for plural in some way. In the examples that follow

it can be seen from the approximate equivalents given for each

Hungarian indefinite form that there is no one good formal way

in English of consistently indicating a upossessiveo here as

there was in the case of the possessive quantitative pronouns,

most of which have a possible English equivalent in an of-plus-

noun-phrase construction. The following list of examples re-

presents some of the indefinite pronouns in Hungarian which may

occur as possessives:3

a. 1. Mi bajod van fiam, mid fgj? (mi? 1what?I)
2. What's your trouble, son? What hurts ((on) ma)?

b, 1. Mir lgttgl valakid(et) megérkezni? (valaki
'someone')

2, Did you see anyone (of your people) arrive yet?

c, 1. Van ebben a vgrosban valakid?
2. Do 2ou have anyone (oil:COIn this town?

d. 1. Nincs senkiJe. (senki Inobody/no one')
2, He doesn't have anyone. (or: He has no one.)

e. 1. Nincs semmim. (or: Semmim sincs,) (semi
Malang!)

2. I have nothing. (or: I don't have anything.)
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f. 1. Nekiink van mindenilnk. (minden 'everything')
2, We have everythinE.

g. 1. Fij valamid? (valami 'something')
2. Doei-FEEITEingEUFf-((on) isT)?

In spite of the possessive suffixes, then, the above indefinite

pronouns in Hungarian still behave as indefinites in a frame in

which only indefinites can occur, or as indefinite interrogative

pronouns with no previously-mentioned or situationally understood

referent in mind.

11.5 Summary of definiteness of possessives

Although possessive noun phrases admittedly tend to be def-

inite by their very nature, there are, nevertheless, numerous

instances in which the possessive represents only part of its

underlying referent. In such a case, the possessive construc-

tion patterns as a partial-definite, that is, with possible re-

strictive clauses in English, and with the possibility of gov-

erning the use of the indefinite conjugation in Hungarian. Pro-

nouns with possessive suffixes in Hungarian, on the other hand,

vary as to status of definiteness with total vs. partial refer-

ence, the person of the object, as well as the person of the

subject (in some instances) all adding to the complexity of the

picture. Generally speaking, however, pronouns with possessive

suffixes--like their non-possessive noun phrase counterparts--

tend to pattern as definite if they are total in reference, as

partial-definite if only partial, or as indefinites if they have

no particular referent.

10 4
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XI

1. Because of the enormous range of uses to which they are
put, there will be no attempt made here to give an all-embracing
definition, that is, "dictionary definition," of "possessive
constructions" or "possessives." In both English and Hungarian
the criteria will .be structural, i.e., both syntactic and mor-.
phological. John's hat, for example, is a possessive construc-
tion in English, as well as Ly friend and a friend of mine, The
Hungarian equivalents of hat as used here, and friend, kalapja
and IlLarkom, respectively, are marked by endings called "(per-
sondI) -P6iiessive suffixes," while their "possessor" nouns are
often unmarked: Janos kalafla or Janosnak a kalapja, Noun
phrases in Hungarian which have these possessive endings on the
second member will be called possessive constructions here, re-
gardless of the many types of semantic Interpretation they may
be subjected to. Similarly, that noun in English which appears
in the frame X's foot or the foot of X will be called here the
possessor, for-the sake f convenience. The analogous frame in-
Hungarian is X labs. or X-nek a laba. The other noun in the pos-
sessive construction will be labelled simply thepossessed, and
no attempt will be made to define these concepts further.

2, The interested reader may compare several recent, com-
peting morphological analyses of the possessive noun in Hungarian
by reading Antal (1964) and the works cited there.

3. Examples a, and g. are from Banhidi et al. (1965:186),
while d ee, and f. are from the same work, p.

1E5
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CHAPTER XII

NOUN CLAUSES

12,0 Introduction

As quoted in the Introduction to this work, a noun clause

used as a direct object is considered definite in Hungarian and

requires the use of the endings of the definite conjugation on

the verb concerned. The English counterpart, although univer-

sally considered to be a type of noun phrase, even in traditiona1

writings, generally speaking, has not been discussed specifi-

cally in terms of its definiteness. However, in some recent

transformational-generative writings, analyses of English noun

phrase complement constructions may be found in whichaalthough

it is not overtly stated--it appears that nominal clauses in

English may pattern as definites in the same fashion as non-

clausal noun phrases do, i.e., they may occur simultaneously

with their identifying contexts. Variations in word order and

positional restrictions on various elements in such ',complex"

sentences considerably complicate the picture in each of the

two languages being studied here, a fact which makes an exten-

sive analysis of all possible types of nominal clauses in English

and Hungarian well beyond the scope of the present study. Ac-

cordingly, we shall again select only those cases of nominal

clause usage which we feel are the most pertinent to the prin-

cipal subject matter under investigation here, namely, the cate-

gory of definiteness.

12.1 Clause as subject of the main verb

It seems simplest to illustrate the use of nominal clauses
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as definites by studying sentences in which the clauses are used

as overt or "real's subjects or direct objects of the main verb

of the given sentence. The clauses in question could then be

tested for definiteness, so far as possible, in the same manner

as other noun phrases were tested in this study. We shall deal

with subject uses in this section, beginning with English, and

then devote the next section to an examination of the objective

uses of clauses in the two languages being contrasted here.

12.1.1 Noun clauses as subjects in English. There are nu-

merous well-studied examples in which noun clauses occur as sub-

jects in English, but the status of definiteness of these clauses

in such a position is almost never mentioned? We will examine

several typical examples of such clause usage to see what sort

of rules relating to the definiteness of the clauses might be

formulated. When we observe the following sentences, for ex-

ample, we see that it is difficult to test for definiteness un-

less we manipulate equivalent patterns. However, I believe it

is possible to classify the clauses in a.1 and a.2 as definite

when such manipulation is completed:

a, 1, That he is here is surprising.
2, That John did this is incredible.

These sentences seem to be equivalent to the following:

b. 1. It is surprising that he is here,
2. It is incredible that John did this,

but not
to: c. 1, *It that he is here is surprising,

2, tIt that John did this is incredible.

although the following semantically equivalent variants cers

tainly are possible:
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d. 1. The fact that he is here is surprising.
2. The fact (idea?) that John did this is incredible.

The sentences in d. show a type of construction which is remark-

ably like that found in those definite constructions which occur

with their identifying "previous mentions"--either from an in-

dependent utterance (e,l) or as a repetition or paraphrase of

the introductory context (e,2)--embedded in the same sentence:

e. 1. The story that I'm going to tell is true.
2. The man that I saw yesterday was strange.

It can be seen, first of all, that the pattern shown in the non-

existent sentences in c. ("intermediate sentoids"), "*It that

requires the deletion of it when this pronoun immediately pre-

cedes the clause complement, but not when it is associated with

the main verb as an "empty subject," as in b., for example. On

the other hand, the definite noun phrase the fact does occur in

this position, its deletion being optional, as seen in d. In-

deed, upon examining several more possible variants of the same

patterns, we must conclude that it, as used here, and the fact

are in complementary distribution on the sentence level:

fe 1. The fact that he is here is surprising.
2, TIT TRI he is here is surprising.

g. 1, *The fact is surprising that he is here.
2, It is surprising that he is here.

h. 1. I am surprised by the fact that he is here.
2, *I am surprised by it that he is here.

also: 3. I am surprised (thiET he is here.

i, 1. Is the fact that he is here surprising?
2, *Is it that he is here surprising?

J. 1. ?Is the fact surprising that he is here?
2, Is it surprising that he is here?

It seems reasonable to assert that both it and the fact are on

the same level of definiteness, and that together they form a

construction that is as definite as the story in "The story that

1.58
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I'm going to tell " Although it is obvious that the form

that as a relative pronoun in the story that has a differ-

ent clausal function than the Hcomplementizers that in the fact

that ., there seems to be sufficient motivation here for

treating the latter as an "introducer" of a definite nominal, a

type of apposition to a definite noun phrase, and the former as

the introducer of a definitizing relative clause, If there is

a scale of definiteness present here--and the facts are not at

all clear--it certainly is not indicated by the use of an (un-

derlying) it, as opposed to the fact, as it has been maintained.

Perhaps the most important factor in all of this--although it

is hard to formalize--is the fact that the grammatical senten-

ces contained in f. through g. are hardly capable of being used

to introduce a discourse, They all need some sort of previous

mention or situational identification to make them fully appro-

priate, even though the referent involved is not always direct-

ly identifiable as a given noun phrase. One might say that the

fact and it in complementary environments serve to summarize

the previously-mentioned material or the real-world events of

the discourse situation in one (definite) noun phrase which

may be deleted in favor of its equally definite phrase comple-

ment.

12,1.2 Noun clauses as subjects in Hungarian. When one

examines the Hungarian equivalents of the English sentences giv-

en in a. and b, of the preceding paragraph, it becomes immedi-

ately apparent that the acceptable Hungarian pattern actually

corresponds more closely to the pattern shown in c, above:
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a. 1. Az, hogy itt van, meglep6.2
2, Lit.: 'It that he is here (is) surprising.'

b. 1. Az, hogy Janos tette meg, hihetetlen.
2. Lit,: 'It that John did it (is) incredible.'

also: c. 1. MeglepO az, hogy itt van.
2. Lit.: 'Surprising (is) it that he is here,'

d. 1. Hihetetlen az, hogy Jinos tette meg.
2. Lit,: 'Incredible (is) it that John did it.'

It seems the same arguments which were used to justify classi-

fying English subject noun phrases as definite may be used to

give the same classification to the equivalent constructions in

Hungarian. We have a situation in which, generally speaking, a

previously-given statement is summarized by a single unifying

form, This summarizing form is az in Hungarian and may be con-

sidered definite as a type of total-anaphoric pronoun even

though its referent may not be a particular noun phrase in pri-

or discourse. It may be noted here that in Hungarian the use

of az before the subject noun clause is just as obligatory as

the deletion of it in English in comparable sentences. Uhen it

is a matter of object clauses, on the other hand, there are

other interlingual contrasts, as well as intralingual variations

to describe,

12,2 Noun clauses as objects

In either language noun clauses used as direct objects be-

have in a somewhat different way than the corresponding clauses

when used as subjects. In English the function of it or the

fact becomes a little more clear, while in Hungarian the general

use of the definite conjugational endings on the main verb in

such instances indicates the total-definite nature of object

noun clauses. I believe we may profitably examine object clauses
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in the two languages more or less simultaneously, and will ac-

cordingly divide the discussion this time on the basis of the

type of main verb used in the given sentence, since this affords

a better opportunity to discuss certain peculiarities of some

Hungarian patterns and also some variations in the equivalents

in English.

12.2.1 Noun clauses as ob ects of verbs denoting a mental

state. In this section the label nverb denoting a mental state"

will be used as a cover term to designate those hard-to-charac-

terize verbs such as know, believe, think, maintain, etc., which

may be used to indicate some sort of apprehension of, or atti-

tude toward real-world events on the part of the subject, the

real-world events being symbolized by a noun phrase and/or noun

clause complement. Using the same noun clauses as we did pre-

viously, we can observe several patterns in either language.

For example, some verbs (of apprehension?) in English require

the deletion of it or the fact, while, at the same time, that

is optional:

a, 1. I know (that) he is here.
2. Tudom, hogy itt van.

b. 1. I think (that) John did it,
2. Azt hiszem, hogy Janos tette meg,

while other verbs (of attitude?) require the use of both the

summarizing pronoun and the connective that:

c. 1. I don't like it that he is here.
2. Nem szeretem azt, hogy itt van.

As can be seen from the examples below, inserting the elements

associated with a verb from one category into a sentence con-

taining a verb from the other category results in an ungramma-

tical pattern in English:
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d. 1. *I know it that he is here.
2, *I don't like (that) he is here.

while in Hungarian the patterns overlap, as the translations of

the sentences in d. indicate:

e. 1. Vz9 tudom, hogy itt van,
2. Azt nem szeretem, hogy itt van.

On the other hand, the deletion of the previously-mentioned noun

clause itself is possible with either sub-type of verb, in which

case it may be optionally used with the first sub-type while

still being obligatory with the second:

f. 1. rpeaker AO He is here. Itt van.
2, B;) I know (it). (Azt) tudon,

g. 1. rpeaker AO He is here. Itt van.
2. B;) Yes, but I don't like Igen, de azt en nem

it. szeretem.

Further differences in the syntactic behavior of these two sub-

types of verbs in English are exhibited by the possibility of

nominalizing the object clause:

(but:

h. 1. I don't like his being Nem szeretem a
here. jelenlétet.

2. *I know his being here. *Tudom a jelenletet.
3. I know of his being here, Tudok a jelenleterol.)

However, regardless of which sub-type of verb we are dealing with

here, we must conclude that the clausal object of such a verb as

defined in this section is definite, as evidenced, for example,

by the use of the definite anaphoric pronoun it as a substitute

for the previously-mentioned noun clause in f.2 and g.2. The

Hungarian equivalents, as indicated in the above translations,

show a somewhat similar type of sub-categorization with the ob-

vious difference that the definite endings on the main verb al-

low more deletion possibilities in Hungarian than is the case

in English. Accordingly, azt or hogy, or the entire object

clause may be deleted, the definite verbal endings acting, so
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to speak, as the anaphoric substitute for the "understood° (i.e.,

previously-mentioned and deleted) elements. These various pat-

terns in both languages as discussed here are definite, although

it certainly would be a gross oversimplification if we were to

let our discussion of noun clauses stand with just this narrow

range of possibilities coming under discussion. Accordingly, we

shall now examine another type of verb which occurs with nominal

clauses as direct objects, and then conclude this chapter by sug-

gesting further possibilities for monolingual and bilingual con-

trastive analysis in this broad syntactic area,

12,2.2 Clauses as objects of verbs of reporting. "Verbs

of reporting" is the broad label we will give to that fairly re-

stricted class of verbs such as jab tell, answer, assert, etc,

which serve to introduce or restate speech events either direct-

ly or indirectly. It goes without saying that such a functional

classification as this is quite arbitrary since there are border-

line cases where differentiating a "mental state° verb from a

"verb of reporting° is, strictly speaking, impossible in English,

and since, as will be shown in the sentences beginning with f.

below, almost any verb--transitive or intransitive--can be used

in Hungarian in the latter function. However, the above classi-

fication does allow us to examine object noun clauses in another

light and thereby gain further insight into the complexity of

their usage in both English and Hungarian, particularly the lat-

ter. If we once again begin our investigation here by using the

same object clauses as above for easier comparison, we may ob-

serve sentences such as the following:
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a. 1. She said (that) he is here.,
2. Azt mondta, (hogy) itt van.0

4. or 3. Mondta, hogy itt van.

b. 1, She said (that) John did it.
2. Azt mondta, (hogy) Jfinos kOvette el.

or 3. Nondtal hogy Janos kovette.el.

In indirect speech the "previous mention" is so to speak pack-

aged into the noun clause, which may or may not be introduced by

a conjunction, but which, nevertheless, is to be considered as

definite as any previously-mentioned noun phrase in subsequent

occurrences. Direct speech, of course, is more or less the ex-

act rendering of the pertinent speech act of prior discourse,

and, as such, should be considered a definitized noun phrase 2a1
excellence. Although it is very difficult to apply the same

structural test for definiteness to both simple noun phrases and

object clauses, noun clauses as direct or indirect speech do not

deviate from the test of collocatability with restrictive rela-

tive clauses in English, and with certain verbs in Hungarian.

The patterning with the definite conjugation indicates the defi-

niteness of such noun clauses, although as already mentioned, the

variety of verb types used to introduce speech in Hungarian com-

plicates the picture somewhat. The following sentences show

verbs which always require the endings of the definite conjugation

when their object is a noun clause (c., d., and e.):

c. 1. --Jgnos itt van--gondolja magában Katd.
2. "John is here," thinks Kate to herself.

d. 1. --Itt van eignosamondja piste.
2, "Here's John," says, Steve.

e. 1. --Itt van Jgnos?--kerdezi
2, oIs John here?" asks Steve..

These may be compared to the following sentences which show not

only obvious ',verbs of reporting" but other transitive verbs as
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well, and even intransitive verbs of motion. Intransitive verbs,

of course, normally occur with endings of the indefinite conju-

gation, while the transitive verbs may vary as to conjugational

endings, depending on the type of actual object they govern.

Note nel, for example, where kingl has a definite (possessive)

noun as its object and therefore has the definite ending, while

at the same time other verbs, such as lop elg 'step forward'

(1.1) and fordul -hoz !turn to(ward)! (h.1) are intransitive

verbs of motion. As can be seen, such combinations of direct

speech and introductory verbs must in some instances be trans-

lated into English by quite devious means:

f. 1. --Ki ert a geometrighoz?--sz61 Kat6 bargtnginez.
2, "Who understands geometry?" speaks Kate to her

girl friends. (i.e., 'asks Kate of ,0

g. 1. --Pedig milyen egyszeriennevet Kat6.
2, "But how simple:" laughs XRIT7

. h, 1. --Nines nglad fenykép rOluk?--fordul Helgghoz
Katd.

2, "Don't you have a picture of them with you?"
turns Kate to Helga. (i.e 'asks Kate tuxning

to Helga.°

i. 1. --Nagy Sgndor vagyok--mutatkozik be a fill.
"I'm Alex Nagy," introduces himself the boy,

(i.e., 'says the boy introducing himself.°

j. 1. --Kis Erzsébet--vglaszol a legny.
2. "Elizabeth Kis," answers the girl.

k, 1. --Hol van a ceruzgm? Nincs a zsebenthenl--kiglt
fel Istvgn.

2, "Where is my pencil? It's not in my pocket:"
shouts (out) Steve.

1. 1. --Eggsm nem tetszik befrni, néni?-4e2 elg
felenken Laci.

2, "Wouldn't you like to register me, ma'am?"
steps forward shyly Laci. (i.e., !says Laci

as he steps forward
shyly.°
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m. 1. --Az az ablak ott az en szobemeamutat re Denes
az egyik ablakra,

2, "That window there is to my room," points Dennis
to one of the windows, (i.e., 'says Dennis

pointing to one of the
windows.9

n. 1. --Tessek venni egy kis siitemenytJakinelja Anna
vendegeit,

2, "Please take some pastry," proffers Anne her
guests. (i.e., 'says Anne offering her guests

some pastry.°

Only the verb kinel:a in n.1 has a definite ending, although ve-

laszol 'answer, reply' in j.1 could also appear with such an end-

ing in such a context, sometimes with no perceptible difference

in meaning. The verb kinal, it must be noted, requires that the

nouns designating the persons receiving the proffered articles

appear in the accusative while the nouns designating the articles

themselves generally appear with the instrumental -val suffix.

Similar in behavior to velaszol is the verb felel, which may oc-

cur with either the definite or indefinite ending after a direct

quotation:

o. 1. --KOszOnm, teat mar nem kerek--felel Erzsébet,
2, --Koszonom, teat mar nem kerek---(WE) feleli

Erzsébet.

Although one native informant questioned did not find any dif-

ference in essential meaning between the two Hungarian sentences

immediately above, another informant did feel that there is a

distinction to be made here, even though it is not as clear in

the above pair of contrasting sentences as it might be elsewhere.

This distinction seems to be the usual one between totality and

partiality. For the one native speaker, at least, when a direct

quotation is followed by the indefinite form of either the verb

velaszol or felel, there seems to be disunity between the noun

clause and the rest of the sentence, as if they were two separate
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sentences in a narrative containing more speech material. The

use of the definite conjugation, on-the other hand, implies that

the quotation is the total object of the verb in question. This

distinction is much clearer when the verb felel is used in the

restricted sense 'to answer/recite in class.' With the use of

the indefinite conjugation it is implied that the quoted material

is only a part of the total recitation, while with the use of the

definite conjugational ending it is at least implied that the

quotation represents the sum total of the recitation. With the

fact in mind that there seems to be a disunity between direct

quotations and a "verb of reporting" such as felel when used

with an indefinite ending, it becomes more evident why such

varied verbs as those given above could be used so readily to

connect a direct quotation to the rest of the narrative in in-

formal written styles. As a matter of fact, when one examines

the short narratives from which the sample sentences were taken,

one is struck by the fact that there is often no verb at all

used to indicate change of speaker in cases where tlie context of

the discourse itself is clear enough to indicate who the speaker

is. One can infer from this that the primary function of the

verb used in connection with a direct quotation is merely to in-

dicate unambiguously who the speaker rt the moment is, whenever

the total vs. partial contrast is not felt to be important. It

goes without saying that greater vividness and other stylistic

results can be attained by the use of a variety of verbs with

direct quotations, but this might be considered a secondary fac-

tor to the primary one of unambiguity in the speech act which is

achieved by the use of the names of the given speakers as sub-

jects of the variOUS verbs acting as ',verbs of reporting."
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Needless to say, the above list of verbs used with direct quota-

tions represents just a small sampling from one type of writing

simplified for pedagogical purposes, and could be easily extend-

ed to monograph proportions. However, I believe these represen-

tative examples are sufficient to make clear the point that po-

sition alone does not serve as a proper indication of verb type in

Hungarian, a fact which has a direct bearing on choice of verbal

conjugation, even in instances--such as the above--where the giv-

en noun clauses must be considered equally definite, regardless

of the verb type used in any one instance.

12.3 Other varieties of clause objects

Both from the descriptive-linguistic as well as the pedago-

gic-contrastive point of view the above discussion of noun clauses

used as objects in English and Hungarian represents only a small

beginning of a full analysis of the entire syntactic range of

such noun clauses. Because of the limited goals set for this

study, however, we must allow this matter to stand on the point

just made in regard to the differentiation between partitive vs.

total object, which in the case of clause objects can also be

achieved by the use of the indefinite, as opposed to the definite

conjugation. We may, however, suggest certain areas for further

study by drawing on two short studies, one on the "factitive"

verbs in Hungarian, the other on °desentential complement verbs"

in English15 which deal with some of the syntactic possibilities

of clause objects which must be explored before a fuller under-

standing of the definiteness of noun clauses is attained. We

shall begin our discussion here with a short examination of the

pertinent constructions in English.
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12.3.1 Desentential complement verbs in English. In his

article on verbs which take desentential complements in English,

Fillmore lists on page 104 at least 76 verbs of the kind that we

have broadly labelled "verbs of reporting" and "verbs denoting a

mental state." These verbs all take a nominal clause introduced

by that (which is optional in most cases), but, as can be seen

from the verb first listed, admit, there is a great deal of over-

lapping since some verbs may take several other types of comple-

ments besides that clauses. The verb admit, for example, also

takes an -ing phrase nominalization, a fact which allows the op-

portunity for a fuller cross-classification of various verbs ac-

cording to their total possibilities for patterning with clause

or phrasal complements. It might prove interesting, for example,

to test whether such an attempt at a detailed classification has

any usefulness in studying the status of definiteness of the

various objects. In other words, would it be profitable to clas-

sify verbs like admit, for example, as "THAT-and-ING verbs" (or,

based on Fillmore's numbering, "1.5 verbs"), or want as a "TO-

and-telescoped future-and-telescoped copular-and-NOT-shift (or

a 5.8.11.12) verb?" For example, are the direct objects of ad-

mitted in these semantically equivalent (?) sentences both defi-

nite?:

a. 1. He admitted that he robbed a bank.
2. He admitted robbing a bank.

Perhaps one can say impressionistically that the gerund phrase of

a.2 is somehow "more definite" than the noun clause of a.1 since

the "recognizably definite" determiner his may be inserted before

that latter. However, there is no real structural reason for do-

ing so, since these two direct objects otherwise behave the same
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way as far as definite status is concerned. Both of these ob-

jects are ultimately derivable from the same sort of previously-

mentioned utterance, regardless of the surface form one chooses

for the subsequent reference. Could the same reasoning hold also

for "objects" of verbs with other types of government, for ex-

ample, verbs which take various prepositions before such a gerund

phrase as that given above?:

b. 1. One should abstain from robbing a bank on Sunday.
2. One should refrain from robbing a bank on Sunday.
3. I don't approve of robbing a bank on Sunday.
4. He wanted to arrange for robbing a bank on Sunday.
5. His greatest pleasure consists iSof robbing a

bank on Sunday.
6. He delights in robbing a bank on Sunday.
7. He always counts on robbing a bank on Sunday.

Is "robbing a bank on Sunday" then a definite nominal in the above

sentences? Does the fact that its connection with a previously-

mentioned noun phrase of some sort is less clear here than it

would be after a "verb of reporting" such as admit, deny, etc.

or after a "verb denoting a mental state" such as dislike, dread,

regret, remember, resent, etc., have any effect on its definite-

ness? These questions are difficult to answer from the structur-

al point of view since the test of ceimpatibility with relative

clauses is quite limited In such cases. Only a summarizing

clause introduced by which seems to occur after such a nominal.

However, since this clause is a non-restrictive clause, one must

tentatively give the label udefinite" to such nominals until a

more thorough investigation of these matters is undertaken. Hun-

garian has similarly ambiguous constructions in which the appar-

ent definiteness of the given "object" is not always indicated by

a conjugational ending since the syntactic relationship involved

is often not one of verb-to-direct-object, but rather verb-to-a-
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non-accusative-noun. The contrastive patterning possibilities

in English and Hungarian are especially multitudinous when there

are two objects involved, as we shall see more fully in the next

section. Here, however, we might for contrastive purposes men-

tion several well-known features of some English verbal comple-

ments which have a seemingly closer bearing on considerations of

definiteness. There are verbs in English, for example, which

take an infinitive complement whether there is a change of sub-

ject involved or not:

c. 1. I want to go. I want him to go.
2. I prefer to go. I prefer him to go.

Other verbs, on the other hand, require different patterns when

another subject is involved:

d. 1. I don't care to I don't care for him to go.
go.

2. I intend to go. I intend for him to go.
3. I decided to go. I decided that he should go.
4. I am arranging to I am arranging for him to go.

go.

5. I mean to go. I mean for him to go.

Some verbs, of course, may have two (or more) possible patterns:

e. 1. I expect to go. I expect him to go.
I expect that he will go.

2. I wish to go. I wish him to go.
I wish that he would go.

Cross-classifying verbs, then, as to category (or categories) of

phrasal or clausal complements they may take and also as to what

mood the verb appears in within the clause would yield enough

different pattern types to serve as the basis of a full-length

study of much greater proportions than the present study, which

treats of a greater range of syntactic patterns entering into a

discussion of the category of definiteness. Nevertheless, whether

attempting such a classification of verbs for the purpose of de-

termining the status of definiteness of the given nominals may
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prove useful or not is an open question. The same holds for the

comparable situation in Hungarian, as a glance at "factitive"

verbs will show.

12.3.2 Factitive verbs in Hun arian. "Factitive verbs"

will be the label given those verbs in Hungarian (without the

causative suffix) which denote the initiation of an activity or

action through or by means of someone or something else. In its

broadest sense, ais term could include such verbs as akar 'want'

when there is a "change of subject" involved:

a. 1. El akarok menni. (Azt) akarom, hogy elmennjen.
2. I want to go. I want him to go. ('that he go')

The second pattern type is quite common in Hungarian, as nob-

jective case as the subject of an infinitive" is generally not

the rule where factitive verbs are involved. The second sentence

in a.1 shows that a (definite) clause complement in which the

second entity involved is the subject of the second verb (often

in the imperative, but see further below) may be required to

match the English infinitive construction. The indefinite ending

on akar in the first sentence as opposed to the definite ending

on the same verb in the second illustrates the fact that a clause

used as a total direct object is definite, while an infinitive

as sole object is actually neuter with respect to definiteness.

Thus, while akar in the first sentence above has an indefinite

ending because of the (intransitive, i.e. "objectless') infini-

tive menni 'to go,' it may occur in the definite if the dependent

infinitive in turn has a definite object:

b. 1. Ezt a kOnyvet meg akarom nezni.
2. I want to take a look at this book.

Here we might classify "ezt a kOnyver megnézni" of b.1 as definite
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as the clause "hogy elmenjen" of a.l. On the other hand, there

are verbs in English which may take an infinitive complement in

a fashion parallel to want with no change of subject, but which

have equivalents in Hungarian of another pattern. This repAires

the use of a clause complement, even when there is not a change

of subject involved. Such a clause, as a total (direct) object

governs the use of the definite conjugation:

c. 1. He decided to travel to Europe next year.
2. Elhatgrozta, hogy Ovdre Europgba utazik.

Such a verb, of course, would require no change in pattern when

changed to a factitive verb by the inclusion of another person:

d. 1. He decided that you should go.
2. Elhatdraztal hogy te utazzgl el.

Needless to say, there are other types of government possible for

Hungarian factitive verbs, and if one attempts to pair the pos-

sible English patterns with likely "equivalents" in Hungarian,

the combinations are indeed numerous. Here we can indicate only

some of the patterns occurring in Hungarian.

12.3.2.1 Pattern types with noun clauses. Earlier in this

chapter we discussed several simple, clear-cut examples of noun

clauses used as definite objects in Hungarian. In the case of

the one-object verbs considered then, it was often a simple mat-

ter to ascertain the status of definiteness of the noun clause

object. In the case of factitive verbs with clause objects, on

the other hand, it is often difficult to ascertain the definite-

ness of the second object in many pattern types since the type

of conjugational ending on the verb depends on the definiteness

of the actual direct object in each particular sentence. The

English equivalent, of course, often provides few or no clues
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as to the identity of the "actual" direct object in the given

Hungarian sentence. Each Hungarian sentence must be viewed in-

dividually to determine the type of government required by the

given verb. For example, some Hungarian factitive verbs require

the use of the "anticipatory" pronoun az before clauses intro-

duced by hogy, as in a.13 while with other verbs it may be op-

tional, as in b.l. However, the government of the verb may be

such that this pronoun may occur in other case forms besides the

accusative. In such a case, of course, the main verb is definite

only if the first object is definite, as in a. and b., where the

anticipatory pronouns are in the ablative and sublative cases,

respectively:

a. 1, Az orvos elti4otta a beteget att(51 hogy
dohgnyozzek.°

2. The doctor forbade the patient to smoke.
(lit.: 'forbade (def.) the patient (acc) from
it (abl.), that he smoke.°

b. 1. Peter (arra) biztatta a legenyeket, hogy tilta-
kozz

2. Peter encouraged the young men to protest.
('encouraged (def.) the young men (acc.) to
it (subl.), that they protest')

Other verbs take first objects either in the dative (c.1), or

ablative (d.1) or sublative (e.1). In these cases the demon-

strative pronoun is optional, but, when present, it has the ac-

cusative ending, thereby governing the use of the definite con-

jugation in turn:

c. 1. Az agroncimus (azt) tanácsolta az embereknek, hogy
dolgozzanak Egg jobban,

2. The agronomist advised the people to do even
better work, ('advised (it) (def.) (acc.) to
the people (dat.) that they work still better.°

d, 1, A hgzigazda (azt) kOvetelte a lak6t(51 hogy
fizesse ki a lakbert.

2 The landlord demanded that the tenant pay up the
rent. 'demanded (it) (def,) (acc,) of the
tenant able), that he pay (def.) up the rent.°
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e. 1. A szOvetkezet (azt) bizta rg Nagyra, hogy vegye
meg a traktort.

2. The co-operative commissioned Nagy to buy the
tractor. (lentrusted (def.) (ace.) (it) to
Nagy (subl.), that he buy (def.) the tractor.°

12.3.2.2 Other pattern types. The four sentences just given

show a noun clause as part of a "basic" pattern in Hungarian fac-

titive verb constructions. In addition to the fact that the noun

clause itself is derivable from a sentence embedded into the

main sentence, there are other patterns which may be derived from

a similar source. These include infinitive constructions and de-

verbal nominalizations which may be used as alternates for the

pattern with a clause "object," if, indeed, we are dealing with

an object in all instances, We shall list several examples of

the various patterns which do occur. For comparative purposes

we shall give first the clause pattern (with the clausal verb in

the imperative), then the alternate patterns, beginning with fac-

titive verbs requiring the object in the accusative:

a, 1. Az apa elkUldte a Mit, hogy vadgsszon.
2. The fathersent the boy out to hunt.

('sent out (def.) the boy (acc.), that he hunt.°

b. 1. Az apa elkUldte a fidt vadgszni.
2. The father-sent the boy out to hunt, (infinitive)

c. 1. Az apa elkUldte a fidt a vadgszatra,
2, The father sent the boy out hunting. (Isent out

(def.) the boy (acc,) to the hunt (subl.)1)

Other verbs have their first objects in the dative:

d, 1. A katona segitett a fogolynak hogy menekUlgn.
2. The soldier helped the prisoner (to) escape.

(lhelped (indef.) the prisoner (dat.), that
he escape')

e. 1. A katona segitett a fogolynak menekani.
2. The soldier helped the prisoner to escape.

(infinitive)

f. 1. A katona segitett a fogolypak a menekagsben.
2. The soldier helped the prisoner in the escape.

(' in the escapinA linessive) 1 )
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Both segitett and menekill On in the above examples are in the in-

definite form because of the dative (rather than accusative) gov-

ernment of the former and the intransitiveness of the latter.

Can one then speak at all of the *definiteness" of the clauses

introduced by hogy in a.1 and d.1? Are these actually noun

clauses, or are they adverbial clauses of purpose indicating

something to the effect: 'in order that he might hunt/escape'

or lin order for him to hunt/escape'? These and similar ques-

tions multiply when one realizes that the various combinations

of clause pattern, case forms, and infinitive patterns all add

up to a considerable variety, all of which cannot be listed here.7

Even deverbal nomlnalizations themselves may be quite varied,

with at least eight case forms possible with factitive verbs.

One example is particularly interesting and worthy of citation

here. For the sake of convenience to the reader, we shall re-

peat the related sentence with a clause pattern which we have

given previously (12.3.2.1, a.1):

g. 1. Az orvos eltiltotta a beteget attell hogy
dohanyozzek. .

2, The doctor forbade the patient to smoke.

IA. 8also: h. 1. Az orvos eltiltotta a dohEinyzEist a betegtoi.
2, (Iforbade (def.) the smoking (acc.) from the

patient (abl.),)

and: i. 1. Az orvos eltiltotta a beteget a dohetnyzistOl.
2, Oforbade (def.) the patient (acc.) from the

smoking (abl.),)

and: J. 1. Az orvos eltiltotta a dohEtnyzdst a betegnek.
2, (Iforbade (def.) the smoking (acc.) for the

patient (dat.),)

Here the verb is in the definite form either because of the defi-

niteness of the previously-mentioned noun phrase a beteg 'the

patient' (g.1 and i.1) or because of the generic, hence definite,

nature of a dohelnyzds 'smoking. Could the latter reason be
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sufficient for labelling the hogy clause in g.1 "definite," in

parallel fashion as its related nominalizations, which are marked

for definiteness by the definite article, in the other sentences?

Properly answering such questions requires further investigation

well beyond the scope of this study. It is hoped, however, that

the survey given in the last section of this chapter, as brief

as it is, may serve to indicate where some of the possibilities

for further research lie in a full investigation of the matter of

definiteness, not only as it relates to noun phrases, but to

other syntagmas as wel1.9
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XII

1. An exception is Katz and Postal (1964), where it is re-
marked in footnote 55 that there may be a "less definite" it,
rather than the fact underlying such subject noun clauses-.

2. There is a pattern in Hungarian which corresponds very
closely to the English the fact that ... construction: "A teny,
Irgy a veiros elesett ITErriErthat the city fell .'
Hall 1944:71). However, this pattern is so subordinate in usage
to the pattern with az, hogy, that we may ignore it here.

3. It can be noted from a,2 and a.3, and also from b.2 and
b.3 that either azt or hogy may be deleted from such a sentence,
but never both.

4. This and the remaining Hungarian sentences in 12.2.2 are
taken from 136nhidi as follows: f.1 from p. 154, g.1 from p. 155,
h.1 from p. 154, i.1 from p. 141, j.1 from p. 141, 1.1 from p.
186, m.1 from p. 198, n.1 from p. 154, and o.1 and o.2 from p.
159.

5. See Szabd (1967) and Fillmore (1964). Rosenbaum (1967)
treats in more detail the same structures as analyzed in Fillmore's
paper.

6. The Hungarian sentences in 12.3.2.1 and 12.3.2.2--with
the exception of h.1, 1.11 and j.1--are taken from Szabd (1967:
412 ff.).

7. See Szabd (1967) for an account of the actually occur-
ring combinations.

8. This and the following two examples are based on patterns
found in Zsilka (1967:52),

9. For example, we have not dealt with "definite relative
(sadverbs" in English ee, e.g., Katz and Postal 1964:91 ff.).

Nor have we been able to investigate the interconnections between
definiteness, aspect, and word order in Hungarian, especially as
these relate to the use of the verbal prefixes. Examples such
as the following certainly bear investigating: "NOk is mentek
be, gyerekek is." '(Some) women and children entered,' vs. "A
nok bementek, a gyerkek is.° '(Both) the women and the children
entered.' A detailed study of these phenomena in Hungarian might
be a full-length work in itself, especially If one were to com-
pare such positional contrasts with those reported for other lan-
guages, e.g., Spanish: "la linda hija de Don Pedro° vs. "la hija
linda de Don Pedro," (Stockwell et al. 1965:90) and English:
"for noun phrases with specified determiners indefiniteness is
associated with postnominal position and definiteness with pre-

( nominal position" (Smith 1964:41).
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PART THREE

MORPHO -SYNTAX
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INTRODUCTION TO PART THREE

Up to this point in our study we have-not dealt with mor-

phology as such, even though it is a popularly-known fact that

Hungarian is an "agglutinating" language, i.e., possesses a great

variety of suffixes to express grammatical relations the equiva-

lents of which are expressed in English and other "analytic" lan-

guages by the use of whole words. It is my opinion that the ex-

tensive suffixation of Hungarian becomes immediately apparent to

any beginning student of the language and, as such, hardly needs

to be mentioned, particularly in a contrastive grammar. Never-

theless, in the actual use of these inflected forms, the English-

speaking student encounters difficulty because suffixation (and

accentuation) in Hungarian are almost inextricably woven together

with matters of syntax which have to be mastered before full ef-

fectiveness is attained in handling the language being learned.

The area of grammar dealing with the interrelatedness of morphol-

ogy and syntax may be called morpho-syntax, and for the purpose

of easier explication will be segmented somewhat arbitrarily here

into the divisions indicated in the chapter headings of Part

Three. Again, since a "complete" grammar is out of the question

here, areas for discussion had to be greatly restricted in num-

ber. The reader will undoubtedly be able to think of other areas

of morpho-syntax in the grammars of English and Hungarian which

would make interesting topics of contrastive analysis. Starting,

however, with the area of Hungarian syntax which is undoubtedly

the most difficult for English speakers to master, namely word

order, I believe that the following analyses may prove useful.
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CHAPTER XIII

SENTENCE WORD ORDER

13.0 Introduction

Up to this point in our study we have said nothing about the

obvious fact that Hungarian is a highly inflected language, an

nagglutinating language" in older terms, while English has rela-

tively little inflection, that is, is an "analytic language,"

There is good reason for this. The fact that certain syntactic

relationships usually expressed by "function words" such as pre-

positions, and by word order, or stress and word order in English

are generally expressed by stress and suffixication in Hungarian

is immediately apparent to anyone attempting to formulate or ana-

lyze even the most basic Hungarian sentence consisting of two or

more elements. Interference resulting from such divergent lin-

guistic typologies is not directly due to the agglutinating nature

ner se of Hungarian versus the synthetic nature of English, since,

for example, there is no alternative but to translate the English

phrase "in the housen by a corresponding noun in Hungarian in-

flected for the inessive case, generally "a hgzban.n The diffi-

culty is an indirect result of the highly inflected nature of

Hungarian, which permits more flexibility in word order than is

possible in a less inflected language. With the syntactic rela-

tionships being fairly clearly expressed by suffixation, Hungari-

an, like Latin, can have "free" word order within a given sen-

tence. However, again as in Latin, the word order in Hungarian

is not haphazard. It is, rather, "free!' to the extent that vari-

ous syntactic elements may occur in various positions with a giv-

en sentence, but with certain constraints, and with some sort of
0700--4
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semantic difference, even if only of emphasis, obtaining in the

contrasting structures. While the interrelationships of empha-

sis, stress, juncture, and word order in either language are not

yet fully understood, there are generalizations which may be made

which may prove useful for English-speaking students studying

Hungarian,

13.1 Basic order

To initiate our discussion of word order in Hungarian we

will begin with an examination of simple, declarative sentences

and derive more complex structures from these. The simplest pro-

cedure, in theory, at least, would presumably involve taking a

"neutral" sentence as the starting-point. However, it is doubt-

ful that such exists, since prior discourse often dictates what

the focus, the emphasized element, of a given sentence is to be.

The prime example of this, of course, is the question-answer dia-

log in which the interlocutor provides the "topic" in an inter-

rogative sentence, and the respondent the "comment" about this

topic in a declarative sentence. Although in actual conversation

elliptical structures are often used, we shall start our discus-

sion with the full constructions and will attempt to give the

"most neutralu order of elements as a point of departure,

13.1.1 Sentences with two elements. The term "element" is

to be here understood as a syntactic segment capable of occurring

in various relative positions within a sentence. Thus, neither

the nor -s in the houses are considered to be movable syntactic

elements in considerations of sentence word order, although the

entire syntagma the houses is. We are considering here complete

sentences with two elements in Hungarian. Therefore, it becomes
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necessary to remind the English-speaking student of Hungarian

that even though an English sentence may have two elements, for

example, a pronominal subject and a predicate, Hungarian, like

Spanish and many other languages, may have both the subject and

predicate expressed in the verb, which then may be called a

"sentence word.' In fact, we have shown in Chapter V, that Hun-

garian may go even further than Spanish in this regard in that

it may also incorporate a pronominal object in the verbal ending:

tudom !I know (it).! Therefore, we are considering at this point

those Hungarian sentences in which two syntactic elements are

overtly present, namely, a minimum "topic" and a minimum "commentp

a simple "theme" and a simple "proposition" concerning it. In a

"most neutral" sentence in Hungarian the topic ordinarily precedes

the comment, as in English:1

a. 1. Peter olvas.
2. Peter is reading.

b. 1. A vonat megy.
2. The train is going.

c. 1. Egy vonat megy.
2. A train is going.

However, under conditions of stress other word-order possibilities

occur in Hungarian which are not possible in English. These in-

clude the occurrence of the zero article with a count-noun, which

regularly implies stress:

d. 1. Vbnat megy.
2. A train is going. (Itts a train thatts going.)

Emphasis, of course, can also be placed on the predicate (or vir-

tually any element of it, as we shall see below), in which case

the word order in Hungarian usually deviates from the English:

e. 1. Megy a/egy vonat,
2. Thg/a train is (indeed) going.
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f. 1. Megy vonat.
2. A train is going.

If the Hungarian sentence of two elements is an equational sen-

tence, on the other hand, then the English equivalent will have

three elements, and the permutational possibilities will differ

from the above. (Note that there is no copula in the Hungarian.)

Again beginning from the "most neutral" order, we can have:

g. 1. A hez magas.
2. The house is tall.

h. 1. Egy hgz magas.
2. A house is tall.

but not: i. 1. *Hgz magas,
2. 'House is ta11.6

Under conditions of emphasis we may have:

j. 1. Magas a/egy hgz.
2. The/a house is tall.

but not: k. 1. *Magas hgz,
2. !Tall house.'

although, of course, the latter ungrammatical sentence is an ac-

ceptable sequence for a noun phrase.

We have used the expression "most neutral" above for good

reason, for, as mentioned before, the favored position of stressed

elements in Hungarian is immediately before the verb.2 However,

the stress placed on a subject in a two-element sentence may vary

from "very slight" to "very strong" without a change of word or-

der, the English equivalents employing pulmonary stress or dif-

ferent emphatic constructions:

1. 1. Peter olvas.
2. Peter is reading.

or: 3. It's PetEr who's reading.
or: 4. PeteiIFEhe one who's reading.

as%

In a sentence of three elements, on the other hand, there are

possibilities of emphasizing the subject more strongly in non-
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initial position, since the permutational possibilities are in-

creased threefold. In sentences with four elements the variants

are increased to twenty-four theoretical possibilities, although

some of the orders might be labelled marginal. It would serve

little purpose to go beyond this number in our discussion here,

since the number of dubious cases would be increased correspond-

ingly.

13.1.2 Sentences with three or four elements. In discussing

sentences with three or more elements we are still dealing with

a simple topic, but there is more than one element in the comment.

Each of the latter elements can be permuted independently in re-

lation to the topic so that we can have six possible variants of

sentences with three elements, and twenty-four of sentences with

four syntactic elements. Again the use of the zero article

places restrictions on some variants, while other variants are

marginal in that they require broader contexts for fuller accep-

tability. To begin with a sentence of three elements, we may se-

lect either 1) a transititve verb with object, 2) an intransitive

one with adverbial complement, or 3) a copula with a predicate

adjective, predicate noun, or a locative. Each of these types

has its syntactic peculiarities.

13.2 Sentences with transitive verbs

In viewing Hungarian sentences consisting of S(ubject),

V(erb), and 0(bject) it is not entirely clear whether SVO or SOV

is the upreferred" basic order. For our purposes here we will

begin our discussion with the basic sentence given in a. below:

a. 1. Peter olvassa a levelet.
2. Peter is reading the letter.
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While there is a very weak stress on Peter in a.1, much stronger

stress can be attained in non-initial, preverbal position:

b. 1. A levelet Peter olvassa.
2. Peter is the one who is reading the letter.

Absolute final position is not a possible stress position for S

or 0 since the necessary preverbal position is thereby lost, the

stress accordingly shifting to some other element in the sentence.

Placing the emphasis on 0 results in the following two permuta-

tions, weaker stress occurring in c.1 than in d.1:

c. 1. Peter a levelet olvassa,
2. Peter is reading the letter.

d. 1. A levelet olvassa Peter.
2, It's the letter that Peter's reading.

Since the element immediately preceding the verb is the stressed

element in a given sentence, it follows that the only position

in which the verb itself can receive full stress is in initial

position. There are, of course, two possible variants here:

e. 1. Olvassa Peter a levelet,
2. Peter is reading the letter.

f. 1. Olvassa a levelet Peter.
2. =Iris in the process of reading the letter.

Object noun phrases with 0 or egy are also possible here in all

permutations, however, with a change of meaning in the case of

emphasized 0 with zero. The English translation given below

attempts to capture the generic nature of this semantic change:

g. 1. Peter levelet olvas.
2. Levelet olvas Peter.
3. Peter reads letters.

or: 4. Peter is a letter-reader.

13.2.1 Sentences with intransitive verbs. Sentences with

three elements in which the V is intransitive have the same per-

mutational possibilities as above except that at least two of the
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resulting variants are questionable (marked ?) below as they

stand in isolation:

a, 1. A vonat megy gyorsan.
2. The train is going fast.

This sentence has then the following permutations:

b. 1. A vonat gyorsan megy.
2. Gyorsan megy a vonat.
3. Gyorsan a vonat megy.
4. ?Megy a vonat gyorsan.
5. ?Megy gyorsan a vonat.

As interrogative sentences the last two examples would be fully

acceptable, but with the meaning "Can the train go fast?" i.e.

"Is it a fast train?"

13.2.2 Sentences with copula. If the verb in a Hungarian

three-element sentence is the copula van 'is,' then the number of

acceptable permutations may decrease:

a. 1. Peter van otthon,
2. Peter is at home.

also: b. 1. Peter otthon,van.
2. Otthon van Peter.
3. Otthon Peter van.
4. *Van PeITTathon,
5. *Van otthon Peter.

(These may be acceptable in
the meaning "There is a
(person named) Peter at
home.")

However, if the verb is in the past, then acceptable variants of

b.4 and b.5 result:

c. 1, Volt Peter otthon,
2. Volt otthon Peter,
3. Peter was at home. (i.e., Peter did come for a

visit.)

If, on the other hand, the element following the verb is a predi-

cate adjective, then the permutation with the verb in initial po-

sition is unacceptable regardless of the tense of the verb in

question- Thus we have:

el cry
4 As dr
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d. 1. A hez volt magas.
2, The house was tall.

and e. 1, A hgz magas volt.
2, Magas volt a haz,
3, Magas a hgz volt.

but not: 4, *Volt a FarE magas.
5 *Volt magas a hez.

It must be noted here that vhile the copula in a Hungarian equa-

tional sentence such as the above is mandatorily deleted in the

present tense (third person only), the past-tense form of the

verb is required in the surface structure to convey the notion of

tense, if for no other reason. It must be further noted that if

the element following the copula is a predicate noun, then correct

sentences again result from the placing of the copula in initial

position, as was the case in c, above:

f. 1, Volt Peter katona.
2. Volt katona Peter.
3. Peter was a soldier.

However, it is not clear whether the grammaticality of c. and f,

results from the tense of the verb and the nature of the predi-

cate respectively, or from the proper-noun status of the S.

One more aspect of equational sentences in Hungarian must

be mentioned at this point, namely that indefinite noun phrases

are also possible for Ss with, however, differences in grammati-

cality. While the sentences with egy hgz instead of a hgz, as

in e., would result in the very same type of unacceptable sen-

tences, those with zero would be all ungrammatical. Thus, while

we can have:

g. 1. Egy hgz magas, volt.
2, ay hEiz volt magas.

and the like, we cannot have:

h. 1, *Hetz magas volt.
or: 2, *Hgz volt magas,
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or any of the other four possibilities,

13.3 Sentences with four elements

Sentences with four elements may be treated basically in the

same manner as sentences with three elements, except for the ob-

vious fact that there are considerably more variants possible,

both in permutations and degrees of stress. As the latter phe-

nomena are not fully understood as yet, we will concentrate our

attentions here on permutations resulting from primary stress

placement which will be marked by underscoring. Starting with

the "most neutral" sentence with a simple topic and a three-part

comment in SVO order, we get:

a, 1. Peter olvassa a levelet gyorsan,
2. NTer olvassa gyorsan a levelet.
3. Tali a levelet gyorsan olvassa.
4. Peter a levelet olvassa gyorsan.
5. Peter gyorsan a levelet olvassa.
6. Peter gyorsan olvassa a levelet,

b. 1. A levelet olvassa gyorsan Peter,
2. A levelet olvassa Peter gyorsan,
3. A IF,;i17 Peter olvassa gyorsan,
4. A levelet Tetgi gyorsan olvassa,
5. A levelet gyorsiETRIE. olvassa.
6. A levelet gyorsan olvassa Peter.

c. 1. Olvassa
2, Olvassa
3. Olvassa
4. TUFFig
5. Olvassa
6. WIEFFit

d, 1. Gyorsan
2: Gyorsan
3 Gyorsan
4. Gyorsan
5, Gyorsan
6. Gyorsan

Peter a levelet gyorsan.
Peter gyorsan a levelet,
a levelet Peter gyorsan,
a levelet,gyorsan Peter,
gyorsan Peter a levelet.
gyorsan a levelet Peter.

Peter olvassa a levelet.
Tali a levelet olvassa,
olvassa MITE levelet.
olvassa a levelet Peter,
a levelet Peter olvassa.
a levelet olvassa Peter.

Peter is read-
ing the let-
ter rapidly,
etc.

Peter is in
the process
of reading
the letter
rapidly.

As can be seen from the above, every element in such a sentence

may be fully stressed, the V, however, only in initial, the other

elements in all positions except the last. Initial position
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indicates weak stress with S, but strong stress in the case of

the other elements. The third position is also a place of strong

stress, except, of course, for the verb. There can be deletions

of the subject in such sentences as the above. However, the en-

suing structures have, or, at least seem to have, the same type

of possibilities for stress as the fuller sentences:

e. 1. A levelet olvassa gyorsan. He's reading the
2. A levelet gyorsan olvassa. letter fast. etc.

More could be said in regard to accent, especially "prosodic

accent" in such sentences. However, the practicql gain for our

purposes here would be slight.

c"")0Patti
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XIII

1. I owe a great deal to Dezsg (1965) for much of the ana-
lysis and many of the examples used in the following sections.

2. ln fact, nFogarasils Lawn states that the word immedi-
ately preceding tha verb in Hungarian is always stressed.
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CHAPTER XIV

INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES

14,0 Introduction

Having discussed the order of elements in a simple, affirma-

tive sentence in Hungarian, it is a relatively easy task to dis-

cuss the corresponding interrogative structures if one bears in

mind the fact that for all practical purposes any element in a

sentence may be stressed. In fact, it is easily understandable

that the acceptable sentences in 13.1.3 could be the logical an-

swers to a series of questions asking for specific information

by the employment of interrogative words in the same position as

the stressed elements in the declarative sentences. Moreover,

like English, but to a much greater extent, Hungarian structure

permits the formulation of questions by characteristic intonation

alone, the linear arrangement of the elements being the same as

that in the corresponding declarative sentence. We shall discuss

the first-mentioned type of question first,

14,1 Questions with interrogative words

In contrasting the complete structures of interrogative sen-

tences in English and Hungarian it is naturally necessary to take

matters of intonation into consideration. However, inasmuch as

all the intricacies of intonation are not yet fully understood

for either language, and inasmuch as this study will not treat

phonology as such, we can give only an impressionistic account of

basic interrogative intonational patterns here. Suffice it to

state that in both English and Hungarian the intonational pattern

of declarative sentences and questions with interrogative words

. 2;32
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is virtually the same. It is primarily the placement of the

stress that varies between the interrogative and the declarative

structures. Since the stress patternings in the two languages

may contrast sharply from each other, it is to these that we need

to devote the greater part of our attention. Starting with non-

emphatic questions we find that the interrogative words themselves

normally bear the main sentence stress in both languages, since

it is precisely on these words that the focus of the sentence

lies. In a Hungarian sentence with two elements one would ex-

pect to find the question word in initial position immediately

before the predicate:

a. 1. Ki olvas?
2. Who is reading?

b. 1. Mi az?
2. What is that?

However, inasmuch as the place of full stress is immediately be-

fore the finite verb in a Hungarian sentence, there are, in sen-

tences containing more than two elements, other permutational

possibilities permitted which still retain the full stress on

the question word. Some examples are:

c. 1. Peter mit olvas?
2. What is Peter reading?

d. 1. Most hol van Peter?
2. Where is Peter?

e. 1. Peter hol van most?
2. Where is Peter now?

beside: f. 1. Hol van most Peter?
2. We're is Peter now?

g. 1. Hol van Peter most? etc.
2. Where is Peter now?

The stress on the elements preceding the question word may vary,

of course, depending on the importance the speaker attaches to
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them in the given discourse. Stressing elements other than the

subject involves placement in initial position for strongest em-

phasis, while for at least one native Hungarian speaker, final

position i$ also a place of stress for adverbs, and even S, in

sentences with question words. However, it is not clear whether

this stress is anything more than secondary stress. Corresponding

degrees of stress on the non-interrogative elements in the English

equivalents may be expressed by vocal emphasis or position, the

latter process often indicating the stronger degree:

h. 1. Most hol van Peter?
2. where is Peter now?
3. Now where is Peter?

Depending on the emphasis desired, the stressed initial segment

may be followed by open juncture:

i. 1. Most + hol van Peter?
2. Now + where is Peter?

However, beyond these few remarks, little can be said here on the

interrelatedness of juncture, emphasis, intonation and position

since these phenomena are very difficult to analyze in either of

the two languages.

14.2 Yes-no questions

For the sake of our discussion we may conveniently divide

yes-no questions into three types in each language: 1) those

with inverted word order, 2) those with direct word order and

rising intonation, and 3) those with direct word order and a tag

word. These different categories show quite a few interlingual

similarities, but several contrasts as well. Each category will

be examined separately.

2, 24
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14.2,1 Questions with inverted word order. In addition to

the markedly different intonational contours, yes-no questions in

Hungarian differ from their English counterparts in respect to

rules of inversion as well, While Hungarian grammar allows the

inversion of the subject and of any verb construction acting as

predicate in a given sentence, English allows only the inversion

of the subject and the ufull" verbs be and have (the latter only

marginally, however) and the auxiliaries of ucompound" verbs.

Otherwise, the interrogative auxiliary do must be added and placed

before the subject. Thus, we can have in modern English:

a, 1. Is John there?
2. Have you any cigarettes?
3. Is he going?
4. Could Pete do it?

and the like, but not (in current colloquial English) *Went he?

*Drove she?, or other inversions of single verb forms, The Eng-

lish-speaking student learning Hungarian must therefore convert

his rising final interrogative tone to a rising-falling one (on

the penultimate syllable) in addition to adjusting to the permu-

tation possibilities of the various elements in the Hungarian yes-

no question. While a sentence in Hungarian with two elements may

readily be made interrogative by a simple inversion of subject and

predicate, sentences of three or more elements may have the focus

placed on any element in the sentence by stress placement and

preverbal position while still retaining the yes-no intonational

contour. Thus we may readily have:

b. 1. Olvas Peter?
2. Is Peter reading?

c. 1. Megy a vonat?
2. Is the train going?

but also: d. 1. A levelet olvassa Peter?
2. Is Peter reading the letter? (Is it the letter

Peter's reading?)
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e. 1. Most olvassa Peter a levelet?
and: 2. Most olvassa a levelet Peter?

3. Is Peter reading the letter now7

In fact there is actually little point in speaking of "inverted

word order" in Hungarian yes-no questions, since we can see that

the above sentences are identical, except for intonation, to the

declarative types given in the various sections of 13.1. Just as

any tagmeme may be given full stress in a declarative sentence in

Hungarian and given prominence by placement before the verb, so

also may the same process be used in interrogation. The corres-

ponding English structures will again vary, depending on the a-

mount of stress on the preverbal element. This can be illustrated

by several examples of simple sentences in SV or SVO order.

14.2.2 Questions with direct word order. While we have

just indicated that from the Hungarian point of view there is no

need to separate interrogative structures (or declarative) into

those with direct order and all others, it may be pedagogically

useful at this point to contrast question types with SV(0) order.

In instances where there is no strong emphasis on any particular

element, simple interrogative sentences in the two languages may

match fairly well, although English seems to employ direct inter-

rogative word order more often in instances of "echoing," in

which surprise, anger, etc. are reflected in the higher pitch

level of the repeated utterance. We do have, however, quite neu-

tral questions such as the following:

a. 1. Peter olvas?
2. Peter is reading?

b. 1. A hisz magas?
2. The house is large?

Stressing an element in such cases would usually require some
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other type of construction in English:

c. 1. Péter olvas?
2, Is Peter the one who's reading? (Is it Peter

that's reading?)

However, emphasizing the subject in an instance of astonishment

or the like can involve inversion in Hungarian, but not in English:

d. 1. Megy a vonat?
2. The train is going?

also: e. 1. Megy vonat?
2. Is there really a train going (there)?

However, this is a very special case, since we have seen that

stressing the non-verbal elements in a sentence in Hungarian calls

for their placement immediately before the verb. In the case of

interrogative sentences in Hungarian the same basic linear se-

quence of words may be used as in declarative sentences with only

interrogative intonation or an interrogative word needed to mark

the sentence as a question.

14,2.3 Questions with tam-words. Another type of interro-

gative structure using direct word order in both languages is

that in which a statement is turned into a question by means of

a tag-word requesting a zes or no answer regarding the truth-

value of the given statement. It is at this point in grammar

that the English-speaking student learning Hungarian has a marked

advantage over the Hungarian-speaking student studying English,

for while the latter has to learn dozens of formally-different

tags, can't mu?, doesn't he?, isn't it?, and the like, the stu-

dent of Hungarian can get along with ugye? or nem igaz?, the

latter being the close equivalent of the German nicht wahr?the

Italian non è vero?, and similar expressions in many other lan-

guages. While nem igaz? follows the statement portion of the
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sentence and is separated from it by open juncture, ugye generally

precedes the statement and is in closer juncture with it. Further

contrasts occur both on the sociological and psychological levels

in that ugye may imply some degree of familiarity between speaker

and listener, while the English tags do not. Furthermore ugye

retains the same form regardless of whether the statement is put

in the positive or the negative. English tags, of course, re-

verse the positive or negative form of the statement while indi-

cating the expectation of a positive answer to the positive

statement and a negative reply to the negative statement, regard-

less of the tag marking:

a. 1. Ugye Peter eljOn71
2. Peter is coming, isn't he?

b. 1. Ugye nem felsz?
2. You aren't afraid, are you?

A discussion of the types of positive and negative answers that

can follow such questions will be deferred until Chapter XVI,

where phrasal verbs will be discussed. Here, however, we need to

discuss a particle in Hungarian which may be labelled a question

tag, namely the "interrogative particle" -e. This form, which

is more often used in indirect questions, may be used to turn a

statement into a question expressing slight doubt or incredulity,

and since it is a distinctive marker of interrogation, the ensuing

question, like those with the interrogative pronouns, does not

have the characteristic rising falling intonation contour of

other yes-no questions:

c, 1. Tudtok-e szerezni egy harmadik jegyet is?
2. Can you really get a third ticket too?

Such constructions with -e, however, in which the predicate is

questioned--which is most often the case--may be also analyzed as
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inverted word order since there is no strong argument for setting

the "logical" place of the 'Ideleted" subject. It is in indirect

questions that -e occurs most often, offering several points of

contrast with the equivalent English construction since in such

cases this interrogative particle expresses relations best rendered

in English by the conjunctions if or whether. Two examples may

suffice to illustrate this:

d. 1. Nem tudom, hogy el tudunk-e menni.
2. I don't know whether we can go.

e. 1. Kivincsi volt, Péter-e az a gyerek.
2. He was wondering if that child was Peter.

Stronger doubt can be expressed by the addition of the conjunc-

tion vajon to reinforce -e:

f. 1. Nem tudom, vajon el tudunk-e menni.
2. I donIt know whether we can go or not.

Wei

This conjunction may be used in direct sentences also, with or

without -e, other construction types being necessary in English

to convey the same sort of doubt, for example:

g. 1. Vajon tudtok-e szerezni egy harmadik jegyet is?
2. Do you suppose you could get a third ticket too?

h. 1. Szabad vat oda elmenni idegennek is/
2. I wonder i foreigners are allowed to go there too.



NOTE TO CHAPTER XIV

1. Sentences a.1 and a,2 are based upon sentences taken
from Binhidi et al. 1965:300. Sentences c.1 and g.1 are taken
from the same work, p. 299. I have slightly modified some of the
English translations given there. Sentence h.1 is from Tompa
1962:497,
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CHAPTER XV

NEGATIVE SENTENCES

15.0 Introduction

Now that we have completed a basic discussion of stress and

word order in declarative and interrogative sentences in Hungari-

an, it is a relatively small matter to treat negative sentences,

since almost the identical processes are involved in all three

sentence types. The common negative particle in Hungarian, Igs,

generally bears full stress and therefore precedes the verb, as

we have seen to be the case with the interrogative pronouns.

Just as with the interrogative pronouns, moreover, other elements

in a sentence with nem may be emphasized, that is, umade negative,"

in which case the negative element will immediately precede the

emphasized element, which occupies the usual emphatic position

before the verb. Therefore the predicate can be negated with

various orders of elements:

a, 1, Nem tanulnak a fidk, hanem beszélgetnek.
2. Thi boys are not studying) but chatting,

b. 1. Most nem tanulnak a fidk, hanem beszólgetnek.
2, Now -Tgboys are not studying, but chatting.

c. 1. A fidk most nem tanulnak hanem beszelgetnek.
2. The boys are not studying now, but chatting.

and also any other element:

d, 1. Most nem a fidk tanulnak, hanem a lgnyok.
2. Now fri not the boys who are studying, but the

girls,

e, 1. Nem most tanulnak a fidk, hanem este.
2. The boys arenft going to study now, but rather

tonight,

f. 1. A fidk nem itt vannak, hanem ott.
2. The boys areErt here but there,
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Contrasting structures in English and Hungarian display, among

other things, the fact that the negative particle precedes the

verb, simple or compound, in Hungarian while it follows the verb

in English, which, of course, must be provided with a form of do

if there is no other auxiliary already present. It seema that

only be as a main verb can take not without the use of the auxil-

iary. However, such structures can be equally interpreted as

having the negative refer to the predicate element, rather than

the verb itself. In any case, the Hungarian equivalent has either

the special negative verb before the locative element, or the neg-

ative particle nem immediately before the predicate adjective or

noun:

g. 1. Pista nincs itt,
2. Steve is not here.

h. 1. Pista nem beteg,
2. Steve is not sick.

i. 1. Pista nem katona,
2. Steve Tganot a soldier,

The English constructions, as given above, are somewhat emphatic

or formal, unemphatic or less formal situations usually calling

for the contracted forms, e.g., isn't and the like. This brings

up a contrastive point within English grammar, for the contracted

forms display different word order from that of the full forms in

questions. The Hungarian equivalents, of course, remain the same:

j. 1. Isn't Steve here?
but 2, Is Steve not here? (*Is not Steve here?)

3. Nincs itt Pista?

Questions with the uncontracted negative seem to be even more

formal or ',unusual,' in American English than the corresponding non-

interrogative structures. The negative questions in Hungarian,

on the other hand, have other properties which contrast with the
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equivalent constructions in English, the main one being the great

variety of permutations possible. Just as we have repeatedly

seen above with non-negative constructions, almost any element

may be questioned in a negative interrogative sentence, the only

apparent constraint being that the negative particle must always

precede the verb:

k. 1. Peter nem olvassa a levelet?
2. Nem olvassa a levelet Peter?
3. Isn't Peter reading the letter?

and 1. 1. Nem a levelet olvassa Peter?
2, Isn't it the letter that Peter's reading?

15,1 Multipl.E negation

Modern standard English, like the other modern Germanic lan-

guages, generally accepts only one negative element in a single

clause. Hungarian, on the other hand, as well as the Romance

languages (and Shakespearian English) requires--wherever possible--

all elements in the same clause to be negative in form. This not

only involves interlingual contrasts, but intralingual variation

as well, in both English and Hungarian. Thus, while both English

and Hungarian have negative pronouns which may be used in similar

fashion in isolation, the Hungarian pronouns require that the

verb be in the negative also:

a, 1. Nem letok senkit.
2, 173on't see anyone. (also: I see no one.)

b. 1. Itt nines semmi.
2. There is nothing here. (There isn't anything

here.)

c. 1. Nem megyek sehova,
2. I'm not going anywhere, (I'm going nowhere,)

More emphatic negation can be shown in Hungarian by placing the

negative pronoun in preverbal position, however only in conjunc-

tion with the emphatic negative particle se(m) or the emphatic
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negative copula sincs(en). The equivalent structures in English

may be made emphatic by'various means, one of the most common be-

ing the employment of the intensifier at all either immediately

after the negative element or in clause-final position:

d. 1. Senkit sem lgtok.
2, 77Tagt see anyone at all. (I see no one at all.)

e. 1. Semmi sincs itt,
2, There TErf anything at all here. s.noring(nel

f. 1. Sehova sem megyek soha.
2. riliVii76 anyWhere at all.

Examples b.1 and e.1 above illustrate a simple but essential bit

of grammatical fact in Hungarian, namely, that nem + van is ob--

ligatorily changed to nincs(en) nem + vannak to nincsenek. The

corresponding °emphatic forms° are since and sincsenek, respec-

tively. Since van is used not only in locative constructions in

the third person, but in introductory possessive constructions in

all persons as well, there oculd be quite a variety of English

equivalents. Locative constructions were already illustrated

above. The following examples may illustrate possible possessive

construction types. We shall give an affirmative sentence for

easier comparison:

or:

g. 1. Van kocsim.
2. I do have a car.

h. 1. (Nekem) nincs kocsim.
2. I don't IiitTrra car. (I have no car.)

i. 1. Nekem sincs,
2. I doner(Eive one) either.
3. NeitE0 d3-17

If we compare the affirmative counterpart of i.10 we see that

sincs is to is nincs as nines is to nem van. Cf. Nekem is van,

'I have one too,' Therefore, its use is often that of a correla-

tive rather than an intensifier. There are also pairs of negative
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correlative conjunctions in English and Hungarian, but before we

turn to them, there are other aspects of negation in English

which ought to be discussed at this point, even though the use of

one of them is fairly marginal. This is the use of not + an ad-

jective with the negative prefix un- or in- or its various allo-

morphs to torm a weak affirmative. While in substandard or very

informal speech two negatives do not make a positive, in the above

(fairly formal) construction type two negatives do indeed make a

positive, but an extremely weak one. In, for example, "He is not

unwelcome here" the person in question is only grudgingly "wel-

come.° A task, for example, which is °not impossible° is not very

possible either. The Hungarian equivalents to these construc-

tions, best described as marginal, may be given as follows: °Nem

fogadjuk drOmmel," lit. 3We don't receive him with joy.' If, on

the other hand, the "double negative° construction occurs as a

direct contradiction of a statement just uttered, then the two

languages exhibit parallel structures, the second negation being

expressed in Hungarian by a suffix however:

j. 1. This is not an impossible task,
24 Ez nem egy lehetetlen feladat.

The other aspect of unegationfl which was shown here by example,

and which warrants further discussion, is the use of no as a

°negative determiner.m In h,2 above, for example, no car was

given as an equivalent for n't a car. In addition to the

well-known fact.that °I have no car° is definitely acceptable

standard while "I don't have no car" is usually labelled usub-

standard,° it might be mentioned here that the former is consi-

dered by some speakers of American English to be more "formal"

than the n't a. Whatever style it might belong to, a
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construction like no car is very widespread in the language and

may induce an English-speaking student learning Hungarian to

overwork a superficially similar construction in Hungarian, name-

ly, semmi + noun. The latter construction is quite emphatic and

accordingly cannot be used in all cases where no +noun occurs in

the corresponding English construction. This was already shown

by the example in h. above. Conversely, an occurrence of semmi +

noun might necessitate the use of additional intensifiers in Eng-

lish to form an acceptable equivalent, as the following examples

may illustrate:

k. 1. semmi kincsert sem (lit. 4for no treasure even's)
2, not for any money, 'not for the whole world'

1. 1. semmi esetre sem (lit. lin no case whatever')
2, by no means

Another contrastive point of grammar might be mentioned at this

point for it also can cause difficulty unless the student's at-

tention is directed toward the idiomatic nature of the Hungarian

construction. This is the use of nem before adjectives derived

from numerals to denote "more thano and not the real negation of

the number, for example, nem egyszer (lit. 'not once') lmore

than once, repeatedly.' This type of construction is quite rare

in Hungarian, however, except for the combination nemegy:

m. 1. Nem esz boldog napot tatatek el egyUtt.
2. They spent man a happy day together.- (*not a or

rgrone)

15.2 Negative correlative conjunctions

Bilingual dictionaries generally give neither-nor as the e-

quivalents of the Hungarian se(m)-se(m). However, as we have

seen, if the English verb is negated, then the associated elements

generally are not negated in turn:
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a. 1. Se igent ne mondj, se nemeto
2. Say neither yes nor nom

or 3. Don't say either yes or no.

Thus we can have one negative in English acting as the equivalent

of three negative elements in Hungarian. In elliptical sentences

the correlative conjunctions may match one-for-one, as can all of

the negative pronouns: se la, se rossz 'neither good nor 'bade'

This parallels the use of the pronouns as responses to questions:

Senki inobody, semmi Inothing,r etc., or any of their oblique-

case forme: Senkit, etc, Incidentally, it can be seen from aol

here that the "prohibitive particleu (negative imperative) in

Hungarian is not nem, but ne, which is closely equivalent to the

English don't: "Menj: Ne menj!" 'Go: Don't go:' This con-

struction type will be discussed more fully in the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE PHRASAL VERB

l6.0 Introduction

Another aspect of Hungarian morpho-syntax in which stress

and emphasis play an important role in word order co,cerns the

use of what may be labelled 'the phrasal verb." By this term is

meant that verbal combination consisting of a simplex verb used

in close connection with a "preverb" to form an entirely new

lexical item, or to give another aspectual meaning to the basic

verb. It can be expected that an English-speaking student of

Hungarian would experience a considerable amount of interference

in the procese of mastering this feature of Hungarian grammar be-

cause of the somewhat close morphological resemblance of these

verb types with verb types in English consisting of a simplex

verb and an adverbial 'particle" or a particle and a preposition,

for example, to give, ta ',into surrender," to arta with m "to

endure" and a great many others. The reader may be immediately

reminded of the verbs in German used with "separable prefixes."

However, even a student knowing German would derive very little

transference value from a knowledge of the syntax of the German

verbs with such "prefixes" when trying to apply this knowledge

to an understanding of the syntactic variability of the Hungarian

phrasal verbs since the latter deviate syntactically to a quite

marked degree from both the German and English counterparts.

Morphologically and semantically, however, the resemblance between

the Hungarian and the German phrasal verbs is remarkable, for not

only can aspectual nuances be expressed with the 'older" prefixes,

but also new lexical entities created by including new items into'-239-. 48



the open-ended class of "prefixes" or Ipreverbs" Cpraeverbial

Hungarian igekUtei lit. 'verb-binder°. Thus, we not only have

the following tri-lingual parallelism:

Hungarian German ,Ehglish

enni essen to eat
megenni aufessen to eat up

menni gehen to go
elmenni weggehen to go away

and the like, but also quite a few morphological divergencies as

well:

iitni schlagen to beat
agyontitni totschlagen to beat to death,
(lit. Ion the to strike dead

brainI)

menni gehen to go
tOnkremenni zugrundegehen to deteriorate, to
(lit. Ito the get ruined

block')

and many more. Since the acquiring of new preverbs in Hungarian

(and German) is an on-going process, practically any listing of

these new verb forms would be incomplete or would contain entries

which would be in the transitional stages, and therefore, udis-

putable," as can often be noted in the fluctuation of orthography,

for example, szert tesz Iget hold of' but tOnkretesz 'to ruin.'

(Cf. tUnkremenni above.) The older, well-established prefixes,

on the other hand, are a closed set, more or less, and can be

gotten from any dictionary of Hungarian, and accordingly need

not be listed here. However, since the formation of phrasal verbs

even with the older prefixes is an extremely viable process, this

type of verbal derivation is also open-ended. Practically any

Hungarian dictionary will give many examples of such new forma-

tions as: elbarikidoz Ito barricade' and lekritizgl Ito criti-

cize adversely, "to pan," and many others. Our task here,
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however, is not to analyze the morphologic or semantic properties

of the phrasal verbs, which is a task more suited to a good dic-

tionary, but rather to discuss the syntactic behavior of such

verbs. It is at the level of syntax that the most interference

is likely to occur rather than at the semantic level. How do

the various parts of the phrasal verb behave syntactically in

typical Hungarian sentences will be the question discussed in the

remainder of this chapter.

16.1 Basic order of elements in the Hungarian phrasal verb

In discussing the rules of word order for the ftseparableu

elements of the Hungarian phrasal verb, it is helpful to bear in

mind the basic principle of Hungarian word order mentioned re-

peatedly in the previous chapter, namely that the stressed non-

verbal element must immediately precede the verb. This rule can

serve as an effective point of departure here, for the verbal

prefix often bears the main stress and accordingly occurs immedi-

ately before the verb in Hungarian. Thus, since all words of

more than one syllable in Hungarian have a strong dynamic accent

on the first syllable, a new phonological, as well as semantic

twordu is created by the addition of a prefix to a simplex verb

and by the concomitant shift in main stress. The reduction of

the primary stress on the first syllable in menni 'to eat,' for

example, to secondary stress in elmenni 'to go away' is clearly

reflected in the traditional orthography where the practice is

to write the two-element sequence without a space between them.

However, in non-contiguous preverbal position spacing is used,

as it is in postverbal position. Primary stress is also the mark

of the adverbial elements in the English and German phrasal verbs
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also, but the syntactic behavior of these elements is somewhat

more restricted than their Hungarian counterparts, as can be seen

from the following discussion.

16.1.1 Preverbal position of adverbial element. For the

purposes of the discussion here we will consider the preverbal

position of the adverbial element of the phrasal verb in Hungari-

an to be the basic order, though it is perhaps not the most fre-

quent statistically. While the order of the elements in the Eng-

lish phrasal verb can be shown in a simple paradigm, the Hungari-

an phrasal verb requires greater discussion because of the syn-

tactic effects of stress and "double" stress. As is well known,

the adverbial part of the English phrasal verb always follows

the verb, either immediately after the main verb or immediately

after the object noun phrase if the latter does not contain a

clausal modifier. In the case of personal pronominal objects,

however, only the latter position is possible:

a, 1. I'm going to look that word 111,
2, Vm going to =cm that word.
3. P.m going to TOR it 12.
4. *I'm going to look RE it.

Extensive, postposed modifying elements, either adverbial or ad-

jectival, lying outside the phrasal verb make a sentence in Eng-

lish unacceptable, unlike its German counterpart:

b. 1. I'm going to look RE that word immediately.
2. *I'm going td-Taik that word immediately 12.
3. I'm going to look that word RE immediately.

c. 1. I'm going to look up the word I heard this morning.
2, *I'm going to look-the word I heard this morning

3. ?Itgoing to look the word a that I heard this
morning,
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d. 1. I'm going to look tin that word in the dictionary.
2. I'm going to lookthat word Li2 in the dictionary
3. *I'm going to look that word in the dictionary

22., (adv.)
4. ?I'm going to look that word in the dictionary

(adj.)

For the sake of completeness here it might be mentioned that

there are other phrasal verb types in English, the second elements

of which must be considered to be prepositions rather than adverbs,

since only preposed position with respect to the object is pos-

sible for them, regardless of the type of nominal occurring as

object.' Verbs with two prepositional elements can also occur:

e. 1. I came across a good book yesterday.
2. *I came a good book across yesterday.

f. 1. I will not Rut ER with that man any more.
2. *I will not Rutthat man u2 with any more.

Moreover, the unacceptable sentence a.4 given above would be per-

fectly acceptable if la were a preposition interpretable in its

basic directional meaning, as, for example, in "There's an open

elevator shaft. I'm going to look up it." The verb phrases look

ER the word and look a the chimney denote two very different ac-

tivities. No more will be said here about the above phenomena as

we now proceed to a discussion of the Hungarian phrasal verb. By

contrast with the English equivalent, then, the Hungarian phrasal

verb may have the particle portion occurring before the verb.

This may occur with the particle conjoined to the verb, as men-

tioned above, or separated from it by one or two other elements,

16.1.1.1 Position immediately before the verb, ln citation

form the verbal "prefix!' is indeed prefixed. We have already

shown examples of this. New unilingual or bilingual dictionaries

of Hungarian generally cite the phrasal verb with the verbal ele-

ment in the third person singular: elmegy Igo away,' although
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the infinitive form can be found in linguistic literature also:

elmenni Ito go away.' However, preverbal position is also pos-

sible within a sentence in which no particular syntagma other

than the verb itself is emphasized. This can include affirmative

or interrogative sentences with or without an overt subject noun

phrase:

a. 1. Piste elment.
2. Steve left.

b. 1, Elment.
2, Be' left.

c. 1. Elment?
2, Did he leave?

d. 1. Tessék leUlni.
2, Please sit down.

e. 1. Hazamegy 4.651t2$zni.
2. MiTs going-home to

change (clothes).

These sentences are to be regarded as oneutralll as far as emphasis

is concerned. This holds for the present participle constructions

also:

f, 1. A htiz elad6.
2. The house is for sale.

16.1.1.2 Non-contiguous preverbal position. The Hungarian

"preverbfl may also occur before the verb, but separated from it by

various auxiliary verbs and the adjective szabad 'allowed, permit-

ted,I which is treated by some speakers as an auxiliary verb capa-

ble of taking mood and tense markers. The most common auxiliaries

of this type are: van, la, kell, klat, akar, szerets tud, szo-

kott, szeindekoz tetszik, muszáj12 Van differs from the others by

being used with the present gerund and not the infinitive, which

in the case of kell, muszdj, and szabad may have personal posses-

sive suffixes (e.g., f.1). Typical examples are:

a. 1. Piste el akar menni.3
2, Steve wants to leave.

b. 1. Ki fogom fizetni a szAmlit.
2. I'm going to pay the bill.
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c. 1. Ezt aeg kell tanulni.
2. These have to be learned. (One must learn these.)

d. 1. Le szindekozom ford/tani.
2. I intend to translate it.

e. 1. A hiz el van adva,
2. The house is sold.

f, 1. Nekem el kell mennem.
2. I have to leave.

The clitic is 'also, tool and its negative counterpart se(m), when

reinforcing the phrasal verb, also occur between the preverb and

the verb:

g. 1. Mg is mondom neki.
2, I'll really tell him.

h. 1. Fel sem gllnak.
2. They don't even stand up.

If there are two auxiliaries employed with the phrasal verb, or if

the auxiliary itself has an auxiliary, then the adverbial particle

precedes both:

i. 1. Ezt le kell tudni Irni.
2. One Ee to be able to describe this.

j. 1. Ezt 1212E kellett volna tanulni.
2. This should have been learned.

It is also possible to have a preverb both on the auxiliary and on

the main verb. These phrasal-verb auxiliaries are very few in.num,

ber and seem to behave syntactically in the same manner as other

phrasal verbs. In this case each preverb acts independently of the

other:

k. 1. Holnap megprObilom ofitanulni a verset.
2. I'll try to learn the poem tomorrow.

1. 1. Nem prdbdlom.m2; pegtanulni.
2. I'm not goingti5ticy to learn it.

The preverb on the main verb, however, seems to have less variabil-

ity in position, as will be indicated by further examples in sec-

tion 16.1,2.1 below. 254
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16.1.2 Postverbal position of the adverbial element. The

postposed position of the adverbial particle of the Hungarian

phrasal verb may be called the "stressed position".for it occurs

when an element other than the verb or prefix is stressed in the

sentence. Such stressable elements include, as we have seen in

Chapter XIII, such "inherently stressed" syntagmas as the negative

nem, the interrogative pronouns and, of course, the stressed re-

sponses to them, in addition to such considerations as imperative

mood and perfective aspect.

16.1.2.1 Position in negative sentences. As discussed pre-

viously, the negative nem can apply to non-verbal elements in a

given sentence, in addition to negating the verb. Compare:

a. 1. Jenos nem megy el.
2, John is not leaVing.

b. 1. Nem Jinos megy el hanem Piste.
2, It's not John but Steve who's leaving.

In instances where there is an auxiliary verb used in conjunction

with a phrasal verb, the presence of the negative particle dis-

places the verbal prefix to its conjunctive position before the

verb:

c. 1. Pista nem akar elmenni.
2. Steve doesn't want to leave.

de 1. Nem kell kimenni.
2. One doesnIT have to go out.

e, 1. A hiz m4g nines eladva,
2. The house isn't sold yet.

As shown above, an auxiliary may also have its own preverb, and in

the case of negation of the "double phrasal verb," either phrasal

verb may be negated. ln this instance, however, the particle as-

sociated with the main verb does not seem to occur in postposed

position, although disjoined as well as conjoined preverbal
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positions are possible without a noticeable difference in meaning.

The following examples may not meet.the approval of purists, but

are nonetheless common in colloquial styles:

f. 1. Nem prObglom meg ingsbgntani.
2. I'm trying naTOMart her feelings.

g. 1. MegprObglom nem megbintani.
Or 2, Meg prObilom lte nem bgntani.

3, I'll try not to:To-hurt her feelings.

16.1.2.2 Position after other stressed elements in the sen-

tence, Just as any syntagma may be negated, and thereby stressed,

in Hungarian, so also can practically any element in a sentence be

questioned, and thereby stressed. The respective answers, of

course, will likewise be stressed. As we have seen in 16.1.1.1

c.11 the predicate may be questioned, in which case the verbal pre-

fix has the flbasic" position! Elment? 'Did he leave?' However,

the predicate need not be the sole element in the sentence in or-

der to be questioned and stressed. Compare the placement of the

adverbial element in these senter then, beginning with the

stressed predicate:

a. 1. Mit csinglt a ketone? What did the soldier do?
2. A katona felugrott a The soldier jumped onto

vonatra, the train,

b. 1. Ki ugrott fel a
vonatra?

2. A katona ugrott fel a
vonatra

c. 1, A katona hova ugrott
fel?

2. A katona a vonatra
ugrott

de 1. Hove ugrott fel a
katona?

2. A vonatra ugrott tel
a ketone..

Who jumped onto the train?-.

The soldier jumped onto
the train.

Where did the soldier
jump?

The soldier jumped onto
the train.

Where did the soldier
jump?

It was on the train that
the soldier jumped.
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e. 1. A katona ugrott fel
a vonatra?

2. A katona ugrott fel
a vonatra,

Was it the soldier who
jumped on the train?

It was the soldier who
jumped on the train.

Stress, then, determines the placement of the adverbial particle

in otherwise identical sentences:

f. 1. Peri elment.
2. Peri ment el.

Frank left.
Frank left.

or: It was Frank who
left.

In non-emphatic imperative situations the adverbial particle also

follows the verb, with or without the prohibitive particle ne:

g. 1. Menj ell
2. Go away,

h. 1. Ne menj ell
2, Don't go away.

Finally, imperfective aspect is associated with postverbal posi-

tion of the adverbial element, perfective with the preposed. Com-

pare the following pairs of sentences:

is 1. Visszament, He returned.
2. Ment vissza. He started back,

el. 1. Szertefutottak az The people scattered.
emberek,

2. Futottak szerte az
emberek,

while indefiniteness is likewise associated with postposed posi-

The people were dispersing.

tion, definiteness with preposed:

k. 1. Orvos ment be.
2. Az orvos bement.

1. 1. Mennek el betegek.
2. Elmennek a betegek..

A doctor went in.
The doctor went in.

Patients are leaving.
The patients are leaving,

16.2 Syntax of the Hungarian phrasal verb in emotionelly emphatic

sentences

In instances where a sentence in Hungarian expresses emotion-

al emphasis, ',double emphasis," the rules for positioning of the
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adverbial particle of a phrasal verb are countermanded, so to

lrspeak. This involves primarily those cases in which the particle

is ordinarily displaced to postverbal position, so that where un-

emotional stress calls for a displacement of the particle, double

stress, or emotional stress, calls for another transformation re-

turning the particle to preposed position. It'would be almost

equivalent to say that the double-stress transformation merely

blocks the single-stress transformation, if it were not for the

fact that emotional emphasis moves the particle two places instead

of one under certain circumstances.

16.2.1 Emphatic negative sentences. While "neutral,' negative

sentences involve a displacement of the adverbial particle to post-

posed position, emphatic negative sentences call for the particle

to be placed before the verb one or two places. A one-place dis-

placement occurs in negative questions involving display of emo-

tion rather than request for information:

a. 1. Host nem eltOrte?
2, well, didn't he break it?

b. 1. Nem aelpiondtam?
2. Well, didn't I say so?

Preposed, conjoined adverbial particles can also be found in those

instances where either the particle or the verb portion of the

phrasal verb is under strong stress, actually with or without an

emotional display:

c. 1. Nem kiment, kidobteik:
2, He didn't go out; he was thrown out:

d. 1. Nem felment, lement.
2. He didn't go up. He went down.

The latter construction shows stronger contrast than the otherwise

equivalent:
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e. 1. Nem ment fel, hanem le.
2. He didn't go up but down.

A two-place umovementu of the adverbial particle may be illustrat-

ed in the following sentence:

f. 1. arel nem menne az orvoshoz semmi kincsert sem.
2, She wouldn't go to the doctor for all the money

in the world.

We have already seen in 16.1.1.2 that emphatic negative sem also

can occur with the particle preceding it:

g. 1. Fel sem eillnak.
2. They don't even stand up.

h. 1. El sem hihned.
2. Wu wouldn't believe it.

16.2.2 Emphatic imperatives. We have seen in 16.1.2.2 (g11

and h.1) that imperatives, both positive and negative, ordinarily

have the prefix following the verb portion of a phrasal verb in

Hungarian. In imperatives showing strong emotional involvement,

on the other hand, the particle occurs in preverbal position. In

negative imperatives, oprohibitives, showing strong emotion the

particle likewise precedes the prohibitive particle ne. Both

types of imperatives here are on the level of threats. Compare

the following changes of word order as one proceeds from a ques-

tion to imperative to emotional command:

Question,

Elmesz?
Are you leaving?

Nem Mesz el?
Aren't you leaving?

Imperative

Menj el:
Go away.

Ne menj el:
Don't leave.

Emotional Command

Elmenj::
Get out-of here::

El ne menj::
Don't you dare

leave::

With the inclusion of the ',Ling formfl of the imperative, we can,

in fact, have three degrees of intensity of imperatives in Hungar-

ian:
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"mild" "normal" "harsh"

menjél ell menj el: elmenj::
you may leave go away: get out-of herell

As can be seen, the syntax of the short and the long imperatives is

the same and needs no special treatment here. Needless to say, the

emotional state of the speaker uttering (or shouting) such commands

as those given in the third column would also be reflected in the

"tone of voice" employed at the time, in addition to facial expres-

sion, gestures, and the like, all of which might be more clearly

recognized by the non-native speaker of Hungarian than the subtle-

ties of syntax reflected in the location of the particle. ln the

case of emotional commands with an auxiliary, the displacement of

the particle may be actually a three-place one. Compare, for ex-

ample:

a. 1. Ne prObglj kimenni:
2. Don't try to go out.

with: b. 1. Ki ne prObtilj menni::
2. Don't you dare try to get out:

also: c. 1. Lim ne merd prObglni::
2. Don't you dare try it:

16.3 Reduplication of particles in phrasal verbs

intensification or reiteration of action can be expressed by

the use of "double" prefixes in Hungarian. The former process com-

pares pretty well to the similar use of two adverbial particles of

somewhat opposed meaning to intensify the-action of the narration.

The latter process in Hungarian consists in actually repeating the

prefixed element to convey the notion of repeated or frequentative

action, a grammatical process which has only a limited parallel in

English phrasal verbs. For the purpose of simplicity, both proces-

ses will be included under the label "reduplication."
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16.3.1 intensification expressed by "double prefixes." Eng-

lish and Hungarian agree in the use of two adverbial particles to

convey the idea of intensification of action. Within an utterance,

however, the corresponding double particles have their own syntac-

tic peculiarities, as can be expected. Nevertheless, it can be

seen from the examples below that the two elements in question be-

have syntactically as one in their respective sentences:

a. 1. /tt dllandelan jdrnak ki-be,
2. People continually go in and out here.

b. 1. Nyugtalanul sdtdlt fel-ali.
2. He walked up, and ddi7Hrestlessly.

From the position of the preverbs in the Hungarian sentences, it

can be seen that the adverbs of manner happen to be stressed in

both cases here.

16.3.2 Reduplicated particle as frequentative marker. The

effect achieved in Hungarian by the use of two identical preverbs

in one phrasal verb cannot be duplicated in English solely by the

repetition of the adverbial element in a phrasal verb. Reduplica-

tion in English, while certainly frequent in some styles of speech

and writing, generally implies intensification, and not necessari-

ly reiteration of action. The effect attained by the repeated el-

ements in such constructions as: "Down, down he went into the a-

byss," and "Up: Up: And awaaay!" is not the same as expressed in

the reduplicated preverb in Hungarian. The latter indicates that

the action is initiated on more than one occasion, as can be seen

in the following examples:

a. 1. Be-bejdr az irodgmba.
2. He comes to my office from time to time.

b. 1. kangseal, kiirillndz.
2. Now and then he stops and looks around.
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c. 1. Elment, de vissza-visszatekintett.
2. He left, but he kept glancing back.

16.4 Preverbs in elliptical responses to ms.-no questions

As indicated in various sections of Chapter XIV, almost any

element in a Hungarian sentence may be questioned by the euployment

of proper stress and word order. In the event the predicate of an

interrogative sentence is a phrasal verb, the prefix normally fol-

lows the verb in all instances where the whole verb or the prefix

itself is not specifically questioned. The responses to such

questions also contain elements that are stressed. Accordingly,

the responses also contain postposed particles. If, on the other

hand, the predicate itself is questioned, then both the question

and answer contain the preposed particle. In fact, both may have

the identical word order, as is the case when the subject (or other

elements) are questioned in yes-no questions. Compare the-follow-

ing pairs of sentences:

a. 1. A katona ugrott fel Was it the soldier ...?
a vonatra?

2, A katona ugrott fel It was the soldier
a vonatra.

b. 1. Felugrott a katona
a vonatra?

2, Felugrott a katona
a vonatra.

Did the soldier jump ...?

The soldier did jump

It goes without saying, however, that in actual conversational sit-

uations speakers tend to avoid repetition of material clearly es-

tablished in the discourse. Therefore, typical answers to such

questions as those given above generally concentrate on the speci-

fic affirmative or negative nature of the response, rather than on

the mutually-known contextual material. This concentration is a-

chieved by elision of all but the most essential information--with-

in the limits of politeness, of course--in both English and
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Hungarian, but with different types of grammatical elements being

employed toward this end. Questioning elements other than the

phrasal verb calls for elision of the whole verb in Hungarian with

a contrasting structure in English. Questioning the verb, on the

other hand, calls for ellipsis of all but the verb or particle,

again with contrasting structures in English. For the sake of

comparison we will discuss the elision of the entire predicate

first,

16.4.1 Elision of predicate in response. A question such as

a.1 above has both phonological and syntactic indications of the

fact that the subject is the topic of enquiry. The English equi-

valent requires an entirely different type of construction from

the Hungarian. The respective responses, however, obviously show

the same type of constructions with only minor transformations

marking the differences. The elliptical answers are likewise

simple deletion transformations of the respective full responses:

full: a, 1. A katona ugrott fel a vonatra.
2. It was the soldier who jumped onto the train.

b. 1. (Igen), a katona.
2. Yes, it was.

Since the element questioned here is a noun phrase, the affirma-

tive answer in Hungarian may equally consist of the pronoun az

(see 6.4.2.1,1):

c. 1, (Igen), az,
2, Yes, it was.

Depending on the social circumstances, igen or yes may of course

suffice as polite responses here, if, on the other hand, the pred-

icate is questioned, then there are elliptical possibilities in

Hungarian which have other counterparts in English.
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16.4.2 Phrasal-verb predicate as response. In instances

where the predicate is questioned, the predicate in Hungarian may

serve as the affirmative response. In the case of a prefixed verb

there are two common possibilities:

full: a. 1. Felugrott a katona a vonatra.
2. The soldier did jump onto the train.

b. 1. (Igen), felugrott.
2. Yes, he did.

or: c. 1. (Igen), fel.
2. Yes, he did.

Thus we see that the adverbial particle substitutes for the phrasal

verb as an affirmative response in the same way that az substitutes

for the noun phrase in parallel situations, and, again depending

on the social situation, both az and any of the verbal prefixes

may serve as sufficiently polite answers to yes-no questions.

Predicates with auxiliaries, however, may involve the inclusion of

the auxiliary in the response, as in English. Thus, we have:

d. 1. EljUssz? Are you coming along?
2. El.. Yes, (I am).

but: e. 1. El kellene mennem Should I go there?
oda?

2, (Igen), Yes, you should.
el(kellene).

A further interlingual contrast is noted in emphatic responses of

the above type since the stressed intensifier must precede the aux-

iliary in English, but must follow in Hungarian. In addition, the

Hungarian reply is prefixed by de, which in other contexts is the

equivalent of but, but which here is a close equivalent of the

French mais in "Mais oui," as will be shown by further examples be-

low. Two possible emphatic answers of this type are:

f. 1. Kikiildted az
értesitést?

2. De ki Im.
3. De ki bizony.
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Did you send out the notice?

I certainly did.
HI sure did."
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16.4.3 Negative responses with phrasal verb. It is neces-

sary at this point to contrast the Hungarian affirmative answers

outlined above with their negative counterparts to note the dif-

ferences in syntactic behavior, Note the differences in the fol-

lowing:

Affirmative

a. 1. Felugrott a ketone.
2. The soldier did jump

up.

b. 1. (Igen), felugrott.
2. Yes, he did (jump up)

c. 1. Fel kellet ugrani.
2. He had to jump up.

d. 1. Fel kellet.
2. He had to.

e. 1. Fel. ,

2, Yal, (he did).

Negative

Nem ugrott fel a ketone.
The soldierard not jump

up.

(Nem), nem ugrott fel.
No, he didn't (jump up).

Nem kellet felugrania.
He didn't have to jump up.

Nem kellet.
He didn't have to.

Nem.
No, (he didn't).

Sentences a.1 and b.1 are possible answers to a question formed

from the same elements as a.1, and the rest are possible answers

answering a question formed from the same elements and same se-

quence as c.l. The affirmative answers may all have igen as an

optional element, while the negative ones may have the sentence-

modifying nem, 'no,' in addition to the predicate-modifying nem

'not.'

16.4.4 Affirmative ,responses to negative questions. While

negative responses have the same form regardless of whether the

question was put negatively or affirmatively, positive answers to

a negative question in Hungarian exhibit one important contrastive

feature worthy of discussion here, namely the use of de as a mark-

er of the contradictory affirmative, generally in conjunction with

igen. Comparing affirmative replies to a question, first in the
26
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positive, then in the negative, we may have:

a. 1. El kellene menni?
2, (Igen), el kellene.
3. (Igen), el.

b. 1. Nem kellene elmenni?
2. De igen, el kellene.
3. De igen, el.
4. De igen.

Should we go?
Yes, we should.
Yes, (we should).

Shouldn't we go?
Yes, we-should.
Yes, we should.
Yes. (Why, yes.)

16.5 Example of literary use of phrasal verb

It may be of interest at this point to illustrate the various

patterns displayed by a phrasal verb under varying conditions of

emphasis. The following is a literary passage quoted by Sauvageot

(1951:145) which has four occurrences of the phrasal verb megtenni

'to do (it)':

Nagyon szeretne me tenni, erzi,
hogy meg kellene tenn e, bolond is
volna, ha nem terErgi,--és mégis
tudja, hogy sohasem Yegja megtenni.

He would like very much to do it.
He feels he ought to do it. He
would indeed be crazy if he didn't
do it, and yet he knows that he'll
never do it.

Placement of the adverbial element clearly indicates where the

points of emphasis lie.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XVI

1. There are also, of course, verbs with "inseparable pre-
fixas" in English (and German). However, these do not behave syn-
tactically in any way different from a simplex verb in the respec-
tive languages. Such prefixed verbs may be contrasted, either in
jest or in earnest, with similar phrasal verbs, e.g., as in Mae
West's famous quip: "I'd rather be looked over than overlooked."

2, As an auxiliary verb, van,occurs with the present gerund
to form the "statal passiven: 7Eaz el van adva. 'The house is
sold.' rogt ls the auxiliary ofthe peraiitiE future: DE men-
ni 'will go.' Kell, lehet, and tud may be labelled "modal auxili-
aries" and are often -eliiiTiralent 17English must, ma, and can, re-
spectively. bluszáj is a colloquial equivalent of ken. Akar
'want,' szeret 'like,' and szgndgkoz 'intend/ generally offer lit-
tle diffiaTIFY for English-speaking students. Szokott, on the
other hand, is past in form and therefore can be misinterpreted as
'used tot since it denotes repeated or customary action. However,
since it is used for designating present-time actions, the English
equivalents are best rendered by usually/generally +verb, or by
the use of the non-continuous present tense form. Tetszik is a
polite "filleru: Le tetszik alni? 'Would you care to sit down?'
El tetszik menni? 'Are you leaving, (sir/ma'am)?'

3. The examples given in the rest of this chapter have been
collected over a period of five years. Accordingly, it is no
longer possible to state the exact source of every sentence, es-
pecially the more colloquial ones. The examples taken from writ-
ten sources may all be documented, but since all of the sentences
have been checked by a native informant and found to be acceptable,
it was not felt necessary to list every single source. Banhidi
and JOkay 1962:417, Bgnhidi et al. 1965:275 and 399, and Tompa
1962:476 were especially useful sources for examples used in this
chapter.
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PART FOUR

GRAM1viATICAL-SEMANTIC NOTIONS
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INTRODUCTION TO PART FOUR

We have already considered a specific syntactic area which

could actually have been given a ngrammatical-semanticll label,

namely the category of definiteness, which, as we have seen, in-

volves notional as well as grammatical considerations. While

stress and word order involve little that could be called seman-

tics, we may return to semantic-grammatical areas by discussing

several very important features of grammar which do depend, in

part, at least, on how real-world events or entities are viewed.

Only three broad areas will be considered here, each of which

could be discussed in a work of monograph proportions. These

areas are time and tense, aspect, and number. We shall discuss

them in that order.
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CHAPTER XVII

TIME AND TENSE USAGE

17.0 Introduction

It would be a banality to say that an English-speaking student

of Hungarian would be expected to experience a considerable amount

of difficulty in attempting to "map" his elaborate native tense

system onto the relatively restricted tense system of Hungarian.

Although both languages agree in having only two "simple" tenses,

i.e., one-word forms, English has a fairly elaborate system of

verbal combinations, up to four words in length, which have only

partially corresponding equivalents in Hungarian. Moreover, the

varied uses to which one form or combination of forms may be put

pose special contrastive problems, even after one has noted what

might be the "basic" tense correspondences in the two languages

under discussion. The combination would 2.2, for example, requires

at least three different forms as equivalents in Hungarian in such

sentences as:

a. 1. He would iica there if we asked him to.
2. He said he would A2 there tomorrow.
3. Every day he would £2 into the same bar and order

the same drink.

The last sentence shows another feature of English "tense" forms,

namely that they express more about the aspect of the action than

about the time, a feature, of course, quite evident in the use of

the "continuous" forms in English, various adverbials being re-

quired in Hungarian to convey more or less the same semantic iu-

port. All this is in addition to the fact that moods also play an

important role in considerations of tense in English. Moreover,

the picture may be further complicated by the fact that English
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has two voices in which verb forms may appear, while Hungarian, as

we have seen, has two conjugations for all tense forms. Since we

have dealt fairly extensively with matters pertaining to the em-

ployment of the definite conjugation, we need not elaborate any

further on the latter topic. However, all of the other factors

mentioned above warrant fuller discussion, beginning with the sim-

ple forms.

17.1 Simple tense forms

Leaving aside philosophical argument as to the nature of time?'

we will assume time to be an objective reality capable of being

viewed from either the internal, i.e., personal, point of view or

from the external, i.e., measurable, recursive sequence of natural

events. It is the first of these that reflects itself most notice-

ably in the tense systems of English and Hungarian, and it is here

that we will concentrate most of our attention in this chapter.2

17.1.1 "Present tense" usage in English and Hungarian. ln

this section we are using the term "present tense" as a convenient

label for the simple verb forms in either English or Hungarian

which, among other things, are employed to deaignate"generic time"

(Jespersen 1965:259), as in the following "timeless" statements:

a. 1. The Earth revolves around the sun.
2. A FOld a Nap korul kering.

b. 1. A viz 100 fokneil forr.
2. Water boils at 100 degrees.

In addition to designating such timeless, natural events as above,

the present tense forms of both English and Hungarian are used to

indicate events which are habitually repeated, without any refer-

ence to laws of nature:
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C. 1. Minden nap moziba megy.
2. He goes to the movies every day.

However, in designating other types of events and their reference

to the time of the discourse 2 there are a considerable number of

interlingual contrasts. Indeed, it becomes quite evident that the

term "present tense" is a misnomer for these simple verb forms in

both English and Hungarian. Nor is the widespread labellinon-past"

entirely satisfactory, for it is quite obvious that the forms com-

monly designated "present tense" forms may be used in reference to

past, present, and future time under various circumstances. It is

our intention here to view these circumstances -c determine what

contrasting and what comparable processes are employed by the two

different languages under study.

17.1.1.1 "Present tense" to designate past events. In both

English and Hungarian the present tense may be employed as the so-

called "historical present" in narrating nast events. This term

is also an unfortunate designation, for rather than lending a fla-

vor of antiquity, or anything of that nature, to the narrative,

this employment of the present tense lends vividness: immediacy,

to the retelling and may be more aptly called "dramatic presents',

The dramatic present seems to be more common in Hungarian than in

English, where to me it smacks a little of the substandard or pro-

vincial:

a. 1. So there I am yesterday, walking down the street,
when this guy comes up to me and says,,...

2. Tegnap megyek aza-an, amint egy Mato odajon
es azt mondja, hogy

The present tense can also be used to relate a past-time event in

Hungarian in reported speech if the present tense was used in the

original speech act. The tense of the eouivalent in English
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depends on the tense of the verb of reporting, a past-tense verb

usually being followed by a verb in the past tense, regardless of

the tense of the verb in the original discourse. It may serve a

useful purpose here to illustrate this interlingual contrast at

this point, although more will be said in this regard in 18.2.2 be- -

low:

b. 1. I asked what he was doinK.
2. (Azt) kérdeztem, hogy mit csingl. (pres.)

It is clear that, although the action designated by the present-

tense form csingl is in the past with respect to the reporting,

i.e., the second speech event, it was an on-going activity with re-

spect to the asking, the first speech event. It will be shown be-

low that the English pattern can produce anomalies when it comes to

reporting of events which are still on-going at the time of the re-

porting of the speech event.

17.1.1.2 "Present tense° to indicate on-going events. The

simple present tense form in both English and Hungarian can be used

to indicate a simple on-going event, in addition to the "timeless"

and repeated events mentioned in 17.1.1 above. However, in this

area there are so many intralingual and interlingual contrasts that

it is best to discuss this point separately. The problem here lies

in the fact that while Hungarian has only one tense to designate

present-time activities, English has the simple present, the pres-

ent continuous, the present perfect, the present perfect continuous,

in addition to the "emphatIc" (or negative and interrogative) form

with do. While the present continuous tense is the favored tense

for indicating on-going events in conversational English, it is a

well-known fact that o considerable number of verbs in English or-

dinarily d- ot occur in this form in non-emphatic uses except in
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secondary meanings.3 The verb to be moreover, does not occur in

the present continuous if a permanent characterization is intended

by the predicate adjective:

a. 1. You are silly.
VS. 2, You are being silly.

The reader might be immediately reminded of the contrast, under

similar circumstances, that can be made between ser and estar in

Spanish. Hungarian, on the other hand, has no paradigmatic means

of making such contrasts and has to achieve the same results by

other means, including differing verb fprms. The above sentences,

then, may be rendered into Hungarian as follows:

b. 1. Te ostoba vagy. (laze')
2, Te ostobgn viselkedsz. (tbehave,)

Since it is possible to indicate the temporary (and often amateur-

ish) engagement in an activity by the frequentative morpheme

-skod-, a.2 may also be rendered:

3. Te ostobáskodsz.

A few of the English verbs listed in footnote 3 can be used in the

present continuous only when used in secondary meanings, two dif-

ferent verbs being required to convey the same semantic import in

Hungarian:

c. 1. I see a man out there. (*am seeing)
2. L6fa egy embert odakint.

VS. d. 1. Steve is seeing a lot of Kate these days.
(visits her often)

2. Pista sokszor talglkozik Katdval mostangban.
(Imeets1)

and: e. 1. I'm seeing my doctor this afternoon.
2. Ma delutan az orvosomhoz megyek. (Igoingl)

Thus, while some verbs in English can hardly occur in the continu-

ous form and will accordingly present fewer problems for the stud-

ent searching for equivalents in Hungarian, it goes without saying
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that the student has to be especially alert in recognizing the

idiomatic nature of sotae English verbs, as illustrated above, and

seek out different lexical items as proper equivalents in Hungarian

A further illustration of this fact would be the verb appear in

contrast with the verb resemble, for example, which occurs only in

the simple present form:

f. 1. He resembles his father.
2. HasairEFrapjdhoz.

but: g. 1. He appears sick.
2. Betegnek lgtszik. (Iseems1)

vs. h. 1. He's appearing there today.
2. Ott szerepel ma. Oplays a role') (also: la fel)

and so on. This whole phenomenon, of course, is another illustra-

tion of the truism that extensive one-to-one correspondences can

hardly be expected between the °equivalent" forms of two different

languages, even though these forms otherwise resemble each other in

many respects.

17,1.1.2.1 Hungarian simple present vs. other forms in ks-

lish. As mentioned above, the continuous tense in English is the

favored tense to indicate an on-going event while the Hungarian

form appears in the present. Several examples may suffice here to

illustrate this common phenomenon:

a. 1. The man's looking at me.
2. Az ember engemet néz.

b, 1. Isn't the baby sleeping?
2, A kisbaba nem alszik?

The currency of the on-going event may be marked in English by ad-

verbs, of course, some of the most common being now, today, etc.,

and always, which is frequently used in hyperbole:

c. 1. What is she doing now?
2. Mit csinal most?
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d. 1. Where is he workin today?
2. Hol dolgozik ma?

e. 1. He's always complaining.
2. Mindig panaszkodik.

It is also a well-known fact that the simple present tense in Hun-

garian, and in many other languages of Europe, is used in situa-

tions where the equivalent in English requires the present perfect

tense. Whenever the duration or extent of an on-going activity is

indicated or questioned by a suitable time-adverbial, the present

perfect is called for in English. It should be noted, however,

that those verbs which ordinarily occur in the continuous form to

designate unmarked on-going events do occur in the present perfect

continuous also:

f. 1. How long have you been here? (*are)
2. Midta vagy itt?

but: g. 1. How lonii have you been waiting for him? (*wait or
2. Micka varsz rd.? are ...

waiting)

Much more will be said of the continuous tenses in the discussion

of aspect below.

17.1.1.3 Simple "present!' to indicate future events. The

simple present tense in both English and Hungarian can be employed

to designate events which are to take place in the future. This

practice is especially common in both languages in instances where

the time adverbial clearly marks the futurity of the action, as

with tomorrow, next week/month/year, etc., and their Hungarian e-

quivalents holnap, j611.6' héten/h6napban/evben, etc. This use of the

present form is much more prevalent in Hungarian than it is in Eng-

lish since, as we have seen, there are other alternates to the sim-

ple present tense in the latter language which may also be used in

this way, not to mention the fact that Engliph has several
`Cr
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periphrastic futures which are commonly used, ln my dialect the

use of the present as a future is restricted to two principal uses:

1) optionally to indicate each of a series of future events, and

2) obligatorily to indicate a futurity after a future and a tempor-

al conjunction. Several examples of 1) are:

a. 1. I leave for Vienna tomorrow. (also: am leavingo
2. Holnap indulok Becsbe. leave, am

spins to leave,
etc.)

b, 1. Firptowe fp to Vienna, then to Rome.
2, Eloszor Becsbe, utana Romaba megyunk.

In giving examples of the obligatory use of the future tense in

English, we can at the same time indicate where the present tense

cannot be used to indicate futurity in English, while the Hungarian

equivalent may still be indicated by the use of the present. Thus,

in the main clause in each of the following sentences, the unmarked

futurity must be indicated by the periphrastic future in English,

while in the dependent clause futurity is already marked and need

not be represented in the verb form. The Hungarian equivalent sen-

tences may have the present tense in both cases:

c. 1. Illlesend you a post card when I arrive, (*send;
2, Kuldok egy kepeslapot, amint megerkezek.

arrivT

d. 1. I won't leave the house,until she phones. (*donit
2 Addig nem hagyom el a hazat, amig fel

ZIT1;nem hfv telefonon.
phone)

The two Hungarian sentences immediately above illustrate at least

two other features of Hungarian grammar which may be profitably

discussed at this point, namely, 1) Hungarian does have a peri-

phrastic future, like English, which may be used instead of the

present tense, as in c.2, for example, and 2) Hungarian may view

the continuity of an on-going event while the parallel situation
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in English is considered from the point of view of the future ter-

mination of the event. In discussing point 1) it should be men-

tioned that the Hungarian periphrastic future may be manipulated

to indicate varying degrees of certainty of the fulfillment of the

future event. Thus, c,2 can have at least the following variants,

the second being more emphatic:

e. 1. Ktilder1i fogok egy kepeslapot, amint megérkezek.
2. I'll send you a post card when I arrive.

f. 1. Fogok kiildeni egy kepeslapot amint megerkezek.
2. I will send you a post card when I arrive.

(roTThromise to)

Emphasis on the auxiliary, in fa, for example, may achieve the

same effect in English that is achieved by inversion in Hungarian.

Point 2) as discussed above manifests itself most notably in the

negation of the second verb. This means that the activity desig-

nated by the first-mentioned verb continues during the time that

the activity designated by the second verb has not been completed.

Thus d.2, which happens to have a negative in the main clause also,

may be paraphrased: 'My act of leaving the house will not take

place during the time that her phone call has not been placed.'

However, this characteristic feature of Hungarian grammar is not

irrevocably rooted in the grammatical system, as is evidenced by

the fact that the negative is optional in many instances. Several

examples of this tendency may suffice:

g, 1. Addig nem tudok vglaszt adni, amfg(nem) beszélem
meg a dolgot a felesegemmel.

2. I can't give you an answer until I discuss the mat-
ter-with my wife.

h. 1. Piste addig gyalogolt, amfg egy kunyhdra (nem)
taldlt.

2. Steve walked until he found a hut.

As evidenced by the last example, the to-be-completed action could

actually be completed with respect to a 44,/.. speech event, but61'0
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viewed from the time of the first event, it was still to be ful-

filled.

17.1.2 Simple past tense. Just as we have seen one simple

form in Hungarian corresponding to several present-tense forms in

English, so also can we find just one past form in Hungarian cor-

responding to various past-tense possibilities in English. There

are many points of agreement in the uses of the respective simple

past tenses of Hungarian and English, but obviously many points of

contrast as well, which we will attempt to bring out in detail here.

One point of agreement is found in the indication of events consid-

ered past with respect to the time of the speech event and not to

other events in the discourse itself, Thus we have:

a, 1. I went to the movies last night.
2. Tegnap este moziba mentem.

b, 1. Where were you last night?
2. Hol vOITE tegnap este?

Interrogation of other past-tense verbs in English, of course, re-

quires the use of the past tense of the interrogative auxiliary do

with the inversion of subject and auxiliary, while the correspond-

ing Hungarian simple verbs require neither an interrogative auxili-

ary nor inversion. We have already had numerous examples of this

simple fact scattered throughout this study, and consequently need

but one illustration here:

c. 1. Where did you Ep?
2. Hove men-tel.?

Needless to say, the above is only one area in which the simple

past in Hungarian requires a composite form in English, some of

which we will now proceed to discuss.
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17.1.2.1 Simple past in Hungarian vs. present perfect in

English. The present perfect tense needs special discussion here

for it not only designates on-going events begun in the past, re-

quiring, as we have seen, the Hungarian present tense for proper

translation, but also past events, the effects of which are still

felt in the discourse situation. These latter instances naturally

require the verb to be in the simple past in Hungarian sentences of

the same semantic import. The immediacy of the effect of the e-

vents designated by the verbs in the present perfect in English is

often strengthened by the employment of such adverbs as ael, al-

ready, just, etc., but these need not be present for the verb form

to achieve its proper effect:

a. 1. I've seen that film already.
2, Azt a filmet mdr lgttam,

b. 1. John hasn't come yet.
2, Jgnoi-Egg-nem jott meg.

The important feature of the use of the present perfect tense in

English is the fact that the effects of the event indicated by the

given verb are still being felt, or that if the action of the verb

has not yet been fulfilled, it is still capable of being fulfilled.

This convention may be illustrated by contrasts in tense form in

English, the Hungarian equivalent often employing the adverb mgr

to indicate the open-endedness of the situation in regard to final

fulfillment:

c. 1. Have you seen the Picassc exhibit? (It's still onj
2 Ipaiad mirg-Picasso-kigllItgst? -

vs. d. 1. Did you see the Picasso exhibit? (It's over.)
2. IrEtad i-FIcasso-kigllItgst? -

This contrast is especially striking in the negative, where the

present perfect may even have a time limit placed on the possibi-

lity of fulfillment of the action stated by the verb, In this case
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the adverbial leg nem 'not yet' is used in Hungarian to convey the

idea of open-endedness in the equivalent sentence:

e, 1. I haven't shaved this morning.
(said before noon; "I still may.")

2. I didn't shave this morning.
(said after noon, or if before, then with meaning
"I don't intend to.")

The adverb zet may be used to reinforce the idea that the non-ful-

filled action may still be completed, thereby paralleling the Hun-

garian ass nem, but its use is optional:

f, 1. I havien't shaved (vet) today.
2. Ma Inez nem borotvalkoztam.

Many subtleties of meaning can be achieved by the use of the pres-

ent perfect (as opposed to the simple past in English) to the ef-

fect that the results of the completed action are still valid. ln

some instances it is difficult to separate this effect from the

mere fact of open-endedness, since past events may be repeated even

while their effects are still being felt. It may prove useful to

give further examples here, showing by paraphrase the semantic ef-

fect of the present perfect:

g. 1. I've read David Copperfield, (Therefore I know the
work)

vs, 2, I-read David Copperfield, (I'm reporting a sim-
ple fact.)

VS.

h. 1. I've read this book five times.
-(Either: I know the work, or I may read it
again.)

2. I read this book five times. (fact)

While the Hungarian equivalent sentences must use different means

of expressing the contrast achieved in English by the use of the

present perfect versus the simple past to indicate the possibility

of completed action, Hungarian does seem to have a similar contrast

in the use of the simple past vs, the simple present in instances

where the duration of an activity (or the non-fulfillment of the
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activity) is indicated:

is 1. We haven't seen Mary for several months.
2, MgirgertObbEreapja nem lgttuk. (past; possibili-

ties closed)
3. Mgrigt tObb hcinapja nem lgtjuk. (pres.; possibili-

ties open)

A further interlingual contrast along these lines is found in the

use of the simple past in Hungarian with the placement of the ad-

verb in various positions in the sentence to denote expectation of

the fulfillment in one instance and surprise in the other, an ef-

fecc .chieved in English by the use of two different adverbs:

J. 1. A gyerekek elmentek mgr iskolgba?
2. Have the children gone to school fly

k. 1. Mgr elmentek a gyerekek iskolgba?
2. Have the children gone to school already?

It might be pointed out at this Juncture that Hungarian often does

not make a clear-cut distinction between the duration of an event

and the point of time at which the event took place or terminated.

Thus, one and the same time adverbial may be used in reference to

these differing aspects of time. In the case of the present tense

(present perfect in English) such adverbials indicate the duration

of the on-going activity; with the past tense, on the other hand,

the identical adverbs indicate a point in time:

1. 1. Ket eve, hogy itt van.
2. He has been here for two years.

m. 1. Ket eve, hogy itt volt.
2. He was here two years ago. (*has been)

Ambiguities are possible with the use of Ora 'hour,' which is homo-

phonous with Ora 'o'clock,' when the suffix -1.1i is used since it is

used equally for indicating duration and point of time:

n, 1, Kgt &lag dolgozott.
2. He worked for two hours.

or: 3. He worked until two o'clock.

In neither case can the English present perfect be used here since
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it would indicate that the event is on-going when used in conjunc-

tion with an adverb of duration, or is repeated when used with such

adverbials as until phrases. Other adverbs indicating more or less

definite points in past time are completely incompatible with the

present perfect, as can be illustrated in the following examples:

o. 1. *1 have gone to the movies yesterday.
2, *She has met him two years ago.

Teachers of English to speakers of other languages might recognize

these as being typical of mistakes made as a result of the inter-

ference with the use of the present perfect in German in such in-

stances. This does bring up a point of contrast between English

and Hungarian word order when both a time adverbial and a place ad-

verbial are present in the same sentence. Hungarian agrees with

the German practice in placing the time adverbial before place des-

ignations. English, of course, has the reverse order:

p. 1. Mgr tiz hcinapja tgvol van.
2. He has been away ten months now. (*ten months

away)

q. 1, Tfz eve lakik Dudapesten.
2, He has lived in Budapest (for) ten years.

This order holds in Hungarian even when the adverbs are not contig-

uous, although, naturally, any syntactic element may be taken out

of its normal order and placed elsewhere in the sentence for the

sake of emphasis. This holds especially for time adverbials in

English, but almost any element in Hungarian, as we have seen in

Chapter XIII.

17,2 Composite tense forms

Although we have occasionally spoken of composite tense forms

in the first section of this chapter as possible or necessary equi-

valents of Hungarian simple tenses, it is necessary to discuss the
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multiple-forms here because we have not fully exploited the full

range of umeanings" possible with the numerous compound verbs of

English. In addition to this, Hungarian has several composite

forms of its own which are worthy of discussion here. We shall be-

gin with the forms which show the greatest amount of similarity be-

tween the two languages, namely the periphrastic futures.

17.2.1 The periphrastic futures in English and Hungarian. We

have seen that while both English and Hungarian can, to varying de-

grees, use the simple present tenses to indicate future action, in

addition, however, both languages have recourse to a composite form

to indicate future events with varying amounts of certainty as to

fulfillment. As indicated in 17,1,2, the composite future in Hun-

garian may be used to indicate certain action by the prepositioning

of the verb with the auxiliary in very first position. Although

traditional grammars place great emphasis on the fact that the Eng-

lish future auxiliary will was originally a full verb signifying an

act of volition, there seems to me to be very little left of strong

determination in the auxiliary will, which, unless stressed, is con-

tracted to 111 in most cases. Moreover, even the stressed form of

the future may be replaced by other verbs, or verb-adverb combina-

tions, to indicate varying degrees of determination regarding the

future action. Thus, starting with "neutral!! indications of future

action, a form of pa serving as the future auxiliary in Hungarian,

we have:

a. 1. (Majd) meg fogoin'tenni.
2. do it fl-Tarr

b. 1. Mennyi ideig Lag tartani a munka?
2. How long will the work last?

Stressing the immediacy of the future action, we may also have, for

example:
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c. 1. We are (just) about to leave.
2. mi e3-17en induldban/induldfelben vagyunk.

or: d. 1. We are ready to leave.
2, gppen indulasra keszen vagyunk.

vs: e, 1. We'll leave.
2. Indulni fogunk.

Using the present continuous tense in English instead of the future

also lends immediacy to the action, while the corresponding Hungar-

ian sentence generally employs the present tense to achieve the

same effect, the future not being excluded, however:

f. 1. She's flying to Vienna tomorrow.
2, Holnap Becsbe reptile (Ess repani)

g. 1. He's getting married soon.
2. ROVidesen megnOsill.

h. 1. I'm going on vacation in July.
2, Juliusban szabadsggra megyek.

Another extremely common verbal combination for expressing more or

less certainty with respect to future actions in English is mia
to which in some varieties of American English has virtually oust-

ed will as the current sign of the future:

i. 1. She's going to ay to Vienna tomorrow.
2, Ilmacl_E to .82 on vacation in July.

all of which would have the same Hungarian equivalents as already

indicated. Certainty, coupled with varying degrees of moral or

social obligation, may also be expressed in English by the use of

is to in place of will. The Hungarian equivalents will vary ac-

cording to the amount of obligation intended to be conveyed:

j. 1. She is to sly to Vienna tomorrow.
2. TeriiR szefint holnap Becsbe repUl. (laccording to

plans')

If the certainty expressed by is to is quite strong, then, of

course, other lexical items may be substituted for the auxiliary:
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k. 1. He is to stay for three weeks.
or: 2. He intends to stay for three weeks.

3. iiiiarThitig sztindekozik maradni.

It goes without saying that almost any number of adverbs may be

used to indicate various degrees of certainty of future action,

ranging from probably Ivaloszintilegl to absolutely Ifeltetlenull

and covering everything in between. However, this is more a matter

of semantics than syntax and cannot be pursued further here. One

morpho-syntactic item that ought to be mentioned at this point,

however, is the fact that Hungarian has a special future form of

the verb van 'is,' namely lesz.4 Several examples may be given

here:

1. 1. eltven eves leszek a kiivetkezOszUletesnapomon.
2. I'll be fifty on my next birthday,

m, 1. Holnap vastrnap lesz.
2. Tomorrow will be Sunday.

17.2.1.1 The periphrastic future as a polite request in Eng-

lish. Up to this point in our study we have assumed that will is

the only viable auxiliary used in the periphrastic future in Ameri-

can English. This means we can ignore shall here for all practical

purposes, except for one widespread use, namely in interrogative

sentences with a first-person subject. Upon inspection of several

examples of this usage, one must, in fact, conclude that shall is

actually no longer a future auxiliary, but rather a "polite inter-

rogative" and, as such, should not be translated by the future in

Hungarian, as is sometimes done in textbooks of English, (See,

for example, Tarjén and Korenchy 1965:62,) In a typical English

sentence such as a.1 below, for example, an opinion is requested,

while in a.2 a factual yes-no answer is sought in regard to the

future action:
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a. 1. Shall ve work on Sunday?
vs. 2, Are we going to work on Sunday?

Hungarian equivalents of the polite reruests marked by shall are

best rendered by the appropriate verb in the imperative, as in the

following examples:

b. 1. Where shall we gsy .

2. Hova MeHTEk?

c. 1. Shall I open the window?
2, Kinyissam az ablakot?

That these are polite requests rather than questions relating to

futurity is clearly evidenced by the variety of formulas used as

a substitute for shall by speakers who feel this form is too form-

al. Some of these are:

d. 1. Do you mind if I close the window?
2. Is it arrfight if I close the window?

or: 3. Do at want me to close the window?
or even: 4, How about if I close the window?

all of which may be rendered by the verbs in the imperative in Hun-

garian or the polite szabad? 'may DI, e.g., "Szabad becsuknom?"

'May I close it?' However, discussing such formulas further here,

as important as they are in a complete grammar of either language

under study, leads too far out of the realm of syntax.

17.2,2 Other composite verb forms in Hungarian. In the prev-

ious sections of this chapter we have seen that Hungarian, like

English, has only two "simple" tenses, namely, the present and the

past, and one composite form, the periphrastic future, a "syntactic

construction" rather than a tense, according to Antal (1966).

Whether one cares to label the conditional and the imperative as

"tenses" (Antal 1966) or as "moods" (Iotz 1962), one is still con-

fronted with a residue of composite verbal forms in Hungarian which

are worthy of brief consideration here. One of these composite
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forms, namely the conditional perfect, is of paradigmatic signifi-

tcance since it is the regular past-time counterpart of the simple

conditional. The other verbal combination, szoktam + infinitive,

is anomalous on several counts.5

f

17.2.2.1 The conditional perfect. As a composite tense, the

Hungarian conditional perfect shows several points of contrast with

the corresponding form in English. In the first place, the lexical

verb is inflected for person while in English it is the auxiliary

(Or the first verb in a compound auxiliary) which shows the inflec-

tion, if, indeed, there is any inflection at all. The auxiliary

precedes the main verb in English, while it generally follows in

Hungarian. Just as the present conditional in Hungarian is used

in both the "contrary-to-fact" conditional clause and the main

clause, so also is the perfect conditional used in both clauses.

The English equivalents generally require the "subjunctive" and the

"conditional," respectively, although, of course, there often is

little formal justification for such labelling. Here the transla-

tions will serve to indicate what the possible English correspon-

dences might be. Thus, if in a present-time situation a sentence

such as as1 is uttered, then the corresponding past-time utterance

would appear as b,1 the English equivalents being as given:

a, 1. Ha ott lennek, megmondangm neki.
2. If I were there, I would tell him.

b. 1. Ha ott lettem voltlab megmondtam volna neki.
2, If I had been there, I would have told him.

While the present conditional occurs quite often in optative con-

structions and polite formulas in Hungarian, the perfect condition-

al has a more restricted range of uses. Although the latter may

indeed be used to express wishes relating to unfulfilled events, it
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is quite anomalous in constructions Laeant to be softened requests

parallel to the frequent constructions with the present condition-

al. In fact, the overwhelming uses of the perfect conditional do

involve an indication of some unfulfilled action, either in opta-

tive or declarative form. Several additional examples may suffice

to illustrate this tendency:

c. 1. Bgrcsak eljOttgl volna te is:
2. If only you had come along too:

d. 1. Mi lett volna, ha nem lgttalak volna
2, What would have happened if I had not seen you

The English sentences be2 and d.2 show a simplifying tendency which

is reminiscent of the reduction shown by the periphrastic future

in if (or when) clauses, namely, like the future, the conditional

perfect in English need not be marked in an if clause since the

main clause has a marked conditional perfect. This tendency car-

ries over to optative clauses also, where, of course, the main

clause is "deleted." The Hungarian counterparts of the two English

sentences just mentioned also show an item of intralingual contrast

which should be called to the student's attention. This is the

fact that the verb van tist has its perfect conditional built on

the stem le-, and not vol- as is its preterite, all other verbs,

of course, forming the perfect conditional from the simple past

form (definite or indefinite). Thus, the expected form voltam

volna is obsolete,

17,2.2,2 The szoktam + infinitive construction. There is an

anomaly in both the present-time and past-time uses of the szoktam

construction in Hungarian. To begin with, this verb itself is

morphologically a past tense form, but when used with the infini-

tive alone, it indicates a customary or regularly repeated action,
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The English equivalent of this syntactic construction is often the

simple present-tense form, with or without such adverbs as usually,

generally, etc.:

a. 1, Szabad idEmben sgtglni szoktam.
2. In my free time I usually take a walk.

b. 1. Nem szoktunk elkósni.
2. We usually doriTtEFEe late.

c. 1. Nem szoktam cigarettgzni.
2. I don't smoke.

In each instance here, the English-speaking student might be tempt-

ed to see a close parallel between the szoktam construction and the

English used to. However, as indicated above, the time references

do not agree, szoktam being used for present-time situations in

spite of its past-tense form. To indicate customary action in the

past Hungarian often displays another type of anomaly, namely the

use of the "remote past', (Hungarian regmUlt) of the auxiliary szok-

tam, a tense otherwise obsolete in modern standard Hungarian. This

composite form, consisting of the past tense of both the above aux-

iliary and the pluperfect auxiliary van, is quite rare, and accord-

ing to my informant, occurs most acceptably in final position in a

sentence showing comparison. In such instances used to is a good

equivalent in English:

d. 1. Mgr nem todok olyan gyorsan futni, mint ahogyan
szoktam volt.

2. I can't run as fast as I used to.

This type of indication of repeated or customary action leads us to

a more detailed consideration of aspect, which now follows,
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XVII

1. See Bull 1960 for an extensive discussion of this matter.

2. Hall 1959 gives numerous illustrations of how different
cultures view time "informally" or personally, and what the non-
linguistic consequences of such views are.

3. The following list of verbs which generally do not occur
in the continuous tense, though not complete, may be of interest:
see, hear, notice, recognize, smell (intr.), taste (intr.), remem-
ber3 forget, know, understand, recall., recoliTarbelieve, (also
feel, think), suppose, mean, 6:117;771tEdiFETE70)717gET: wish, de-
I-Fa, refuse, forgive, care, love, hate, like, be fond of, be an-
.225 etE7Tidore, seemrilinify, appear ("seem6Y7 belong to, mat-
ter posseir(ilso have), consist of, sal7 and others. (See Tar-
jan and Korenchy 1965:35.)

4. In generative terms, the (obligatory) change of van + len-
ni to lesz is a transformation on the same order as the one whia-
requirirthat nem + van be changed to nincs and the one changing
is + nem to sem or ii-(or se) + nincs to sinus.

5. The verb szokni may be conjugated for all persons, of
course, but for the sake of simplicity here I am using the first
person singular form as a symbol for all forms.
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CHAPTER XVIII

ASPECT

18,0 Introduction

We have already mentioned, if only briefly, several devices

used in Hungarian to mark various aspects, ln the case of phrasal

verbs, for example, we have shown that 1) the addition of a prefix

often shows perfective aspect while the simplex verb shows imper-

fectiveness, e.g. megenni 'to eat up' vs. ennil'to eat' 2) post-

position of the prefix often indicates imperfectiveness vs, the

perfectiveness of the preposed position: Hazament, ,He went home.'

vs. Ment haza, 'He was on the way home.1 and 3) reduplication of

the prefix indicates the frequentative aspect: Vissza-visszatekin-

tett, 'He kept glancing back.1 We have also indicated that there

is a productive suffix employed to give frequentative meaning to

verbs or to form frequentative verbs out of nouns or adjectives.

The example given above was ostobgskodik 'he's acting silly' from

ostoba 'stupid, silly.' The truth of the matter is that there are

numerous, more or less productive suffixes in Hungarian which may

be used to give aspectual nuances to some verbs. These formative

suffixes will be considered to be lexical items here which can be

gotten from one of the more complete grammars of Hungarian.1 What

is of more immediate concern for a contrastive analysis such as

this are the syntactic devices used in English and Hungarian for

indicating the state of completion of an action or the relative time

of one event compared to another. These are not readily converti-

ble to lists in dictionaries or glossaries. As is well known, the

favored device in English for indicating imperfect aspect is the

use of the continuous (or "progressive") tenses, while Hungarian
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uses various time-adverbials to make the same sort of differentia-

tion. We have already seen numerous exanples of these given with-

out much elaboration, Now follows the necessary elaboration,

18,1 The continuous tenses in English

The English tenses we will be dealing with in this section can

be illustrated as follows: is writing, was writing, has been writ-

ing, had been writing, will be writing, and will have been writing.

These will be referred to as the present continuous, past continu-

ous, etc. We have already discussed the first of these briefly in

our treatment of the present tense and the periphrastic future in

Hungarian and have indicated that the present continuous in English

generally requires a present-tense form in Hungarian unless refer-

ence is made to a future event, in which case the periphrastic fti-

ture is occasionally used in the Hungarian equivalent. We have

also indicated that the continuous tense in English shows an intra-

lingual contrast with the simple present tense since the latter may

denote a permanent characteristic, while the former shows a tran-

sitory state: are being silly vs. are silly, for example. It is

our intention at this point to further relate the continuous tenses

to matters of relative time and, primarily by translation, to in-

dicate what devices may be used to convey the same sort of distinc-

tions in Hungarian, when such distinctions are felt to be neces-

sary,

18,1,1 Present-time relations as expressed bay the continuous

tenses. The most characteristic feature of the continuous tenses

is their dependent, that is to say, their context-bound nature.

They characteristically relate the time of an on-going activity to

some other time, either explicitly expressed in the discourse, or
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implicit in the discourse situation. This means, among other

things, that the past continuous cannot acceptably be the only

tense form in a sentence intended as the sole utterance in a dis-

course, while the simple past tense can serve this function. Thus

a.1 below seems deficient as a discouxse; there seems to be more

information needed. After hearing a.1, one is inclined to ask,

"Vell, what happened?11 while a.2 is complete as it stands:

a. 1. I was writing a letter to my aunt yesterday.
vs. 2. I wrote a letter to my aunt yesterday.

Unless otherwise marked, the present continuous tense relates to

a non-habitual or non-characteristic, on-going event with an im-

plied time-limit, in contrast to the repetition or open-endedness

of an action expressed in the simple present tense. It is in this

way that we can contrast is being silly (now) with is (always/usu-

ally/generally) silly. Further examples are given in the follow-

ing sentences, the translations of which indicate that differing

verbs can be used in Hungarian to achieve the same sort of contras

shown by the different verb forms in English:

b. 1. He's living in Paris. (temporarily, or at least
2. P4iTiFEEEg1. now as opposed to the past

vs. c. 1. He lives in Paris. (permanent home, no time limit
2, Pgrizsban lakik.

The time relationship implicit in the present continuous tense may

of course, be reinforced by the use of such adverbs as now or now-

adays, etc., and the time-limit may likewise be stated: He's liv

ing in Paris for the time being.11 Thus, b.1 implies prior know).-

edge of the subject's former residence, while col does not. Like-

wise d.1 below would generally be asked if the interlocutor has

some prior knowledge relating to the addressee's former occupation

otherwise e.1 would more likely be the question:
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d. 1. What are you doing for a living? (i.e., "these
days")

2. Mi a jelenlegi foglalkozeisod2 ('present occupa-
tion')

e. 1. What do you do for a living?
2. Mi a foglalkozasod?

In fact, unless said to a fairly close friend, a question such as

d.1 could be impolite, while its Hungarian translation shows an-

other common means of indicating the same time relationship inher-

ent in the English present continuous tense. As indicated previ-

ously, another common way of indicating various temporal relation-

ships in Hungarian, where tense differentiations are lacking, is

through the use of various adverbials, including identical nouns

with contrasting relational suffixes:

f. 1. He's flying with his uncle.
2. A nagybatyjanal lakik. (cf. German bei)

g, 1. He lives with his uncle.
2. A nliErrEatTOZVal lakik, (cf. German mit)

Inquiring about the duration of such an activity as indicated by

the continuous tense in the English examples immediately above re-

quires that the verbs be put in corresponding perfect forms while

the present tense still holds for the Hungarian:

h. 1. How long has he been living with his uncle?
2. Micita laitra nig5EINYPEITI?

i. 1. How long has he lived with his uncle?
2. Midta lakik a nagYETCyjEtval?

although, of course, declarative sentences can also be found in

which the perfect tenses are contrasted as to the continuous vs.

the non-continuous nature of the activity they denote. Employing,

of course, a verb which ordinarily may occur in the continuous

tense, we can have, for example:
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j. 1. I've been writing letters
riffernoon. (and still am.)

vs. 2. I've written six letters
this afternoon. (and may write more.)

and 3. I wrote six letters this
afternoon. (I'm finished.)

Since have been writing denotes an on-going activity, the present

tense is used in the equivalent in Hungarian, while the remaining

two examples contain verbs which depict past-time activities, and

call for past-tense equivalents in Hungarian, the adverb mgr being

employed to indicate the open-endedness of the activity as marked

by the form of the verb in J.2: "Mgr hat levelet irtam ma dglu-

tgn. it

18.1.2 Past-time relations as expressed, la continuous tenses.

The past continuous tense in English has often been compared to

the imperfect tenses of the Romance languages. It provides the

"background" for another action, that is, it indicates an activity

in progress at the time another activity is fulfilled. Since both

activities are depicted as having been completed, the Hungarian e-

quivalents generally call for the simple present tense with adverb-

ials supplying the necessary distinctions in time. It can be seen

that the use of the past continuous tense does not require that

the accompanying past action be overtly present in the same utter-

ance. The proper time relationship may be indicated by the use of

a temporal adverbial, or just may be gotten from the discourse sit-

uation itself. The following sentences, for example, imply a prio;

context for the proper identification of such definite nominals as

he, and the table, in addition to the "definite time adverbial"

at that time:

a. 1. He was travelling in Italy at that time.
2. Abbap az idöben (dppen) Olaszorszggban utazott.
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b. 1. An Italian was sitting on the other side of the
table.

2. Az asztal mgsik felen egy olasz illt.

More often than not, however, the past continuous form is accom-

panied by the simple past-tense form of the other verb used in

correlation with it:

Ce le We were eaS when our friend stepped in.
2, tppen ebedeltunk, amikor a bardtunk belépett.

de 1, T was studying when the telephone rang,
2. Eppen tanultam, amikor a telefon csengett.

As shown in the examples, the Hungarian past tense forms are often

reinforced by the adverb éppen, a close equivalent of the English

just, which is used to indicate nearness of a past-time event,

Coterminous events may also be indicated by the use of the past

continuous tense for all verbs involved, the imperfectiveness of

both actions being placed in the foreground:

e. 1. While I was studying, Steve was writing letters,
2. Miallat tanultam Piste levelekergE7

These verb forms, of course, still reauire contextual indications

of the relative times of their fulfillment. Stressing the dura-

tion of the "backgroundu activity in English calls for the use of

the perfect tense, in this case the past perfect continuous. The

Hungarian equivalent as usual expresses the on-going nature of the

imperfective activity by the time adverbial in -.1a and the time

relationship by the almost ubiquitous milt', the verb being in the

simple past:

f. 1. I had been working for five hours when he came.
2, MdFECTiaja dolgoztam, amikor meggitt.

Questioning the extent of time already involved in the on-going

activity can be in the form of a yes-no question or interrogative-

word construction, in which case either one or the other of the

familiar adverbial elements in the Hungarian are replaced:
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g. 1. How long had you been living in Paris when you
first METher?

2. Mennyi ideje lakt41 P4rizsban, amikor elgszOr
talEilkozt41 ve e?

h. 1. Had you been waitinE for him for long when he
arrived?

2. RegOta wirt41 mEir 14, amikor megerkezett?

Needless to say, the fact that some verbs in English tend to be

incompatible with a continuous-tense form holds also for the per-

fect continuous tenses. Compare i.1 with f.1:

i. 1. I had been ill six days when he (*had been kiejai
arrived.

2. MEir hat napja beteg voltam, amikor megerkezett.

Removing the imperfective element from the verb designating the

activity more remote in time naturally involves change from the

continuous to the past perfect tense for even those verbs which

can and usually do occur in the former form. This may occur with

or without the employment of already to reinforce the notion of

completeness, while the Hungarian equivalent may use the accusa-

tive instead of the -la suffix on the time element:

J. 1. I had (already) worked five hours before he
arrived.

2. MEir ot Orgt ledolgoztam, mielOtt megerkezett.

With the use of temporal conjunctions as before and after the time

relationships otherwise expressed by the use of the past perfect

tenses are often considered redundant. Accordingly one can find

the simple past used in place of the past perfect in English,

thereby making a very close parallel with the use of the Hungarian

simple past. Sentence J.1 then could have worked instead of had

worked, the Hungarian equivalent remaining the same. Another ex-

ample of this tendency is the following:

k. 1. After I had read the book, I went for a walk.
or 2. After I read the books I went for a walk.

3. miutdn el3Wastam a kOnyvet, elmentem setgani.
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18,1.3 The continuous tenses to exoress future tilae. In the

preceding chapter we gave several examples of the use of the pres-

ent continuous tense to express future action, and that a very

common form used to express immediate futurity is the continuous

tense of E2 employed as an auxiliary. Thus, we may have:

a, 1. I'm leaving for Vienna tomorrow.
or 2. I'm going to leave for Vienna tomorrow.

both of which have the simple present tense in their Hungarian e-

quivalents, However, to stress the continuousness of the activity,

either of the activity itself or in relation to another non-dura-

tive activity, speakers have recourse to the future continuous

tenses in English. The Hungarian translations show either the

present or the periphrastic future with apparently a preference

for the simple present:

b. 1. Tomorrow at this time we'll be nearin France...
2, Holnap ilyenkor mar Franciaorszag fete kozeledunk,

c. 1. '111,(still) be working when you get back...
2. En meg mindig daTERIfogok, amikor hazajossz,

The second clause in ce2 above illustrates once again a feature of

the use of the composite future in English, namelythat afterif- or

when-clauses the present form is used instead of the future. This

holds for the future continuous also. The following example shows

a reduction of the future continuous after if and a reduction of

the periphrastic future after when while the future is retained

in the main clause. It can be noted that the equivalents in Hun-

garian may all be in the present tense:

d. 1. If you are still workinE when I come back, I'll
write some letters,

2. Hergqmindig,dolgozol, amikor majd hazajOva,
megirok néhany levelet.

The same time relationships that we have discussed in regard to

the use of the perfect tenses in the present and past in English
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are applicable for the future also. The activity denoted by the

future continuous verb in c.1 above, for example, may be viewed in

its extension or duration, in which case the future perfect con-

tinuous is used, while the Hungarian counterpart occurs in the

present with the time adverbial in -la:

e. 1, I will have been working five hours when you get
back.

2, Mgr a Orgja dolgozom, aaikor visszagssz.

f. 1. At six o'clock tomorrow morning I will have been
sleeping for seven hours,

2, Holnap reggel hat Orakor lesz, hogy het Orgja
alszom.

Describing an activity which is less durative than working or

sleeping may require the non-continuous future perfect, the Hun-

garian translation still showing the use of the present tense:

g. 1. Next year at this time George will have gotten his
degree.

2. Mgr jovOilyenkorra GyOrgynek meglesz a diplomgja.

18.2 Sequence of tenses

As indicated in the previous section, the matter of aspect in

English is almost inextricably interwoven with considerations of

time, particularly time relative to the time of another event in

the discourse. It might be profitable to summarize at this point

what we have indicated to be important from the standpoint of the

English tenses, even though from a contrastive point of view the

paucity of tense forms in Hungarian may make interference problems

less troublesome for English-speaking students, who have only a

present or past tense to choose from.

18.2.1 Time indications of English tenses. Both English and

Hungarian may view an activity from either of two time references,

namely the actual time of the speech act, or the time of an event
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mentioned in the discourse. It is abundantly clear that, general-

ly speaking, English makes many more time distinctions by means of

tense-form alone and that Hungarian often can make the same sorts

of distinctions through a wide variety of adverbials, whenever

this i$ felt to be necessary. It goes without saying, moreover,

that even though the two languages do employ the same two time

references, broadly speaking, there is not always complete agree-

ment between the two languages as to whether a given situation

should be viewed from the point of view of one time or the other.

This will be illustrated further below after we have reviewed the

sequence of tenses. If we view events, first of all, considered

from the time of the speech act itself, we get several interlin-

gual contrasts in addition to quite a few instances of correspond-

ence. Viewing the time of one event in relation to the time of

another event shows still other contrasts. Thus, in the first cat-

egory we have at least the following possibilities:

Activities viewed from the time of the speech act

Description

"timelessn events
habitually repeated

events

begun in past, open-
ended

same -with emphasis on
on-going nature of
activity

on-going without refer-
ence to inception

English Hungarian

present
present

(interrogative, neg-
ative or emphatic
forms with do)

present perfect present

present perfect present
continuous

present
present (or

szoktam)

present continuous present

dramatic narration of present or past present or past
completed events

completed event, effect present perfect present
still immediate
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Description

narration of completed
events

repeated or habitual
past events

future events, either
immediate or with
time stated

future events less
immediate than above

English Hungarian

past past

past (used to/would) past (szoktam
volt

present, present con- present
tinuous,(going to)

future, (going to) future or present

Activities viewed in relation to another activity

Description

past event on-going in
relation to another
event

past event anterior to
another completed
event

past event begun before
subsequent event,
duration stressed

future event, durative
with respect to other
event

future event, completed
with respect to other
event

future event, initiated
prior to other event,

English

past continuous

past perfect

past perfect con-
tinuous

future continuous

future perfect

future perfect
continuous

Hungarian

past

past

past

present or future

present

present

duration stressed

Setting aside the levelling of tenses that we have noticed occur-

ring in time clauses in English, as well as the anomalies of tense

in indirect speech to be discussed below, we might have the follow-

ing partial paradigm if we .were to select a verb compatible with

the continuous aspect:

Tense label English Hungarian

present dolgozik
present continuous dolgozik
present perfect dolgozik

continuous

works
is working
has been working
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Tense label

past
present perfect
past continuous
past perfect
past perfect

continuous

future

future continuous

future perfect

future perfect
continuous

English

worked
has worked
was working
had worked
had been working

will work (is going
to work or works)

will be working

will have worked

will have been
working

Hungarian

dolgozott
dolgozott
dolgozott
dolgozott
dolgozott

dolgozni fog
(dolgozik)

dolgozni fog
(dolgozik)

dolgozott
(dolgozik)

dolgozott
(dolgozik)

In addition to the list of mismatches in tense given above, one has

to bear in mind that the dramatic present ("historical present") is

used much more often in Hungarian than in English, and that the

present tense in Hungarian often serves to indicate future time as

expressed by the periphrastic future in English. horeover, the

sequence of tenses followed in indirect speech deviates from even

the elementary scheme outlined above, and as a consequence deserves

further discussion here.

18.2.2 Seauence of tenses in indirect speech? We have al-

ready indicated in 17.1.1.1 that in reported speech the present-

tense form in Hungarian may be used to designate an activity which

is actually completed. This is so because the reported event is

viewed not from the time of the reporting speech act, but from the

time of the first speech event at which time the reported event

was still on-going. In English, on the other hand, we can find

past, tense forms used in indirect speech to designate activities

or states which are still on-going. In fact, in reported speech

in Hungarian one can find past, present, and future forms used to

refer to events which, viewed from the time of the reporting speech
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event, are completely fulfilled, while English may in comparable

situations use the past tense to refer to events which, viewed

from the time of the reporting, may be past, on-going, or yet to

be fulfilled,2 The latter phenomenon is possible because English

speakers have the convention of adjusting the tense form of the

reported event to the form of the verb of reporting. Only a verb

of reporting in the present tense would be followed by a non-past

form when referring to an on-going event. If the event being re-

ported is over, or if the reporting verb has a form which is mor-

phologically past, then a past tense form follows. Illustrating

this with perhaps the commonest verb of reporting, .ELL and its

Hungarian equivalent mondani) we can list the following examples

as being typical:

Direct quotation

a, le "John is sick."
2, "Janos beteg."

be le 0John is sick." (now)
2 "Janoi-geteg."

c, 1. "John is sick."
(yesterday)

2, "Janos beteg."

d. 1. "John was sick,"
2, "Janos beteg volt."

e, 1, "John was sick,"

2, "Janos beteg volt,"

fe le "John is sitting on
thelnoor,"

2, "Janos a padion Ul."

ge le "John has been sitting
on the floorMP-Mr
hours." (either now
or pas9

2, "Janos mar negy orája a
padlOn Ul."

Reported speech

He says John is sick.
Azt mondja, hogy Janos beteg.

lig (just) said John was sick.
(Eppen) azt mondta, ET& Janos

beteg.

He said John was sick.

Azt mondta, hogy Janos beteg.

He says John was sick.
Azt mondja, hogy Janos beteg volt.

He said John had been sick. (also
was)

Azt mondta, hogy Janos beteg volt.

He said John was sitting on the
floor.

Azt mondta, hogy Jdnos a padlán Ul.

He said that John had been sitting
on the floor foi-nur hours.
(also has been sitting)

Azt mondta, hogy Janos mgr négy
drgja a padlcin al.
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h. 1. "John will be, here
tomorrow."

2, "Jdnos holnap itt lesz.

1. 1, "John will arrive
tomorrow."

2, "Jinos holnap
megerkezik."

j. 1. "John is arriving
tomorrow."

2, "Jetnos holnap érkezik

111.2.&"

k, 1. "'What is her name?"
2, "Mi a neve?"

1. 1. "Her name is Mary."
2, "Maria a neve,"

m, 1, "Vhat is she going to
do tomorrow?"

2. "MIT Log csinEtini
holnap?"

He said John would be here tomorrow,

0 Azt mondta, hogy holnap itt lesz
Jgnos,

He said John would arrive tomorrow.

Azt mondta, hogy holnap Jetnos
megérkezik.

He said John was arriving tomorrow.

Azt mondta, hogy Jinos holnap
erkezik

He asked what her name was.
Azt kérdezte, hogy mi a neve.

He said her name was Mary.
Azt mondta, hogy &Fie a neve.

I wish I knew what she was going to
do tomorrow.

Balcsak tudnim, hogy holnap mit
fog csinglni.

The tendency in English, as can be seen from the above examples, is

to move the tense of the reported verb one "step" back in time;

present becomes past, past becomes past perfect, etc. However, in

actual practice some of the steps may not be followed at all lev-

els of standard usage. More details in this regard cannot be giv-

en here. However, I feel that enough examples have been presented

to show that Hungarian consistently regards the time of the origi-

nal event as being the more crucial, not the time of the reporting

speech event. English speakers are attracted by the form of the

verb of reporting, a "subjunctive" form which appears morphologi-

cally as a past tense form also influencing the choice of a non-

past form, as in m.1, even though the event is to be completed in

the future. It must be noted also that the English periphrastic

future has a shifted form in would.
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18,3 Statal passive

Although voice as such has very little to do with aspect,

there is good reason for discussing the Hungarian statal passive at

this point in our study, for it may be easily confused with the

"real passive" of English, rather than the corresponding statal

passive. Since the passive voice is no longer a part of the con-

jugational system of Hungarian, such confusion could have detri-

mental effects on the ability of an English-speaking student to

communicate in Hungarian.

18.3.1 Statal passive vs, real passive. The statal passive

in English may have the identical verbal form as the real passive.

However, the statal passive is perfective in some sense since it

indicates the result of some previous action. If we consider the

widespread use of the passive voice in English as a device to fo-

cus attention on the object, rather than the subject of an action,

i.e., to make a topic out of what otherwise would be part of the

comment, we can more readily arrive at suitable Hungarian construc-

tions that achieve the same effect. In a few instances statal pas-

sives have a different second element than their real passive

counterparts, in which case less interference is to be expected.

But consider the following:

a, 1. The door is closed at six.
2, The door is closed (now).

The first of these sentences refers to a regularly-occurring event

while the second refers to a state, the result of a previous ac-

tion. Only the first of these may be expanded by an agentive

phrase introduced by .ba or converted to show the continuous as-

pect, is being closed. Since the effect of a.1 is to focus atten-

tion on the object while ignoring the actor, the most suitable
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Hungarian translation would have the object in initial position,

with the third person plural ogeneralo subject being used, the lat-

ter being also possible in English:

b. 1. Az ajtcit hat drakor zgrjgk (be).
2. They close the doors at six.

Needless to say, Hungarian may use other types of constructions to

achieve the same sort of effect achieved by the use of the real

passive in English. Several examples may suffice to illustrate

this:

c. 1. The house is beinK .gainted.
2. A hgz feste" alatt all. (lit "stands under

painting!' cf. under
construction)

d. 1. The house is being built.
2. A hgz epites alatt all.

18.3.2 Statal passive constructions compared. After the very

brief sketch of the real passive in English and some Hungarian se-

mantic equivalents, we may now profitably compare the statal pas-

sives in the two languages to see how their superficial syntactic

similarities can be the cause of considerable interference for the

English-speaking student learning to speak Hungarian. Both con-

structions under discussion here are composite forms, the English

auxiliary being a form of be, while the Hungarian auxiliary is a

form of van. The second form in each comtruction is a non-finite

one, the past participle in English, the present gerund in Hungar-

ian. However, since the statal passive characteristically depicts

the resultant state of some perfective action, the gerund is quite

often built on a verb stem appearing with a perfective prefix in

Hungarian, in which case the stata1 passive occurs in three parts,

the auxiliary occurring between the prefix and the verb. Some typ-

ical examples of statal passives are:
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a, 1. The door is closed.
2. Az ajtd be viiriTrva. (or zgrva van)

b. 1. The window is open.
2. Az ablak nyitva van.

c. 1. The house is painted.
2. Be van festve a haz,

d. 1. I'm satisfied.
2. Leg vagyok elégedve.

Note the reduced form of opened which is used in the statal pas-

sive in English, and also the pre-positioning of the predicate for

emphasis in c.2. The crucial thing for the student to remember

here, however, is that if a verb form such as is closed occurs

without an agent or an adverbial indicating a reoccurring event,

then the composite form denotes a state and may be translated by

the statal passive in Hungarian. If, on the other hand, such a

verb indicates a repeated event, we are dealing with a real pas-

sive, which must be translated into Hungarian by the active voice,

either with the "general" third-person plural subject if the Eng-

lish counterpart contains no expressed agent, or with the "agent"

as subject.

18.3.3 "Reflexive verbs" vs. passives in Hungarian. It must

be mentioned at this point that Hungarian has formative suffixes

which can be used to formureflexive verbs" which on the surface

resemble passive verbs semantically since they permit nouns which

generally occur as objects of the simplex verbs to appear as sub-

jects of the resulting intransitive verbs. In several instances

the English equivalent may be the same for both the original and

derived verb:

a, 1. siessiink, mdr kezdik az elOadgst. (Binhidi et al.
1965:341)

2, Let's hurry; the performance is
starting already. ('they are starting')
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be 1. SiessUnk, mdr kezdEdik az elciadets.
2. Let's.hurry; the performance is

starting already.

Although the -Odik suffix is productive, its use is so varied that

the student should be cautioned against attempting to match all

continuous intransitive verbs in English with an equivalent Hungar-

ian verb formed with this suffix, even though such verbs as csukci-

dik 'is closing,' i,e,, 'is being closed,' do occur,
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XVIII

1. See, for example, Tompa 1968:104ff.

2. As used here, "verb of reporting" is meant to include al-
so those verbs which we have earlier designated "mental state
verbs." These include such verbs as think, consider, know, and
the like, which could take a clause object--with or WIEETA a con-
junction--capable of being formed from a complete sentence, i.e., a
"direct quotation."
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CHAPTER ?MC

THE CATEGORY OF NUUDER

19.0 Introduction

The category of number occurs as an obligatory category in the

grammar of both English and Hungarian. This means that there are

mandatory structural correlates associated with the semantic clas-

sification of, for example, stones vs. "more than one., Other sorts

of classification along these lines are also possible, of course,

but they need not concern us here since the two number classes just

mentioned are sufficient for discussing the phenomenon of number in

English and Hungarian.

19.1 Pluralization

It is clear that the most obvious place for an English-speak-

ing student to look for structural manifestations of the notion of

number in Hungarian would be in the marking of the noun for plural-

ity since this is the area where number is most noticeable in the

grammar of English. However, while it is true that Hungarian, like

English, does mark nouns with a special morpheme to indicate plur-

ality, the plural morpheme in Hungarian is used with much less fre-

quency than its English counterpart. That is to say, the Hungar-

ian noun itself is not marked for plurality as often as the English

noun is. Vith regard to countable noun phrases, on the other hand,

the plural morpheme may occur in one form or other in Hungarian in

all but a few cases.

19,1.1 Non-possessive nominals. Generally speaking, a noun

phrase in both English and Hungarian is marked only once for plu-

ral. Thus, we have:
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house houses the house the houses the pretty house(s)
hgz hgzak a hgz a hgzak a csinos hgz(ak)

If, on the other hand, the noun phrase contains a quantifier of any

kind, then there is a contrast. ln Hungarian the quantifier is

sufficient to serve as the marker of plurality, while in English

the noun is still marked for plural except in a few cases. The

following list is illustrative:

egy hgz
ket haz
tfz haz
nehiny hiz
tobb haz
sok hgz
szeimos haz
hany haz
annyi hgz
kevgs haz
minden haz

one
two
ten
several
some
many
numerous
how many
so many
(a) few
all

house
houses
houses
houses
houses (also: more houses)
houses
houses
houses
houses
houses
houses (also: every house)

While all numerals in Hungarian pattern as above, there are several

determiner-like adjectives formed from numerals which pattern as

ordinary adjectives, and not as quantifiers. The most common of

these is egyes: egyes hgzak ,some houses, ,certain houses1; al-

so: minden egyes hgz 'every single house., However, the true

quantifiers always govern the singular noun, regardless of the

actual number they designate. ln addition to the ones listed

above, the following might be noted: szgmtalan hgz linnumerable

houses, and rengeteg hgz tan enormous number of houses., An Eng-

lish parallel which might come to mind here is the use of the same

form to refer to one or more animals, game animals in particular.

However, this parallelism is only partial at best, for this type of

usage is limited in English to the names of a relatively few enti-

ties, tile the Hungarian pattern includes all nouns, regardless of

the class to which they belong. noreover, as we shall note below,

while the English pattern resembles a singular morphologically, it
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still patterns as a plural. The Hungarian patterns, on the other

hand, always behave as singulars. Thus, in English we have "One

sheep is ..." and nTwo sheep are " and "One deer is ..." and

"Two deer are ..." However, we also have "Two goats are ..o and

"TWo elephants are ..." and the like. If any meaningful generali-

zation can be made in this regard for the English usage, it might

be to the effect that names of fish tend to have unchanged plurals,

and names of birds take the plural form, while some of the larger

game animals are referred to with the unchanged plural, and others

with the marked plural. For my own usage, the following sample

list hr-)1:18; for other speakers, different groupings:

two sheep
two moose
two grouse
two bass
two pike
two perch
two salmon, etc.

two fish(es)
two buffalo(es)
two pheasant(s)

two sharks
two monkeys
two geese
two ducks
two crows
two hawks
two rabbits, etc.

After a certain point, as already evidenced by the above list, the

choice as to which category a certain name might belong to is an

individual matter, dependent on the personal experiences of the

speaker, and can hardly be further specified linguistically. To

repeat, the Hungarian pattern is a grammatical phenomenon embrac-

ing all nouns.

19.1.1.1 Plural determiners. It can be seen from the above,

then, that the only simple determiners in Hungarian which may col-

locate with the plural noun are the definite article and 0. How-

ever, the demonstrative pronoun, when used with the definite arti-

cle to form a demonstrative determiner, does agree with its asso-

ciated noun in number (and case), which, in turn, brings up a

special feature of English grammar, for a rare instance of an
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adjective or determiner of any kind being inflected in English oc-

licurs with the use of the demonstratives. These agree in number

with the noun they modify. Hungarian, on the other hand, has two

possible demonstrative determiner patterns as equivalents, one of

which shows the same agreement in number as the English, while the

other (much less common) does not:

this house
these houses

that house
those houses

ez a haz
ezek a hgzak (or: e hgzak)

az a hgz
azok a htizak (or: a hgzak)

19.1.2 Possessive nouns. In Chapter XI we discussed posses-

sive constructions from the point of view of their definiteness.

These constructions will now be considered in regard to their be-

havior when variously marked for number. As can be noted from the

many examples of possessive constructions occurring in this study,

there is a separate morpheme employed to mark plurality in posses-

sives, namely -i. Thus, the non-possessive and possessive plurals

of hgz may be compared as follows, only the third person form being

given for the time being:

a hgz a hgzak a hgza a hgzai
the house the houses his house his houses

In the third person plural both plural morphemes may occur on the

same noun, one to indicate the plurality of the possessor, i.e

-k, the other the plurality of the possessed:

a hgzuk a hgzaik
their house their houses

However, when the possessor noun occurs as part of the possessive

construction in its usual preposed position, then the second plu-

ral marker is deleted:

a tangrok hgza
the teaaersl house

a tangrok hgzai
the teaMersl houses
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This holds even if the plural morpheme on the modifying noun is the

possessive plural -i:

a tangraim hgza a tangraim hgzai
my teachers house my teachers' houses

If, on the other hand, the possessor is emphasized by the employ-

ment of the personal pronouns in front of the possessed noun, then

the first plural morpheme is deleted. Compare:

en az en hezam az en hgzaim
riliz house ay houses

6' az 6 hgza az 6' hgzai
he his house his houses

mi
we

a mi hgzunk
our house

a mi hezaink, etc.
our houses

but: Ok az 6 hgzuk az Ohezaik
they their house their houses

These possessive relationships may be made even more emphatic by

the addition of the adjective sajgt !own!:

a(z en) sajet hez.,am a (mi) sajgt hezunk, etc.
my own house our own house

This adjective has a semantic equivalent in the word maga, which

ought to be mentioned at this point because of its divergent syn-

tactic behavior. By "divergent" here I mean "divergent from the

behavior of adjectives in general,' for morphologically and syntac-

tically maga is a noun. It is itself marked with the possessive

suffixes, and the noun it governs shows the ending of a third-per-

son possessor. Comparing the two emphatic constructions, we may

have:

a sajgt hgzam
or: a magam hgza

my owrhouse

a sajgt hgzunk
a m
agr

hear
our house

a sac* hgzuk
a magat hgza
their own house

The "switch" here is not strictly one of number, but rather of per-

son, the practice of marking the possessor only once in the maga

construction being parallel to the tendency to mark the plural only
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once in other possessive patterns.

19.1.2.1 Semantic interpretation of plural possessives. In

addition to the obvious morphological contrasts between the Engr

lish and Hungarian possessive constructions shown above, there may

also be contrasts in the semantic interpretation of the possessives

in regard to number if there is a plural morpheme somewhere in the

construction. Thus the glosses given above for a hgzuk 'their

house' should properly read 'their house(s), since the Hungarian

construction could refer to more than one house, each person in-

volved being the owner of one house. Unless a communally owned

(or lived in) house is meant, a hgzuk would ordinarily be translat-

ed into English as 'their houses,' since English looks at the ag-

gregate of upossessed" entities, even in those instances where na-

ture normally provides only one such entity per person, or where

the prevailing cultural standards impose such a distribution. At

times such use of the aggregate plural can be a source of humor

even among native speakers of English:

a. 1. The pupils shook their heads,
2. The teachers arrived wiTEEieir wives.

In spite of the marking for plural, we normally assume that one of

each entity is meant, while Hungarian (and German, Spanish, French,

etc.) does not mark the possessed noun for plural for the very

same reason. Thus, from the English point of view we may have two

reductions in number occurring at the same time: 1) the plurality

of the possessor is not indicated when the third-person plural pos-

sessor noun is juxtaposed with its possessed noun, and 2) the plu-

rality of the possessed is left unmarked if it can be assumed that

a distribution of one each is meant. Compare:
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a tan4r hgza
a tanarok hgza

with: a tangr felesgge
a tanirok felesege

the teacher's house
the teachers' house

the teacher's wife
the teachers' wives

It must be remarked, however, that the last construction is always

open to the polygamous interpretation, and that, moreover, there

seems to be a tendency toward the aggregate plural since the use of

the plural possessed is also found to occur without the polygamous

interpretation,. Therefore a tangrok feleségei 'the teachers'

wivesy which parallels the English in regard to marking for num-

ber, is also heard as an alternate for the latter noun phrase. ln

addition to this, it must be remembered that in non-contiguous po-

sition, the plural possessor marker occurs on the possessed noun

even though the possessor is overtly marked for plural. Compare

the last-given noun phrase with the possessive construction in the

following sentence:

b. 1. A tangroknak szgp felesggeik vannak.
2. The teachers have pretty Nines.

which does occur as an alternate for:

c. 1. A tandroknak szgp felesége van.
2. The teachers have pretty wives.

The favored construction does have the singular marker, however.

See below for further contrasts in number between English and Hun-

garian nouns of certain semantic areas.

19.2 Agreement in number

Broadly speaking, one agreement rule can be given to cover

practically all cases of number agreement in both English and Hun-

garian, namely, "the predicate of a clause agrees with its subject

in number." However, there are a considerable number of contrasts,

both intra- and interlingual, in the ways in which this rule is

applied, 317
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19.2.1 Agreement of verbal predicate, While verbs generally

agree in number with the subject, it becomes necessary to consider

two types of number, actual or real-world number, and grammatical

number, for there are many instances where more than one entity is

being referred to by the use of singular grammatical forms, and,

vice versa, plural forms being used in instances where only one

entity is meant. The second-person personal pronoun in English is

a prime example of the latter tendency, since nu generally re-

mains the same whether referring to one or more persons, although,

as previously mentioned, some speakers do mark this form when more

than one person is meant: acsi all, etc. Hungarian, on the

other hand, has three plural forms to match the three singular

forms, which we have discussed extensively in Chapter VI, Thus,

the singulars te, kb and maga have ti, Orli*, and maguk as their

counterparts in the plural. However, these are actually contrasts

involving person as well as number, since, as we have seen, te and

On require different person agreement in spite of their singular

number. There are many other interlingual contrasts, however,

which involve number. These stem for the most part from the fact

that Hungarian nouns following a quantifier are grammatically sin-

gular within their own clause, but are semantically plural as evi-

denced by number agreement in subsequent parts of the discourse.

The parallel which we cited to show that in some areas unmarked

plural forms occur in English also was only partially valid, for

in spite of the unchanged noun in two sheep, this form is grammati-

cally plural as indicated by agreement: Two sheep are , In Hun-

garian, on the other hand, a noun phrase such as keit hetz 'two hous-

es' has the same verbal agreement as esz hiz 'one house':
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a. 1. Egy hgz 411. One house is staring.
2. Ket hgz Two houses are s anding.
3. Tiz hgz all. Ten houses are stand
4. sok hgz MI. etc. hany houses are s anding. etc.

Further departure from the English pattern occurs when two such

subjects in Hungarian are conjoined with the co-ordinating conjunc-

tion es (or AS land.'

19.2.1.1 Agreement with conjoined subjects. While mathemati-

cally one plus one equals more than one in Hungarian, grammatically

this may not be the case. Two singular subjects conjoined by és

land! generally govern a verb in the singular:

a. 1. Egy fern_ es egy asszony gll a sarkon. (sg.)
2, A man and a woman are standing on the corner.

This holds, of course, even when the subjects arellsemantically"

plural but grammatically singular:

b. 1. 'Set fern es négy asszony gll a sarkon4 (sg.)
2, Two men and four women areRanding on the corner,

That this type of agreement is purely a grammatical matter and not

a case of different Weltanschauung, or anything of that nature, is

evidenced by the fact that in subsequent discourse such %singular',

subjects are referred to in the plural:

c. 1. Ket fern_ es négy asszony fill a sarkon.
Villamosra vArnak. (p1.)

2, Two men and four-Millen are standing on the corner.
They are waiting for a streetcar,

/t would be comforting for the beginning student of Hungarian to .

be told some rule to the effect that if two such conjoined singu-

lar subjects in Hungarian are felt to be a close-knit unit, then

the singular verb is employed: if not, then the plural form of

the verb is used. Unfortunately, no such rule can be given, for

in c.10 for example, no unity seems to be felt in regard to the

subjects, even though the verb is in the singular. In other
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situations, however, a native speaker may detect a semantic differ-

ence in the singular vs, plural verb fora used after conjoined sin-

gular subjects. Note the English translations for a reflection of

this difference:

de 1. A ferfi es a n6 olvas. (sg.)
2, The man and the woman are reading (together),

e 1. A ferfi es a n6 olvasnak, (pl.)
2, The man and the woman are reading, (individually)

The question as to what activities can be viewed as being done in

unison or individually is still open and requires more research

with more examples tested by several informants before further

elaboration can be given.

19.2.2 Agreement of predicate adjectives and nouns. From

the Hungarian point of view it is unnecessary to segment predi-

cates into verbal and non-verbal predicates of any kind since in

Hungarian all predicates agree with their subjects in number, In

English, on the other hand, while verbal predicates and predicate

nouns agree in number with their subjects, predicate adjectives do

not. We shall examine the adjective constructions first,

19,2,2,1 Predicate adjectives, In Hungarian, unlike English

(and German), predicate adjectives agree in number with their sub-

jects. When the subject is clearly marked for plural, then the

predicate adjective is consistently marked for plural also, How-

ever, just as is the case with verbal predicates, there is vacilla-

tion between the singular and plural when there are singular sub-

jects connected by a co-ordinating conjunction, "Clearly marked"

plural subjects include those with the plural morpheme -k, with or

without the reinforcement of the plural demonstrative:
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a, 1. A falak
2. The walls are green.

b. 1. Ezek a tornyok magasak,
2. These towers are high.

It ought to be mentioned at this point that Hungarian agrees with

English and contrasts with German in the fact that preposed adjec-

tives are not inflected. Thus noun phrases formed from the above

two sentences would be as follows:

c. 1. a zOld_ fa1ak
2. the green Wails

de 1. a magas._ tornyok
2. the high towers

and, of course, would require plural agreement themselves when

used as subjects in turn:

e. 1. A zOld_ falak régiek.
2. The green walls are old.

It might also be useful at this point to remind the reader of what

was briefly discussed in 18,3 above, namely, that there is a con-

struction in Hungarian which resembles the copula-predicate noun

construction, though differing from it in several ways. This is

the ostatal passive', construction formed with the copula (exclud-

ing the, zero copula) plus the present gerund, which is uninflect-

ed. Compare the following:

f. 1. Az ablakok nagyok voltak. The windows were large.
2. Az ablakok.nyitva voltaic. The windows were open.

ln the present tense, of course, zero copula is used in the adjec-

tive construction while van is required with the present gerund:

g. 1. Az ablakok nagyok4 The windows are large.
2. Az ablakok nyitva vannak. The windows are open.

Conjoined singular subjects may have either singular or plural

agreement. Plural agreement is consistent with first or second

person plural connected subjects, while third person subjects may
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be found with either:

h. 1. Te es en fiatalak vagyunk,
2. You and I are young.

but: i. 1. Anna es Kati csinosok.
or 2. Anna es Kati csinos.

3. Ann and Kate are pretty.

There seems to be a tendency, however, to have plural agreement

with conjoined proper nouns, as will be further illustrated in the

next section. One more example may be given here showing plural

agreement after singular agreement with conjoined nouns:

J. 1. Ket francia ner volt itts Ok csinosak voltak,
2, Two French women were here. They were pretty.

19,2,2,2 Predicate nouns, In general, predicate nouns agree

with their subject nouns in number in both English and Hungarian.

However, the same type of vacillation in the Hungarian usage is

found in the case of conjoined subjects in the third person.

While again no fast rules can be formulated in this regard, there

is a tendency to follow two or more proper nouns by plural predi-

cate nominatives, as mentioned above. Thus we may have the fol-

lowing contrast in number:

a, 1. Maria es Anna tanul6k, Mary and Anne are pupils.
but: 2, A fid 4s a le4EYTRIUDS. The boy and (the) girl

are pupils.

Again, the same sort of compounding of subject which would call

for a first person plural verb would also call for a plural predi-

cate noun under the same circumstances:

b. 1. Te es en dolgozdk vagyunk.
2, You and I are workers.

while a switch from singular agreement to plural agreement is also

possible in the case of predicate nouns:

c, 1. Harom elvtars olasz eik textilmunkasok,
(Banhidi et al. 1964:435)

2. Three comrades are Italian. They are textile
workers.
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It might be mentioned at this point that the co-ordinating conjunc-

IP tion meii is often used to conjoin two entities felt to form a .

close-knit unit. Singular agreement seems to follow this conjunc-

tion naturally, often overriding a tendency toward pluralization

under circumstances to be discussed in the next chapter:

d. 1. A disznd meg a tehen hasznos ellat,
(134nhidi et al. 1964:74)

2, The pig and the cow are useful animals.

A similar type of generic statement with es may be found with

either the singular or plural predicate noun:

e. 1. A szilva es a szOlg is gyilmOlcs(Ok3,
2. The plum and the grape are fruit(s

It makes a great difference in number agreement in Hungarian when

"kinds or varieties ofn a particular entity are meant, as we shall

see in Chapter XX,
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CHAPTER XX

SEIANTIC CONSIDERATIONS OF NUMBER

20,0 Introduction

ln addition to the fact that there is a great deal of differ-

ence in the way nouns marked for plurality behave syntactically in

English and Hungarian, there are many differences to be found in

the number interpretation of lexical items which are otherwise

close equivalents in the two languages. This was already alluded

to in Chapter XIX, where it was mentioned that a semantic plural is

often not a grammatical plural in Hungarian. In this chapter we

will concentrate our attention on semantic classes of nouns uhich

show divergent interpretations for number in English and Hungarian.

20.1 Count-noun vs. non-count-noun

If one were to examine closely the list of grammatically sin-

gular noun phrases given in the list in 19.1.1, one might immedi-

ately presume that there is little distinction in Hungarian between

count-nouns and non-count-nouns. Such a presumption is corrects

for in addition to the fact that a pluralizable noun remains in the

singular after a quantifier, it can be observed that the same quan-

tifiers are used to indicate mass as well as number. ln English,

on the other hand, the quantifier used in a given sentence depends

just as much on sentence type as noun type. It is well known that

in interrogative or negative sentences the distinction between

count-noun and non-count-noun in English is kept intact by the use

of different quantifiers, but that in affirmative, declarative sen-

tences the distinction is marked only by the plural morpheme on the

noun. ln a few instances the distinction between a singular
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non-count-noun and a plural count-noun is not shown, either mor-

phologically or syntactically, in English, thereby paralleling the

Hungarian pattern quite closely. We shall view these structures

by comparing count-noun and non-count-noun structures in Hungarian

and contrasting them with their English equivalents:

egy ház a house
viz water

sok hgz
sok viz

kevis haz
keves viz

annyi hgz
annyi viz

sok szarvas many deer
sok sor much beer:

many houses
much water

few houses
little water

so many houses
so much water

Thus we observe that

a lot of houses
a lot of water

a few houses
a little water

a lot of deer
a lot of beer

all Hungarian nouns occur in the singular

form, while English shows a plural form in the case of most count-

nouns, the unmarked plural count-nouns still patterning as plurals,

as we discussed In Chapter XIX.

20.1.1 Mass vs. individual object. In addition to the con-

trast in count-noun structures shown above, there is also a con-

trast in the way some objects are viewed in English and Hungarian.

Examples of this phenomenon are quite numerous in the broad area of

names for foodstuffs. Most foods are viewed as a mass in Hungari-

an, regardless whether the names belong otherwise to the count-

noun category. This is coupled with the fact often mentioned pre-

viously that the generic use of a noun in Hungarian involves pri-

marily the singular form. Thus, we can have:

egy alma
and sok alma

one apple
many apples
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also a. 1. Almát veszek. (sg,)
2. Mu going to buy apples.

b. 1. Nem szeretem/eszem az almet. sg.)
2. I donit like/eat apples, *the apple)

As indicated in 1.31 however, the singular form may be used in Eng-

lish also in a definitional construction. An example of this was

given in 19.2,2,2:

c. 1. A szilva es a szOlg is gmOicsOki.
2. The plum and fferialape are fruit(s

While the singular is favored in a generic sentence such as c.1

above, the plural may also be used in Hungarian if tvariety of, or

kind oft, is meant. In English, the unqualified name may also serve

this purpose, but, quite often some sort of identification is used.

Thus, the following are possible:

d. 1. A jonat4n jci alma.
2. The Jonathan is a good (variety of) apple.

e. 1. A jonaten es a grimes jci almdk.
2, The Jonathan and the Grimes are good (varieties of)

apples.

In the non-generic sense however, Hungarian is very consistent in

using the singular form, i.e., in viewing the foodstuff as a mass,

while English may even use the plural fora when a mass is meant.

Thus, we say:

f. 1. I had a lot of beans/peas/mashed potatoes for

and not: 2. ?I had many beans/peas/mashed potatoes for lunch.

Although we can speak of two beans and two peas, and the like, we

do not tend to consider the individual objects when eating them,

Hungarian always tends to reGard the mass of objects, as does Eng-

lish (inconsistently) in other instances: a lot of wheat, rice,

barley, corn, etc. Here the individual object must be indicated by

a counter: a grain of wheat, rice, corn, etc with one notable

exception, oats which isi-mass noun with a plural form: a lot of
. 326
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oats, a grain of oats, but not *one oat or *two oats. In refers

ring to the individual object, Hungarian has the form szem 'grain,'

which may also be used as a counter for psi 'dust,' homok 'sand,'

cukor 'sugar,' and the like,

20,1.1.1 Alternations between mass and object. In addition

to the fact that some semantic classes of nouns are considered in

the singular while others are considered in the plural, there are

other names in English which may be used to refer to either an ob-

ject or a mass (material) without a change of form, In English

this is generally achieved by the use of an overt article in oppo-

sition to zero:

a. 1. There's an egg on your plate. (object)
2, There's egg on your plate. (material)

In the case of plural objects, on the other hand, the distinction

lies in the suffix since zero occurs before plural count-nouns and

singular non-counts:

b. 1. We eat a lot of chicken.
2. We raise a lot of chickens.

This makes it possible to view the same activity from different

points of emphasis by the use of the contrasting suffixation:

c. 1. We eat a lot of chicken.
2. We eat a lot of chickens.

Hungarian does not switch noun classes so readily in the case of

animal names, the word kids 'meat' generally being required to des-

ignate the food from the animal. Thus, the animal may be csirke

'chicken,' for example, but the food is csirkehtis tchicken(meat).1

Interlingual contrasts go ev5n further, for ir addition to the

*count-mass-noun" names like chicken and egg, there are the well-

known French borrowings now used for the names of the meat of some

domestic animals, These food names, too, are translated into
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Hungarian as compounds of hds:

sheep birka
mutton birkahds

calf borj4
veal borjuhus

pig/hog disznl/sertes
pork disznohda/serteshds

but cattle (cow/ox/bull) marha
beef marhahus

and lamb bgr4ny
lamb bArgnyhds

There are other names of animals, however, which in English also

need the addition of another word to convert them to mass-nouns:

horse 16
horsemeat 16hds

buffalo b011ny
buffalo-meat bolenyhus

although buffalo may be heard for the latter English word also.

Alternate forms also seem possible for bear(meat) and rabbit(meat),

and others. However, just as in the case of the pluralization of

names of animals, we are dealing with an area of usage which is

quite individualistic or even regional, and consequently cannot be

pursued further in this study. The important point in all this

for the student studying Hungarian is the fact that the Hungarian

requires compounding regardless of how readily the English count-

noun converts to a mass-noun.

20,1.2 Body parts as viewed for number. The names of body

parts are worthy of separate discussion here because of the further

interlingual contrast they show. Not only is the mass vs. count-

noun distinction hazy, but in the case of paired body parts, the

pair itself may be viewed as a unit capable of being considered by

halves. In discussing body parts consisting of more than two
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distinguishable individual entities, Hungarian tends to favor the

11 singular, while English requires the aggregate plural, for example:

a. 1. JO foga van. (sg.)
2, she has good teeth.

b. 1. A kutya 16ba barna. (sg.)
2, The dog's legs are brown.

The plurals of these nouns do occur, however, in identical or simi-

lar circumstances:

c. 1. Sap fogai vannak,
2. She has pretty teeth.

d. 1. A kutya lábai barnik.
2. The dog'7Ii7s are brown.

This phenomenon was discussed above in the previous chapter in our

considerations of pluralization of possessives.

20,1,2,1 Paired body parts. Body parts which come in pairs

are not only viewed ti.s singulars, but as single units. If, for

example, one member of a given pair is missing, then one-half of

the unit is gone. Therefore, we not only have singular possessives

for such pairs:

a. 1. Szep szeme van, (sg.)
2, She has beautiful eyes.

but also:

b. 1. Fel szemere yak. (lit., lin half Jae')
2. He's blind in one eye.

c. 1. Fel letbara ants.. 1261)
2. He's lame in one leg.

A person afflicted with the first defect is felszmwrIone-eyedl

(lit., 'half eyed°, while one with the second is fellAbli 'half

legged.' However, just as we have seen in other aspects of number

in Hungarian, there seems to be a diachronic change in progress,

for these older forms must now compete with alternate forms which

conform more to the usage of Western European languages, Thus we
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find egyszem4flone-eyed' along side of felszemlY, and egyldbd 'one-

" legged' and so on. It might be mentioned at this point that, al-

thotigh my informant used the singular possessive when referring to

a person's lungs, he insisted on the plural when referring to

breasts:

d. 1. Egeszseges tildeje van. (sg.)
2, She has healthy lungs. .

but: es 1. Szép mellei vannak, (pl.)
2, she hilEautiful breasts.

Incidentally) the fel- pattern does not seem to occur with either

of the nouns immediately above.

20,1.3 Appendages for paired body parts. The fel- pattern is

used, however, with names of clothing and other appurtenances asso-

ciated with body parts occurring in pairs. Thus, fel kesztyameans

'half a pair of gloves' and not 'half gloves,',which is felkesztya.

Similarly, fel clans 'half a pair of shoes,' while felciper is

'half-shoes.' Thus we can have:

a, 1. Barna cipOt vettem. (sg.)
2, I bought (a pair of) brown shoes.

b. 1. FelcipOt vettem.
2. I bought a pair of half shoes.

c. 1. Fel cipest találtam. (lhalf a pair')
2. I found a shoe.

Since quantifiers govern the singular in Hungarian, and since there

often is no distinction made between a pair and a unit, we also

find: egypir htlz 'a couple of houses' vs. ega nicz aid. 'a pair of

shoes.' Again, the use of the plural with such nouns as ciac 'shoe'

implies akinds of,a and not simply %more than one object.

20,2 English plurals vs. Hungarian singulars with upaired objectsa

We have noted in several places above that English generally
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makes more use of the plural morpheme than does Hungarian. This is

true for the simple semantic reason of juxtaposition of quantifiers

and nouns, or because individual objects are viewed in Hungarian

while English views the aggregatc. However there are two broad

semantic areas where the use of the plural form in English occurs

to designate a single object composed of two protruding and, more

or less, bilaterally symmetrical parts,

20,2,1 "paired" items of clothing. There are names of items

of clothing in English which occur only in the plural, even though

one single object may be referred to. Thus, besides a pair of

shoes we may have:

a pair of shorts a pair of pants a pair of trousers
a pair of panties a pair of bloomers a pair of tights
a pair of pajamas a pair of knickers a pair of plus-fours
a pair of suspenders a pair of glasses a pair of spectacles

all of which differ from the first pattern since we can say a shoe,

a sock, a garter, etc., but not *a pants or *a trousers and the

like, In Hungarian, of course, the singular is used regardless of

whether the "parts" of the given item are separable or not, Oddly

enough, bra or brassiere--like shirt, blouse, and skirt--do not be-

long to the same type as panties and pants,

20,2,2 "Paired" tools in English. Just as single items of

clothing may be designated with a noun in the plural, so also may

the names of certain tools with two movable, bilaterally symmetri-

cal parts be designated by a plural, the single object being like-

wise called "a pair of," Some of these tools are:

a pair of pliers a pair of scissors a pair of
a pair of binoculars a pair of field glasses goggles
a pair of tongs a pair of shears a pair of
a pair of snippers a pair of calipers pincers

a pair of
clippers
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As all of these are translated by singular nouns in Hungarian, they

ltneed no special mention here.

20.3 General problems of number

Perhaps the greatest difficulty for the English-speaking stu-

dent in learning to master the problem of number in Hungarian is

the fact that Hungarian places little emphasis on the count-noun vs.

non-count-noun distinction. Learning vocabulary in context (or

from the usual dictionary, for that matter) often leaves the Eng-

lish-speaking student without what is to him vital to know. For

example, is butor 'furniture' pluralizable or not as it is encount-

ered in the following example?:

a. 1. Sok blitor van a szobamban.
2. There is a lot of furniture in my room.

Upon encountering the following sentence the student learns that it

indeed is pluralizable:

b. 1. A blitorok sgrggk.
2, The furniture is yellow. ('the furniture pieces')

Slight reassurance is gained when the student finds that blitordarab

'piece of furniture' can also be used in the last instance. Thus,

the problem of mastering the use of number in Hungarian is like all

the other grammatical problems: the student needs to hear thou-

sands of examples of speech in context before he can internalize

his own rules for the native speech that he hears. It is hoped

that this partial analysis may help direct the student's attention

to several important places to look for these rules.
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